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ABSTRACT
Research indicates the most effective type of teacher professional development (TPD)
involves a sustained and ongoing experience, which is coherent, job-embedded, and involves
active participation by the learner and includes a learning community (Borko et al., 2010;
Desimone, 2009; Easton, 2008; Loucks-Horsely et al., 2010). However, most teachers continue
to participate in episodic workshops (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). As online learning
opportunities continue to increase, can the utilization of online approaches create more
meaningful TPD? Using a convergent parallel mixed methods design, this study investigated the
effect various types of K-8 science teacher professional development had on teacher learning
experiences and science teaching pedagogy, with a focus on how a blended learning (face-to-face
and online) teacher professional development program impacts teacher’s approaches to science
teaching, their understanding of the Next Generation Science Standards, and their engagement in
a community of practice through participation in an online learning community. Analyzing data
from the National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education and the implementation and
analysis of teacher engagement in a blended learning experience focused on the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS), findings from this research indicate teachers participating in both
workshops and learning communities tend to teach in ways suggested by the NGSS more than
teachers attending only workshops. Teachers’ general knowledge about NGSS increased but they
struggled to deeply understand specific scientific and engineering practices, crosscutting
concepts, and disciplinary core ideas. This research continues to validate workshop attendance is
the least effective type of TPD and learning communities are more effective. The NGSS threedimensional understanding of crosscutting concepts are the most challenging dimension for
teachers and should be a significant focus in TPD.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Teacher Professional Development
Although specific requirements may differ across states in the US, elementary and
secondary teachers must participate in continued professional development to increase their
content knowledge and learn new pedagogy strategies in an effort to improve student learning
(National Science Board, 2016). Professional development programs for teachers are often
focused on learning content and/or pedagogy in a particular discipline (e.g., language arts, math,
science) or on general teaching techniques specific to grade-level teaching (e.g., classroom
management, special education). Elementary teachers are often expected to teach subjects other
than science, and indeed focus on literacy and mathematics, so it is not surprising that
elementary teachers are least likely to participate in science-specific professional development.
The 2012 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education (NSSME) collected data on
mathematics and science teachers’ recent participation in subject-specific professional
development and found elementary teachers responsible for teaching science were less likely to
participate in a science-focused activity than middle and high school teachers. When teachers
were asked the amount of time spent in science TPD, 65% of elementary teachers spent less than
six hours in science-focused TPD (Banilower, Smith, Weiss, Malzahn, Campbell, & Weis,
2013).
Most teacher professional development (TPD) programs are provided in a face-to-face
format in which teachers meet together with teacher-educators. However, other types of PD are
also utilized, including online learning, university courses, conferences, various types of
collaborative work, peer observation and feedback (Darling-Hammond, Wei, Andree,
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Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009; National Research Council, 2007; Wei, Darling-Hammond, &
Adamson, 2010). Current trends in research are focusing on professional learning communities,
peer learning, and literacy coaching; however, the findings regarding program effectiveness are
mixed and further research is needed (Wei et al., 2010). In fact, compared to many European and
Asian countries, the United States is far behind in providing teachers with opportunities to
participate in productive collaborative communities (Wei et al., 2010).
Research shows that ongoing sustained professional development is the most effective
type of teacher PD (Easton, 2008; Loucks-Horsely, Stiles, Mundry, Love, & Hewson, 2010) and
short workshops or conference attendance is insufficient to foster learning, which can
fundamentally alter the content that teachers teach or how they teach it (Boyle, While, & Boyle,
2004). Effective teacher professional development is situated in the teachers’ classrooms and
acknowledges the social aspects of learning, provides sustained learning experiences over time
which is coherent and sequentially designed, involves the teacher as learner and is content and
student learner focused, and occurs within a learning community allowing teachers to talk and
develop a shared language through these shared learning experiences (Borko, Jacobs, &
Koellner, 2010; Desimone, 2009, Easton, 2008; Loucks-Horsley et al., 2010). Designing teacher
PD with these components is necessary to help teachers improve their content knowledge and
pedagogical skills, but also to build trust among the community of learners so that the teachers
may question and critically examine their own practice. Providing all these components of highly
effective PD for teachers is the main challenge for short-duration, episodic TPD. Finding
effective strategies to increase workshop effectiveness is essential, especially since 90 percent of
teachers participate in workshop-style training sessions during a school year (Darling-Hammond
et al., 2009).
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Research Problem
Understanding what works in teacher professional development is complex and a
challenge for districts and school administrators in understanding specifically which type of TPD
or which specific elements of the TPD are effective. This can be daunting for district and school
administrators when planning TPD (Borko, 2004; Borko, Jacobs, Eiteljorg, & Pittman, 2008;
Hill, Beisiegel, & Jacob, 2013). While there is general consensus regarding the necessary
features for effective professional development, proving which individual or combination of
components in producing the largest effect can be elusive.
Researchers in the field cannot agree on a common framework or research agenda to
strengthen the empirical foundation and consequently implementing strategies to enact change is
proving much more challenging. A recent review of twenty-eight professional development
programs using rigorous research design standards (Kennedy, 2016) found some widely-favored
research-based designs, such as peer coaching and program intensity, produced mixed results in
program effectiveness. The analysis found program effectiveness was more about teacher
motivation and the specific activities designed for the teacher learning experiences. Kennedy
(2016) argues the need to focus on analyzing PD that is based on more nuanced understanding of
what teachers do, what motivates them, and how they learn and grow.
Darling-Hammond et al. (2009) found that while most teachers participate in some form
of professional development, the main form of participation is workshops. According to Trygstad
(2013), attendances at these workshops have increased over the last decade, suggesting schools
and districts view professional development as independent and disconnected learning activities.
In fact, teachers had fewer opportunities to engage in sustained professional development in
2008 than they did in 2004 (Wei et al., 2010). Teachers’ greatest challenge in implementing
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episodic workshop content comes when attempting to implement newly learned methods into
classroom practice (Gulamhussein, 2013).
Many districts do not provide long-term sustained professional development
opportunities in their school buildings nor allow teachers out of the classroom during the school
year due to the expense and concerns regarding loss of student learning. Short-duration, episodic
TPD is less expensive than implementing reform oriented TPD (Ellerson, 2012). During the
economic downturn, Ellerson’s study (2012) found that 71% of administrators responded that
providing professional development for teachers was down somewhat to a great deal due to
budgetary issues. When asked in 2012 what impact the 2013 budget sequestration would have on
school budgets, 69% of administrators responded that they would cut TPD (Ellerson, 2012).
Often the teachers themselves do not want to be out of the classroom due to concern for the
increased workload caused by this absence (Easton, 2008).
The majority of science teachers reported most of their TPD opportunities were in
generic PD rather than science TPD, compounding the problem (Wilson, 2013). Science-focused
TPD for K-8 teachers is difficult for teachers to find, as the majority of science PD is geared for
middle and high school teachers. Elementary teachers interested in increasing their content
knowledge have a difficult time finding PD opportunities. The shortage of science focused
professional development for elementary teachers mirrors the research and reporting on this
topic. The lack of research devoted to elementary science teaching is very apparent when
searching the literature. In fact, the de-emphasis of reporting on elementary science teacher
professional development can be seen by comparing the Science and Engineering Indicators
2014 and 2016 reports (National Science Board, 2014; National Science Board, 2016). The 2014
and 2016 reports included chapters dedicated to both elementary and secondary mathematics and
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science educators, however the 2016 report omitted elementary teacher data, stating the focus
was on “middle and high school teachers because mathematics and science teachers are more
common and more easily identified at these levels than at the elementary level” (National
Science Board, 2016, pp. 55).
While funding challenges were occurring due to the recession (Ellerson, 2012), online
learning opportunities exploded over the past 10 years with universities offering online degrees,
Massive Open Online Courses, and organizations offering learning opportunities for educators
(Dede, Breit, Ketelhut, McCloskey, & Whitehouse, 2006; Journell, 2013). As online
programming increases, research is still needed to expand upon the anecdotal reports of
professional development programs, providing full details of the participants, setting, research
questions, methods of data collection, and analytic strategies (Dede, Ketelhut, Whitehouse, &
Breit, 2009).
As online learning opportunities for teachers continued to increase (Ellerson, 2012; Van
Driel, Meirink, van Veen, & Zwart, 2012), research studies in science teacher professional
development also increased (Van Driel et al., 2012). Forty-four studies were reviewed and
findings indicated TPD programs were aimed at enhancing teacher cognition, classroom practice,
and student outcomes through TPD. Results indicated most studies continue to research only one
program, in one setting, involving the same researchers, and most of these studies provided
limited information about how the TPD was designed, how it was investigated, and its impact on
teacher participants. Most studies showed a strong congruence between the goals, design
features, and outcome measures that were used and the majority of studies used teacher selfreports. Of the 44 studies reviewed, only two focused on elementary science teachers (Van Driel
et al., 2012).
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In the area of blended learning TPD, described as a combination of face-to-face
workshop experience with online support, Belland, Burdo, & Gu (2015) are among the few
researchers looking at elementary science TPD and blended learning. Their work looked at a
blended professional development program designed to help teachers learn to provide one-to-one
scaffolding. Due to staffing issues, only one elementary teacher participated in the study and they
compared study results with inquiry-oriented teachers described in the literature. They found the
teacher participating in the blended learning experience did as well or better than teachers in the
literature participating in face-to-face TPD on scaffolding. Future research indicates the need for
additional data sources, such as interviews, baseline observation of participating teachers in order
to attribute the use of desired behaviors to the professional development. Interviews would allow
the researcher to learn which professional development strategies teachers found useful and how
they perceived their practice has improved.
Given these challenges involved in proving high quality, face-to-face professional
development over an extended period of time, there is a need to explore how the incorporation of
online approaches to teacher professional development can support teacher learning in new
ways. This is an important area of research which has potential in redefining how professional
development programs are designed (Luft & Hewson, 2014; Reiser, 2013).
Online approaches, or in this case a blended learning design, is one strategy to support
teacher learning, but how can the online component replicate the social learning which can occur
in face-to-face workshops? One approach is to analyze how a social learning environment
develops in an online community. Lave and Wenger (1991) created the concept of communities
of practice as a way to discuss the idea of apprenticeship as a learning model. Their studies
revealed a complex set of social relationships through which learning takes place and referred to
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this interaction as a community of practice. It is through this lens my research investigated how
K-8 teachers, participating in a blended learning TPD, engaged in a community of practice as
they learned about the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). The affordances and
constraints the blended learning program provided in learning about NGSS and in how the
teachers engaged in the community of learners were also addressed.
Purpose of the Study
Many research studies focus on university blended learning programs (Aguti, Wills, &
Walters, 2014; Tselios, Daskalakis, & Papadopoulou, 2011) and K-12 programs (Alijani, Kwun,
& Yu, 2014; Picciano, Seaman, Shea, & Swan, 2012), but little focus has been given to teacher
professional development blended programs (Owston, Sinclair, & Wideman, 2008) and even less
to science TPD (Gilchrist, 2014).
The current study investigated the effect various types of K-8 science teacher
professional development had on teacher learning experiences and science teaching pedagogy,
with a focus on how a blended learning (face-to-face and online) teacher professional
development program impacted teacher’s approaches to science teaching, their understanding of
the Next Generation Science Standards, and their engagement in a community of practice
through participation in an online learning community.
Research Questions
To examine these issues, I developed the following research questions:
1. Does participation in teacher professional development workshops and/or learning
communities influence teachers’ approaches to science teaching?
2. When teachers participate in a blended professional development, to what extent do they
express knowledge of the NGSS in their teaching and discussions?
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3. How do teachers’ engagement in the K-8 science blended learning professional
development program reflect dimensions of a community within a community of
practice?
Overview of Design and Methodology
To answer these questions, a convergent parallel study was designed to include both
quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis. Mixed methods research deliberately
includes both quantitative and qualitative research methods into one study (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011) to reach a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena under investigation,
providing greater confidence in the study conclusions (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). In a
convergent parallel design, the researcher collects both the quantitative and qualitative data,
occurring concurrently but separate. These data are analyzed independently from one another
and these separate results are merged into results comparing the separate results and relating the
findings to one another. (Creswell, 1998). A detailed explanation about this approach is
addressed in Chapter Three.
In this study’s mixed methods design, the quantitative phase analyzed 1,380 K-8
teachers’ responses from the 2012 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education to
learn more about elementary and middle school teacher’s approaches to science teaching when
participating in workshops and/or learning communities. Teachers’ responses were analyzed
using descriptive statistics and multivariate analysis to answer research question one.
The purpose of the qualitative phase was to obtain different but complimentary data, with
the qualitative findings providing a deep analysis of teachers participating in a K-8 blended
learning science teacher professional development program, entitled Building Learning
Experiences with NGSS and Distance Education Design (BLENDED). Eleven teachers
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participated in the five-month long BLENDED program, in which a series of interviews,
classroom videos, surveys, and website interactions were analyzed to answer research questions
two and three.
Significance of the Research Study
This study contributes to the theoretical and empirical literature on professional
development of K-8 science teachers in several distinct ways. First, this study utilized
unpublished data from the 2012 NSSME data set in examining different types of TPD effects on
K-8 science teaching, thus contributing additional findings on science teacher professional
development results to the current literature. Second, because this study examines how three K-8
science teachers’ basic knowledge about the Next Generation Science Standards changes in a
blended learning TPD, this study draws our attention to the usefulness of a specific type of
teacher professional development program designed to support teachers’ knowledge change.
Third, this study examined how a group of seven educators engaged in an online community of
practice and informs the application of Wenger’s (1998) communities of practice to blended
learning teacher professional development settings. Lastly, this study highlights the importance
of including questions about blended learning experiences in future national surveys.
Research has shown very little TPD focusing on K-8 grade teachers (Dede et al., 2009).
Learning more about the various effects of TPD and teachers’ experience in a combined
workshop and online community of learners focused on the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS), can inform how the incorporation of online approaches to teacher professional
development can support teacher learning in new ways.
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Preview of Remaining Chapters
In Chapter Two, I present the historical rationale for teacher professional development
and review relevant literature regarding the characteristics of effective TPD, current trends and
challenges in TPD, including online and blended learning professional development programs.
The focus then turns to science teacher professional development and the Next Generation
Science Standards. I include my theoretical framework and the lens in which I am thinking about
K-8 science TPD and end the chapter with the gaps in literature and my research questions.
Chapter Three provides a detailed description of the mixed methods design used to
address my research questions and a detailed description of both the quantitative and qualitative
research phase is provided.
The next three chapters explain the analysis and present the findings related to each
research questions. Chapter Four presents the quantitative findings which answers research
question one; Chapter Five presents the qualitative findings to research question two regarding
teacher knowledge of NGSS; and Chapter Six presents the qualitative findings to research
question three regarding teachers’ engagement in a community of practice.
Chapter Seven provides an interpretation and integration of the quantitative and
qualitative findings, their implications, and future research suggestions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Teacher Professional Development
Historical Rationale for Teacher Professional Development
Over the past thirty years, starting with A Nation at Risk, a report stating that the decline
in educational achievement was placing our country at risk (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983), legislation was passed in an effort to improve America’s educational
system. In March, 1994, Congress passed the Goals 2000: Educate America Act to provide every
individual with an equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality (HR 1804) and
provide funding for states to continue developing state standards. This process began in earnest
in 1989 when the nation’s governors adopted the National Education Goals, a predecessor to the
Goals 2000: Education America Act. State standards documents were ultimately developed to
help achieve the expectations as outlined in the legislation.
All these documents included verbiage regarding the importance of high quality teacher
professional development (S. 1177, 2015; No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2002) to support
successful standards implementation. Significant research into teacher professional development
(TPD) began in the late 1980’s and early 90’s, in part spurred by the development of various
discipline-based national standards (Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, 1989; Yoon, Duncan, Lee,
Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007).
A significant amount of money has been dedicated to developing and providing TPD.
According to Wei et al., (2010), “Since the enactment of No Child Left Behind in 2001, Title II
has provided nearly $3 billion annually to states and districts to improve teacher qualifications
and teacher quality, among other uses, with nearly 40 percent of that being used for professional
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development in 2009, as reported by the U.S. Department of Education” (p. 4). With this amount
of investment into TPD, understanding which components of TPD are effective, replicable, and
scalable is essential for schools, districts, policy makers and funding agencies making these
investments (Koellner & Jacobs, 2014).
Effective Teacher Professional Development
Research over the past twenty years has brought a consensus among researchers
regarding effective teacher professional development features. Effective TPD, also called
reform-oriented TPD, features include: a focus on content and student learning, job-embedded
learning occurring during the school day, sustained learning experiences over time, coherent and
sequentially designed, teachers actively participating in learning experiences, and occurs within a
community of learners allowing for collaboration (Borko et al., 2010; Desimone, 2009; Easton,
2008; Louckes-Horsley et al., 2010). Teachers need ongoing professional development (PD) to
improve their content knowledge and pedagogical skills, but also to build trust among the
learning community so that the teachers may question and critically examine their own practice
(Louckes-Horsley et al., 2010).
The work of Susan Loucks-Horsely (2010) and her colleagues influenced the professional
development field with the publication of Designing Professional Development for Teachers of
Science and Mathematics starting in 1998. Now in its 3rd edition, they have revised their work
based upon new understandings in cognitive research addressing how children and adults
construct knowledge, how professional learning communities support professional learning, how
content and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) impact teaching and student learning, and
how to improve student learning.
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One area, which has remained constant in both editions, with minor modification, is the
following list describing characteristics of effective professional development. Effective TPD:
•

Is designed to address student learning goals and needs,

•

Is driven by a well-defined image of effective classroom learning and teaching,

•

Provides opportunities for teachers to build their content and pedagogical content
knowledge and reflect on practice,

•

Is research-based and engages teachers, as adult learners, in the learning approaches
they will use with their students,

•

Provides opportunities for teachers to collaborate with colleagues and other experts to
improve their practice,

•

Supports teachers to develop their professional expertise and to serve in leadership
roles,

•

Links with other parts of the education system, and

•

Is continuously evaluated and improved (Locks-Horsley et al., 2010)

Easton’s book Powerful Designs for Professional Learning (2008) was one of the early
publications to focus on TPD support at the school level and compiled the findings from the
National Staff Development Council’s work on defining “powerful professional development”
(p. 2). Easton compiled and established twelve qualities of powerful professional learning to
consider when designing system-wide school-based TPD opportunities. These qualities include
data-driven decision-making, application in the classroom using alliterative processes for
improvement, experiences which are content-rich, collaborative in nature, and cultivates quality
experiences. Through various job-embedded strategies, including critical friends group,
differentiated coaching, lesson study, mentoring and study groups, teachers can begin to be
reflective practitioners with the goal of supporting student learning (Easton, 2008).
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While the work of Easton and Loucks-Horsely et al. (2010) have very similar strategies
and created the foundation for reform-oriented TPD, research conducted since this time has
attempted to test these best practices with rigorous research (Wilson, 2013). With this surge of
research over the past twenty years has come a plethora of definitions and a variety of PD
models (Koellner & Jacobs, 2014). In an attempt to make order from this chaos and move the PD
research field forward, researchers have made efforts to develop a common language and
framework in an attempt to organize and validate TPD research.
Desimone (2009) proposed a core conceptual framework for studying the effects of
professional development on teachers and students. She argued that a proficient knowledge base
exists for assessing the quality of TPD and called for the research field to create a common
language and a common framework to guide research studies. Working from a common
framework would enable future research to focus on particular elements of the model and critical
features of PD in various contexts to help districts and schools in choosing more effective PD
(Desimone, 2009). Additionally, the field should also develop a consistent set of instruments to
measure the quality of various aspects of TPD programs as well as professional learning,
including knowledge and practice.
Still others are suggesting different ways to classify TPD. One research group suggests
comparing various TPD in a holistic approach based upon orientation (Rogers, Abell, Marra,
Arbaugh, Hutchins, & Cole, 2010). Their exploratory study on orientations to science teacher
professional development analyzed nine different state-funded Improving Teacher Quality
Grants science PD projects for grades 6–12 science teachers during one funding cycle. Their
analysis determined five TPD design formats, or orientations: activity driven,
science/mathematics driven, pedagogy driven, curriculum materials driven, and needs driven.
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TPD can and most typically have multiple orientations. The authors believe that this work could
“lead to understanding a particular orientation or combination of orientations that may result in
greater improvements in science teaching and learning in the classroom” (p. 325).
While Koellner and Jacobs (2014) find the orientation approach valuable, they believe it
“lacks the comparable elements such as goals, expectations, and context of the PD” (p. 52) and
suggest organizing professional development using a continuum in which PD programs are
located on a scale from a highly-adaptive model to a highly-specified model, and view the PD
models as a system rather than a set of features. Highly-adaptive models are responsive to the
goals, resources, and context of the PD, and are based on general and evolving guidelines.
Lesson study is an example of a highly-adaptive model, in which teacher teams work through
lesson study cycles of planning, teaching, observing, and reflecting on a developed lesson plan
(Easton, 2008). Lesson study is flexible in nature and the focus is determined locally by the
participating teachers. This is quite different from the highly-specified model’s goals, in which
content resources and materials are predetermined and finite in nature. Published texts and
materials are examples of highly-specific models. In addition to PD models falling along the
continuum, they proposed a common way to analyze the models for effectiveness.
Koellner and Jacobs (2014) contend that highly-specific models can be empirically
evaluated by determining the impact on teachers’ knowledge and instruction on student
achievement due to the nature of these programs. However, highly-adaptive models are smaller
scale and more descriptive in nature and typically are not conducive to empirical research. To
address the need for additional studies on the impact of highly-adaptive PD, they studied a multiyear design research project in a situative-based, adaptive PD program. Using longitudinal data
and quantitative analyses, their findings indicated that the PD program led to teachers’ using
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preferred instructional practices and increased teachers’ mathematical knowledge, indicating that
highly adaptive models can be empirically tested. Koellner and Jacobs (2014) argue the
continuum’s goal is to “provide policy and decision makers an understanding of the fundamental
distinctions among various PD models in order to make informed choices about which models to
invest in and utilize” (Koellner and Jacobs, 2014, p. 52).
While there may not be consensus in the field about how to best organize and classify
TPD, empirical evidence supporting effective TPD features continues to inform the field
(Banilower, Heck, & Weiss, 2007; Desimone, 2009). Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon
(2001) provided the first large-scale empirical comparison of different types of TPD activities to
determine the different professional development characteristics’ effects on teacher’s learning.
Three core features emerged as significant positive effects on teachers’ self-reported increased in
knowledge, skills, and change in classroom practice: (a) content knowledge, (b) active learning,
and (c) coherence with other learning activities. In regards to significantly affecting teacher
learning, three core features emerged: (a) form of activity (workshop versus study group), (b)
collective participation from the same school, and (c) duration of activity.
Desimone, Porter, Garet, & Yoon (2002) used change in teacher practice as a measure in
determining TPD effectiveness and studied 207 teachers in 30 schools longitudinally over three
years to examine features of teachers’ PD and its effects on changing teacher practice. The data,
based upon teacher self-report surveys, found evidence that TPD focused on specific teaching
practices increased teachers’ use of those practices in the classroom. PD characterized by active
learning, regular collegial discussions, and focused on higher order instructional or alternative
assessment methods also benefited the teachers. Interestingly, no effects for duration were found.
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In light of the research surrounding effective teacher professional development, the current
trends tend not to follow these recommendations.
Current Trends and Challenges in Teacher Professional Development
Due to the nature of short duration workshops, conference attendance, and other episodic
professional development, these type of TPD do not meet the above stated criteria. As such, it is
generalized that these types of PD experiences are insufficient to fundamentally alter what
teachers teach or how they teach (Boyle et al., 2004). However, a quick Internet search reveals
the plethora of episodic PD workshops available to teachers. These offerings reflect school
districts decreased expenditures in the area of teacher professional development due to budgetary
issues (Ellerson, 2009), as episodic TPD is less expensive than reform-oriented TPD, which
requires much more time and financial commitment from districts. Most districts continue to
provide short duration TPD opportunities, and according to Trygstad (2013), attendances at these
workshops have increased over the last decade, suggesting schools and districts view
professional development as independent and disconnected learning activities. In fact, teachers
had fewer opportunities to engage in sustained professional development in 2008 than they did in
2004 (Wei et al., 2010). Expenses related to TPD is another reason districts are resorting to
shorter duration, incremental TPD, as these types of experiences are less expensive than
implementing reform-oriented TPD (Ellerson, 2012). During the economic downturn, Ellerson’s
study (2012) found that 71% administrators responded that providing professional development
for teachers was down due to budgetary issues. When asked in 2012 what impact sequestration
would have on school budgets, 69% of administrators responded that they would cut TPD
(Ellerson, 2012). These data suggest TPD is the first expense to be cut when schools face tough
budgetary times. The majority of science teachers reported most of their TPD opportunities were
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in generic PD rather than science-specific TPD, compounding the problem (Wilson, 2013). As a
result, the lack of funding to support and provide effective school and district based TPD is
impacting teachers’ participation in effective PD opportunities, with most teachers participating
in episodic workshops (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009).
One major criticism of workshops is that they are one-shot, short duration learning
experiences for teachers, unable to provide opportunities for teachers to collaborate and reflect
upon their learning (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). Many schools and districts struggle to
provide these types of reform oriented TPD due to expense and time involved during the school
year to support these activities (Easton, 2008). In addition, districts often will not allow teachers
out of the classroom during the school year to attend a workshop due to concerns regarding
student-learning losses due to their absence. Many teachers themselves would rather remain in
the classroom, as they also are concerned about student learning in their absence and the
additional time necessary to prepare for a substitute teacher and the ensuing additional workload
(Easton, 2008; Louck-Horsely et al., 2010). Solving the lack of collaboration issue is paramount,
as collaboration is one of the thirteen indicators of successful NGSS implementation (Achieve,
2017).
Communities of Practice
Investigating communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and its impact on teacher
collaboration and reflection is one area of importance in addressing this issue. Akerson, Cullen,
& Hanson (2009) explored the development of a community of practice (CoP) thorough a PD
program to improve elementary teachers’ views of nature of science (NOS). They wanted to
know how a CoP professional development program influences teachers’ views of NOS and
NOS teaching practice. Their 12-month TPD program included fifteen teachers and sought to
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establish both the diversity and opportunity for local and more global networks to form. It began
with a two-week summer workshop and 8 subsequent workshops during the school year.
Researchers also conducted classroom observations and provided individualized teacher support.
They found the interactions among the teachers and the teachers’ interactions with the facilitators
were the biggest influences in changes, both in NOS views and teaching practice. While the
development of a CoP was not sufficient for changing the practice of all teachers, it did provide
key supports to allow changes in NOS to be continued beyond the professional development
activities.
Communities of practice research can be found in many disciplines, such as nursing and
business (Holmes, Greenhill, & McLean, 2014), as well as a variety of educational settings, such
as information learning and K-12 and Higher Education classrooms. Research has also focused
on communities of practice in online environments. One such study focused on pre-service
teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs as they participated in an online community of practice (Ekici,
2017) while Carr & Chambers (2006) identified factors that facilitated or deterred teacher’s
professional learning in an online community. The growth of research in the area of online
communities of practice parallels the increased use of technology in supporting learning.
While funding challenges were occurring due to the recession (Ellerson, 2012), online
learning opportunities have exploded over the past 10 years with universities offering online
degrees, Massive Open Online Courses, and various organizations offering learning
opportunities for educators (Dede et al., 2006; Journell, 2013). With many options available to
professional development providers, online communities of practice elements could be a possible
solution to some of these challenges.
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Technology and Online Learning Contributions to Teacher Professional Development
Understanding the history of technology and its evolution in the classroom provides a
backdrop in understanding the current state of technology and online learning and ensuing
implications in teacher professional development programs. The first operational computers were
developed in 1944 at Harvard and in 1946 at the University of Pennsylvania. The early uses of
computers were utilized as a mathematical problem-solving tool (Molnar, 1997). In the late
fifty’s and early sixties, universities began incorporating computers into their classrooms and by
the late sixties, 30 regional computing networks were available to over 300 institutions of higher
education and some secondary schools. Computer technology evolved and by the late seventies,
personal computers were everywhere and often a necessity (Molnar, 1997).
Business, education, training sectors, and the military began using Electronic learning, or
e-learning, albeit in different ways, to support and augment teaching and learning (Nicholson,
2007). “Historically, e-learning embraced a diverse range of practices, technologies, and
theoretical positions and focused on online contexts, including the full range of computer-based
learning platforms and delivery methods, genres, formats and media such as multimedia,
educational programming, simulations, games and the use of new media across all discipline
areas” (Nicholson, 2007, p. 2).
Computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) arose in the 1990s in reaction to
computer software being used by students in isolation (Stahl, Koschmann, & Suthers, 2006).
CSCL became an emerging branch of the learning sciences, concerned with studying how people
can learn together with the help of computers and the challenges to effectively incorporate
computer supported and collaborative learning (Stahl et al., 2006).
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Fast forward to current times, as the environment of education has been transformed as a
result of rapid developments in information and communications technology, the move to a 24/7
culture, changing patterns of work and leisure, globalization, educational standards, and the
constant demand to work in a manner that is smarter (Allan, 2007). In fact, online learning is
“one of the fastest growing trends in educational uses of technology” (U.S. Department of
Education, 2010, p. xi). These changes have impacted education and training programs, creating
the need for new and innovative strategies in providing TPD.
Professional development that is tailored to teachers’ busy schedules, provides resources
not available locally (access to experts and archival resources), and offers job-embedded support
has stimulated the creation of online teacher professional development programs (Dede et al.,
2006). Faced with ambitious content standards and high-stakes testing, teachers are turning to
new, different, and easily accessible forms of TPD (Marrero, Woodruff, & Schuster, 2010).
Online communities are being increasingly used by teachers for professional support, guidance,
and inspiration, delivering authentic and personalized opportunities for learners (Borko et al.,
2010; Duncan-Howell, 2010).
Overview of Online Teacher Professional Development
Online teacher professional development (oTPD) has increased since 2002 (Ellerson,
2013), and large numbers of online oTPD offerings for teachers are expanding daily (Van Driel
et al., 2012). oTPD covers a range of purposes, such as “introducing new curricula, altering
teachers’ beliefs and instructional and assessment practices, changing school organization and
culture, and enhancing relationships between school and community” (Dede et al., 2009). Yet,
very little is known about designing and implementing best practices of online programs (Dede
et al., 2006) and the quality has gone unchecked (Journell, 2013). Unless the design of the online
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learning is well-developed and based upon the established best practices in TPD, increasing
frequency of online interaction with longer durations does not translate directly into high-quality
learning experiences or sustainable communities (Holmes, 2013).
Effective online learning must be well-designed and planned. Louck-Horsely et al. (2010)
suggests a number of elements be considered during the design of oTPD. The number of teachers
plays an important role in selection of learning formats in the TPD design. The format may look
different between a small group of teachers using videos for analysis versus a large audience
located in many different locations. Low quality cameras and audio, or slow Internet
connectivity can significantly impact the learning. To alleviate these issues, both teachers and
TPD facilitators must have access to adequate resources and be proficient in using the
technology. Skilled facilitators are essential for learning, as skilled moderation leads to deeper
and more reflective teacher learning. Content must connect with teachers’ practice, as established
in the research for best practices in TPD, and established mechanisms for teacher reflection on
their own and others’ ideas and practices to minimize teachers’ feelings of isolation and one-way
learning.
Lim and Yoon (2008) found in their study comparing learning outcomes and instructional
variables between blended (combination online and face-to-face) and online delivery that
learning outcomes were influenced more by instructional variables than delivery forms,
supporting Loucks-Horsley et al. (2010) findings that designing quality learning opportunities is
essential regardless of delivery mode.
There are many benefits in using online technologies to support TPD. Utilizing
information and communication technologies (ICT) can provide more opportunities for teachers
to work collaboratively and bridge distance, time, and costs. Teachers can participate from home
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during times that best fit their schedule and they can network with teachers from various
locations and teaching situations (Loucks-Horsely et al., 2010; Liu, 2012).
Teachers’ participation in well-designed collaborative interactions with their peers
provides them opportunities to learn from the various teaching experiences of others, to share
ideas about implementing activities in the curriculum, to participate in communities of practice
to alleviate the isolation often felt in their practice, and to learn together how to deal with
constraints faced during teaching (Cha & Ham, 2012). In fact, more rural science teachers are
taking advantage of online professional development at higher rates than their suburban and
urban counterparts (Asbell-Clark & Rowe, 2007).
Collaboration and collective participation are important elements in effective TPD and
are a major component in online TPD. In a vast sense, collaboration is seen in teacher’s practice
as a way to describe teachers working together towards a common goal, usually the
implementation of education reforms (Egodawatte, McDougall, & Stoilescu, 2011). In
professional development research, collaboration may denote an array of different approaches of
teachers’ development each one related to some theoretical construct, such as communities of
practice (Wenger, 1998), collaborative learning communities (Haberman, 2004), communities of
learners (Rogoff, 1994), learning communities (Johnson & Johnson, 1999), and professional
learning communities (DuFour, 2004). Common points of these different constructs are that
collaborative professional development initiatives involve teachers working in communities
aiming to enhance their content knowledge, reflecting and supporting each other about their
practice (Wilson & Berne, 1999; Clark et al., 1996). However, there is concern regarding the
excessive use of the word community and Grossman, Wineburg, & Woolworth (2000) warn
about losing the meaning of the word community, especially when used in online platforms. In
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order to ensure clarity on the context of community, researchers must make sure to define
community within the context of their work to ensure a more meaningful use and application of
the word (Grossman et al., 2000).
A relatively new development in oTPD is the digital badge system, designed by
university, government agency, and national professional organizations to support teachers’
implementation of PD (Gamrat, Zimmerman, Dudek, & Peck, 2014). Digital badges can capture
and credential unique learning experiences as part of a teachers’ PD and can act like a portfolio
in documenting workplace learning. Digital badges’ intent is to allow teaches the flexibility in
achieving their personal professional development goals through participating in a variety of
digital badges offered by various providers (EDUCAUSE, 2012; Gamrat et al., 2014). Digital
badging is not without its drawbacks, and one of them is the lack of common learner
expectations and rigor, as each provider determines completion requirements. In addition, there
is no guarantee the person who has the digital badge actually earned it (EDUCAUSE, 2012).
There is ongoing research and investigations into in this new system, addressing some of these
challenges and digital badges are one example of future oTPD programs.
As new oTPD programs, such as digital badges, continue to market their value and
effectiveness to teachers, Dede and colleagues (2009) argue the need for a research agenda for
online teacher professional development. Building upon prior research on best practices in faceto-face TPD, yet addressing the unique online environment, is essential to ensure quality oTPD is
being designed and implemented (Dede et al., 2009).
Similar to the challenges regarding specific features and programs making teacher
professional development effective, there is a desire by policy-makers and practitioners in
knowing about the conditions under which online learning is effective and identifying those
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approaches that are most effective (U.S. Department of Education, 2010). In an attempt to help
administrators and teachers discern effective oTPD by developing online professional
development standards, the Southern Regional Education Board (2004) published guidelines for
planning and evaluating online professional development courses and programs, developed by
the National Staff Development Council.
The U.S. Department of Education funded a meta-analysis review of online learning
studies to provide policy-makers, administrators and educators with research-based guidance
regarding best practices in implementing online learning for K-12 education and teacher
preparation. The results related to teacher preparation indicated blends of online and face-to-face
were more effective than purely face-to-face instruction. Other relevant findings indicate the
importance of including collaborative and/or instructor-directed learning experiences, as these
components proved more effective than online learners working independently (Means et al.,
2010). Many studies differed in the amount of time spent, the curriculum and pedagogy choices,
thus adding challenges for professional development providers in designing the learning
environment and administrators and educators in knowing which online program is best for their
professional learning (U.S. Department of Education, 2010).
Other potential challenges to online learning include teachers failing to complete
assignments or participate in discussions, as it can be more difficult to catch up without face-toface interactions and guidance (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2010). However, many programs are
moving to the blended learning model, incorporating online learning with face-to-face
opportunities, to address this challenge.
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Blended Learning Teacher PD Programs
There are many interpretations of the meaning of blended learning, or hybrid or mixed
mode learning as it is sometimes called (Owston, Wideman, Murphy, & Lupshenyuk, 2008).
According to Wilson & Smilanich (2005), the term blended learning was originally used to
describe electronic learning (e-learning) combined with additional training solutions such as onthe-job training or mentoring. Lim & Yoon (2008) define it as the mix of traditional on-site
instruction with innovative learning technologies, and Owston et al. (2008) state that blended
learning is defined as blending a combination of face-to-face experiences, in which learners are
co-located, with online experiences, and learners are not at the same location.
These definitions are somewhat simplistic, as there can be many different aspects of
learning and teaching that may be blended together. These aspects include percentage of time
among the online versus face-to-face time, time allocated to the entire blend (synchronous or
asynchronous learning), location of learning (home, workplace), blending various information
and communication technologies, pedagogy, focus, types of learners, and relationships with
others in the learning process. There are many factors to be considered when developing the
blended program component for this research, yet through careful planning, this can be an
effective strategy in enhancing teachers’ professional development (Owston et al., 2008).
Blended programs can positively influence teachers’ attitudes and content knowledge on
specific curricular topics, motivating many participants to transform their classroom practice
(Owston et al., 2008). Voogt, Almekinders, van den Akker, & Moonen, (2005) indicate blended
programs can help teachers better understand and implement technology into their classrooms
and, to a lesser extent, adapt exemplary materials for their own settings.
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In 2009, Dede et al. highlighted key areas in need of research based on a review of
current online teacher professional development (oTPD) research. Their review found much
anecdotal work, describing professional development programs or “lessons learned” without
providing full details of the participants, setting, research questions, methods of data collection,
or analytic strategies. Evidence-based conceptual framework that provides robust explanatory
power for theory and model building should guide oTPD research and helpful considerations
when designing blended learning programs.
As mentioned by Lim and Yoon (2008), blended learning delivery should be influence by
instruction goals and technology should not simply be “bolted on” to an existing face-to-face
program, as blended learning requires a redesign of the teaching and learning relationship since
the learning environment is a mix between face-to-face and online experiences (Allan, 2007;
Owston et al., 2008).
Designing blended learning programs should consider the following design strategies to
increase effectiveness: (a) facilitating learner readiness for group work and provide scaffolding
to build skills, (b) establishing a healthy balance between structure (clarity of task) and learner
autonomy (flexibility of task), (c) the establishment of learner relationships and sense of
community, (d) monitoring group activities actively and closely, (e) the group task relevant for
the learner, (f) choosing tasks that are best performed by a group, and (g) providing sufficient
time (Brindley, Blaschke & Walti, 2009).
In addition to these afore-mentioned considerations, is also important to consider the
design elements of blended learning. These include (a) the types of learning goals and
assignments for the teachers, (b) the group assignment and composition, (c) the discourse
expectations, (d) the types of facilitation to employ, and (e) the motivational inputs such as
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incentives (Dennen & Hoadley, 2013). These design elements and strategies of blended learning
are ambitious and reflect the myriad of variables and considerations necessary in developing an
effective collaborative blended learning environment in TPD programs.
Another benefit of the blended PD online component allows teachers to apply what they
are learning to their everyday teaching practice as they learn and discuss their experiences with
peers, in addition to facilitating reflection-in-practice, mutual support and an understanding of
the wider consequences of what it being learned (Holmes, 2013). The online format is an
important piece of the blend, as it supports deeper conceptual understanding into a concept that
was presented in the face-to-face meeting and it helps the facilitator to readjust the subject matter
for the next face-to-face meeting (Singer & Stoicescu, 2011). Online communities can provide
ongoing and effective PD for teachers and have the potential to provide effective PD to meet the
emergent professional needs of teachers in the 21st Century (Duncan-Howell, 2010). The online
component supports teachers in digging deeper into the understanding of concepts that were
presented in the face-to-face experience, as well as providing feedback for the facilitator to
readjust the subject matter for the next face-to-face activity (Singer & Stoicescu, 2011).
Combining an online component to face-to-face teacher PD allows for the continuous, job
embedded, long-duration experiences which research states provides the most effective type of
professional development (Easton, 2008; Loucks-Horsely et al., 2009).
Elementary Science Teacher Professional Development
The majority of science teachers reported most of their TPD opportunities were in
generic PD rather than science TPD, compounding the problem (Wilson, 2013). The lack of
science-focused TPD is problematic for science teachers, as teacher content knowledge is
important for teachers to support student learning (Horizon Research, 2010; Van Driel, Verloop,
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& de Vos, 1998) through the use of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK). PCK is the
knowledge teachers must possess in order to break down content knowledge into strategies
facilitating student learning and is based upon the work of Lee Shulman (1986, 1987). The PCK
teachers need to know and how to best apply PCK in understanding of how students learn or fail
to learn specific science concepts is an important goal in science TPD (Avraamidou & ZembalSaul, 2010; Van Driel & Berry, 2012), especially since teachers are interested in improving their
knowledge of PCK as shown by Zhang, Parker, Koehler, & Eberhardt (2015). Their study found
commonalities among science teachers regarding their difficulty in teaching specific science
topics and a desire to improve various aspects of PCK. Much can be learned from current
research on effective elements of science teacher professional development (STPD) and the
following section discusses the various types of science teacher professional development
research and their findings.
Van Driel et al., (2012) reviewed 44 studies and found most STPD programs were aimed
at enhancing teacher cognition, classroom practice, and student outcomes through TPD. Results
of this review indicated most studies continue to research only one program, in one setting,
involving the same researchers, and most of these studies provided limited information about
how the PD was designed, how is was investigated, and its impact on teacher participants. Most
studies showed a strong congruence between the goals, design features, and outcome measures
that were used and the majority of studies used teacher self-reports. Of the 44 studies reviewed,
only two focused on elementary science teachers.
Over the past few years, studies are focusing on science TPD in determining specific
program features impacting teacher learning and practice, such as video-based analysis, teaching
cases, and student work analysis (Heller, Daehler, Wong, Shinohara, & Miratrix, 2012; Roth,
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Garnier, Chen, Lemmens, Schwille, & Wickler, 2011; Yoon et al, 2007 and finding promising
results. Several research studies incorporated PCK and science content learning to determine
which types of TPD programs impacted student learning.
Using analysis-of-practice program for their study context, Roth et al. (2011) examined
the effects of video use on upper elementary teacher knowledge, teaching practice, and students’
science learning. The Science Teachers Learning from Lesson Analysis (STeLLA) program is a
quasi-experimental two-group design, comparing teachers participating in STeLLA and teachers
who only received the science content instruction portion of the program. During the 3-week
summer institute, each group participated in morning activities designed to deepen their science
content understandings related to their science curriculum. STeLLA participants spent the
afternoons utilizing the Science Content Storyline and Student Thinking Lenses documents to
analyzing videos, student work, pre/post tests, and teacher lesson plans. After 3 weeks, STeLLA
teachers continued to meet during the academic year.
Using multi-level HLM analysis, the findings from this study linked higher average gains
in student learning with teachers’ participating in the STeLLA program. They found the contentonly group of teachers was unable to retain the science content knowledge gained from the
summer institute across the school year while the STeLLA teachers maintained their knowledge
gains. The analysis also “revealed importance for student learning of teacher’s ability to analyze
student thinking and to use teaching strategies that create a coherent science content storyline
through strong science content links” (p.137). The Science Content Storyline strategy is a
promising implication in supporting teachers’ ability in incorporating the Next Generation
Science Standards in their classrooms, which is discussed in greater detail in the next section.
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Heller et al., (2012) used a randomized experiment implemented in six states with over
270 elementary teachers and 7,000 students comparing three related but systematically varied
teacher interventions – Teaching Cases, Looking at Student Work, and Metacognition Analysis,
along with a control group. The three courses contained identical science components but
differed in the ways they incorporated analysis of thinking about learning and of teacher
Pedagogical Content Knowledge. The science component was an electric circuits WestEd course
for elementary teachers and was designed to immerse teachers in collaborative scientific inquiry
to understand phenomena. During the investigations, teachers examined evidence, collaborated
to foster sense-making, looked for patterns in data, read materials related to the content, and
developed working models. Teachers then participated in one of the three intervention programs.
The Teaching Cases engaged teachers in discussions of narrative cases drawn from actual
classroom lessons and student work to combine science, student thinking, and instruction. This
approach was a blend between analysis-of-practice approach (Roth et al., 2011) and looking-atstudent-work experience (Little, 2004). The Looking at Student Work intervention engaged
teachers in structured, collaborative analysis focusing on a unit about electrical circuits they were
teaching while simultaneously participating in the TPD, allowing teachers to examine their own
students’ work. The third intervention was the Metacognition Analysis Course, utilizing
teachers’ first-hand learning experiences as the objects of analysis of learning thinking. The PD
experience became the source for reflection on teaching and discussion of implications for their
own classroom.
The study found all three interventions raised teacher content learning and student test
scores beyond those of the control and the effects were stronger a year later. However, the
intervention with the strongest impact was integrating teacher content learning with analysis of
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teaching and student learning. This combination had a greater impact than the content or teacher
metacognition course. These types of studies are providing valuable information regarding
effective learning strategies in science TPD programs, leading to implementation considerations.
Several implications for science TPD, based upon the research, could prove challenging
for districts to implement, include incorporating the following strategies in developing science
teacher knowledge: (a) focus on student learning of science content though the use of videos and
student samples, (b) include opportunities for teachers to plan and design ways to teach certain
science content and try them out in their own practice, (c) provide support to teachers with
mentoring and peer coaching programs to support action research, and (d) develop science
teacher knowledge in relation to the practice of teaching or learning to teach science (Van Driel,
Berry, & Meirink, 2014).
The National Science Foundation (NSF) funded researchers at Horizon Research, Inc. to
study the impact of the professional development initiative entitled Local Systemic Change
through Teacher Enhancement Initiative (LSC). Banilower et al., (2007) utilized longitudinal
data and collected responses from 25,016 surveys completed by 18,657 teachers across the 42
LSC projects that targeted K–8 science teachers. The purpose of the study was to utilize
empirical evidence in determining the impact of a professional development program that is
content-based, situated in classroom practice, and sustained over time on teacher attitudes,
perceptions of preparedness, and classroom practices. Their findings provide evidence that when
teachers spent 100 hours or more in teacher professional development, teaching practices became
aligned to standards and had an effect on teachers’ attitudes toward science instruction,
perceptions of science content and pedagogical preparedness (Banilower et al., 2007). While the
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study found impacts up to and beyond 100 hours of PD, the study did not indicate clear findings
on how much time and of what type are enough.
Conversely, Ha, Baldwin, & Nehm (2015) investigated a short-term, intensive
professional development program’s long-term impacts on teachers’ knowledge of evolution,
acceptance of evolution, and knowledge of targeted nature of science (TA-NOS). They were the
first to use empirical measures to determine whether an intensive, ten-day workshop had lasting
impact on teacher evolutionary content knowledge and teacher practice. The delayed post-tests,
conducted 15 months after the intervention, indicated participants retained knowledge gains of
both evolution and TA-NOS, and retained acceptance of evolution gains. This study is unique, as
it is one of the few research studies found evaluating short duration workshops. These results
shed some light on how a short term, intensive workshop can be effective in increasing teacher
knowledge and influenced teaching practice (Ha et al., 2015).
According to the report High Hopes – Few Opportunities (Dorph, Shields, TiffanyMorales, Hartry, & McCaffrey, 2011), elementary school teachers feel less prepared to teach
science than another subjects. In order to better prepare teachers, providing teacher professional
development centered on the NGSS for elementary science teachers is necessary if teachers are
going to implement these reform-oriented practices in their classroom. However, elementary
Science Science-focused TPD for K-8 teachers is difficult for teachers to find, as the majority of
science PD is geared for middle and high school teachers. Elementary teachers interested in
increasing their content knowledge have a difficult time finding PD opportunities. The shortage
of science focused professional development for elementary teachers mirrors the research and
reporting on this topic. The lack of research devoted to elementary science teaching is very
apparent when searching the literature. In fact, the de-emphasis of reporting on elementary
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science teacher professional development can be seen by comparing the Science and Engineering
Indicators 2014 and 2016 reports. While both the 2014 and 2016 report included a chapter
dedicated to elementary and secondary mathematics and science education, the 2016 report
omitted data about elementary teachers, stating the focus was on “middle and high school
teachers because mathematics and science teachers are more common and more easily identified
at these levels than at the elementary level” (National Science Board, 2016, pp. 55).
Not only do all these strategies require funding, teacher release time, and organizational
support, but they need to include helping teachers integrated the newly published Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013). These standards are challenging, as
they require many teachers to rethink their past science teaching strategies to include threedimensional learning.
Next Generation Science Standards
A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core
Ideas (NRC, 2012) and the Next Generation Science Standards: For States, By States (NGSS
Lead States, 2013) describe a new vision for science teaching and learning, significantly
changing the way science is taught in the K-12 classroom. This new vision is imperative for
many reasons. The previous science standards were published over twenty years ago, and
research since then has increased the knowledge base on how people learn science and how to
improve science instruction. Integrating this current knowledge into new standards is needed to
support the increased demand for a Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
workforce. The development of common core standards in Mathematics and English Language
Arts was another catalyst in developing the new science standards (Schweingruber, Quinn,
Keller, & Pearson, 2013).
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The Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Institute for Advanced Study’s report
entitled The Opportunity Equation called for a common set of science standards to be developed
(NRC, 2012). To accomplish this task, a two-step process began with the development of A
Framework for K-12 Science Education (Framework), followed by the development of the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS). The Framework development was led by the National
Research Council (NRC) in partnership with the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS), the National Science Teacher Association (NSTA) and Achieve (Pruitt, 2014).
Their work was informed by current research on teaching and learning, as well as prior reports,
standards, and benchmarks previously developed by the NRC, AAAS, Science College Board
Standards for College success and other state and international science documents (NRC, 2012).
This research emphasizes the importance of an integrated approach to science learning. Students
need to participate in scientific practices as a way to understand the way scientific knowledge is
developed, by generating and evaluating scientific evidence and explanations around scientific
explanations of the natural world (NRC, 2007).
The Framework built upon this research and determined K-12 science education be
constructed around the following three dimensions: (1) scientific and engineering practices, (2)
crosscutting concepts that unify the studying of science and engineering through their common
application across fields, and (3) core ideas in four disciplinary areas: physical sciences; life
sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science
(NRC, 2012 p.2). These three dimensions were developed to be inseparable and must be viewed
together in teaching science.
The first dimension, scientific and engineering practices, helps students understand how
scientific knowledge develops. Student engagement in these eight practices reinforces the fact of
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multiple approaches in learning scientific knowledge (NRC, 2012). In fact, engagement in these
practices allows students to replicate the practices of scientists and engineers as they themselves
construct scientific knowledge, gaining deeper understanding and appreciation of the
complexities scientists face in learning new knowledge. These practices; asking questions (for
science) and defining problems (for engineering), developing and using models, planning and
carrying out investigations, analyzing and interpreting data, using mathematical and
computational thinking, constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for
engineering), engaging in argument from evidence, and obtaining, evaluating, and
communicating information (NRC, 2012), is a significant shift in several important areas
traditionally taught in the K-12 science classroom: inquiry and the scientific method.
The 1990’s National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996), emphasized inquiry as
an important aspect of science learning and developed an entire guide entitled Inquiry and the
National Science Education Standards (NRC, 2000). However, because there were so many
“facets of inquiry in science education” (p.1), even with this publication, there became many
misinterpretations and misuse of the inquiry concept, often becoming synonymous with hands-on
learning. One problem with this misunderstanding meant hands-on science activities were rarely
moved into deeper explanation discussions (Spillane & Callahan, 2000). Inquiry learning became
separated from content knowledge and the Framework sought to clarify this issue.
Embedded in this inquiry shift is the importance of developing explanations and solutions
through the use of discourse, argumentation, and critique. Scientists engage in argumentation
when they put forth new ideas, claims, supporting evidence and explanations, which are then
criticized and evaluated by other scientists (Grooms, Enderle, & Sampson, 2015). Scientific
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argumentation is an important aspect of science proficiency for students and one not often taught
in the science classroom (Simon, Erduran, & Osborne, 2006).
The other shift brought about by the framework is eliminating the notion that science is
conducted as predetermined linear steps known as the scientific method. Implementing the
scientific practices into classroom instruction will help to eliminate the mistaken impression that
there is one specific approach to science (NRC, 2012). Science is more than a step-by-step
process often identified with the scientific method, e.g. observe phenomena, develop a question,
create hypothesis, design experiment, conduct experiment, analyze data, draw conclusions, and
state new questions arisen from process (Hodson, 1998; Settlage & Southerland, 2007;
Windschitl, 2004). This linear process, where one starts with a question and ends with an answer
is commonly associated with procedural classroom labs and provides a significant misconception
of how scientists learn about the world. In fact, scientists move smoothly and iteratively
throughout the various practices. Yet most classroom instruction continues to focus on teaching
science through the scientific method (Windschitl, 2004).
The second dimension, crosscutting concepts, “provide students with an organizational
framework for connecting knowledge from the various disciplines into a coherent and
scientifically based view of the world” (NRC, 2012, p. 83). The seven crosscutting concepts are
designed to help students recognize the interrelated concepts among the various science
disciplines, helping students to understand the phenomena and make connections. Thus, these
concepts should not be taught in isolation but as an integral part of learning and understanding
the disciplinary core ideas (NRC, 2012).
The third dimension, disciplinary core ideas, describe the core content knowledge in the
areas of physical science, life science, Earth and space science, and engineering, technology, and
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applications of science. The framework committee purposefully limited the number of discrete
ideas in an effort to allow for greater depth of concepts, allow time for students to develop
meaningful understanding, and to engage in the practices of science and engineering
(Schweingruber et al., 2013).
All three Framework dimensions are inseparable and must be used together in developing
cohesive science instruction. Integrating these three dimensions in science teaching and learning
is considered three-dimensional (3D) learning (NRC, 2012; Reiser, 2013) and serves as a
foundation for the NGSS.
The NGSS were informed and designed from this framework and provide teachers with
support in implementing this vision. Achieve Inc., is an independent, bipartisan, nonprofit
education reform organization and lead the development of the document, undergoing numerous
reviews by partners, the 26 lead states, and input from two public comment opportunities (Pratt,
2013).
The science standards are designed to be taught in an integrated way, not only among the
practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core content, but with content from the
common core standards of Mathematics and English Language Arts, allowing for a more
interdisciplinary approach to teaching and learning. The standards have been written as
performance expectations (PE), combining the three dimensions in each PE, representing what
students must do to show proficiency in science (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
For example, a fourth grade PE states: Identify evidence from patterns in rock formations
and fossils in rock layers to support an explanation for changes in a landscape over time (4ESS1-1). The practices in this standard are “identify evidence that supports particular points in
an explanation”, the crosscutting concepts are “patterns can be used as evidence to support an
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explanation” and the disciplinary core idea is local, regional, and global patterns of rock
formations reveal changes over time due to Earth’s forces, such as earthquakes. The presence
and location of certain fossil types indicate the order rock layers were formed” (NGSS Lead
States, 2013).
The standards are organized by grade levels for kindergarten through grade 5. The middle
and high school standards are grade banded, allowing schools and districts to determine how to
best align the science learning for their students. The coherence of the NGSS allows the
performance expectations to be arranged within a grade level in any way to best represent state
and district needs without sacrificing coherence in the disciplinary core ideas. The standards are
not a curriculum and how students learn the practices, crosscutting concepts, and content remain
in control of teachers and school districts, creating a challenging implementation dilemma.
The NGSS are rigorous expectations, requiring students to know and apply scientific
facts to explain phenomena or solve problems using the science and engineering practices. In
many classrooms, this will represent a significant shift in complexity and cognitive demand for
both teachers and students, most likely requiring many years of support in developing the
necessary expertise to teach in these new ways (NRC, 2014; Reiser, 2013). Effective teacher
professional development (TPD) will be vital in supporting the science education community
with necessary tools in making this transition. The next section describes best practices in
effective TPD, both in general contexts and the needs specific to science education to help
inform the implications for supporting teachers’ ability to implement the changes required by the
Framework and the NGSS.
Many teachers’ preservice education focused on science as memorizing facts without an
emphasis on deep understanding of content knowledge and are not prepared to implement
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reform-oriented teaching (Garet et al., 2001). Shifts in teaching practice required to transition
from textbook and worksheet-based lessons, cookbook style laboratories, class lectures, and fact
and terminology memorization disconnected from the phenomena is substantial and will require
significant professional development and support to teachers (Reiser, 2013). Table 2.1
exemplifies how science instruction must transition from current classroom instruction to those
envisioned by the Framework and the NGSS. Professional development providers’ must also
transition and shift from their former practices in designing TPD and incorporate 3D learning in
their programs if they are to be effective in supporting teachers’ incorporation of the NGSS
vision into their classrooms (Stein, Smith & Silver, 1999).
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Table 2.1: Components of Science Education
Science Education Will
Involve Less
Rote memorization of facts
and terminology

Science Education Will Involve More

Teachers providing
information to the whole
class
Teachers posing questions
with only one right answer

Students conducting investigations, solving problems,
and engaging in discussions with teachers’ guidance

Students reading textbooks
and answering questions at
the end of the chapter

Students reading multiple sources, including sciencerelated magazines, journal articles, and web-based
resources with students developing summaries of
information
Multiple investigations driven by students’ questions
with a range of possible outcomes that collectively lead
to a deep understanding of established core scientific
ideas

Facts and terminology learned as needed while
developing explanations and designing solutions
supported by evidence-based arguments and reasoning
Learning of ideas
Systems thinking and modeling to explain phenomena
disconnected from questions and to give a context for the ideas to be learned
about phenomena

Preplanned outcomes for
“cookbook” laboratories or
hands-on activities
Worksheets
Oversimplification of
activities for students who
are perceived to be less able
to do science and
engineering

Students discussing open-ended questions that focus on
the strength of the evidence used to generate claims

Students writing journals, reports, posters, media
presentations that explain and argue
Providing supports so that all students can engage in
sophisticated science and engineering practices

Inquiry is a specific topic
taught in isolation

Students use the scientific and engineering practices to
replicated the practices of scientists and engineers,
embedding inquiry into the learning activities
Table 1: Adapted from Implications of the Vision of the Framework and the NGSS (NRC, 2015
p.11) originally table 1-1
The NGSS is moving science classroom learning from fact driven knowledge learning to
understanding big ideas in science and explaining phenomena, from using the scientific method
and process skills to science and engineering practices, and from discrete learning experiences
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and ideas to connected, coherent learning experiences and ideas (NRC, 2013). These shifts are
impacting science TPD in important ways; integrating 3D teaching and learning, development of
cohesive storylines incorporating 3D learning, emphasizing scientific argumentation, using
modeling to explain phenomena, and incorporating video analysis in supporting teachers in
making this shift.
A blended learning science teacher professional development model, based in the
foundation of communities of practice could be a solution to the current TPD problem, as it
could be an effective way to advance the reform-oriented Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) standards with a carefully designed online learning environment (Berger, Eylon, &
Bagno, 2008) for elementary science teachers. Considering the Next Generation Science
Standards Early Implementer Districts did not provide blended learning professional
development in support of teacher professional learning, this model could fill an important TPD
gap.
Elementary Science Teacher Blended Learning Professional Development
While many studies have helped advance the field of effective science teacher
professional development (Borko et al., 2010; Desimone, 2009; Louckes-Horsley et al., 2010)
there is little about the relevance and connections to elementary science teacher professional
development in blended learning programs. Recent blended learning research in the area of
science teacher professional development has primarily been focused on middle and high school
teachers (Psillos, 2017; Ho, Nakamori, Ho, & Lim, 2016; Belland et al., 2015; Valdmann,
Holbrook, & Rannikmae, 2012). The few studies addressing elementary science teachers often
are integrated with middle and high school science teachers, taking an integrated K-12 approach
(Bakir, Devers, & Hug, 2016), suggesting a blended learning framework for designing programs
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(Bidarra & Rusman, 2017) or providing current trends in teacher professional development in
science education (Van Driel et al., 2012). The lack of current research in the area of elementary
science TPD, and even less on blended learning science TPD, indicates the need for more
research in this area.
Heller et al. (2012) also found this dearth of research when they only found nine studies
focusing on the link between professional development and teacher learning, and of those, only
two focused on science. The research void addressing elementary science teacher professional
development continues in the area of blended learning research. In fact, this author found little
research to date looking specifically at elementary science teacher professional development in a
blended learning environment. Any research in this area has focused on middle and high school
science teachers.
According to Luft & Hewson (2014), there is a need to explore how the incorporation of
e-learning approaches to teacher professional development can support teacher learning in new
ways. This is an important area of research which has potential in redefining how professional
development programs are designed.
Gaps in Literature
Many research studies focus on university blended learning programs (Aguti et al., 2014;
Tselios et al., 2011) and K-12 programs (Alijani et al., 2014; Picciano et al., 2012), but little focus
has been given to teacher professional development blended programs (Owston, Sinclair, &
Wideman, 2006;) and even less to science TPD (Gilchrist, 2014). In fact, there are no research
findings related to weaving episodic, face-to-face science workshops with an online environment.
This research could inform future studies interested in increasing the knowledge base on effective
blended learning components supporting science teacher professional development.
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In the area of blended learning TPD for elementary teachers, Belland et al. (2015) is one
of few researchers looking at elementary science TPD and blended learning. Their work looked
at a blended professional development program to help a teacher learn to provide one-to-one
scaffolding. Due to staffing issues, they only had one elementary teacher participate and
compared the study results with inquiry-oriented teachers described in the literature. They
suggested future research indicates the need for additional data sources, such as interviews,
baseline observation of participating teachers, to be able to attribute the use of desired behaviors
to the professional development. Interviews would allow the researcher to learn which
professional development strategies teachers found useful and how they perceived their practice
has improved.
Julie Luft and Peter Hewson’s chapter in the book Research on Teacher Professional
Development Programs in Science (2014) describes the need to explore how online learning
environments can support teacher learning in new ways and this area of research has the most
potential towards influencing TPD programs.
Theoretical Framework
Understanding how people learn is fraught with complexities in determining which
specific components support knowledge acquisition. A sociocultural view of learning, based in
Vygotskian tradition, proposes learning is internalized through social interaction (Thorne &
Hellermann, 2015). Individuals create their own understandings through social interactions,
assimilating information based upon what they already know, and appropriating meaning from
social interactions. Sociocultural theory focuses upon the role social interactions, community,
and culture influences cognition and learning, rather than focusing solely on the individual
(Wang, 2007). Thinking about how people learn through social interactions necessitates a shift
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among researchers from asking questions about cognitive processes to asking about what kinds
of social engagements provide the best opportunities for learning to take place.
Lave and Wenger’s work built upon social learning theory, describing learning as social
participation. Learning is not located solely in the heads of individuals but located in the process
of social coparticiation (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Lave and Wenger proposed a communities of
practice construct to explain the processes by which newcomers move from novices to a full
participating member in a community through legitimate peripheral participation (Lave &
Wenger, 1991). Wenger developed these ideas further, describing the components necessary in
the development of an effective community of practice (Omidvar & Kislov, 2014; Wenger,
1998).
According to Wegner (1998), communities of practice are groups of individuals who
share a concern, set of problems, or want to deepen their knowledge and expertise in an area by
interacting on an ongoing basis. It is this socially situated, practice-based approach to learning
in which communities of practice supports learning in an organization, such as teacher
professional development programs (Omidvar & Kislov, 2014). Communities of practice are
comprised of three distinguishing components necessary to characterize social participation as a
process of learning and of knowing: (a) domain, (b) community, and (c) practice (Wenger,
McDermontt, & Snider, 2002).
Domain is the reason the collective group members are in a community of practice. The
domain defines the identity of the community and their shared area of interest and competency
in relevant social practices. Membership implies a commitment to the domain and a shared
competence that makes the group unique. In this study, the collective group of teachers’ domain
is learning about the Next Generation Science Standards. The NGSS provided a focus for the
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shared area of interest. Through the processes of mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and a
shared repertoire, teachers sought to increase their knowledge about the standards and threedimensional learning.
The community is the domain group pursuing their desired interests, engaging in joint
activities and discussions, helping one another, and sharing information. The community builds
relationships that support and enable participants to learn from one another. The level of
participation individuals engage in the community shapes their identity in the community. For
example, the teachers in the blended learning program may identify with the community but
have different levels of commitment. It is through the investment in the community that
identities are formed. A successful community delivers value to the individuals, which in turn
creates intention on the part of individual to invest in the community. In the case of the study,
the group of K-8 teachers participating in the blended learning program and using the
developed website technology are considered the community. The collaborative website was
developed as a forum for the community to mutually engage in discussions and personal
reflections on their own classroom practices.
Practice is a way of individuals talking and learning about the shared experience in the
community through participation and ultimately knowledge integration into their respective
practice. The community develops their joint practice through a shared repertoire, including
sharing personal and professional experiences, stories, tools, and problem-solving strategies.
Developing the practice of a community takes sustained mutual engagement and does not occur
with only one or two interactions. These practices establish the standards, expectations, and
identity of the domain (Wenger, McDermontt, & Snider, 2002). As teachers discuss their
successes, challenges, and questions relating to the Next Generation Science Standards, a joint
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enterprise developed. The member shared lesson plans and suggested Web based resources
created a shared repertoire for the community.
Domain, community, and practice are interrelated and interconnected as they each
complement and support a community of practice. Thus, all three are required to constitute a
community of practice. In order to make meaning of the world, there must be experiences both
as an individual and as a collective group. Practice is a way of talking about the shared meaning
and then participating in implementing the shared meaning; from this perspective, learning is
doing. When a person learns how to belong in a community, they are learning the norms and
expectations that each community has created (Wenger, McDermontt, & Snider, 2002). How
individuals see themselves in the community forms their identity, which in turn influences their
social interaction. The way individuals are seen within the community also impacts their
identity (Wenger, 1998).
Communities of practice encompasses the four social participation components of
meaning, practice, community and identity and are necessary components to “characterize social
participation as a process of learning and knowing (Wenger, 1998, p. 4). Meaning is a way of
talking about our changing ability, both individually and collectively, to experience our life and
the world as meaningful. Practice is a way to talking about the shared historical and social
resources, frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action.
Community is a way of talking about the social configurations in which our enterprises are
defined and our participation is recognizable as competence. Identity is a way of talking about
how learning changes who we are and creates personal histories of becoming in the context of
our communities. In order to analyze learning as social participation, these four components are
the foundation of communities of practice.
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While all four social components are connected and interrelated, this research focuses on
the community component. Specifically, the dimension of community within the community of
practice and how mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and a shared repertoire is reflected in the
blended learning experience as teachers learn about NGSS.
Mutual engagement is the first characteristic of community. In order for a community of
practice to exists, there must be a mutual engagement of participants in which interaction occurs
and relationships are developed. Joint enterprise is the result of mutual engagement and is the
collective process of negotiating meaning within the community. Participants define the
community through their negotiated interactions through mutual accountability. Over time, the
pursuit of a joint enterprise creates resources for supporting the community, otherwise known as
shared repertoire. Shared repertoire are the resources of mutual engagement and can include
routines, tools, stories, and ways of doing things. These resources are unique to the community
and can be used in the production of new meaning. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of
communities of practice, with the bold boxes highlighting the focus of this research.
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Figure 2.1 Communities of Practice: Focus on Community

Figure 2.1 Communities of Practice: Focus on Community. Communities of practice overview,
highlighting the specific research focus in bold.
This research seeks to further advance the understanding of communities of practice in an
online education community. Can communities of practice be established, maintained, and
supported using a blended learning model? While Wenger, White, & Smith (2009) explored how
communities and technology are related, they did not specifically address a strategy for
providing a community of educators with technology. To learn more about how teachers
participate in a blending learning environment and the technology configuration employed, I will
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analyze teacher participation through the lens of community of practice. Specifically, I will focus
on dimensions of practice as the property of a community. These properties in mutual
engagement, joint enterprises, and shared repertoire (Wenger, 1998). These elements of a
community inform the study and provide additional insights into how teachers may or may not
develop a community of practice as they learn about the NGSS.
Research Questions
Utilizing the sociocultural theory lens to explain how K-8 science teachers participate in
an online learning community, I designed a blended learning elementary science teacher
professional development model, coupled with the concept of communities of practice (Wenger,
1998) to describe how teachers demonstrate knowledge about the NGSS and how their
engagement in a blended learning professional development program reflected a community of
practice and how technology supported or hindered a change in NGSS knowledge. The mixed
methods design implements a two-phased study.
Phase 1 begins with the quantitative analysis of data from the 2012 National Survey of
Science and Mathematics Education, targeting K-8 teachers participating in workshops and/or
learning communities and their self-reported science teaching styles and views of science
teaching. The analysis for this phase focused on the type of TPD and specific teaching outcomes
controlling for variables found to be important in previous research including level of
urbanization, percent of children receiving a free or reduced lunch, gender, age and race of
teacher, among other variables (Mo, Singh, and Chang, 2013). These data answer the following
question:
1) Does participation in teacher professional development workshops and/or learning
communities influence teachers’ approaches to science teaching?
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To understand more about the survey results regarding teachers participating in both
workshops and learning communities, Phase 2 employed a qualitative descriptive case study of
three purposely selected K-8 teachers participating in a blended learning teacher professional
development program. This phase of the study provides in-depth information about teachers not
available from the large survey data and included how K-8 teachers engage with an online
community of practice, how teachers gain knowledge about the NGSS, and what factors
supported or impeded their ability to learn about the Next Generation Science Standards. The
following research questions guided this qualitative research study phase:
2) When teachers participate in a blended PD, to what extent do they express knowledge of
the NGSS in their teaching and discussions?
3) How do teachers’ engagement in the K-8 science blended learning professional
development program reflect dimensions of community within a community of practice?
This research provides insight into a largely unexplored area of research regarding K-8
teachers’ learning about the Next Generation Science Standards in a blended learning
environment and findings from the qualitative research will inform professional development
providers with greater knowledge about the affordances and constraints of blended professional
development.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Purpose of the Study
I entered this study interested in how K-8 teachers’ approaches to science teaching was
influenced by various types of teacher professional development (TPD) participation, with a
special interest in teachers attending and participating in both workshops and learning
communities. My research focused on the connection between teachers’ professional
development experiences (i.e., attending both workshops and learning communities), their
science teaching knowledge about reform-oriented teaching and strategies, and how teachers
engage with one another when participating in a learning community.
Utilizing the sociocultural theory lens to think about how K-8 science teachers participate
and learn about science content and teaching strategies, I analyzed a national data set to learn
more about whether participation in different types of PD influences how teachers approach
science teaching. I also designed a blended learning K-8 science teacher professional
development model, coupled with the communities of practice concept (Wenger, 1998), to learn
more about how teachers participate in a professional development program that combined faceto-face workshops with an online learning community. In this first analysis, I sought to learn
more about teacher learning from a national data set. In the second analysis, I wanted to know
how teachers demonstrate knowledge about the NGSS and how their engagement in a blended
learning professional development program reflected a community of practice. I also wanted to
learn how technology supported or hindered teachers’ change in their NGSS knowledge and their
participation in the community of practice. The research method I choose to investigate these
questions was a mixed methods design implemented in a convergent parallel study.
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Overview of Mixed Methods Design
Mixed methods research deliberately includes both quantitative and qualitative research
methods into one study (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) to reach a comprehensive understanding
of the phenomena under investigation, providing greater confidence in the study conclusions
(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). A mixed methods convergent parallel design allows
researchers to implement the quantitative and qualitative strands concurrently during the study,
allowing each strand to be analyzed independently and mixing the results during the overall
interpretation. The purpose of this design is to obtain different but complementary data on the
same topic and is valuable in bringing together the strengths and weaknesses of qualitative and
quantitative methods (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011).
The purpose of the mixed methods design is twofold. The first is to identify teacher
professional development factors contributing to elementary (K-8) teachers’ science teaching
pedagogy by an analysis of data from the 2012 National Survey of Science and Mathematics
Education (NSSME) data set, targeting K-8 teachers participating in workshops and/or learning
communities, past TPD experiences, and their self-reported science teaching styles and views of
science teaching. I tested research questions focusing on the type of TPD and specific teaching
outcomes controlling for variables found to be important in previous research including level of
urbanization, percent of children receiving a free or reduced lunch, gender, age and race of
teacher among other variables.
The second purpose was to understand more about teachers’ participation in a blendedlearning program, which included teachers participating in both workshops and a learning
community simultaneously. I employed a qualitative descriptive case study of three purposely
selected teachers participating in a blended learning program. Research questions focused on
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describing teacher responses to the blended learning experience and how their participation in
learning about the Next Generation Science Standards reflected a community of practice. Results
from the qualitative study provided in-depth information about the teachers not available from
the large survey data, including how elementary teachers engaged in an online community of
learners while learning about the Next Generation Science Standards. The findings from the
qualitative research provided additional research questions for further study since the qualitative
findings included details and measures not available in the quantitative research. Figure 3.1 is a
visual model representation of the planned research. Each phase of the research is described in
greater detail in the next section.
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Figure 3.1: Convergent Parallel Mixed Methods Design Procedures
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•
•
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Design BLENDED Program
Develop surveys & interview questions
Develop web-based community of learner’s platform
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with the NSSME data

Qualitative Data Collection

Quantitative Data Collection

• National Survey of Science and Mathematics
Education K-8 Teachers (N=600 to 1,200
depending upon question) survey item
selections.

•
•
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Pre and post surveys
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Pre and post videos of science lesson taught
Blog assignments
Yammer assignments and conversations
Lesson plan

Qualitative Data Analysis

Quantitative Data Analysis
• Univariate
o Descriptive
• Multivarite
o Linear Regression
o Logistic Regression
• SPSS Quant. Software v24

• Coding and analysis
o a priori predetermined coding
o Open coding leading to emergent codes
o Categories
o Constant comparative analysis
• NVivo Qual. Software Mac v11.4.3

Integration and Interpretation
of the
Quantitative and Qualitative Results
• Discussion of the quantitative and qualitative findings
• Interpretation of the quantitative and qualitative
findings
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Quantitative Methods
The goal of the quantitative phase was to analyze a large, national sample of K-8 teachers
participating in different types of TPD (blended, workshop only, and learning community only)
and the subsequent self-reporting of science teaching practices used in their classroom. The
results of the analysis provided generalizable information about the effect TPD has on teacher
outcomes, teaching styles, and teaching practices. The following research question guided this
section of the study:
1. How does participation in teacher professional development workshops and/or learning
communities influence teachers’ approaches to science teaching?
Data Source
The data for the quantitative research come from the 2012 National Survey of Science
and Mathematics Education (NSSME). The goal of the research was to generate quantitative
data on teachers including their background, training, teaching experiences, professional
development experiences, teaching strategies, and the effect of accountability expectations on
their teaching. The data come from a national probability sample of science and K-12
mathematics schools and teachers in the United States and the District of Columbia. Two
probability sampling techniques were used to draw the sample: cluster and stratification
sampling. First, elementary and secondary schools were selected and then, within these schools,
science and mathematics teachers were chosen to be included in the study. The list of schools
(sampling frame) came from the Common Core of Data and Private School Survey data bases
which are programs from the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for Education
Statistics. This list included the names of the schools, addresses, and school size among other
information. The teacher list (sampling frame) was developed from lists provided by the schools
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chosen to be included in the sample. This list included information about the specific science and
math courses being taught by each individual teacher. Teachers were chosen by subject they
taught in order to get a large enough sample of each type of science (physics, biology, chemistry,
etc.) and mathematics teacher. Each teacher then received a survey about their teaching area:
science or math (Banilower et al., 2013).
Participants
In order to notify school and administrators about the survey and get permission for
teacher participation, letters were sent by the NSSME researchers to the state level school
officers and to the superintendents of school districts/diocesan offices for schools included in the
sample. Principals for each school were asked to identify a contact person (school coordinator)
for the study. Seventy-seven percent of the principals asked to participate in the study and to
provide the school coordinator information did so. To increase the motivation to participate on
the part of the school coordinator and the teachers, incentives were offered. School coordinators
were asked to provided contact information about the math and science teachers at the school
and to provide background information about the school. The response rate from the school
coordinators was 83 percent. Seventy-seven percent of teachers whose information was provided
from the school coordinator participated in the study (Banilower et al, 2013).
All teachers participating in the survey answered a common set of questions which took
between 25 and 30 minutes to complete. In order to reduce the time spent completing the survey,
teachers were randomly assigned to respond to a number of matrix questions (A or B). Response
time for these questions was an additional ten to fifteen minutes (Banilower et al, 2013).
The data for my study came from the teacher responses to the NSSME. General
information about the school is also included in this data set. The final N for the entire teacher
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study (K-12 science and mathematics teachers) was 7,752. My study targeted K-8 science
teachers selected from the overall sample resulting in 1,311 teachers.
Analysis Methods
Utilizing data from the 2012 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education, the
criteria used to select the participants were K-8 full-time teachers. This grade range aligns with
the grade levels attending the Saturday Science Workshops from which the sample for the
qualitative study group was chosen. These teachers were then narrowed to those meeting the
following teacher professional development program criteria: (a) those who participated only in
workshops, (b) those who participate only in learning communities, (c) those who participated in
both workshops and learning communities and (d) those who participated in no professional
development.
It is important to note the survey did not define the meaning of workshops, so teachers
interpreted the meaning of workshops individually. The survey also combined the choice of
learning community along with lesson study or teacher study groups, all components of social
learning. By combining several social learning types, it created a broad definition for learning
communities.
Once these teachers were identified, a series of questions from the survey data were
selected for data analysis. Survey selection included questions about science-related professional
development, teacher emphasis in science teaching PD, types of TPD participation or feedback
from others, science teaching goals, types of science instruction and effects on science teaching
were identified and selected to address the research questions. Since the NSSME survey was
disseminated prior to the published A Framework for K-12 Education (NRC, 2011) and the Next
Generation Science Standards (Leading States, 2013), questions asked in the survey were
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correlated to the eight listed scientific practices described in the Framework. These scientific
practices are:
1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering),
2. Developing and using models,
3. Planning and carrying out investigations,
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking,
6. Constructing the explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering),
7. Engaging in argument from evidence, and
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information (NGSS Lead States, 2013)
To determine which NSSME questions corresponded with the NGSS scientific practices and
disciplinary core ideas, I created a comparative table linking the NSSME survey questions to
NGSS (Table 3.1).
Description of the Variables
Independent Variables
Type of teacher professional development is the focal independent variable used in this
analysis. Four types of teacher professional development program were selected for analysis: (a)
those who participated only in workshops, (b) those who participate only in learning
communities, (c) those who participated in both workshops and learning communities and (d)
those who participated in no professional development. In order to examine the research question
on effects of TPD on teaching outcomes, TPD was measured by placing teachers in one of four
groups. The first group served as the comparison group in the analysis and consisted of teachers
who participated in both a learning community and a workshop in the past three years. The
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remaining three groups were compared against this first group. Sixty-one percent of the teachers
participated in both a learning community and a workshop in the past three years. About 28
percent participated in a workshop only and 6.8 percent participated in a learning community
only. Teachers not participating in a workshop or learning community in the past three years
represent 4.4 percent of the sample.
Control Variables
The effect of seven control variables on the relationship between kind of TPD and teacher
outcomes were analyzed. These variables are included in the analysis because they have been
identified as important in research focusing on TPD and teaching experiences, outcomes, and
practices. Both teacher and school characteristics were analyzed. These included sex, age, race,
and educational degree of the teacher, amount of time spent in TPD, grade level taught, whether
the teacher taught at an urban, suburban or rural school and the percent of children at the school
receiving free or reduced cost lunches.
Prior research has indicated control variables have the potential to affect the relationship
findings between the independent variables (type of teacher professional development) and the
dependent variables (teacher outcomes). Supovitz and Turner (2000) examined reform-oriented
teaching in a sample of 3,464 teachers and found that teachers from poorer schools were more
likely to use conventional teaching practices than their counterparts. Men were also more likely
to use traditional investigative teaching practices as compared women. In contrast, minority
teachers were more likely than white teachers to use more inquiry-based classroom practices
while teacher age was negatively related to inquiry and investigative methods.
Mo, Singh, and Chang (2013) used similar control variables in their study of 1,073
nationally sampled 8th grade teachers. Type of certification was not associated with teacher self-
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reported use of procedural activities which they defined as never or hardly ever giving multiple
choice tests, assign their students reading in a science book, and an emphasis on terminology and
facts. Inexperienced teachers more likely use procedural activities. Females emphasize reformoriented teaching more than their male counterparts. Black teachers emphasized procedural
activities more than White, with Hispanic teachers’ also placing more emphasis traditional
teaching activities. The more hours of TPD, the more likely the teachers were to use procedural
activities including reporting and writing. The authors also reported that the greater percentage of
students in the school receiving free or reduced lunches, the less likely teachers were to use
hands-on activities.
Other researchers have included only one or two control variables in their analysis.
Richter, Kunter, Klusmann, Ludtke, Baumert (2011) found that females are more likely to
participate in TPD than their male counterparts while Smith, Desimore, Zeider, Dunn, Bhatt and
Rumyantseva (2007) reported that elementary teachers as compared to middle school teachers,
were more likely to use inquiry-based methods and that year of teaching had no effect upon the
use of inquiry-based science teaching.
These studies highlight the importance of these control variables when examining TPD
and teaching experiences, attitudes, and practices as these variables have the potential to affect
the relationship between the independent and the dependent variables and provide further
information about the strength of the relationship.
Eight control variables were included in the analysis: (a) gender, (b) grade level taught,
(c) time spent in science or science teaching PD, (d) age, (e) education degree, (f) race, (g)
geographic location, and (h) school percentages of free and reduced lunch. Gender of the teacher
was coded into two categories (0=male, 1=female). Seventy-eight percent of the teachers were
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female and 21 percent were male. Grade level taught was measured in two categories with 0
indicating a K-6 teacher (38.7%) and 1 indicating a 6-8 grade teacher (61.3%). Teachers were
also asked the total number of hours they spent on science or science teaching profession
development in the past three years. About 21 percent of teachers spent less than 6 hours in
teacher professional development, 31 percent participated in 6-15 hours of PD, 21 percent spent
16 and 35 hours of PD and 27 percent of the teachers participated in 35 or more hours of
professional development. Age of respondent was measured in years. The median age of the
teachers in the sample was 42 (Std. Deviation 11.02). Seventy-eight percent of teachers earned
an education degree (1) and 22 percent earned a science and credentialing program (0). Due to
the small number of minority teachers, race was measured in two categories: nonwhite (0) and
white (1). Ninety-two percent of the teachers were white and eight percent were nonwhite.
School geographic location was measured with three categories: urban (26.9%), suburban
(48.1 %) and rural (25.1 %). For the analysis, teachers in rural schools were used as the
comparison category. The final control variable included in the analysis is the percent of students
receiving a free or reduced lunch. A higher percent indicates a larger proportion of students at
the school received a free or reduced lunch (median = 45.05). Percentage Distribution and
Descriptives for Independent and Control Variables are presented in Table 3.2.
Dependent Variables
I examined a series of survey items included in the 2012 National Survey of Science and
Mathematics Education Science Teacher Questionnaire to develop measures for the dependent
variable of TPD formats and K-8 teacher’s pedagogical practices. The following variables were
selected based upon the attributes of science teaching they represent. Descriptive statistics for
each of the dependent variables are presented in Table 3.3.
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The first series of dependent variables focus on teacher experiences in professional
development in the past three years. The questions ask the teachers, “Thinking about all of your
science-related professional development in the last 3 years, to what extent does each of the
following describe your experiences?” and respondents selected responses based on a Likert
scale from 1 (Not at All), 3 (Somewhat), to 5 (To a great extent) to the following questions: (a)
You had opportunities to engage in science investigations, (b) You had opportunities to examine
classroom artifacts (for example: student work samples), (c) You had opportunities to try out
what you learned in your classroom and then talk about it as part of the professional
development, (d) You worked closely with other science teachers from your school, (e) You
worked closely with other science teachers who taught the same grade and/or subject whether or
not they were from your school, and (f) The professional development was a waste of your time.
In order to learn more about the various pedagogical strategies utilized in TPD programs,
the following question series were analyzed. The questions series was only asked of teachers that
indicated having participated in professional development in the last three years or took a course
in “Science” or “how to teach science” in the last three years. These teachers were asked the
following: Considering all the opportunities to learn about science or the teaching of science
(professional development and coursework) in the last three years, how much was each of the
following emphasized and respondents selected responses based on a Likert scale from 1 (Not at
All), 3 (Somewhat), to 5 (To a great extent) to the following questions: (a) Deepening your own
science content knowledge, (b) Learning about difficulties that students may have with particular
science ideas and procedures, (c) Finding out what students think or already know about the key
science ideas prior to instruction on those ideas, (d) Implementing the science textbook/module
to be used in your classroom, (e) Planning instruction so students at different levels of
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achievement can increase their understanding of the ideas targeted in each activity, (f)
Monitoring student understanding during science instruction, (g) Providing enrichment
experiences for gifted students, (h) Providing alternative science learning experiences for
students with special needs, (i) Teaching science to English-language learners, and (j) Assessing
student understanding at the conclusion of instruction on a topic.
Another series of survey items focused on teachers either receiving or providing
instructional support for themselves or others. These questions shed insight about the level of
teacher leadership in the sample group. Since I am interested in learning more about teachers and
their participation in both workshops and learning communities, learning more about the
relationships between TPD types and teachers who are leading various types of TPD is important
to consider.
The items used as dependent variables form this series were the teachers indicated by a
“yes” or “no” choice if they had done any of these in the last three years: (a) received feedback
about your science teaching from a mentor/coach formally assigned by the school or
district/diocese, (b) Served as a formally-assigned mentor/coach for science teaching (Please do
not include supervision of student teachers), (c) supervised a student teacher in your classroom,
(d) taught in-service workshops on science or science teaching, (e) led a professional learning
community/lesson study/teacher study group focused on science or science teaching.
The next series of survey items asks about their instructional emphasis in a selected
science course they will be teaching. Some of these dependent variables correlate with the
recommending teaching strategies in the NGSS, while others highlight traditional types of
science instruction. They were asked “By the end of the course/year, how much emphasis will
each of the following student objectives receive”? They selected 1 (none), 2 (minimal emphasis),
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3 (moderate emphasis), or 4 (heavy emphasis) to the following questions: a) Memorizing science
vocabulary and/or facts, b) understanding science concepts, c) learning science process skills (for
example: observing, measuring), d) learning about real-life applications of science, e) increasing
students’ interest in science, f) Preparing for further study in science, g) Learning test taking
skills/strategies.
One series of survey items focuses on teaching pedagogy and their teaching strategies
with students, which can also be correlated with the teaching strategies suggested by the NGSS.
The questions focus on their practice in a selected specific class “How often do you do each of
the following in your science instruction in this classroom (select one on each row)” with
response categories of 1 (never), 2 (Rarely [for example: A few times a year]), 3 (Sometimes [for
example: Once or twice a month]), or 4 (Often [for example: Once or twice a week]), and 5 (All
or almost all science lessons) to the following questions: (a) Explain science ideas to the whole
class, (b) Engage the whole class in discussions, (c) Have students work in small groups, (d) Do
hands-on laboratory activities, (e) Engage the class in project-based learning (PBL) activities, (f)
Have students read from a science textbook, module, or other science-related material in class,
either aloud or to themselves, (g) Have students represent and/or analyze data using tables,
charts, or graphs, (h) Require students to supply evidence in support of their claims, (i) Have
students make formal presentations to the rest of the class (for example: on individual or group
projects), (j) Have students write their reflections (for example: in their journals) in class or for
homework, (k) Give test and/or quizzes that are predominately short-answer (for example:
multiple choice, true/false, fill in the blank), (l) Give test and/or quizzes that include constructed
response/open ended items, (m) Focus on literacy skills (for example: informational reading or
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writing strategies), (n) Have students practice for standardized tests, (o) Have students attend
presentations by guest speakers focuses on science and/or engineering in the workplace.
The final set of dependent variables were taken from a series that asks the teachers their
views of the effectiveness of teacher expectations. “Please rate the effect of each of the following
on your science instruction in this class” with response choices 1 (Inhibits effective instruction),
3 (Neutral or Mixed), and 5 (Promotes effective instruction) to the following questions: (a) state
testing/accountability policies (Not presented to non-Catholic private schools, (b) Time for you
to plan, individually and with colleagues, and (c) Time available for your professional
development.
Table 3.4 shows the bivariate correlations between all variables in the model and their
statistical significance. While some dependent variables are significantly correlated with one
another, many are not indicating that the dependent variables questions are measuring different
aspects of teacher experiences, attitudes, and teaching practices. Because the items used were
asked on the questionnaire in sets, each focusing on a different component of teaching, including
teacher behavior, attitudes, and experiences, the possibility of reducing the number of items with
factor analysis and item analysis was explored. Two things mitigated against this approach. One
is that some similar items were asked of different sets of respondents, making it not possible to
scale them together. The second is focusing on the common component across a set of items
does not allow for examination of the differences in the items which may be measuring
important outcomes. Focusing on the common component may also emphasize a response set
rather than the substantive intent of the item.
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Analysis Methods
I used univariate and multivariate statistical procedures to analyze the survey data.
Univariate, descriptive analyses are conducted to learn background information about the teacher
and school, including race, gender, age, hours spend on science TPD, grade level, school area
classification, and student demographics measured by free/reduced lunch.
Multivariate analyses are conducted to analyze the effects of the control and main effect
variables on the dependent variables. I used ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to analyze
the relationship between my main independent variable, type of TPD in the last three years (both
learning community and workshop, workshop only, learning community only, neither learning
community or workshop) and dependent variables focusing on teacher experience with
professional development, science teaching methods teachers use to educate their students about
science, and views of teaching standards. In each analysis model, OLS regression is an
appropriate technique for these analyses because my dependent variables have Likert type
ordinal response categories that can be treated as interval for the purposes of their use in a OLS
regression models (Johnson & Creech, 1983; Angrist & Pischk, 2009, p105) I controlled for
eight independent variables which may affect both TPD and the dependent variables, and are
needed to reduce the likelihood that the main independent variable effects are not spurious. I
compared regression models (Model 1) in which type of TDP is included as the only independent
variable with models (Model 2) in which the eight control variables are added. Model 2 allowed
me to test the magnitude of the effect of the independent variable on the outcome variable if the
control variables are all held at a constant value. For example, let us assume that both workshop
and learning community participation and a specific teaching practice I use as an outcome were
both more common for female than male teachers. In this case, unless I control for gender in the
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model, any observed relationship between TPD and the practice may reflect the influence of
gender and not the effect of TPD on the teaching practice. By including gender as an
independent variable in the regression model (along with TPD), the statistical assumption is
made that the distribution of male and female respondents was the same in all categories of TPD,
effectively holding the effect of gender constant (Allison, 1999). If control variables are not
included in the analysis, it cannot be determined if the independent variable influenced the
dependent variable as the relationship could be due to the effects of a control variables.
In addition to OLS regression, I also used logistic regression when the dependent variable
had only two response categories (0=event did not occur) (1=event occurred). When the
dependent variable in the analysis is a binary variable logistic regression is preferred over linear
regression analysis as a binary outcome violates some of the statistical assumptions underlying
linear regression. The types of independent variables that can be included in logistic and linear
regression are the same and follow similar statistical rules. The major differences between the
output of the two methods is in the meaning of the regression coefficients estimated for each
independent variable. The logistic regression coefficients used here are odds ratios. For each unit
of the independent variable, the odds ratio coefficient (OR) estimates how much the odds of
being in one category of the outcome rather than in the other differs. For example, assume the
dependent variable is whether or not the teacher has used a certain teaching method in his/her
science classes. Use of the method is coded as 1 and non-use coded as 0. The independent
variable of interest is whether or not they took a science workshop with those attending coded 1
and those not attending coded 0. Odds ratios (OR) are all positive and vary around 1.0. An OR of
1.00 for workshop attendance means that whether or not they attended a workshop had no effect
on the odds of using the teaching technique. An OR of 2.00 would mean that those taking
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workshops would be twice as likely to use the technique, and an OR of .5 would mean they
would be half as likely or 50% less likely. In a logistic regression model including several
independent variables, the OR is similar to regular regression in that it estimates the effect
assuming all other independent variables are held constant. One difference between linear and
logistic regression is that because of the estimation method, logistic regression does not yield an
R-square measure (proportion of explained variance). Several approximations to R-square have
been developed. One available in SPSS and widely used is the Nagelkerke pseudo R-square
which I use in the tables presented here. The model used to guide the analysis of the dependent
variables including the independent and control variables is presented in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2. Model for the Analysis of the Independent Variables Effects on Dependent Variables
Teacher Characteristics/Background
Gender
Age
Race
Education
Hours spent in PD
Grade level taught

Science TPD Participation

Teacher Outcomes

Science Workshops

Experiences

Science Learning Communities

Attitudes

Both Workshops & Learning Community

Teaching Practices

Neither Learning Community or Workshops

School/Community Characteristics
Community Size
Rural
Urban
Suburban
Percent of Students getting free or reduced
lunch
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Qualitative Methods
While the quantitative research focused on how K-8 teacher participation in different
types of professional development (PD) influenced teachers approach to science teaching, the
qualitative research narrows this focus to how teachers engage and participate in a specific type
of PD: attending both face-to-face workshops and participating in a learning community.
Findings from this research add additional layers of information to the NSSME survey data. The
survey did not allow teachers to indicate if their workshop and learning community experiences
were completed together or separately and this offered an opportunity to examine a type of TPD
which offered both workshops and a learning community together.
In order to further analyze the quantitative findings about the positive effects of teachers
attending both workshop and learning communities, a blended learning program call Building
Learning Experiences with NGSS and Distance Education Design (BLENDED) program was
developed and implemented with K-8 teachers. Two specific aspects of the BLENDED program
became the focus of the study: (a) how teacher knowledge about the NGSS changed over the
course of the program and (b) how teachers’ participation in a learning community reflected a
community of practice.
The focus of the qualitative research study is to learn more about how combining an
online learning community with episodic face-to-face workshops (blended learning) may or may
not increase teacher’s ability to incorporate NGSS knowledge and three-dimensional learning
into their classroom instruction. Blended learning, as defined in this research, is when teachers
attend several episodic, face-to-face workshops and participate in an online learning community
focusing specifically on teachers learning about NGSS and three-dimensional learning. While the
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teachers could talk about their experiences in the workshops, this was not a focus of the blend,
due to the fact that the teachers did not all attend the same workshops.
This research addresses several research gaps as there are no research findings related to
weaving episodic, face-to-face science workshops with an online environment and there is a need to
explore how online learning environments can support teacher learning in new ways (Luft &
Hewson, 2014),
The following research questions guide this section of the study:
1) When teachers participate in a blended PD, to what extent do they express knowledge of
the NGSS in their teaching and discussions?
2) How do teachers’ engagement in the K-8 science blended learning professional
development program reflect dimensions of community within a community of practice?
Research Methodology and Methods
The Next Generation Science Standards were released June 2013, describing a new
vision for science education to better prepare all students for postsecondary success. Since this
release, numerous publications have been developed to support teachers, administers, and
districts as they implement this new vision. Transitioning from current science teacher practices
to these new ambitious practices require a complex set of supports, ranging from curriculum,
assessments, district and school support, and teacher professional development. According to the
NGSS District Implementation indicators (Achieve, 2017), the steps for a successful transition to
the new science standards at a district level depends on local context, existing resources, and
current and potential capacity.
Educator collaboration within and across districts is one of the indicators NGSS and
Achieve (2017) states as an essential need in supporting teachers as they implement the
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standards. As teachers and districts move forward in transitioning to the NGSS, more research is
needed to better understand best practices in providing professional learning opportunities for
teachers, a key component in successful implementation. This research will contribute additional
knowledge about the utilization of a blended learning program in introducing the NGSS
foundations of three-dimensional learning and how a community of practice can support teacher
learning and implementation of these practices. In order to describe the phenomenon occurring in
the BLENDED program, a case study approach was utilized to address the research.
Employing case study methodology to study teacher participation in a blended learning
TPD was chosen for several reasons. Case study is an accepted research approach for examining
complex educational programs in specific contexts (Simons, 2009) and educational and social
phenomenon in general (Merriam, 1988; Stake, 1995). Case study is defined by Hyett, Kenny, &
Dickson-Swift (2014) as the “investigation and analysis of a single or collective case, intended to
capture the complexity of the object of the study” (p. 1). Cases studies can document multiple
perspectives and explore various viewpoints to help understand the process and dynamics of
change (Simons, 2009). Case study, through observing, documenting, analyzing, and
interpreting events as they unfold, determine critical factors in the implementation of a program
(Simons, 2009), such as the proposed blended-learning teacher training. Lastly, case study is
appropriate in answering “how” and “why” questions (Merriam, 1988). Case study involves a
bounded system, in which only one specific program will be studied. In my research, the
bounded system is the online blended learning community and the participating teachers become
the collective cases.
Yin (2014) defines case study as an “empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its real-world context” (p. 16). I utilized
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descriptive case study as I am interested in understanding the phenomena of teacher knowledge
development of the NGSS and teacher engagement in a community of practice, occurring within
the authentic context of a blended learning teacher professional development program. I used
existing NGSS descriptions of 3D learning and existing Communities of Practice theory to either
illustrate, support, or challenge theoretical assumptions held prior to the data gathering
(Merriam, 1988).
Research Context
The Center for Science and the Schools (CSATS) is a university-wide center housed in
the College of Education at a large East Coast university and is staffed by former science
researchers and K-12 teachers. CSATS' mission is to develop mutually beneficial and sustainable
relationships between university science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) researchers
and outreach providers, and K-12 schools that enhance K-12 science education across the state.
One of CSATS flagship programs that highlight the center’s mission is the Saturday Science
Workshop (SSW) program.
The SSW program began in 2004 and offers multiple one-day science workshops,
occurring six to eight times throughout the academic year, for K-8 teachers. The SSW targets
elementary teachers to help them gain confidence, science knowledge and pedagogical strategies
to teach science. While elementary teachers typically teach all subject areas, they do not have
equal expertise in all subject areas. Studies have shown that teachers lack the confidence to teach
science due to incomplete content knowledge (Borko, 2004; Dickinson, Burns, Hagen, &
Locker, 1997).
Over the eleven years of the Saturday Science Workshops, from 2004 - 2015, the
workshops have grown in attendance from three or four teachers per session to a record twenty-
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four. In 2009, I took over the management of the workshop series and was the program director
for six years. The current average workshop attendance is fifteen participants, with over 175
different teachers attending since its inception.
While the SSW’s are designed for practicing classroom teachers, any interested educator
is allowed to attend (e.g. substitute teachers, informal educators at museums, pre-service
teachers, science education graduate students, and school district leaders). These participants,
with their various teaching experiences and backgrounds, allow for rich discussion in the
workshops. Teachers’ drive as far as three hours away to attend and most workshop attendees
are not from the same school. Most teachers attend multiple workshops thought the series, with
some teachers attending every one. Workshops are typically 5 1/2 hours in length, which
includes breakfast and lunch, and are free of charge to participants. Teachers can also pay ten
dollars to secure ACT 48 hours to maintain their teaching or substitute credentials. ACT 48
hours is a state law in which teachers need 180 hours of professional development every five
years in order to maintain their teaching credential.
In an effort to expose K-8 school teachers to a wide range of science and engineering
content, each workshop focuses on a different science content or engineering discipline, which
includes physical, life, Earth and space sciences, and engineering. Each workshop is a
collaborative effort, utilizing university science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) research scientists and engineers, many who are often early tenure-track faculty
members and graduate students. Science education faculty in the College of Education also
collaborate with CSATS in presenting workshops. The co-designed and facilitated workshops
between the science educators at CSATS and the STEM researchers provide an opportunity for
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research scientists to deepen their own knowledge about best practices in science teaching and
learning as it is often their first educational outreach experience.
Participants
Since program inception, approximately 175 teachers have attended at least one
workshop and many have attended multiple workshops over multiple years. Prior to the start of
the blended-learning program, all past SSW participants were requested to complete a survey
about their past workshop experiences, knowledge of the NGSS, and past classroom
implementation of workshop learnings (Appendix A). The survey provided baseline data,
allowing for comparisons among all past workshop participants with the blended-learning study
participant group. In order to allow for a comparative analysis between the blended-learning
study group and the general population of SSW attendees, only full time K-8 teachers were
included in the analysis.
In order to recruit study participants, all practicing K-8 classroom teachers registered for
one or more workshops from January through May of 2016 and currently with a teaching
assignment during the 2015-2016 academic year, were invited to participate in the research
study. These teachers received an informative e-mail (Appendix B) providing details about the
study, possible participant benefits, and requesting their participation. These benefits include
professional learning support designed to increase their understanding about the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and how to incorporating 3D learning
into their lesson planning and instruction. Teachers replied directly to the researcher indicating
their desire to participate. Within a week, a follow-up e-mail was sent to those not responding
reminding them of this opportunity. Nine teachers responded with an interest in participating.
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Of those nine teachers indicating interest, all agreed to complete the required
documentation, detailed in the Phases of Research section below. To ensure school principals
were aware of their teacher’s participation, principals were notified via e-mail of their teacher’s
participation in the research study, provided an overview of the teacher expectations, including
the use of videotaping, and benefits of participating in the research (Appendix C), and were
requested to confirm their agreement by replying back to the e-mail. All principals agreed and
in one situation, I was asked to complete district forms for approval before the teacher could
participate. Teachers were sent consent forms which they could sign and submit electronically
or print and submit completed documents via the mail or in person. While nine teachers began
the study, only seven teachers participated, at varying degrees of completeness, until the end of
the program, as two teachers did not respond to e-mails. In an attempt to increase participation,
five hundred dollars were offered to teachers if they completed all required documentation. This
incentive, offered several weeks after the study commenced, did not increase teacher
participation. Table 3.5 provides information about the seven participating teachers, their grade
level, years teaching experience, school setting, if their state has adopted the NGSS, their
professional degree and if they received an alternative teaching certificate.
In case study analysis, working with a limited number of teachers allows for in-depth
analysis, both within- and among-cases (Creswell, 1998; Simons, 2009). Seven teachers
participated in the online segment of the blended learning program and were included in the
analysis for the research question addressing communities of practice: a first-grade teacher, two
fifth-grade teachers, two eighth-grade teachers, a K-8 computer education teacher, and a Title I
specialist. The computer education teacher’s intent was to collaborate with a science teacher at
her school, but this partnership dissolved early in the program. A subset from the group of seven
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was selected for detailed case study analysis regarding their knowledge development of the
NGSS. Bailey, Pat, and Lynn taught first, fifth, and eighth grades respectively, allowing for
insights into how teachers of different grade levels approach NGSS knowledge building. Bailey
and Jordan, a Title 1 teacher at the same school as Bailey, co-taught the science lessons together,
but my analysis focused upon Bailey’s participation, as she completed all requested data. I
collected my data for a total of 6 months, from January 2016 – June 2016.
Table 3.5: Participating teachers in BLENDED program; bold indicate case study teachers.
Teacher
Pseudonym
Bailey

Other
Generalist
with coteacher
Generalist

Degree
Elementary

Alternative
Teaching
Certificate
No

Elementary

No

Rural

Generalist

Elementary

No

State-based

Suburban

Science
Teacher

No

Suburban

26

NGSS
Adoption
State-based

Science
teacher
Generalist with
co-teacher

15

State-based

Rural,
Private

Master
Educational
Development and
Strategies
Curriculum and
Instruction
Early Childhood
Education &
Reading Specialist
Textile
Engineering

Grade
1st

Years
Teaching
11

State Science
Standards
State-based

School
setting
Rural

Pat

5th

19.5

State-based

Urban,
private

Chloe

5th

17.5

State-based

Amber

8th

8.5

Lynn

8th

8

Jordan

Title I

Natalie

K-8

Rural

Computer
Teacher

Yes
No
No

Data Sources and Collection Methods
Website Design and Yammer Social Network
Prior to the BLENDED program, the website was designed and created using the
University supported WordPress site. To address some of the challenges inherent in an online,
blended learning environment mention earlier in the literature review, elements of HumanCentered Design (HDC) were employed in the website design. HDC is a process ensuring the
“concerns, values, needs, and perceptions of all stakeholders in a design effort are considered
and balance” (Rouse, 2007, p. 408). Hearing from participating teachers regarding their
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requirements in an online community is essential for an effective and useable site. Learning
directly from the teachers in designing the online collaborative website informs a more
meaningful and innovative design (IDEO.org, 2009). Utilizing the first step in the IDEO Toolbox
(2009), called Hear, a small focus group was conducted to listen and learn directly from
potential users of the online website, finding out their needs and wants in a collaborative website.
An e-mail request was sent to teachers who had agreed to participate in the research study
(Appendix D), requesting their participation in the focus group. Two teachers agreed to
participate in the focus group, which was conducted using Skype audio only, due to technology
difficulties with one of the participants. Technology challenges proved to be a problem for this
teacher throughout the entire study.
Focus group questions were designed to determine teacher’s interest in how they would
like to participate in an online community, such as the participation in an asynchronous
discussion area, a collaboration space to edit and revise lesson plans, video-conferencing
capabilities to upload teaching samples or relevant topic related videos, and other tools of
interest to the teachers. Additional suggested questions for teachers’ input included: (a) lesson
plan submission using strategies learned in the workshop; (b) lesson plan critique; (c)
participation in online discussions about lesson plan modifications, implementation successes
and challenges, and science teaching pedagogy, (d) analyzing student data and discussing
strategies to address student misconceptions and difficulties in learning a science concept and (e)
video analysis of science teaching and discussions focused on specific areas of interest.
However, these questions were prepared if the teachers need some prompting, as the priority was
to listen to teachers needs and desires without leading them with questions (Appendix E).
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The website was designed based upon the information learned in the focus group,
following the next step in the HCD process known as Create (IDEO.org, 2009). The website
was designed using the WordPress program supported by the university. Figure 3.3 shows the
BLENDED website home page. Eight tabs helped teachers navigate the site: Home, Yammer,
Resources, Blog, Calendar of Events, Videos, Act 48, and Syllabus.
Figure 3.3: Home Page of BLENDED Website
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The home page provided general information about the entire website. The Yammer
page provided information about the purpose of Yammer, instructions for use, and a link to the
social network site. The Resources page had two child pages: NGSS Resources and SSW
Resources. NGSS Resources were organized by bi-weekly assignments to help teachers find the
information needed to complete their blog assignments. Appendix F shows a snapshot of the
NGSS Resources page.
The SSW Resources page includes information related to each face-to-face workshop.
Resources varied for each workshop, but often included lesson plans and PowerPoints,
standards documents, links to other relevant resources, a series of photos from the workshop,
and other relevant information specific to the SSW workshop. Appendix G shows an example
of the SSW Resources page.
The Blog Tab is where the teachers posted their blog assignments and could also reply
to the posts. While teachers responded to one another, not every teacher’s blog was provided a
comment nor did all teachers write a response to other teachers. Appendix H is an example of
the website blog.
The Calendar of Events Tab listed the SSW dates and information about each workshop.
The Act 48 Tab listed information about how teachers could earn professional development
hours for participating in the BLENDED program and the Syllabus Tab listed each week’s
assignment and required resources needed to complete each blog assignment and Yammer
posting. The syllabus information is discussed later in this chapter.
Typically, there is a focus to the development and implementation of an online
component. Allowing teachers to apply what they were learning in the face-to-face workshop to
their everyday teaching practice as they collaborated and discussed their experiences with peers,
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reflected on practice, engaged in a supportive community and developed an understanding of
the wider consequences of what it being learned (Holmes, 2013). The online format is an
important piece of the blend, as it supports teachers to delve deeper into a concept that was
presented in face-to-face and it helps the facilitator to readjust the subject matter for the next
face-to-face meeting (Singer & Stoicescu, 2011).
The website centered around specific tasks and discussions about the NGSS Framework
and 3D learning, Yammer proved to be the platform which allowed the teachers to ask
questions which arose during the face-to-face workshop. While the original focus intended to
have teachers connect their learnings from the workshops to the online learning community,
due to the NGSS focus during the online component, teachers did not spend much time
discussing face-to-face workshop concepts but centered their learning and conversation on
understanding NGSS concepts and the challenges integrating the three dimensions into their
instruction. This may have also occurred in part because the online component focused more
upon NGSS and did not assign any formal activity for teachers to practice what they were
learning in the workshops.
The website was monitored and facilitated by the researcher. In addition to providing a
place for the face-to-face workshop resources and pictures, the website also provided
information about NGSS, including video and resources links. Ongoing website analysis of
teacher participation and discussion treads informed necessary changes to the website in an
effort to strengthen the learning community being established through the website.
Phases of Research Data Collection Overview
There were three distinct research data collection phases, indicated by Figure 3.4, in
which data was collect occurred prior to the BLENDED program, during the BLENDED
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program, and after the BLENDED program ended. Below is an overview of each phase. I began
my data collection after my Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and received signed
consent forms from each participating teacher and e-mail acknowledgements from each
teacher’s principal. In accordance to IRB rules, pseudonyms were used to protect the identity of
participating teachers.
Figure 3.4: Qualitative Phases Overview

•Web Design
•Survey
•Pre-Interview
•Lesson Video
•Post Interview
Phase 1: Prior to
Blended Learning
Experience

Phase 2: Blended
Learning Experience
•Online participation
•Assignment blog
•Yammer
conversations
•SSW attendance

•Pre-Interview
•Lesson Video
•Post-Interview
•Survey
•Lesson Plan Redesign
Phase 3:Post Blended
Learning Experience

Phase One
In order to determine teacher understanding about NGSS and their teaching practices
prior to the BLENDED TPD, teachers completed Survey 1 (Appendix A) which included
questions about their NGSS knowledge. Teachers were asked to teach and videotape a science
lesson, providing a prepared lesson plan if available before the start of the online component in
February. Teachers were interviewed prior to the teaching of the lesson and then again after
they taught the lesson. Pre-lesson semi-structured interview questions focused on lesson
objectives, description of each 3D components used in the lesson, and if the lesson fit into a
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larger unit in an effort to determine if the lesson was one which followed their curriculum or if
it was taught specifically for this observation (Appendix I). Teachers then taught the lesson and
videotaped it, with varying degrees of videotaping success to be discussed within each case. The
follow-up semi-structured interview was conducted to learn more about the teacher’s decisions
when teaching the lesson. Questions included how well the enacted lesson followed the planned
lesson, what went well with the lesson and how they would change it if they were to teach it
again. They were also asked if the lesson incorporated 3D learning and if so, to describe of each
3D components used in the lesson (Appendix J). The videos allowed the researcher to determine
how closely the enacted lesson corresponded with the taught lesson and how teacher's talk about
NGSS was reflected in their practice.
Phase Two
After all the teachers completed Phase One, the online component commenced. The
online component consisted of two parts: Website and Yammer Social Network. The website
provided the platform to share information NGSS content, workshop resources and pictures,
program syllabus, and a place to post their blog assignments. Yammer provided a private
discussion platform accessible to only the participating teachers, in which they could post their
Yammer topics and communicate with one another.
This online platform was developed to support the learning community and was the
bases for data analysis in determining how teachers’ engagement reflected dimension of
community within a community of practice.
Phase Three
To determine how teachers’ NGSS knowledge had progressed over the course of the
program and if they implemented any NGSS understandings into their practice, teachers taught
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and videotaped a second lesson. The interview protocol was replicated with the pre and post
lesson interview, with additional questions related to the blended learning experience added to
the final post interview (Appendix K). Additional questions were asked to find out about if
teachers’ planning and teaching practice changed due to the BLENDED experience, how the
website and Yammer components helped and/or hindered their ability to incorporate 3D
learning, and any challenges they faced participating in both the website and Yammer. Teachers
also had the opportunity to share any general comments they had regarding their experience.
Data Sources and Collection Methods
A case study researcher gathers as much information about the problem as possible with
the intent of interpreting or theorizing about the phenomenon (Merriam, 1988). The follow
section provides information about the various data sources, collection methods, and rational.
Phase One: Teacher Surveys, Case Study Interviews, and Video Data
Prior to the BLENDED program commencement, an e-mail request was sent to all past
Saturday Science workshop participants, asking them to complete an online survey. The survey
provided baseline data, allowing for comparisons among all past workshop participants with the
blended-learning study participant group. Only full time K-8 teacher surveys were used in the
analysis, allowing for a descriptive comparison with the NSSME teacher respondents. These
general information questions asked teachers about their current employment, teaching
assignment, years experiences, time spend teaching science, highest degree of education, major
field of study, and type of teaching certificate.
The remaining survey questions focused on specific number and workshop topics
teachers attended in the past, if and how they have implemented workshop elements into their
classroom, and questions about the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013). These questions included
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current NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) knowledge depth related to the three dimensions of
learning, and what constitutes a quality lesson plan incorporating 3D learning (Appendix A).
Thirty-five full time K-8 teachers completed Survey 1.
At the conclusion of the final SSW, all teachers were sent the second survey. Many
questions replicated those asked in the first survey, looking for growth in teachers’
understanding and implementation of 3D learning in their teaching. Additional questions about
the blended learning component were asked of the BLENDED participants to gain insights into
how the website supported or hindered their learning (Appendix L). Twenty-three full time K-8
teachers completed Survey 2. When the two surveys were matched by respondent, 16 teachers
completed both Survey 1 and Survey 2, with 9 of those teachers from the blending learning
program.
Case study teacher interviews and video data.
Teacher data was collected in three phases as stated above, allowing for comparisons of
teacher lesson plan enactment prior to and after the BLENDED program. These data were
collected to determine how teachers demonstrate knowledge of the NGSS prior to, during, and
after the BLENDED program.
Prior to the first Saturday Science workshop, teachers were asked to self-select an
upcoming lesson plan they were teaching in their classroom and complete the following
activities: a) pre-lesson interview with researcher, b) submit any written lesson plan, c) video
record conducted class lesson, d) post-lesson interview with researcher. To ensure IRB protocol
was observed during classroom videotaping, teachers followed their school districts rules in
acquiring permissions to videotape their classroom. A sample parent consent letter was provided
to each teacher (Appendix M).
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Prior to each teacher videotaping a science lesson, I conducted a phone interview. The
purpose of the pre-lesson semi-structured interview was to learn about the lesson the teacher
planned to teach, how it fit into their curriculum, and the thought processes behind the lesson
plan (Appendix I). Most of the teachers did not have written lesson plans, and when they did, it
often was a commercial developed lesson, so only a few were submitted throughout the
research. After the interview, the teacher videotaped themselves teaching the science lesson,
which they submitted to the researcher via Box. Follow-up semi-structured interviews
(Appendix J) were conducted with each teacher to discuss how the lesson changed from the prelesson interview discussion and the planned lesson, delved deeper into understanding the
instructional decisions made by the teacher when teaching the lesson. Teachers were asked to
specify which, if any, three dimensions of the NGSS framework were implemented.
The videos were watched to either confirm or refute the information teachers shared
during the interviews. Teacher self-reporting can be problematic as what they say they do in the
classroom is not always true. In order to ensure the teachers are teaching in reform-oriented
ways, the classroom videos can confirm or reject their self-reporting of information.
Phase Two: Face-To-Face Workshop and Online Component Implementation
Phase Two began at the conclusion of the interviews and videotaped lessons in January.
The blended learning component was to begin immediately after the January 23, 2016 workshop.
However, due to a snow storm, this class was rescheduled for April 23, 2016, delaying the start
of the blended learning component until after the February workshop. Another workshop,
Exploring the Stream and Wetland Ecosystem, was cancelled due to another winter snowstorm.
Teachers were required to attend at least two of the following five workshops as part of the study
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requirements and all teachers met this requirement. Table 3.6 reflects the revised schedule, the
content focus, and classes each case study teacher attended.
Each workshop participant completed a pre- and post-content knowledge tests (See
Appendix N) and a general workshop evaluation (See appendix O). These documents were
reviewed and the next workshop took these results into account when developing subsequent
workshops.
Table 3.6: Saturday Science Workshop Schedule (Face-to-Face Component)
Date
SSW Title
Content Focus
Harnessing Energy from the
Reschedule on Apr. 23, 2016 due to
01/23/16
Atom: Real World Applications
weather
Patterns in the Sky: Astronomy for Earth’s Place in the Universe: The
02/13/16
K-4 Students
Universe and its Stars; Earth and the
Solar System
The
Wonders
of
Waves
Waves and Their Applications in
03/12/16
Technologies for Information
Transfer: Wave Properties
Exploring the Stream and Wetland Cancelled due to weather
04/09/16
Ecosystem
04/23/16

Harnessing Energy from the
Atom: Real World Applications

05/14/16

Engineering is Elementary:
Pollinators

Matter and its Interactions: Structure
and Properties of Matter; Nuclear
Processes
Engineering Design: Defining and
Delimiting an Engineering Problem;
Developing Possible Solutions

Teachers
Lynn
Bailey
Pat

Lynn
Bailey
Pat
Bailey

Face-to-face science workshop content.
The following section provides information about how workshops are prepared with
STEM researchers and College of Education faculty with specific information about each
workshop, including a workshop summary, overview of the learning goals and agenda, and
learning activities.
When preparing workshops with STEM researchers, due to their busy schedules,
planning meetings often do not occur until several weeks before the workshop date. Due to a
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limited time frame, it can be challenging to develop workshops into inquiry based, threedimensional learning opportunities for teachers as the researchers don’t always understand the
teaching and learning strategy. Their instruction is often in the form of one-hour lectures and if
they have participated in educational outreach programming, it often follows a structure in
which a one-hour lecture is followed with a hands-on activity for teachers to reinforced the
content they just learned. Because the willingness and ability of each STEM researcher to
consider a different pedagogical approach to these workshops varies, the workshop formats tend
to be very different. During the planning meetings, I would not only attempt to discuss effective
teaching strategies, such as inquiry-based learning and limited direct instruction, I was also
sharing with them information about the NGSS and 3D learning.
A typical schedule involves an initial meeting to learn more about their research and
how it can be framed into a K-8 teacher workshop. The scientific principles are discussed to
determine the core principles behind their work and how it relates to the elementary curriculum,
state and national standards. Brainstorming regarding best approach developing a cohesive,
five-hour workshop ensued, with ideas and sample agenda shared electronically. A second
meeting occurs to continue discussing and developing lesson activities. Final decisions
regarding the activities continue and if necessary, a final meeting prior to the workshop occurs
to ensure everything is ready.
This schedule is quite different when faculty from the College of Education teach a
workshop, as they already have the science education pedagogical knowledge and are
knowledgeable about the standards. The initial meeting discussed the workshop objectives and
ideas on how to best teach the concepts. Once these decisions are made, the remainder of the
workshop is planned by the faculty member and shared electronically for suggestions and input.
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The spring workshops involved one STEM college faculty member and three College of
Education faculty.
Harnessing energy from the atom: Real world applications workshop.
Workshop flyer summary: How are fossil dating, electricity, food preservation, medical
diagnostics, and shrink wrap related? Come find out how the atom is used in everyday life and
how our understanding of nuclear processes spans across the disciplines. Focus on the NGSS
Crosscutting Concepts in this high energy workshop. Learn more about the Breazeale Reactor,
celebrating 60 years of research and training, in finding peaceful applications for the energy
atoms can create. Ms. Candace Davison is Senior Reactor Operator and Assistant Director for
Education and Outreach for the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor. Twenty-one teachers attended the
workshop.
This workshop was unique from all the others as it was prepared for the January
workshop date, but due to a winter snowstorm, the class was cancelled and rescheduled for
April. Since much time had passed between the original workshop date, I met with Candace to
review the workshop agenda in March. As we discussed the agenda, and through our discussion
about 3D learning, she agreed to significantly modify the workshop from its original design to
better replicate and model 3D learning for participating teachers.
The first agenda’s (Appendix P) overarching question was: What are the three types of
radiation and how are they used in real world applications. A science notebook format was
implemented in which teachers wrote down their beginning ideas to the overarching question.
The first learning objective involved the teachers learning about stable and unstable atoms
(Guiding Question 1) and started with a mini-lecture review of the atom and periodic table.
Teacher were to make models of atoms using marshmallows, following procedural steps of how
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to construct the atom, drawing the atom, and “emitting” a beta particle to represent an unstable
atom. A chart was to be completed for the Carbon-12, Cargon-14 and Nitrogen-4. Teachers
were to look for patterns and generate claims and evidence statements. This was followed by an
instructor lead class discussion and explanation about the advantages and disadvantages of the
model. The next activity involved a radioactivity game to represent isotope changes in the
nucleus. In order to understand if an object is radioactive, Geiger Counters were available and
teachers had packaged samples to place under the Geiger Counter to determine each level of
radiation. Different shield materials were also available so teachers could place different
materials between the Geiger Counter and the sample to determine if there was a change in
radioactive particles passing through the material. Data was to be collected, analyzed and
discussed. After lunch, there was an activity to help teachers understand how to figure out how
quickly radioactive atoms became stable with an M&M activity, followed by an activity about
the uses of radiation in the medical, food, science and energy fields, highlighting various
careers. The workshop was to conclude with a tour of the nuclear reactor.
The revised, second agenda (Appendix Q) took a completely different approach. The
workshop started with the teachers observing a phenomenon modeled by a cloud chamber. They
set up their cloud chambers and observed what happened, writing down their observations. A
class discussion, led by the instructor, asked questions about what they were seeing, without
providing any answers. Questions ranged from “Where do all the tracks seem to be coming
from” to “Why are the tracks visible only near the bottom of the chamber?” Teachers were
given a Geiger Counter and explained what it measures. They used the instrument to collect and
display data regarding the radioactivity of various objects of their choosing from the room.
Packets of sample material were on their tables but were not told they had to use them. After
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they completed their data table, they looked for patterns and developed claims based upon their
evidence. After the class discussed their findings, the instructor talked about radiation and
connected this information to the cloud chamber. After a break, teachers were asked what more
could we learn about radiation and were tasked to design an experiment to determine if
materials make a different in radiation levels. The instructors walked around, questioned their
strategies and provided guidance through the use of questioning when needed. Teachers
presented their findings and the instructor talked about big, small, and wave particles and a brief
history of the discovery of radiation. The next activity’s question asked “what makes an atom
radioactive and how can we represent this phenomenon?” After a discussion about elements and
the periodic chart, teachers selected an element from the periodic table and build a model out of
marshmallows. They were told to select atoms from the top section of the table. Teachers built
and shared their models and the instructor talked about neutrons, protons and electrons in the
various atoms. Teachers next built a carbon atom and manipulated it to make it radioactive.
After lunch, teachers participated in a tour of the nuclear reactor, returning to discuss the cloud
chamber and if the teachers could explain the phenomenon. Teachers worked with a partner to
identify types of radiation used in various applications from a set of pictures. The workshop
ended with a discussion about 3D learning and how the workshop was modified from its
original format.
Teachers in the blended learning program were asked, in a Yammer post near the end of
the program in week 7, to review the two agendas and discuss the differences in approaches, if
one agenda reflected more 3D learning, and what would they change to make the instruction
even better.
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Patterns in the sky: Astronomy for K-4 students workshop.
Workshop flyer summary: Even young children look up into the sky and ask questions
about what they observe. In this workshop, we will explore methods of supporting children’s
curiosities towards uncovering patterns in how the Sun, Moon, and stars appear to move across
the sky or change over time. Learning to describe observations of celestial objects and their
patterns of movement is a first step towards thinking spatially about astronomy. We will discuss
methods to support children’s spatial abilities as they learn to explain these patterns, including
the use of physical and embodied models. We will also take a field trip to Penn State’s
planetarium to embed ourselves in a three-dimensional model of the day and night sky. Dr. Julia
Plummer is Associate Professor of Science Education. Eleven teachers attended the workshop, as
four cancelled due to weather related concerns.
The specific workshop goal was for teachers to engage in three celestial motion
investigations to delve into pedagogy which supports children’s understanding of both the
patterns of celestial motion phenomena and the methods of investigating these phenomena.
Teachers, through inquiry-based activities, investigated the day/night cycle with the question
“how does the sun appear to move across the sky and why?” and phases of the moon by
answering the question “how do the phases of the moon change over the course of the month?”
After lunch, teachers walked over to a university planetarium to participate in the program
entitled Daily, Monthly, and Seasonal Changes in the Sky. The final investigation had teachers
finding the answer the question “how do the constellations appear to change over the course of a
year?”
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The wonders of waves workshop.
Workshop flyer summary: Whether a wave in water, a sound wave, or a light wave, all
waves have some features in common. Join us for a day of inquiry-based activities to investigate
the characteristic properties and behaviors of waves. What features do waves have in common?
How do they transfer energy? Refresh your knowledge about waves, how wave properties are
used in many applications, and discuss strategies for helping students learn these important
concepts. Dr. Annmarie Ward is Associate Professor of Science Education and Center for
Science and the Schools Director. Thirteen teachers attended the workshop.
The specific goal of this workshop was for teachers to deepen their content knowledge
about waves, how waves transfer energy, and the identifying characteristics of waves by
engaging teachers in a phenomenon. The phenomenon involved sound and light, with the sound
coming from behind a wall and a light candle behind a barrier in front of the class. They were
asked “Why are we able to hear the sound but not see the light?” and a series of three inquirybased activates were designed for them learn about waves so they could answer the opening
guiding question by workshop’s end.
Engineering is elementary: Pollinators workshop.
Workshop flyer summary: Engineering is Elementary (EIE) brings together engineering
and science concepts, creating the perfect interdisciplinary match for the busy elementary
teacher. In this unit, teachers will explore and discuss the field of agricultural engineering,
insects’ role in the natural process of pollination, Integrated Pest Management, and the
technologies of hand pollination. Participants will design their own hand pollinators, informed
by science and utilizing the engineering design process. This workshop will focus on insects as
an essential part of the natural system of pollination and is relevant for science units on insects,
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plants, and ecosystems. Dr. Mandy Biggers is Associate Professor of Science Education.
Fourteen teachers attended the workshop.
The specific goal of this workshop targeted K-2 science teacher learning about the
Elementary is Engineering curriculum and ways to incorporate engineering and science concepts
into the elementary classroom, since engineering is a component of the NGSS. The workshop,
using The Best of Bugs: Designing Hand Pollinators unit, began with an introduction to
technology with two activities: Technology in a Bag and Tower Power. These activities
familiarized teachers to two ideas: engineers design technology and engineers use an engineering
design process when solving problems. Due to the curriculum depth, only several lessons from
the unit were included in the workshop. Teachers were given an overview of the different lessons
leading up to the activity they completed, which was exploring pollination materials and
designing a hand pollinator. Teams of teacher worked together in learning what materials and
properties of materials work best for picking up and dropping off pollen and using this
knowledge in designing the best hand pollinator for their model plant.
Online component.
Teachers began participating in the BLENDED program online component in February,
accessing the website resources and assignments, posting their assignment blogs and replying to
others, and posting their Yammer topic assignment and responding to one another.
Assignments.
The schedule, or syllabus as it was called on the website, was purposefully designed
with two considerations in mind. The first was to provide teachers with an introduction to the
Next Generation Science Standards and the second was to be mindful of the teachers’ busy
schedules by keeping assignment expectations to a realistic time frame.
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The online component consisted of sixteen weeks of activities, broken down into 8
assignments. This allowed teachers two weeks to complete each assignment and participate on
Yammer. See Table 3.7 for the complete syllabus which includes dates, topic, resources,
activities, and assignment.
Blog assignments asked teachers to either read several articles or watch a video and
responded to specific questions. Yammer questions often related to how teachers would
implement their new NGSS learnings into the classroom. The syllabus was purposefully
designed to begin with helping teachers understand the conceptual shifts inherent in the Next
Generation Science Standards. The focus then addressed 3D learning followed by dedicating a
bi-weekly focus on each dimension. The last few weeks focused on making connections and
applying 3D instruction into their lesson design.
Yammer.
While the facilitator initially led the online discussion in Yammer, teachers transition
into taking over the initiation of discussions as they developed into a trusting and supportive
community. In order to ensure what the teachers were talking about in their online discussions
and pre-lesson semi-structured interviews, these data were triangulated with the classroom
video and post semi-structured interviews. Triangulation is a strategy that reduces the risk that
my conclusion from the data is due by chance associations and allows for a better assessment of
the generality of the explanations developed from the analysis (Maxwell, 2012).
Phase Three: Teacher Surveys, Case Study Interviews and Video
Phase Three occurred at the conclusion of the final Saturday Science Workshop in May,
when all teachers were requested to submit a second round of data, replicating what they did in
the pre-study phase: a) pre-lesson interview, b) any written lesson plan, c) video of lesson
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conducted in class, d) post-lesson interview. Springtime is an extremely busy time for teachers,
and as the end of school was approaching, two teachers ran out of time. One teacher did not
conduct a pre-lesson interview prior to videotaping the classroom lesson. She submitted the
video and a post-lesson interview was conducted. In another case, the pre-lesson interview
occurred with the second teacher, but she never videotaped her lesson. Attempts were made to
have her conduct the lesson in the fall, but after several e-mail and phone attempts, she became
unresponsive. A final interview was not conducted, but she did complete the second survey.
Additional questions were included in the last interview, addressing the blending
learning environment and how it may have helped or hindered their ability to increase threedimensional science learning into their classroom instruction (Appendix K).
At the conclusion of the BLENDED program, the final survey was distributed to the
original group of sixty-six teachers.
Data Analysis
Qualitative data collection and analysis usually proceed simultaneously as ongoing
findings affect what types of data are collected and how they are collected (Suter, 2012). Due to
the structure of this research, in which the data collection was predetermined, much of the
analysis was conducted after all data were collected. During the research, teachers uploaded
lesson videos to Box, a secure storage site supported by the university. Problems did arise with
several teacher’s videotaped lesson. Two case study teachers had problems with the video
camera and only the first half of the lesson was captured. After review of the video, there was
enough evidence to confirm the teaching approach of the first half of the lesson. Follow-up
interviews helped to provide additional information on their taught lesson. Both teachers
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ensured their second lesson would be videotaped in its entirely by securing school personnel to
videotape the lesson, which did occur and lessons were videotaped in their entirety.
I found compiling Table 3.8, summarizing research decisions based upon my research
questions, theoretical framework, and data sources helpful when considering my data collection
and analysis.
Table 3.8 Summary of Qualitative Research Decisions
Research Questions
When teachers
participate in a
blended professional
development, to
what extent do they
express knowledge
of the NGSS in their
teaching and
discussion?

How do teachers’
engagement in the
elementary science
blended learning
professional
development
program reflect
dimensions of
community within a
community of
practice?

Theoretical
Framework
NGSS Framework
(NGSS Lead
States, 2012)

Communities of
Practice (Wenger,
1998)

Data sources

Data analysis

-

5 Blog Assignments - a priori
predetermined
7 Yammer Topics
coding
Yammer Discussions
- Open coding
6 Videos
leading to
3 Post Lesson
emergent codes
Interviews
Categories
- 3 Surveys

- 14 Surveys
- 3 Pre-lesson
interviews
- 3 Post lesson
Interviews
- 3 Lesson plans

- a priori
predetermined
coding
- Open coding
leading to
emergent
codes
- Categories

In preparation of data analysis, I transcribed four teacher’s interviews, then sent the
remaining eight interviews to a transcription service for completion. Once I developed the coding
schemes, as discussed in the next section, I utilized the qualitative analysis software program
NVivo to help organize and analyze the data. NVivo allowed me to create documentation folders
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for each teacher. Codes, or nodes as they are called in NVivo, were created, based upon the
predetermine a priori codes in addition to open coding. One advantage of using NVivo is it
allowed me to create queries during analysis, looking for patterns.
I employed Constant Comparative analysis (Merriam, 1988) as I went back over my
coded documents many times, revising my codes as I was becoming more familiar with the
data. I was constantly questioning how I was coding to ensure I was being consistent with each
document.
Development of Coding Scheme
The goal of coding was to develop a systematic approach to identity themes emerging from
the data. Through coding of the data set, I was able to examine aspects of the social phenomena,
breaking apart the data and rearrange them into categories that aid in informing theoretical
concepts or facilitate comparisons between events in the same category (Maxwell, 2013). Patton
(2002) suggests using analytic induction to verify theories and propositions from the data (a
priori coding) while also looking for undiscovered patterns and emergent understanding (open
coding). I approached coding by first developing theoretical categories, placing data into a priori
codes based upon NGSS and communities of practice research. This was a good starting point,
but I did not want to miss any emerging issues or patterns not captured by a priori codes, which
led me to utilizing open coding. Open coding involves reading the data and developing coding
categories based upon what data seem more important (Maxwell, 2013). Open coding allowed
me to capture nuances in the a priori data that might have been lost without these additional
codes. It also allowed me to code for teacher’s comments about the affordances and constraints
of the online community in developing their NGSS knowledge and in developing a community
of practice. The next two sections discuss how I developed the codes to answer my research
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questions.
NGSS codes.
To answer research question one, “When teachers participate in a blended PD, to what
extent do they express knowledge of the NGSS in their teaching and discussions?” I created
NGSS codes based upon National Research Council’s A Framework for K-12 Science Education
committee recommendation that science education in grades K-12 be built around three major
dimensions: (a) science and engineering practices; (b) crosscutting concepts; and (c) disciplinary
core ideas (NRC, 2012). These three dimensions, seen in Appendix R, served as the basis for my
a priori coding, seen in Appendix S. These codes allowed me to categorize how teachers were
discussing their ideas and knowledge about the NGSS over time and how they did or did not
implement the three dimensions into their teaching. I started my initial coding by using the
specific NGSS descriptors which clarify each dimension and provided the basis for my initial
coding (Miles & Huberman, 1994). As I was coding for these specific concepts, I also utilized
open coding to capture elements about the NGSS discussions not captured by the a priori codes.
These are also seen in Appendix S. The resulting coded data were analyzed to describe how
teacher knowledge about the NGSS changed over time.
Communities of practice codes.
To answer research question two, “How teachers’ engagement in the elementary science
blended learning professional development program reflect dimensions of community within a
community of practice?”, I created a priori codes based upon Wenger’s (1998) Community of
Practice concept of the characteristics of practice within a community of practice. These
dimensions include mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and shared repertoire.
“Whatever it takes to make mutual engagement possible is an essential component of any
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practice” (Wenger, 1998, p. 74) Maintaining a community and the mutual relationships occurring
within the community are types of mutual engagement. In order to determine how teachers
developed mutual engagement while participating in the community, the following codes were
constructed to capture the concepts of mutual engagement: (a) Sustained engagement (b) Mutual
relationships: Requesting information, (c) Mutual relationships: Responding to requests, and (d)
Mutual relationships: Meaningful connections. Building meaningful connections, occurring over
time, can help keep teachers engaged in the community. To determine how teachers were
engaging in these connections, data were coded every time a teacher responded to one another
with ideas, resources, encouragement, or provoked deeper reflections on teaching and learning.
When discussion threads were created, those sections were also coded as building meaningful
connections.
Joint enterprise is the communities’ ability to negotiate a shared understanding. The
shared values and standards allows participants to shape the practice within the community
(Wenger, 1998). To capture the joint understanding and ongoing negotiation occurring in teacher
conversations, the following codes were used (a) Negotiated enterprise and (b) Mutual
accountability. As I was coding for negotiated enterprise, I was looking for teachers discussing
developments about how they approached teaching science concepts, their collaboration among
members, any struggles in defining NGSS or trying to reconcile conflicting interpretations of
what NGSS means for science instruction. Mutual accountability in a community of practice is
about shared values and standards and how the teachers negotiate and create these standards. As
I was coding for mutual accountability, I was looking for examples about what teachers think
matter about NGSS and what does not, what teachers were pay attention to in regards to NGSS
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and what they ignored, and examples of teachers questioning one another on stated ideas and
holding each other accountable for their comments.
The third characteristic of a community of practice is the development of a shared
repertoire. Over time, in the joint pursuit of an enterprise, in this case learning about NGSS,
resources are created for negotiating meaning. Shared repertoire are the routines, words, tools,
ways of doing things, and artifacts developed by the community. To capture the shared repertoire
developed by the teachers, the following codes were developed (a) producing resources, (b)
using resources and (c) sharing resources. As I was coding for producing resources, I was
looking for teachers produce original artifacts to share with the community, such as lesson plan
or other related NGSS activity. Using resources items were coded when teachers commented
they used or were planning on using the resource shared by another teacher, such as a website,
lesson plan, or other item. The last element, sharing resources, was coded when teachers shared
various websites, journal articles, or other supporting materials.
I started my initial coding by using the specific CoP descriptors which clarify each
characteristic of a community and provided the basis for my initial coding (Miles & Huberman,
1994). Wenger’s examples are geared towards organization in general, so I included open coding
to determine if other categories, relevant in the educational setting, appeared in the data. If so,
these will be added to the examples of activities. As I was coding for these specific concepts, I
also utilized open coding to capture elements about the discussions not captures by the a priori
codes that I thought reflected a community of practice unique to teachers participating in a
blended learning environment. See Appendix T for specific codes, definitions, and examples.
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Initial Coding
I began coding the data in two waves, first focusing on the NGSS coding and then on the
communities of practice (CoP) codes. I began coding the surveys, using the developed a priori
codes. As I was coding, I was noticing comments and ideas emerging from teachers comments I
thought worth capturing as it could provide interesting insights into the analysis and these
developed into my open coding categories.
NGSS.
NGSS data sources were analyzed by focusing first on teacher’s knowledge about NGSS
through their interviews, videos, blog assignments, and yammer discussions. An initial analysis
started with the first-grade teacher. Bailey’s surveys were first coded looking for initial
indications of her knowledge about NGSS and 3D learning prior to and then after the
BLENDED program. I next analyzed her interview prior to teaching her first lesson, then
watched the video as additional evidence to the discussion in the pre-interview. Watching these
videos provided insight as I coded her post-lesson interview. I continued coding the blog
assignments and yammer discussions, analyzing how Bailey’s comments reflected her
knowledge or misunderstandings about NGSS. I concluded Bailey’s analysis with her lesson
two documents.
As I was analyzing Bailey’s documents, the following open codes emerged. These codes
captured a variety of science and pedagogical teaching styles. In regards to science teaching, I
added the following codes: (a) NSES process skills, (b) NSES, (c) understanding of NGSS, (d)
lack of NGSS understanding, (e) value in learning NGSS, (f) student centered based on real-life
examples, (g) teacher indicates a change in practice, (h) lesson focus is hands-on, (i) failure is a
positive learning experience, (j) questioning their practice, (k) motivation, (l) confidence in
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taking risks, (m) creativity in science, (n) procedural activity, (o) textbook, (p) extending lesson:
not NGSS related, and (q) extending lesson: NGSS related. In regards to the affordances and
constraints in learning the NGSS, the follow open codes emerged: (a) attending teacher PD, (b)
time for teaching the activity, (c) challenges to NGSS Implementation, (d) teacher leader.
As I started analyzing the second case study, I realized that it made much more sense to
follow Yin's Explanation Building Analytic Technique (2014) as it was a better fit for analysis,
allowing me to explain the phenomena of how each teacher demonstrated their knowledge of
the NGSS when participating in the BLENDED program, using the evidence from their
interviews, lesson video, and blog/yammer entries. Explanation building occurs in narrative
form and in order to avoid the possibilities of the lack of precision, as cautioned by Yin (2014),
focusing the narrative on the three-dimensions as described in A Framework for K-12 Science
Education allowed me to remain focused on answering the research question. This lead to a
deeper analysis of the initial coding.
Communities of practice.
After I initially coded for NGSS knowledge, I coded the blog assignments and yammer
for communities of practices evidence using the codes describe above. Codes will change and
develop as the research continues (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This is exactly what happened as
I continued to think about the codes and if I was applying them consistently across documents
and across participants. As I was coding, I was finding other interesting interactions occurring
between the teachers. In an attempt to capture these concepts, I created the following codes: (a)
teachers wished they had more time to participate, (b) extending CoP ideas, (c) administrator
support was important, (d) ability to extend face-to-face experiences, (e) facilitator support, and
(f) value in taking risks as a teacher. In regards to affordances and constraints of the online
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component, the following codes emerge (a) website benefits, (b) Yammer benefits, (c) website
challenges, (d) website challenges, (e) lack of support at own school/district, and (f) policy
issues. Figure 3.5 is an example on how I coded Bailey’s lesson 2 post interview.
Revising Codes and Recoding
NGSS.
I continued with the remaining case study analysis by coding the both lessons, which
included the pre-interview data, observations from the classroom lesson video, and postinterview data. I modified the original codes, narrowing down the categories to include only
relevant data from the interviews, blog and yammer assignments and surveys in an effort to
explain their knowledge demonstration in each of the following areas: Three-dimensional
learning, science and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, disciplinary core ideas,
general NGSS understanding. I also wanted to find out what elements of the BLENDED
program supported or hindered their learning of NGSS, so a final category was added, called
Affordances and Constraints to NGSS Learning and Teaching in a Blended Learning
Experience.
For each case, I organized all their comments into each relevant category. I watched
each video and wrote a narrative, describing the entire lesson and included both teacher and
students’ comments. Using the iterative nature of explanation building, after I compiled all the
data for the first case, I began working on the second case. However, based upon the
information I was finding in the second case, I would go back to the first case and make
changes. For example, as I was compiling information about the pre-lesson interview the
second case, I researched the NGSS related to the topic of the lesson plan and added that
information. I then went back to the first case study to add this additional information. As I was
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compiling the information, I keep notes on patterns among cases as well as insights into each
case and how they were talking about NGSS.
The final analysis phase required focusing of the findings. While there was interesting
information about student responses and teacher’s management styles, I needed to constantly
focus on only selecting data that represented NGSS knowledge. This included triangulating the
data, looking to see if their lesson video matched their interview comments. I also analyzed
their survey, blog, and yammer comments. However, there was so much detail that some of the
information was irrelevant and was not reported in the findings as it did not add information
towards answering the research question.
In order to reduce the potential problem of drifting away from the intent of analyzing
teacher knowledge demonstration or including any selection bias, I collaborated weekly with
my committee chair, as well as participating in a “critical friends” group of fellow graduate
students, discussing my research and findings, helping me to remain focused on relevant data.
I compiled the coded affordances and constraints data, adding the teachers’ comments
about how the blended learning experience helped or hindered their learning of NGSS.
Communities of practice.
I went back a second time and reviewed all the data and codes again. This allowed me to
double check myself to ensure I was selecting the correct codes for each data point. While I
making coding changes, I always kept the coding sheet (Appendix S and T) in front of me to
keep me focused on the analysis.
To gain a bigger picture of the conservations occurring in the blog and Yammer, I
downloaded the data into an Excel sheet and placed the teachers’ comments in chronological
order by date of the posting. I printed the document and taped it to wall, where it was color
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coded in a variety to ways. Teachers comments were highlighted based on color, each bi-weekly
session was indicated, as was each month. This allowed me to look for emergent patterns
regarding specific participants, number of times people posted each week. This lead me to
calculating how many times teachers responded in the community based upon the nine a priori
codes. The total number of times teachers exhibited any of the nine codes were calculated and
tables created to analyze the teachers’ engagement in the community of practice.
I compiled the coded affordances and constraints data, adding the teachers’ comments
about the different aspects of the online communities of practice helped or hindered their
learning of NGSS.
Case Studies
After the data was coded, I analyzed and reported the findings based upon each research
question. In order to answer research question two about how teachers demonstrated NGSS
knowledge, I compiled the data for each teacher in a similar fashion. I began with an overview
of the teacher, her background, and experiences prior to the study. This followed with an
overview of the lesson, including the pre-interview conversation. I watch and wrote a detailed
description of the videotaped lesson to inform the pre and post interview conversations. I
included selected comments from the post interview to highlight the teacher’s NGSS
knowledge. I repeated this process for the second video.
In order to document the evidence of their knowledge over time, I grouped the teachers’
knowledge development in the following categories: 3D learning, science and engineering
practices, crosscutting concepts, disciplinary core ideas, and general NGSS understanding.
Within each of the categories, I included examples from the data to represent how their
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knowledge evolved or in some cases, did not evolve during the BLENDED program, from
beginning to end. I concluded each case study with a summary of the findings.
Integration of Results
Integration refers to the mixing or integration of the quantitative and qualitative methods
results (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Integrating data results through explanation of the data
is used in a convergent parallel mixed methods design (Creswell, 1998). Qualitative case study
data focusing on three teachers and their experiences in a blended learning teacher professional
development program is used to explain in greater detail the findings from the quantitative
analysis of teachers attending both workshop and learning communities’ professional
development programs.
Validity, Reliability, and Ethics
Data triangulation is the use of multiple sources of evidence to support research
findings, increasing validity (Yin, 2014). Triangulation reduces the risk of chance associations a
researcher might draw if only analyzing one data source (Maxwell, 2013). The findings from
one data source are strengthened when several other data sources positively support initial
findings. Intensive data collection involving multiple sources provides opportunities for
triangulation and deep analysis. Triangulation analyzes three different sources to aid in the
understanding of events taking place through the building of evidence (Creswell & Plano Clark,
2011) and is a way to determine the corroboration of findings through seeing or hearing
multiple instances of it from different sources (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Collecting
information from multiple sources aims to corroborate the same findings is essential to ensure
validity in the findings. My data sources included survey data, interviews and video in an
attempt to increase internal validity of my findings through triangulation.
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In order to ensure what the teachers were talking about in their online discussions and
pre-lesson semi-structured interviews, these data were triangulated with the classroom video
and post semi-structured interviews. Triangulation is a strategy that reduces the risk that my
conclusion from the data is due by chance associations and allowed for a better assessment of
the generality of the explanations developed from the analysis (Maxwell, 2013).
Study Limitations
Quantitative Limitations
The NSSME data set is one study limitation, as survey questions were not designed to
measure NGSS knowledge, since the survey and The Framework for K-12 Science Education was
published the same year. This required analyzing survey questions and matching their intended
outcomes to the three dimensions listed in The Framework for K-12 Science Education.
The NSSME survey did not differentiate the type of learning community teachers
participated in over the past three years, making it difficult to compare the qualitative research
findings with the quantitative findings. The first survey question asked “When did you last
participate in professional development (sometimes called in-service education) focused on
science or science teaching? (Include attendance at professional meetings, workshops, and
conferences, as well as professional learning communities/lesson studies/teacher study groups.
Do not include formal courses for which you received college credit or time you spent providing
professional development for other teachers.)” and used this similar language throughout the
survey. Learning communities were part of other selection options, such as lesson study or
teacher study group. The survey also did not explain the definition of “workshop” leaving it open to
interpretation by the respondent as to what constituted a workshop experience.
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Qualitative Limitations
One qualitative limitation of this study is the case study participants and sample size. The
teachers selected for this study were highly motivated teachers interested in becoming better science
teachers. These teachers spend their Saturday driving, in some cases up to three hours, to attend
these day-long workshops. The teachers self-selected to participate in the BLENDED program.
These attributes could bias the study results. The small sample size reduces generalizability to a
larger group and creates a challenge in matching non-participating teachers with the BLENDED
teachers’ grade level or science discipline area and years of experience to analyze comparisons
among the two sets of teachers.
Blended learning programs often incorporate the continuation of specific learning topics
from workshop component to the online community and back again. Since the workshops were
open to all interested teachers and not just those participating in the BLENDED program, there
was very little opportunity to explicitly and deeply blend the learning across the face-to-face
workshop to the online component.
General Limitations
Potential research bias could be a limiting factor since the research author is in a dual role of
facilitating and at times, co-presenting the SSW, and the sole researcher. Efforts were made to
reduce any bias by frequently meeting with several committee members to ensure my personal bias
was not compromising the findings and implications.
Technology challenges were also a limitation to the study, as several teachers had issues
videotaping their first lesson in its entirety. Due to multiple data sources, including pre and post
lesson interviews, this technical limitation was minimized.
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Chapter 4
Quantitative Findings: Research Question One
In order to understand the effects of teacher professional development on teacher’s
experiences, attitudes, and science teaching practice, I conducted a quantitative analysis to
answer the question: Does participation in teacher professional development workshops and/or
learning communities influence teachers’ approaches to science teaching? As mentioned in
Chapter 3, in order to examine the research question on effects of TPD on teaching outcomes in
this first part of the study, TPD was measured by placing teachers in one of four types of TPD
groups and were the independent variables: workshop only, learning community only, both
workshop and learning community, and neither workshop or learning community. The teachers
who participated in both a workshop and learning community served as the comparison
(reference) group in the analysis, since this was the TPD group I was interested in investigating.
2012 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education Findings
In order to examine the relationship between the various types of independent (teacher
professional development types) and control (sex, age, race, and educational degree of the
teacher, amount of time spent in TPD, grade level taught, whether the teacher taught at an urban,
suburban or rural school and the percent of children at the school receiving free or reduced cost
lunches) variables, I analyzed differences between the means of the variables and the correlations
between the variables. Table 4.1 presents the means analysis and F value. Significant differences
in the means by type of teacher professional development were found for time spent in teacher
professional development (TPD) and grade level taught (p < .001). Age of the teacher was also
significant (p < .05).
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The next set of analyses used ordinary least squares (OLS) regression or logistic
regression to estimate the causal effect of type of TPD on the dependent variables. Both the
linear and logistic regression analyses included two models (Model 1 and Model 2). Model 1
included only the main independent variable of TPD represented as a set of contrasting variables:
workshop only, learning community only, both workshop and learning, and neither. Model 2
adds the eight control variables as independent variables to the model. This allowed me to
estimate if the effect of TPD remains after the control variables are introduced. These analyses
addressed the research question focusing on how PD experiences influence how K-8 teachers
approach science education. I focused on comparing the effect of teachers who participated in
both workshops and learning communities with those participating in workshops only, learning
communities only, or neither of these as these findings are more central to my research questions
and hypotheses. A summary of these findings for all of the analyses listed below is in Table 4.2.
The findings are presented for each set of dependent variables found in the survey.
Survey items selected for analysis focused on different components of teaching, including
teacher experiences, attitudes, and teaching practices. Teacher experiences include questions
addressing the learning focus and pedagogical style of teacher professional development
experiences; teacher attitudes include their involvement in teacher leadership roles, their
opinions about how science should be taught, and how policies impact their science instruction;
and teaching practices include how well prepared they feel to teach science, how they plan
science instruction, their pedagogical science teaching strategies used in their classroom, and
student use of calculators. Detailed analysis for each of the fifty-five dependent variables is
described in the eight series.
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Dependent Variables Series I
The first set of dependent variables addressed teacher experiences in teacher professional
development workshops. Teachers were asked the following question stem, “Thinking of all your
science related professional development in the last 3 years, to what extend does each of the
following describe your experiences?” and completed six responses. The findings from the
regression analyses are shown in Table 4.3.
Engage in science investigation.
Findings from Model 1 show that as compared to teachers participated in both learning
communities and workshops (the reference group to which the other three categories are
compared), those that participated in a workshop only, a learning community only, or neither a
learning community or workshop were significantly less likely to indicate they had the
opportunity to engage in science investigation (p < .001) than teachers participating in a
workshop and/or learning community. After the control variables were entered (Model 2),
learning community only and neither learning community or workshops maintained statistical
significance at the .01 level. Workshop only is no longer statistically significant (p < .08),
suggesting that difference in the opportunity to engage in scientific investigations after adjusting
for the control variables was not significantly different for participants in both workshops and
learning communities from teachers only taking workshops. Three control variables were
significant. Sixth through eighth grade teachers were less likely than K-5 grade teachers to say
they had the opportunity to engage in science investigation (p < .001), those teachers spending
more time in PD were more likely to indicate they had this experience (p < .001) and as age of
teachers increased the likelihood of engage in science investigation increased.
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Opportunity to examine classroom artifacts.
The next question in reporting what occurred at TPD opportunities focuses on having the
opportunities to examine classroom artifacts. Again, workshop only (p < .001), learning
community only (p < .01) and neither workshop or learning community (p < .001) were
statistically significant with teachers having these categories of PD reporting they were less
likely to examine artifacts as compared to teachers participating in both a learning community
and a workshop. The three main effect variables continue to be significant when the control
variables were entered into the model lending support to the idea that teachers engaging in both
learning community and workshop PD are more likely to have the opportunity to examine
classroom artifacts and that the effect is not due to the control variables. Significant control
variables include grade level, time spent on TPD, teaching in an urban school, and race of
teacher. Sixth through eighth grade teachers were less likely to have examine artifacts compared
to K-5 teachers (p. < .05). Teachers spending more time in PD were more likely to examine
artifacts (p < .05) and teachers in urban schools as compared to those in rural schools also were
more likely to report they had the opportunity to examine artifacts. White teachers were less
likely to have had the opportunity to examine artifacts as compared to non-White teachers (p
< .05).
Opportunity to try out what was learned in classroom.
Another component included in a PD experience is the opportunity to try out what was
learned in the teacher’s own classroom and receiving feedback about the teaching module. The
three main effects were statically significant (p < .01). Once the control variables were entered,
workshop only is the one type to remain significant (p < .001) with workshop only teachers less
likely to have the opportunity to teach what was learned than both workshop and learning
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community teachers (p < .001). This suggests that there is no difference between how learning
community only and neither teachers with the dependent variable of the opportunity to try out
what was learned. The only significant control variable was the amount of time spent on TPD (p
< .001) with more time result in an increased opportunity to teach what was learned.
Working closely with other science teachers in your school.
Working closely with other science teachers from a teacher’s school is the next item in
the TPD experience question list. Both workshop only (p < .001) and neither workshop or
learning community participants (p < .05) were significantly less likely to work with science
teachers from their own school than teachers participating in both a workshop and learning
community. Model 2 shows that the neither learning community or workshop is no longer
statistically significant although the workshop only effect is still significant (p < .001). Of the
control variables, grade level taught (p < .001) and time spent on PD (p < .05) are significant
with middle school teachers and those spending more time in professional development being
more likely to work closely with other science teachers as compared to their counterparts.
Opportunity to work with science teachers who taught the same grade.
Another focal issue in TPD experiences is the opportunity to work with other science
teachers who taught the same grade or subject matter as the respondent teacher. All three of the
main effect variables were significant in Model 1 (p < .01) and workshop only remained
significant when the control variables are entered in Model 1 (p < .01). Learning community
only and neither teachers were less likely to have the opportunity to work with other science
teachers as compared to both workshop and learning community teachers. As with other items in
this series of questions, grade level taught (p < 05) and hours spent in TPD were also significant
(p < .001).
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Professional development was a waste of time.
The final item in this series is a global question which asks teachers to what extent do
they think the PD they participated in was a waste of time. The only significant main effect is
that learning community people were more likely to indicate that PD was a waste of time as
compared to both learning community and workshop teachers (p < .001). This relationship
remained statistically significant once the control variables were entered. Interestingly, four
control variables reached statistical significant. Teachers in grade 6-8 were more likely to think
TPD was a waste of time as compared to K-5 teachers (p < .001). The more time spent in TPD,
the less likely teachers were to indicate TPD is a waste of time (p < .001). As teacher age
increased, the evaluation that TPD was a waste of time decreased (p < .001). White teachers
were more likely to report that TPD was a waste of time as compared to non-White teachers (p
< .01).
Dependent Variable Series II
The next set of dependent variables were analyzed in order to learn more about the
various pedagogical strategies utilized in TPD programs. The following question stem was
asked, “Considering all the opportunities to learn about science or the teaching of science in the
last three years, how much was each of the following emphasized? The following question series
was analyzed. The findings for this series of questions are shown in Table 4.4.
Deepened teacher’s own science knowledge.
The first item focused on to what extent the PD deepened the teachers’ science content
knowledge. When entered alone into the analysis, the findings showed that workshop only (p
< .01), learning community only (p< .001) and neither (p < .001) teachers were more likely to
respond that they did not have the opportunity to learn about teaching science content as
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compared to both learning community and workshop teachers. The workshop only effect lost
statistical significance when the control variables were entered although learning community
only and neither learning community or workshop retained statistical significant (p < .001). Two
control variables were statistically significant: time spent in TPD and age of the teacher. As time
spent in TPD increased, teachers were more likely to indicate they had the opportunity to deepen
their science content knowledge (p < .01) and as age of the teacher increased, so did the extent to
which they indicated they deepened their scientific knowledge (p < .05).
Learned about difficulties students have with science ideas and procedures.
The next item asks teachers about the extent to which they learned about difficulties
students may have with particular science ideas and procedures. All three of the main effects
were statistically significant with workshop only (p< .001), learning community only (p < .05)
and neither (p < .001) teachers indicating that this was less likely to occur as compared to both
learning community and workshop teachers. Once the control variables were entered into the
analysis (Model 2) workshop only (p < .001) and neither (p < .001) retained significance. Two of
the control variables were consistently related to the other dependent variables examined in this
series and, they were also significant in this analysis: grade level taught (p < .01) and time spent
on PD (p < .01).
Implementation of textbook.
Did type of TPD effect teacher implement of the science textbook/model that the teacher
used? Only one main effect was significant: teachers not attending a workshop or a learning
community were less likely than those attending both a workshop and a learning community to
indicate that implementing the textbook was emphasized (p < .01). This effect remains
significant when the control variables were entered into the model. Three control variables had a
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significant effect on the dependent variable of implementation of the science textbook: grade
level of the teacher, teaching in an urban school, and race of teacher. Those teaching grades 6-8
were less likely to learn about science textbook implementation during a TPD in the last year as
compared to K-5 teachers (p < .05). Urban teachers as compared to rural teachers were less likely
to participate in a TPD that emphasized textbook implementation (p < .05) and White teachers (p
< .05) as compared to non-White teachers were less likely to have attended a TPD emphasizing
implementation of the science textbook.
Planning instruction for students with different levels of achievement.
Planning instruction so students at different levels of achievement can increase their
understanding of the ideas is the next item included in the block of questions. Both workshop
only and neither teachers were less likely to have had a TPD which emphasized teaching for
different levels of students (p< .001). Findings in Model 2 show that both types of TPD were
significant when the control variables were entered into the model. Grade level taught and total
hours spent on TPD in the last three years significantly affected attending a TPD experience
where planning for different levels of students was emphasized. Teachers in grade 6-8 were more
likely to say this was emphasized and compared to K-5 grade teachers (p < .01) and spending
more time in TPD increased the extent of the coverage on planning instruction for students at
different levels (p < .01).
Monitoring student understanding during science instruction.
Workshop only (p< .001), learning community only (p < .05) and neither workshop or
learning community (p < .001) PD as compared to both workshop and learning community PD
were less likely to indicate their PD covered monitoring student understanding during science
instruction. Workshop only (p < .001) and neither (p < .001) remained significant with the
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control variables in the model. Time spent on professional development was significantly related
to monitoring students (p < .001) with an increase in time spent on TPD increase the extent to
which teachers monitor students during science instruction. Also, as percentage of students
receiving a free or reduced lunch, teachers report less monitoring of student understanding
during science instruction (p < .05).
Providing enrichment experiences for gifted students.
Providing enrichment experiences for gifted students was also asked in this series of
questions on issues covered in TPD. Consistent with the findings from other questions in this
series, workshop only (p < .001) and neither workshop and learning community (p < .01) were
significantly related to providing enrichment experiences for gift students with these PD
experiences reducing the extent that enrichment experiences for gifted students was covered as
compared to teachers participating in both workshops and learning communities. Workshop only
was still significant when the control variables were entered (p < .001). The control variable of
hours spent on TPD was also significant (p < .01).
Providing alternative science instruction for those with special needs.
In addition to a focus on TPD on gifted students, an item in this group also asked about
the extent to which their TPD covered providing alternate science learning experiences for
students with special needs. Consistent with findings from other questions about topics covered
in TPD, both workshop only (p < .001) and neither were significantly (p < .01) related to the
extent this was covered. Both were statistically significant (p < .05) when the control variables
were entered in Model 2. The only significant control variable was grade level with Sixth
through eighth grade teachers indicating that their TPD focused on alternate science instruction
for special needs children as compared to K-5 grade teachers (p < .01).
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Teaching science to English language learners.
The next question focused on teaching science to English language learners. Again,
workshop only (p < .05) and neither workshop/learning community (p < .01) PD opportunities
were less likely to cover this as compared to both workshop and learning community teachers.
Workshop only lost significance when the control variables were added. Three control variables
were found to be significantly related to the extent that teachers reported that their PD covered
teaching science to English language learners. The more TPD opportunities participated in, the
more likely that teachers reported this occurred to a large extent (p < .05). Both teachers at urban
(p < .01) and suburban schools (p < .05) as compared to those at rural schools were more likely
to say this was covered. Teachers at schools with a higher percent of students receiving free or
reduced lunches were also more likely to indicate that teaching science to English language
learners was covered (p < .05).
Finding out what students know about key science ideas prior to instruction.
Finding out what students know about the science ideas prior to instruction is the next
item included in the series of question focusing on science TPD. Teachers participating in
workshop only (p < .001) or neither kind of PD (p < .001) were less likely to indicate that this
was emphasized in the PD as compared to both the learning community and workshop teachers.
Workshop only and neither PDs retain significance once the control variables were entered into
the model (p < .001). How much time spent in professional development was the only significant
control variable with more time increase the likelihood that the teacher said finding about prior
student knowledge occurred to a higher extent (p < .01).
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Assessing student understanding at conclusion of the topic.
The final item in this group of questions focusing on what was covered in TPD was
assessing student’s understanding at the conclusion of instruction on a topic. Again, both
workshop only and neither were statistically significant (p < .001) and both remained significant
in Model 2. Time spent in TPD was also positively related to assessing student understanding of
a topic at the conclusion of the instruction (p < .01).
Dependent Variable Series III
In order to further examine the relationship between type of TPD and science teaching, I
next examined a group of dependent variables which focus on mentoring and supervision
experience in the past three years and the regression analysis are in shown in Table 4.5. Logistic
regression was used for these analyses since the dependent variable is dichotomous; either the
teacher indicated the event occurred (1) or it did not occur (0). The question stem asked: “In the
last 3 years, have you;”
Received feedback about science teaching from a formally assigned mentor.
The first dependent variable in this question block asks if teachers received feedback
about their science teaching from a formally assigned mentor or coach. Workshop only teachers
were 32 percent less likely to have received formal feedback than both workshop and learning
community teachers (p < .05). Model 2 shows that this effect is no longer statistically significant
when the control variables are entered into the analysis. A number of control variables however
were significant. Grade 6-8 teachers were 2.44 times more likely to say they were formally
mentored as compared to grade K-5 teachers (p < .001). Teachers in urban schools were 1.8
times more likely to be mentored as compared to teachers in rural schools (p < .05). White
teachers were 62 percent less likely to be formally mentored than non-White teachers (p < .01).
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Served as a formally assigned mentor/coach.
In addition to focusing having a mentor, a question also asked about whether or not
teachers served as a formally assigned mentor/coach. Workshop only teachers were 50 percent
less likely to have served as a formal mentor/coach as compared to both workshop and learning
community teachers (p < .05). This effect is no longer significant in the presence of control
variables. Sixth through eighth grade teachers were 2.2 times more likely to have served as a
formal mentored as compared to K-5 grade teachers (p < .01). For each increase in category of
total amount of time spent on TPD in the last three years, teachers were 1.3 times more likely to
have formally mentored another teacher (p < .05). Those teaching in urban schools were 2.1
times more likely to have formally mentored a colleague as compared to teachers in rural schools
(p < .05).
Supervised a student teacher.
There are no significant main effects for type of TPD and supervising a student teacher in
either models of the analysis. Interestingly, no control variables were statistically significant
either.
Taught in-service workshops on science or science teaching.
The next item in this series asked teachers if they have or have not taught in-service
workshops on science or science teaching. Workshop only teachers were 72 percent less likely to
have taught an in-serve as compared to both workshop and learning community (p < .001) and
learning community only teachers were 81 percent less likely to have taught an in-service (p
< .05) although these findings were no longer significant when the control variables were entered
in Model 2. Consistent with the findings from other teaching experiences examined, grade 6-8
teachers were 2.1 times more likely to taught in-service workshops as compared to K-5 grade
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teachers (p < .05) and, for each increase in the category of time spent in TPD, teachers were 2.1
to have taught in-service workshops (p < .001).
Leading a profession learning community or study group on science education.
The final item in this series asks about leading a professional learning community, lesson
or study group on science education. Workshop only teachers were 90 percent less likely (p
< .001) and learning community only teachers were 59 percent less likely (p <.05) to have lead a
professional teaching experience for their colleagues than both workshop and learning
community teachers. Workshop only remained significant when the control variables were
entered with workshop only teachers being 84 percent less likely to lead a professional
community as compared to both workshop and learning community teachers (p < .001). Two
control variables were significantly (p < .001) related to leading a professional learning
experience. Women were 61 percent less likely to lead a professional learning community as
compared to men (p<.001). Total number of hours spent on TPD was also significant. For each
increase in response category of time spent in TPD, teachers were 2.2 times more likely to have
lead a professional learning experience (p < .001). The findings for this series of questions are
shown in Table 4.5.
Dependent Variable Series IV
The next dependent variable series I analyzed addressed teaching practices and teachers’
ideas regarding how science should be taught. The question stem stated, “Please provide your
opinion of each of the following statements.” Respondents were asked to give their opinion
about whether they agree or disagree with a series of statements about teaching. These items are
analyzed with OLS regression as the dependent variables are multi-categorical. The findings are
shown in Table 4.6.
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Provide opportunities for students to share their thinking and reasoning.
The first dependent variable in this series asked if teachers should provide opportunities
for students to share their thinking and reasoning. Three control variables were significant. Grade
6-8 teachers were less likely than K-5 teachers to indicate that students should share their
thinking and reasoning (p < .001). As time spent in TPD increased, teachers were more likely to
agree that students should have an opportunity to share their reasoning (p < .05) and urban
teachers as compared to rural teachers were more likely to agree with this statement (p < .05).
Explain ideas before students consider evidence.
Another teaching practice question included in the survey focused on whether or not
teachers should explain an idea to students before having them consider evidence that relates to
the idea is the next dependent variable examined. Only neither workshop or learning community
as compared to both workshop and learning community was statistically significant (p < .01)
although it was no longer significant when the control variables were entered into the analysis.
Three control variables were significantly related to the explaining the explain the idea
dependent variables. Female teachers were less likely to explain ideas before students consider
evidence (p<.05). As time spent in TPD increased, agreement to this item decreased (p < .001).
White teachers were less likely than non-White teachers to agree that teachers should explain an
idea before students consider evidence (p < .01) and, as the percent of students in a school
receiving free or reduced lunch increased, teacher agreement increased (p < .05).
Better for science instruction to focus on in-depth ideas.
None of the main effect independent variables were significantly related to the dependent
variable “It is better for science instruction to focus on ideas in depth, even if that means
covering fewer topics” nor did they become significant when the control variables were entered
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in the model. Also, none of the control variables were significantly related to the focusing in
depth on ideas dependent variable.
Students should be provided with definitions.
There were however, significant main effects for the dependent variable “At the
beginning of instruction on a science idea, students should be provided with definitions”.
Teachers who participated in neither learning community and workshops were significantly more
likely to indicate that they agreed that it was important to provide students with definitions (p
< .001). This effect was no longer significant when the control variables were in the analysis.
Only one control variable was significantly related to providing definitions and that is the
amount of time a teacher spent on PD. As amount of time increased, teachers were less likely to
agree that students should be provided with definitions (p < .001).
Use of hands-on activities to explain a science idea.
The final dependent variable in the series of questions on teaching practices asked
teachers their level of agreement on the use of hands-on activities to reinforce a science idea that
the students already know. There were no significant main effects of type of TPD and they did
not become significant when the control variables were added. There were control variables
significantly related to the reinforce dependent variable including time spent on TPD, age and
race of the teacher. As time spent on TPD increased, teachers were less likely to agree to this
statement (p < .001). Older teachers were less likely to agree that activities should reinforce
learned concepts as compared to younger teachers (p < .001) and White teachers were less likely
to agree to this than non-White teachers (p < .01). Finally, as age of teacher increased, they were
less likely to use hands-on activities (p < .001).
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Dependent Variable Series V
A series of teaching practices were examined to determine if type of TPD influenced how
much teachers believe different aspects of science teaching should be emphasized. Teachers
responded to these questions in the context of a science class they were teaching during the
current academic year. The findings for this analysis are show in Table 4.7. The question stem
asked, “Think about your plans for this class for the entire course/year. By the end of the
course/year, how much emphasis will each of the following student objectives receive?”
Memorize science vocabulary and/or facts.
There were no significant TPD effects for the degree of emphasis needed on memorizing
science vocabulary and/or facts. Two control variables were significant. Grade 6-8 teachers were
more likely to think memorizing should be emphasized as compared to K-5 grade teachers (p
< .01) and White teachers were less likely than non-White teachers to indicate that memorization
should be emphasized (p < .01).
Understanding science concepts.
Teachers were also asked to indicate how much they think understanding science
concepts should be emphasized. As compared to teachers participating in both learning
communities and workshops, workshop only teachers (p < .01), learning community only
teachers (p < .01) and neither type of TPD (p < .001) were less likely to select a higher emphasis
level as compared to teachers who attended both learning communities and workshops. Once the
control variables were entered in in Model 2, only teachers attending neither type of PD retained
significance (p < .001). Grade level taught, time spent in TPD, and race of teacher were
significant predictors of emphasizing science concepts. Teachers of sixth through eighth grade
students were more likely to indicate science concepts should be emphasized as compared to K-5
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grade teachers (p < .001). Teachers attending more hours of PD compared to those attending
fewer hours of PD were more likely to emphasize science concepts (p < .01) and White teachers
were more likely than non-White teachers to emphasize science teaching (p < .05).
Learning science process skills.
The relationship between type of TPD and how much emphasis should be placed on
learning science process skills was also examined. Workshop only teachers were significantly
less likely to indicate learning process skills should be emphasized as compared to both
workshop and learning community participants (p < .001) and this relationship was still
significant when the control variables were included in the analysis. A consistent finding in
many of the teaching attitude and behavior analyses was the time spent in TPD affected the
dependent variable and that occurred with the learning science process skills with teachers
spending more time in PD indicating that more emphasis was placed on learning science process
(p < .001). The second significant control variable was age of teacher. As teacher age increased,
the degree of emphasis increased (p < .01).
Learning about real-life applications.
How much emphasis should be placed on learning about the real-life application of
science in the focal class was also examined with workshop only teachers significantly less likely
than workshop and learning community teachers to indicate planning to emphasize real life
science (p < .05) and this relationship remained when the control variables were analyzed (p
< .01). Female teachers were more likely than male teacher to emphasize the application of
science (p < .05) and teachers older in age were more likely to emphasize this than those younger
in age (p < .05). As percent of students receiving a free or reduced lunch increased, teachers were
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less likely to say they would emphasize real-life applications in their class (p < .05). Degree of
emphasis placed on increasing students’ interest in science was also examined.
Increasing student’s interest in science.
Both workshop only teachers (p < .05) and neither PD teachers (p < .05) were less likely
to emphasize increasing students’ interest in science than both learning community and
workshop teachers. Both lose statistical significance when the control variables were entered.
Five control variables were significantly related to this dependent variable. Women were less
likely to emphasize increasing students’ interesting in science that men (p < .05), grade 6-8
teachers placed less emphasis on this than K-6 grade teachers (p < .001), spending more time in
TPD increased emphasis (p < .05), increasing age of teacher increased emphasis (p < .01) and
teaching in a school with a higher percentage of students receiving a free or reduced lunch
decreased emphasis (p < .05).
Preparing students for future science study.
Only one main effect was significant when examining TPD and preparing students for
future study in science. Workshop only teachers were less likely to emphasize this in their focal
class than both workshop and learning community teachers (p < .05) although this relationship
was no longer significant when the control variables were added to the model. The only
significant control variable was the amount of time spend in PD with teachers spending more
time indicating a greater emphasis on future science study (p < .01).
Preparing students for test taking skills/strategies.
The last item in this series asks teachers how much emphasis will be placed on having
students learn test taking skills and strategies. Learning community teachers were less likely to
emphasize this than both learning community and workshop teachers (p < .01) and this
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relationship was still significant when the control variables were added in Model 2 (p < .05).
Sixth through eighth teachers were more likely to emphasize test taking skills (p < .001) than K5 grade teachers, urban teachers were less likely to place emphasis on this as compared to rural
teachers (p < .01), older teachers were more likely to emphasize this than younger teachers (p
< .001), White teachers were less likely than non-White teachers (p < .05) and teachers in
schools with a greater percentage of students receiving free or reduced lunch were more likely to
emphasize test taking skills (p < .05).
Dependent Variable Series VI
The next series questions continued to address how much teachers believe different
aspects of science teaching should be emphasized and if type of TPD influenced the responses.
Teachers were to respond to these questions in the context of a science class they were teaching
during the current academic year. The question stem asked, “How often do you do each of the
following in your science instruction in this science class?” The findings for this analysis are
show in Table 4.8.
Explain science ideas to the whole class.
None of the main effects were significant for the first item in this series of questions,
explain science ideas to the whole class and the main effects did not achieve statistical
significance when the control variables were entered into the model. Two control variables were
significantly related to the frequency of explaining science ideas to the whole class: grade level
taught and population density of the school. Sixth through eighth grade teachers were
significantly more likely than their counterparts to do this (p < .05) and urban teachers were
significantly less likely than rural teachers to explain science ideas to the whole class (p < .001).
Again, none of the main effects were significant for the dependent variable engage the whole
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class in discussion either in Model 1 or 2. Grade level and percent of students receiving a free or
reduced lunch were significant control variables. Grade 6-8 teachers were less likely to explain
an idea to the whole class as compared to K-5 grade teachers and as the percent of children
receiving a free or reduced lunch increased, the frequency of teaching science ideas to the whole
class decreased (p < .05).
Engage the whole class in discussions.
None of the main effects were significant for teachers engaging the whole class in
discussions. The only significant control variable is grade level of teacher. Grade 6-8 teachers
were less likely to engage the whole class in discussion (p<.01).
Have students work in small groups.
There were two significant main effects for type of TPD in Model 1 for the dependent
variable, have students work in small groups. Workshop only (p < .001) and neither type of TPD
teachers (p < .05) were less likely to do this than both learning community and workshop
teachers. Workshop only remained significant when the control variables were entered into the
analysis (p < .01). Only one control variable was significant; as time spent in TPD increased the
frequency of having students work in small groups increased (p < .05).
Have students do hands-on/laboratory activities.
Workshop only (p < .001) and neither type of TPD (p < .01) were negatively related to
the frequency of having students do hands- on/laboratory activities and workshop only
maintained significant when the control variables were added to the analysis (p < .05).
Significant control variables included grade level (p < .01) of teacher, time spent in TPD (p
< .001), and percent of students receiving a free or reduced lunch (p < .001). Teaching grades 6-8
was negatively related to frequency of having students complete hands-on/lab activities as was
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teaching in a school having a higher percent of students receiving a free or reduced lunch.
Number of hours spent in TPD was positively related to having students complete hands-on/lab
activities.
Engage in project-based learning.
Teachers were asked to indicate how frequently they have the students in their focal class
engage in project-based learning. Workshop only teachers as compared to both workshop and
learning community were less likely to have their students engage in project-based learning (p
< .001 and this finding held in the presence of control variables. Grade level taught was the only
significant control variable with 6-8 grade teachers using project-based learning less frequently
than K-5 grade teachers (p < .05).
Have students read from a textbook, either aloud or to themselves.
There was only one significant effect when examining predictors of having students read
from a science textbook or science related material either aloud or to themselves and that was the
grade level of the class. Teachers working with 6-8 grade students were more likely to do this
than K-5 grade teachers (p < .05).
Have students represent and/or analyze data.
All of the main effects were significant when examining the frequency of teachers having
their students represent or analyze data using tables, charts or graphs. Workshop only (p < .001),
learning community only (p < .05) and neither type of PD (p < .05) teachers were less likely than
both workshop and learning community teachers to have their students work with data. The
workshop only effect is significant in Model 2 (p < 001). Two control variables reached
statistical significance. As age of teacher increased, teachers had their students work with data
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more frequently (p < .001) and teachers in schools where a higher percentage of students
received a free or reduced lunch were less likely to have their students work with data (p < .05).
Student evidence in support of claims.
Teachers were also asked to indicate the frequency they required the students in their
focal class to supply evidence in support of their claims. Workshop only teachers were less likely
to frequently require their students to supply evidence as compared to both workshop and
learning community teachers (p < .001) and this relationship remained significant when the
control variables were entered into the analysis. The only significant control variable was the
total amount of time the teacher spent in PD with teachers spending more time in PD more likely
to require their students to frequently do so as compared to teachers spending less time in PD (p
< .001).
Make formal presentations to the class.
The next dependent variable focused on the frequency with which teachers had their
students make formal presentations to the rest of the class. Again, the only significant main
effect was workshop only teachers as compared to both learning community and workshop
teachers (p < .001) with workshop only teachers less like to have their students do presentations
than their counterparts. The workshop effect remained significant in Model 2. Women (p < .01)
and White teachers (p < .01) were significantly less likely to require their students to make
presentations as compared to their counterparts.
Write reflections in class or for homework.
Workshop only (p < .001) and neither workshop or learning community (p < .01) were
found to be significantly related to having students write their reflections in class or for
homework and remained significant in the presence of control variables (p < .01). Time spent in
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PD was again significant with teachers spending more time in PD more likely to have their
students write reflections (p < .001). Urban teachers were more likely to have their students write
reflections than rural teachers (p < .01).
Giving tests and quizzes that are predominately short answer.
None of the main effects were significant for the question asking teachers to describe the
frequency of giving tests and quizzes that are predominately short-answer. Interestingly, many of
the control variables did effect the frequency teachers gave tests and quizzes. Grade 6-8 teachers
were more likely than K-5 teachers to give their students test and quizzes (p < .001). Teachers
with an education degree were significantly less likely to give tests and quizzes than teachers
with a substantive degree (p < .01). Attending more hours of TPD was negatively related to
giving tests and quizzes (p < .05) as was teaching in an urban versus a rural school (p < .05).
Teachers in schools with a higher percent of their students receiving a free or reduced lunch were
significantly more likely to give their students test and quizzes than other teachers (p < .001).
Give tests and/or quizzes with constructed/open ended responses.
In addition to reporting on how frequently they gave tests and quizzes, teachers were also
asked to report on how frequently they gave tests and/or quizzes that included constructed
response/open ended items. Both workshop only (p < .001) and neither (p< .05) teachers were
less likely to give tests with constructed/open-ended responses than both workshop and learning
community teacher although these effects did not remain significant when the control variables
were entered. Grade taught was the only significant control variable. Sixth through eighth grade
teachers were significantly more likely to give their students constructed/open-ended exams than
K-5 teachers (p < .001).
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Literary skill, standardized test and requiring attendance at presentations.
The last three dependent variables in this series focus on literary skills, students
practicing for standardized tests, and requiring students to attend presentations by guest speakers
focusing on science. Type of TPD was not significant in Model 1 with the dependent variable of
focus on literacy skills but workshop only became significant when the control variables were
entered (p < .05). Women were more likely than men to have their students focus on literacy
skills (p < .05) and 6-8 grade teachers were less likely to do this (p < 01). Interestingly, learning
community only teachers were significantly less (p < .05) likely to have their students practice
for standardized tests as compared to both learning community and workshop teachers but this
effect was not significant when the control variables were entered in Model 2. Teachers with
sixth through eighth grade students were more likely to have their students practice for
standardized tests than K-5 grade teachers (p < .001). Urban teachers were less likely than rural
teachers to have their students practice (p < .05) and White teachers were less likely than nonWhite teachers to have their students practice (p < .001). Finally, teachers in schools with a
higher percentage of students receiving free or reduced lunch were more likely to have their
students practice for standardizes tests than their counterparts (p > .001). The only significant
main effect for the dependent variable having students attend presentations by guest speakers is
the workshop only PD (p < .01) and this remained significant when the control variables were
entered (p < .001). Workshop only teachers were less likely to have their students attend
presentations as compared to both workshop and learning community teachers. Both learning
community only (p < .05) and neither (p < .05) became significant when the control variables
were entered in Model 2 with both groups less likely to have their students have this experience
than both learning community and workshop teachers. The only significant control variable was
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the percent of students receiving a free or reduced lunch with teachers in these schools being
significantly less likely to have their students attend presentations focusing on science (p < .05).
Dependent Variable Series VII
The next series of dependent variable series continued to look at teaching practices,
focusing on instructional technology use and if they used hands-on/lab activities in the science
classroom in their most recent science lesson. The question stem included “How often do
students use each of the following instructional technologies in this (focal) science class?
followed by “Did the following activity take place during the recent science lesson”.
Calculator Use.
The frequency of using calculators/graphing is the next dependent variable examined. I
created this variable as K-5 teachers were asked about calculators and grade 6-8 teachers were
asked about graphing calculators so this represents an overall measure of calculator use.
Workshop only (p < .001), learning community only (p < .01) and neither (p < .01) teachers were
less likely to use calculators than both learning community and workshop teachers. Workshop
only remained significant when the control variables were entered (p < .001). Older grade
teachers were more likely to use calculators than lower grade teachers (p < .05) and teachers
spending more time in PD were more likely to use them as compared to teachers spending less
time in PD (p < .001). The findings for this analysis are show in Table 4.9.
Dependent Variable Series VIII
The last set of questions related to teachers’ attitudes and their views about how effective
state testing and accountability policies were in their teaching. The question stem was “Please
rate the effect of each of the following on your science instruction in this science class. These
findings are presented in Table 4.10.
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State testing/accountability policies.
There were no significant main effects nor did any type of TPD become significant when
the control variables were entered into the model. Only one control variable was significant:
grade level. Teachers with grade 6-8 students were significantly less like to indicate they think
state testing standards promotes effective instruction as compared to K-5 grade teachers.
Time to plan individually and with colleagues.
The next two items ask about time available for improved teaching. Teachers were asked
if the time for them to plan, individually and with colleagues promoted effective instruction.
There were no significant types of TPD before or after the control variables were entered. In
addition, none of the control variables were significant.
Time available for PD.
Time available for professional development and its role in promoting effective
instruction was also included in this series of questions. Workshop only (p < .05) and learning
community only (p < .001) teachers were less likely than both learning community and
workshop teachers to indicate that the time available for PD promoted effective instruction.
While the workshop only effect was minimized when the control variables were entered, the
learning community effect remained significant (p < .01). No control variables were significant
predictors of the effect of time available for PD on the effectiveness of the instruction.
Science standards.
There were no significant types of TPD before or after the control variables were entered.
In addition, none of the control variables were significant when teachers were asked the rate of
effect on science standards on their science instruction.
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Teacher evaluation policies.
There were no significant main effects nor did any type of TPD become significant when
the control variables were entered into the model. Only one control variable was significant.
Female teachers were more likely than males to state teacher evaluation policies impact their
science instruction.
NSSME Data and Next Generation Science Standards
In order to further add information to the Next Generation Science Standards research
question, findings from the analysis about the effects of four types of TPD were tied to the three
dimensions of the NGSS (See Table 3.1). The National Survey of Science and Mathematics
Education (NSSME) data were gathered in 2012 before the NGSS went into effect. In order to
make comparisons between the national data set and NGSS, I analyzed each NSSME survey
question based upon the teaching or learning outcome objective and matched relevant questions
with the most appropriate NGSS dimension. While this was a subjective process due to the
inability, for example, to know how teachers conducted a hands-on or laboratory activity, we at
least know they are integrating active learning into their classroom instruction. The intent of the
questions can still provide information regarding the choices teachers make when teaching
science and how this may somewhat reflect the NGSS and reform-oriented teaching.
The purpose of this analysis is to examine whether or not both learning community and
workshop teachers are more likely to teach in a way that is consistent with the NGSS. See
Appendix R for the description of the NGSS three dimensions. When matching the NSSME
survey questions to the NGSS three dimensions, in some cases, the same question was used to
evaluate multiple practices and in others, developing and using models, no questions fit this
category. Of the fifty-seven questions analyzed, only eleven questions could be identified as
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characteristics of reform-oriented teaching. The following Table 4.11 compiles the results from
the analysis and findings are summarized below.
The first reform-oriented type of science instruction is the Scientific and Engineering
Practices dimension. Beginning with the practice of asking questions, one item was used to
measure if TPD affected the likelihood of promoting asking questions in the classroom: students
doing hands-on/laboratory activities. Workshop only teachers were significantly less likely to
have their students engage in this behavior as compared to both learning community and
workshop teachers. The workshop effect for hands-on learning was significant when the control
variables were entered. Overall, this finding shows that workshop only teachers were less likely
to have their students ask questions as compared to both learning community and workshop
teachers.
Developing and using models is the second scientific practice and there were no NSSME
questions indicating the use of models in the science classroom.
Planning and carrying out investigations is the third scientific practice. Learning science
process skills and doing hands-on lab activities were included in this category. As with the
promoting and asking questions, overall workshop teachers were less likely to have their students
plan and carry out investigations than both workshop and learning community teachers.
The fourth scientific practice is analyzing and interpreting data, which was examined
using questions addressing learning science process skills and students doing hands-on lab
activities. The question focusing on having students represent and/or analyze data was also
included in this group. Again, workshop only teachers were less likely than both workshop and
learning community teachers to have their students analyze data. The findings also showed that
as age of teacher increased, teachers had their students work with data more frequently and
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teachers in schools where a higher percentage of students received a free or reduced lunch were
less likely to have their students work with data.
Mathematics and computational thinking is the fifth scientific practice and two questions
were used to examine this issue: students doing hands-on lab activities and the amount of time
using a calculator or graphing calculator in science class. Workshop only, learning community
and neither teachers were less likely to have their students use a calculator than both workshop
and learning community teachers.
The next NGSS scientific practices is constructing explanations. Only one item was used
to evaluate this concept and it was requiring students to supply evidence for their claims. For this
item, workshop only as compared to both workshop and learning community teachers were
significantly less like to have their students supply evidence in support of their claims.
Engaging in argument is the seventh NGSS scientific practice paired with the NSSME
survey question which teachers indicated class periods should provide opportunities for students
to share their thoughts and thinking. There was no significance in the type of TPD teachers
attended, but several control variables were significant. Grade 6-8 teachers were less likely than
K-5 teachers to indicate that students should share their thinking and reasoning, as time spent in
TPD increased, and urban teachers as compared to rural teachers were more likely to agree that
students should have an opportunity to share their reasoning.
The final scientific practices expectation is obtaining, evaluating and communicating
information. Seven items were selected to examining this expectation: most class periods should
give students the opportunity to explain their reasoning, learning science process skills, have
students write their reflections, have students make formal presentations, engage whole class in
discussion, have students work in small groups and have students represent data. For six of the
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seven expectations, workshop only teachers were significantly less likely to have their students
engage in these activities as compared to both learning community and workshop teachers. The
one item not significant was most class periods should give students the opportunity to explain
their reasoning. Overall, the findings from the scientific practices section of the NGSS
Framework show that workshop only teachers were less likely to meet reform-oriented science
teaching than both learning community and workshop teachers.
Crosscutting concepts is the next NGSS dimension science teachers need to consider
when planning and teaching science. Unfortunately, only one of the items on this survey fit into
this category. The item most closely representing this concept is having students represent and/or
analyze data using tables, charts or graphs which fits in the scale, proportion and quantity
concept. The workshop only teachers and the neither workshop or learning community teachers
were less likely than the both workshop and learning community teachers to have their students
represent data.
The third dimension discussed by the NGSS Framework is Disciplinary Core Ideas
(DCI). While there are four core disciplinary areas: physical sciences; life sciences; earth and
space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science, there are 13 component
ideas which make up the 4 DCIs. Two NSSME items fit into this dimension, which are
understanding science concepts and it is better for science instruction to focus on ideas in depth,
even if that means covering fewer topics. There were no significant differences in types of TPD
with either item.
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Table 4.11: Corresponding NGSS and NSSME data with TPD significance findings.
NGSS Scientific
Practices

NSSME Survey Questions

Significant types of
TPD less likely than
comparison group
Workshop only

Asking
Questions
Developing and
Using Models
Planning and
Carrying Out
Investigations

Students doing hands-on lab activities

Learning science process skills (e.g. observing,
measuring)
Students doing hands-on/lab activities

Workshop only

Analyzing and
Interpreting Data

Learning science process skills (e.g. observing,
measuring)
Students doing hands-on lab activities
Have students represent/analyze data

Workshop only

No relevant questions

Workshop only

Workshop only
Workshop only
Neither
Workshop only
Neither
Workshop only

Using
mathematics and
computational
thinking

Have students represent/analyze data

Constructing
Explanations
Engaging in
argument from
evidence
Obtaining,
Evaluating, and
communicating
Information

Require students to supply evidence in support of
their claim.
Most class periods should provide opportunities for
students to share their thoughts and thinking.

Workshop only

Most class periods should provide opportunities for
students to share their thoughts and thinking.
Learning science process skills (e.g. observing,
measuring)
Have students write their reflections in
class/homework
Have students make formal presentation to the rest
of the class (e.g. on individual or group projects).
Engage whole class in discussion
Have students work in small groups
Have students represent/analyze data

No significance

Using calculators/graphing calculators frequently

Crosscutting
Concepts

Have students represent/analyze data

Disciplinary
Core Ideas

Understanding science concepts
It is better for science instruction to focus on ideas in
depth, even if that means covering fewer topics

No significance

Workshop only
Workshop only
Workshop only
No significance
Workshop only
Workshop only
Neither
Workshop only
Neither
Neither
No significance
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NGSS Conclusions from NSSME Data Analysis
The above findings from the examination of the NGSS show that teachers participating in
both learning communities and workshops were more likely than those participating in
workshops only to engage in teaching behaviors that are consistent with the NGSS. In addition,
there is support for the idea that both workshop and learning community participation teachers
do a better job meeting various NGSS teaching and learning strategies examined in this research
as compared to participation in neither a learning community or learning community only
teachers. This points to the importance of teacher participation in PD that involves both face-toface workshop experiences and participation in learning communities to foster reform-oriented
teaching strategies as suggested by the NGSS.
Summary
Research question one asked the following: How does participation in teacher
professional development workshops and/or learning communities influence teachers’
approaches to science teaching? To answer this question, I examined whether participation in
different types of TPD influenced how teachers approached science teaching. Specifically, I
compared the effects of teachers participating in a workshop and learning community with
teachers participating in workshops only, in learning communities only or in neither a workshop
or learning community. I examined the effect these types of PD experiences had on teacher
responses to 54 survey items, which were grouped into professional development experiences,
professional growth opportunities, science teaching instruction, science teaching pedagogy, and
policy implications.
Findings showed that workshop only teachers, as compared to both workshop and
learning community participants were significantly less likely to teach in a reform-oriented way
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in 8 of the 12 dependent variables (67%) selected to represent reform-oriented science teaching
strategies and pedagogy.
Teacher professional development programs include various strategies to support teacher
learning, and the survey listed 16 different types of science teaching strategies and learning
supports which were characterized as professional development experiences. Findings showed
that workshop only teachers, as compared to both workshop and learning community
participants, were significantly less likely to participate in 12 out of the 16 listed activities (75%)
and neither teachers were less likely to participate in 11 of the 16 activities (69%). Learning
community only were less likely to participate in only 3 of the 16 activities (6%). These results
indicate teachers participating in both workshops and learning communities participated in TPD
which included activities such as participating in science investigations, deepening their science
content, implementing what they were learning into their own classroom, assessing student
knowledge prior to instruction, and working closely with other teachers. This finding suggests
teachers participating in both workshops and learning communities have greater opportunities to
participate in science focused TPD which supports student learning (Horizon Research, 2010;
Van Driel, Verloop, & de Vos, 1998), and could explain why they tend to teach in more reformoriented ways.
Evidence from my research suggests that, while still not as effective as both workshop
and learning community PD, participation in learning communities only provides more effective
TPD than workshops only. The results for those participating only in learning communities
indicates 4 items of the 12 (33%) were significant in the survey items representing reformoriented science teaching strategies and pedagogy. This finding suggests that workshop only
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teachers were less likely than learning communities only to engage in reform-oriented science
instruction.
Another significant finding indicated K-5 grade teachers are more likely to participate in
only workshops as compared to 6-8 grade teachers. K-5 grade teachers may be more likely to
participate in episodic workshops because they need to focus on a variety of teaching issues and
science represents only one of these areas. This happens despite the research literature that shows
that ongoing sustained professional development is most effective (Easton, 2008; LoucksHorsely et al., 2009).
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Chapter 5
Qualitative Findings: Research Question Two
The purpose of the study was to examine how teachers gain knowledge when learning
about the Next Generation Science Standards in a blended learning community and how their
participation in this blended learning community reflects a community of practice. The first three
chapters of this dissertation offered an introduction to the problem of a lack of research on
elementary science teacher blended learning professional development; a review of the literature
surrounding teacher professional development, elementary science teacher PD, and blended
learning; and the methodological design that was utilized in this study. It was followed by an
analysis of over 1,300 K-8 teachers participating in the National Survey of Science and
Mathematics Education, providing insights regarding the effects types of teacher professional
development programs had on teacher outcomes, specifically targeting reform-oriented science
teaching strategies. These findings answered research question one. This chapter presents
findings that emerged from the detailed case study analysis of teachers participating in both
workshops and a learning community K-8 science teacher professional development and
addresses research question two. The following chapter presents Communities of Practice
findings related to research question three.
Structure of Chapter
The following question guide this chapter’s qualitative findings: When teachers
participate in a blended PD, to what extent do they express knowledge of the NGSS in their
teaching and discussions?
In order to address research question 2 and understand how teachers demonstrated
knowledge of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), I conducted a case study of three
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teachers participating in an elementary science blended learning professional development
program. To determine how each case study teacher demonstrated knowledge of the NGSS when
developing common practices in a blended professional development program, each case
analysis was organized into four main sections: (a) Case study teacher, (b) Teacher lessons, (c)
NGSS knowledge development and (d) Affordances and constraints to NGSS learning and
teaching in a blended learning experience.
Case Study Teacher
Information gained from the pre and post surveys and interviews provided educational
background information about the teacher, their past TPD experiences, any recent or current
leadership activities, and why they wanted to participate in the study.
Teacher Lessons
This section provides information about the two science lessons the teacher taught and
videotaped. Within each lesson described, there are three subheadings: (a) Lesson Pre-interview,
(b) Lesson Video Description, and (c) Lesson Post-interview.
NGSS Knowledge Development
In order to better understand how teachers demonstrated their knowledge about NGSS, I
analyzed their knowledge into five categories: (a) Three-dimensional learning, (b) Scientific and
Engineering Practices, (c) Crosscutting Concepts, (d) Disciplinary Core Ideas, and (e) General
NGSS Understanding and Implementation. Within each of the headings, I broke the information
down further in an attempt to capture teacher’s demonstrated knowledge as they progressed
through each phase of the BLENDED program. I finished with subheading levels that captured
each data collection phase: (a) Phase One: Prior, (b) Phase Two: During, and (c) Phase Three:
Post.
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Phase One included only relevant data collected prior to the start of the BLENDED
program, Phase Two included blog and Yammer assignments and any posted comments relevant
to NGSS topics, and Phase Three included only data collected after the BLENDED program. I
read, coded, and analyzed all documents, organizing teacher comments into the categories I
deemed most appropriately captured the essence of the NGSS concept.
Affordances and Constraints to NGSS Learning and Teaching in a Blended Learning
Experience
The last section includes findings related to themes emerging from teacher’s interviews
and their second survey regarding benefits and challenges to the website, blog assignments,
Yammer, and the BLENDED program experience in general. Findings from this section provides
information about teachers’ perceptions about the experience which can be helpful for other
researchers interested in development a blended learning component for K-8 science teacher
professional development.
Cases
Case #1: Bailey - 1st grade teacher with classroom support
Bailey: Classroom teacher
Bailey is a first-grade teacher in a rural community in Pennsylvania. She has taught for
eleven years and teaches science 1 hour each week. Bailey’s major field of study is Elementary
Education and she earned her degree through a traditional certification program. She did not
participate in professional development activities specific to the subject she teaches. In the past
year, she engaged in individual or collaborative research on a topic of interest to her
professionally, participated in regularly scheduled collaboration with other teachers on issues of
instruction, and observed or was observed by other teachers in her classroom for at least 10
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minutes. She serves as a department lead or chair. She has been attending the Saturday Science
Workshops for approximately 2 years.
Prior to the blended learning professional development program, she indicated she was
not currently using NGSS in her science lesson development because the district has put a focus
on math and reading, with little time left for science. “Most science lessons taught tend to be
quick lessons that focus on basic foundational skills.” Bailey elected to participate in the NGSSfocused professional development and requested to work jointly with a co-teacher, Jordan. As a
Title I Specialist, Jordan actively provided teaching and student learning support in Bailey’s
building at the time of the study. Bailey was the only study participant that co-taught her science
lessons with another teacher. When asked what she hoped to gain from the collaborative
experience, she stated, “I hope to gain new ideas and information on how to teach meaningful
science to young learners.”
At the conclusion of the study, the only differences in her answers is she stated she now
teaches science 2 hours a week, incorporates NGSS in her science lesson plan development, and
indicated she participated in “other training session in which you were a presenter.”
Jordan: Classroom Support Title One Teacher
Jordan’s major field of study is Early Childhood Education and Reading Specialist, has a
Master’s Degree, and has taught for 26 years. She earned her degree through a traditional
certification program. She spent 9-13 hours participating in professional development activities
specific to the subject she teaches and finds them useful. In the past year, she engaged in
individual or collaborative research on a topic of interest to her professionally, participated in
regularly scheduled collaboration with other teachers on issues of instruction, and observed or
was observed by other teachers in her classroom for at least 10 minutes. She serves on a school-
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wide or district-wide committee or task force. She has been attending the Saturday Science
Workshops for approximately 5 years. For the purposes of this case study, I choose to include the
joint activity and collaboration of the two teachers, with Bailey serving as the primary teacher in
the classroom.
Teacher Lessons
Table 5.1 provides an overview of the science and engineering lessons Bailey and Jordan
taught, including the Science and Engineering Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Disciplinary
Core Ideas teachers identified were included in their lessons.
Table 5.1 Science Lesson Overview: Bailey
Lesson
Lesson Type SEP
Lesson 1:
Procedural
Planning and carrying
Sandwich
out investigations;
Science
Constructing
explanations
Lesson 2:
Engineering Develop and use
Bubble
Design
models; Constructing
Wand
explanations
Design

CCC
None identified

DCI or Content
Germs (NSES)

Scale, proportion,
and quantity;
Structure and
function

Engineering
Design and Links
to STEM

Lesson One: Sandwich Science
Bailey’s first lesson was an activity on germs. The lesson was from the
Teacherspayteachers website and entitled Sandwich Science: A mini unit to teach students about
the importance of hand washing by Kelly Bates.
Lesson one pre-interview.
When the interview started, the teachers asked if I had received their lesson plan. I
informed them that I had received the email but I was not able to open and view the plan. Jordan
began by stating “it’s about germs” and the basic idea of the lesson is that there is a controlled
piece of bread, a piece of bread touched with dirty hands, and a piece of bread touched with
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clean hands. They are all placed in a bag to see what happens. There is a writing component to
the activity, as the students are comparing what they saw the day before and what they see now,
so it’s “kind of like journaling.” Then the teachers talk about “germs, like bacteria, viruses,
fungus, what all those organisms like, and how the bacteria survive by eating nutrients in their
environment.” Jordan continued with talking about how viruses need a host, fungus is in a plant,
and protozoa.
The two teachers are very comfortable with one another and their comments often creates
much laughter. While Jordan was very involved in the interview discussion, she often will check
with Bailey regarding the lesson direction. This was evidenced when Jordan asked Bailey if she
thought they would talk to the student about protozoa, in which Bailey responded, “I doubt it.”
Jordan continued by talking about students’ understanding the importance of washing their hands
before they eat or work with food.
The teachers stated their lesson objective was “the importance of observation” and “why
it’s important to take notes.” Another objective the teachers wanted students to understand is the
importance of hand washing, especially before you eat, even though they never stated it outright
as an objective. This fits into their curriculum as part of the “taking care of yourself, making sure
you are clean, healthy, eating good, and not putting strange things in your mouth”. This standard
is a subset of the Health, Safety, and Physical Education strand. Standard 10.2.D Healthful
Living: Identify ways to prevent the spread of communicable diseases (e.g. handwashing,
sneezing in elbow, universal precautions).
The science content of germs is not specifically addressed in the NGSS. In fact, germs
are not addressed until 5th grade, and rather than germs, the focus is on bacteria. The
performance standard is as follows:
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5-LS2-1 Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems.
Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals,
decomposers, and the environment. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the idea that
matter that is not food (air, water, decomposed materials in soil) is changed by plants into
matter that is food. Examples of systems could include organisms, ecosystems, and the
Earth.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include molecular explanations.] (5LS2-1). (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p. 48)
This lesson was part of a larger unit about health and taking care of yourself, which she
anticipated would take 1 month to complete. She chose this activity to teach the objectives
because it was hands-on and wanted the students to improve their observational skills through
journaling.
Lesson one video.
The detailed description of the lesson one video can be found in Appendix U.
Lesson one post-interview.
When the teachers were asked what specific areas of the lesson they felt were successful,
they indicated anything where the students were “hands-on” or “when they get to touch
something.” When asked if the student’s met the objectives, Jordan stated:
I think we did. For instance, when … we had them hold the bread and pass it around so
they got germs on it, and then we gave them the bread that we didn't let them touch, we
took it right out, our control. When we did take those items away, and we discussed that,
they were actually able to recall that information much quicker, I think, then had we just
shown them the video or given them a story about it. They were much more aware of
what they had done … when we were asking them questions, then when they had to go
back and record on their sheet what they did.
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Bailey added, “I noticed, if you would show videos, they would say, well, in the video,
this happened. When they spoke, they said ‘we did this, we did that.’ They took ownership of
this. It made it more meaningful”
When asked what they would do differently, Jordan mentioned they would like to use
something other than bread, like a piece of fruit “so that they see the difference between
something that is made and something that is grown.” They could discuss shelf life of different
food items. Bailey added that it would be “interesting to look at more than just one type of mold”
and continuing with “different germs can do different things. You could branch off into "we have
good germs, we have bad germs." You can just keep going and going.” They did not think about
the students picking the objects themselves until I mentioned it, which then continued to
conversation of other food items that could be used, the influence of preservatives, and nutrition.
The interview continued, discussing 3D elements they thought were included in their lesson,
including SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs. This information can be found below in their respective
sections.
Lesson Two: Bubble Wand
Lesson two pre-interview.
Bailey classified this activity as an engineering design and stated the objective was “we
want them to be able to construct their own bubble wand using different materials, and we want
to see what they can do together as a team.” When asked why they selected this activity, Bailey
responded, “It's hands on activity and they'll be engaged because it's a highly exciting activity for
them to do,” in addition to the idea that “science doesn't have to happen in the classroom. That
science can happen anywhere.”
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The NGSS engineering standards are presented as a series of grade level bands: K-2, 3-5,
middle and high school. The K-2 bands aligning with this lesson is K-2-ETS1-1 Engineering
Design. The performance expectation “Ask questions, make observations, and gather
information about a situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool” (NGSS Lead States, 2013,
p. 23).
Lesson two video.
For a detailed description of the lesson two video, see Appendix V.
Lesson two post-interview.
The teachers were asked if the enacted lesson plan followed what they had planned.
Bailey said, “the lesson went well” but it did not follow specifically what they planned to do as
“we let the kids take the lead. It was so much fun to watch them!” I asked them what the kids did
that they were not expecting or was not in the lesson plan and Jordan shared her surprise at the
students’ level of understanding, “Honestly, I wasn't expecting them to have the language that
they had. Or, what you do with a bubble wand. Or that there would be some kids that had never
blown a bubble before” She went on to say “They were talking about it being lightweight, and
the bubbles floating, and nothing can pop the bubble. If the bubble was too big and very heavy,
so it doesn't float. The air pressure pushing the bubble on the outside can make it pop, not just it
touching something. This is not first grade language here.”
The teachers were very impressed with the student explanations. “I was in awe” said
Jordan and Bailey said, “we don’t give them enough credit.” Another aspect of the lesson that
didn’t go as planned is the fact that the students wanted to jump right into the building of the
bubble wand and “wanted nothing to do with the drawing part,” said Bailey. The students wanted
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to test out the wands and make it better. Almost every group’s wand worked and for those that
did not, the teachers said they had the students talk about what they could do to make it better.
Bailey stated, “some of them came up with unusual creations. Stuff that I didn't think they would
do.”
The teachers felt the students exceeded expectations because, “They collaborated, first of
all. There wasn't a whole lot of arguing.” When asked if they were to do this lesson again, what
would they do differently? Bailey stated, “I think I would plan it more into stages. Have a day
where you just have a talk a little, and then have them build it. Maybe the next day they could go
and try it and then make changes.” “The kids were so disappointed when we ran out of time,”
said Bailey.
NGSS Knowledge Development
Three-Dimensional (3D) Learning
Phase One: Prior.
Bailey’s understanding of three-dimensional learning prior to the BLENDED experience
included the idea of using “best practices, combined with core ideas (physical science, life
science) and incorporating crosscutting concepts. By combining these three sections, students are
able to work on core concepts through learning scientific processes and applying real-life tools
and situations.”
Phase Two: During.
Teachers were asked to talk about their general impressions about 3D learning presented
in the articles. Bailey thought all three articles explained and stressed the importance and need
for shifting to 3D learning but did not specifically list the three dimensions. She stated,
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I like how the first article says that 3D learning is ever evolving and refining our thinking
and approach to science concepts. I see how working with the practices portion helps to
set a foundation for learners. It is necessary for them to have these basic methods
solidified so they can begin to include the other two practices. As a primary teacher, I do
a lot of this but I see that I need to continue including the other two dimensions.
She continued with “all three articles emphasize the need for incorporating NGSS and 3D
learning into our classrooms. The articles stress that this should be happening every day but that
is a daunting task in the classroom.”
Bailey thought the real “selling point” to administrators and school boards is that by
shifting toward these changes, students will be problem solving, thinking critically, and applying
their knowledge to others areas of everyday life and these are all skills employers look for when
they hire and promote their employees. She concluded with the comment, “schools should be the
starting ground for these skills.”
Phase Three: Post.
When asked if she thought her lesson included 3D learning, Bailey stated “yes” as they
were building, collaborating, and designing. She added, “they were pretty much engineering.”
When asked in the post-survey to describe three-dimensional learning, as informed by the NGSS,
Bailey responded “3D learning uses best practices, cross cutting concepts, and disciplinary core
ideas. Students focus on a few science concepts and build a solid foundation of these ideas so
students can connect and integrate ideas to other concepts.”
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Science and Engineering Practices (SEP)
Phase One: Prior.
When asked to describe the SEP components incorporated into lesson 1 in the pre-lesson
interview, Bailey stated the use of journaling and making students more accountable for their
observations. Neither teacher stated the specific SEP of obtaining, evaluating, and
communication information, but discussed the importance of taking notes in order to refer back
to the information later. Journaling was a component they have not used much in their science
class. When the same question was asked after the lesson was taught, Bailey talked about the
importance of evidence and that students can’t just make things up, but must use the “proof” of
evidence to back up what the student is saying, however, neither teacher specifically stated any
SEPs.
Phase Two: During.
Bailey’s comments about practices in response to the blog assignment were well
developed and captured how the practices engaged students in thinking deeply about their work,
and how the practices are interrelated. Bailey felt that teaching with the practices “creates an
environment where students are engaged and curious.” This engagement encourages students to
apply their knowledge to the curiosities of the everyday world, and it happens when “students are
given the chance to analyze and interpret data, looking for similarities and patterns.”
Bailey continued to talk about how the practices are interrelated with the following
comment:
The practices are designed to be a series of methods how scientists and engineers think
and investigate the world around them. Learners are asked to collect data and find
evidence. They are then asked to communicate their findings; looking for patterns, asking
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more questions, analyzing data, and discussing and challenging ideas using evidence.
One practice naturally moves into other practices and each practice can move back and
forth between each other. The is no set pattern or direction as learners are able to expand
and branch into other ideas.
Bailey also made comparisons between NGSS and the reading and math standards,
stating “It’s interesting to see how the practices in science are very similar to what is begin used
in reading and math in classrooms. Students are being asked to think beyond the basic and
extend their ideas.” Bailey continued by talking about how students are collaborating with each
other, sharing ideas and building theories from each other’s information. “They are looking for
evidence and how to make connections beyond the task at hand.”
Phase Three: Post.
During the pre-lesson two interview, Bailey was asked to describe the SEP components
incorporated into the lesson and she stated “Well, I think developing and using tools…I mean
they’re constructing the object”. They both added the comment “the real world” because “when I
think of real world, I just think of using it in everyday life.” In the post lesson two interview,
when asked about the SEP, Jordan stated “construction” and Bailey added “structure and
building.” When I pressed them, correcting their statement of structure and building by stating,
“you talked about structure and function. Which one does structure and function fit under? Is that
a practice, a cross-cutting concept, or a disciplinary core idea?” They both responded with
“we’re going with practice.”
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Crosscutting Concepts (CCC)
Phase One: Prior.
When asked in the pre-lesson one interview to describe the CCC components
incorporated into lesson 1in the pre-lesson interview, they could not think of any. In the post
lesson interview, Bailey stated the crosscutting concepts could start “with the germs and you can
talk about health, you can talk about good germs and bad germs, you can look towards
nutrition.” Jordan added “you can compost” and they both agreed you could branch off into
many other areas.
Phase Two: During.
When asked to discuss the common themes among the three videos in week 5, Bailey
stated in her blog, “they all emphasize that crosscutting concepts are a tool for students to
organize and make sense of what they see and experience. They show how one idea can lead to
another question or idea to investigate. The concepts allow students to take chances and explain
their reasoning, which is more accurate to true scientific research.”
The second question asked her to discuss how she could feature crosscutting concepts in
her classroom instruction, she stated, “I have always used questioning in the classroom but I
would like to focus on having students develop their own questions. I would like to put more
emphasis on patterns and what students notice. Many times, when given the opportunity, my
students generate very thoughtful questions and observations that I have not included in a lesson.
I need to set aside more time to let them explore their ideas.”
Teachers were asked pick one of the crosscutting concepts and provide a
question/phenomena they could use to address a selected crosscutting concept. Bailey replied:
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I would like my students to explore the concept of cause and effect. Each year I take
pictures of students the first day of school, sometime in the middle of the year, and then
towards the end of the school year. I think it would be interesting to let students explore
the changes in themselves and their classmates throughout the year. They could note and
record what changes they see and how changes happened. I am hoping by making the
lesson personal students will really take the time to think and converse with their
classmates. I'm curious to see if they see change and their reasoning as to why. Maybe
our phenomena could be: Why do we age? or Do we have to age?
Phase Three: Post.
When asked in the pre-lesson two to describe the CCC components incorporated into the
lesson, Bailey stated “I think structure and function would be one of the crosscutting concepts.
Maybe even scale, proportion and quantity. How much bubble solution does your bubble want
hold opposed to somebody else’s?” Jordan added, “Right, and the size of your wand.” Bailey
went on to say “maybe energy, because you have to blow into the want, if you use the fan, would
that be too much?” and Jordan added “and would that be a crosscutting concept? Energy?” In the
post lesson interview, Bailey stated the concept of “structure and building. I mean we thought it
was good. And then, the function of it.” When I corrected her and stated structure and function,
and asked here where it fit, she stated it was a science and engineering practice, rather than a
crosscutting concept.
Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI)
Phase One: Prior.
When asked to describe the DCI components incorporated into lesson one during the prelesson interview, Jordan stated “physical sciences and” with Bailey jumping in and saying
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“biology, biological factors.” Bailey added “cells” and Jordan talked about “physiological, like
health and physical fitness.” In the post lesson interview, Jordan guessed “it could maybe
partially go under physical science…I’m thinking ‘cause you’re changing the physical…” and
Bailey replied with “Well, I think it works for biology” which then Jordan agreed.
Phase Two: During.
Bailey’s blog response talked about how DCIs are the “tools used to make sense of
phenomena. They help students construct explanations and find evidence to support their
thinking” She also stated:
DCI addresses broad topics and helps students to develop understandings that can be
applied to many phenomena and ideas. This approach lets learners take prior knowledge
and apply it to other investigations, creating deeper understanding. Teaching the broader
concepts makes a lasting impression and can be applied to other scenarios and situations.
When asked what instructional techniques made her rethink her teaching instruction, she
stated she realized that she could “let my students have more time for exploration and spend less
time leading them to one specific answer. As long as they understand the ultimate goal, they
should be able to take many approaches to find their conclusion.”
Phase Three: Post.
In the pre-interview for lesson two, when asked to describe the DCI components
incorporated into lesson 2, Bailey questioningly responded “Earth and space, engineering?” and
Jordan said “more physical” because “if they change the bubble wands, they could change the
shape. You know, kids could use them and go oh, if I make a triangle I'm gonna blow out a
triangle. So ... Well the only way you could do that is if you changed the solution. That's where
the chemicals come in, and we're not going to go there at this point.” In the post lesson interview,
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when asked about the DCI, Bailey stated it was more a “physical science piece.” When asked
which physical science, Bailey state “when I’m making changes…I don’t know.”
General NGSS Understanding
Phase One: Prior.
In Survey 1, teachers were asked how NGSS are different than the National Science
standards, she stated, “NGSS provide a set of performance expectations that integrate practices,
core ideas, and crosscutting concepts while National Science Standards Provide separate lists of
content students should know and processes that they should be able to do. NGSS- practical
applications v. National Science Standards- memorization of facts and processes.”
In the post lesson 1 interview, Bailey indicated “no one in the building has heard of these
standards” and when they looked at their previously covered lessons, “none of the things we’ve
previously covered match what NGSS is looking at.” When asked how familiar they were with
the NGSS, Jordan stated:
To be perfectly honest, Leah, we are as familiar with them as from coming to the classes.
That’s the only time we’ve heard of it. It’s not something we have been stressed to use
yet. We are using it as we learn more about it because of what we have learned in our
science on Saturday classes. But it’s not something we as a district have been um
encouraged to use yet.
The comment about the importance of “real life application” was stated several times
during the interview.
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Phase Two: During.
Bailey indicated she “gravitated towards the ‘cookbook labs’. Sometimes we forget how
young learners can have big ideas. I think this blog will push me toward doing more free
exploration with concepts."
In Bailey’s early assignments, she indicated an understanding of flipping the order of
instruction to increase student engagement when she stated:
flipping the order students obtain information makes a tremendous difference for students
and the teacher. While it may be daunting for a teacher to let students lead the class, it is
an excellent opportunity for learning. Students are allowed to explore ideas and try ideas
that may not be considered by the teacher in a traditional lab.
Bailey related a personal experience as she explained “I once taught a lesson that did not
turn out the way it was planned. Rather than scrap the lesson, we explored why we didn’t get the
expected outcome (was it student error, teacher error, something unexpected?).” She noticed
young learners have a fear of being wrong when exploring and when students are given the
chance to explore, they begin to see that there is not always one correct answer or one way to get
to a solution. She feels, “this gives learners the confidence to try new methods and explore ideas
to see what happens. Students will have more meaningful conversations with each other and not
just wait for the teacher to give the answers.”
Bailey also wondered if using NGSS meant losing control in her primary classroom. She
was planning to start a new unit on space “thanks to our astronomy workshop”. She stated it was
guided using NGSS so it will be “interesting to see how students react to them being the leaders
of the class. I am curious to see what information they will gather and what they will retain after
the unit is over."
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She shared with the community an NGSS resource she found with NGSS Lessons
developed by Traverse Bay Area Intermediate School District and found at
https://tbamoodle.tbaisd.org/course/view.php?id=161. She stated:
“I found a fantastic web address that have lessons that are focused in NGSS. I am going
to begin the Space Patterns and Cycles Unit for first grade. It will definitely be a step up
me in regards to science but it I think it's a great way to test how NGSS will work in a
classroom. I am reviewing the lessons and working on checking how NGSS is included
in each lesson. I want to see how students will handle the task of leading the direction of
the lessons.”
While these lessons state they are NGSS based lesson created by teachers in their region,
upon deeper inspection, many activities in teacher’s guide are a compilation of activities, like
creating Oreo cookie moon phases, rather than a three-dimensional integrated unit in which
students are making observations about the moon’s patterns.
Teachers were asked to provide an example of how they could extend a lesson they have
taught or will teach to increase depth of student understanding as shown in the video. Bailey
talked about a past lesson taught around Easter with marshmallow peeps. She had students use
their senses to observe the inside and outside of the peep. Then groups predicted what would
happen to the peep when put into 2 different liquids (water, vinegar, and soda). They left the
peeps in the liquid for a few days and come back to them at the end of the week. Students
explored and checked the peeps, writing down outcomes. They talk about if there were changes
and what changes happened. She stated that after watching the video she would let the students
choose other ways to make changes to the peeps, using other methods or other liquids. They
could discuss how the liquids are used in everyday life, look at the nutrition of the liquids and
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what they do to our bodies. We could also look at how peeps are made. Bailey concluded with “I
would be interested to see what ideas the students would generate!"
Teachers were asked to review two different workshop agenda’s and detailed plans and
discuss the differences in approaches between the two, how one included more 3D learning than
the other, and what could be changed to make it even better. Bailey replied that both lessons
began with the use of student inquiry, yet she ended up contradicting herself, because she stated:
The Jan 23 lesson had us designing an atom. We were given directions and steps on how
to complete the task. You needed to have a basic knowledge of atoms and how they work
in order to complete the task. It was an activity where we followed the directions and
made conclusions with little time for exploration. On the other hand, the April 23 lesson
began very differently. We were shown the cloud chamber and given time to explore and
devise theories as to what was happening and why. We were conversing with various
groups throughout the room, moving around the room to see if their chamber had a
different reaction than ours. The Geiger counter activity had us predicting what would be
radioactive and why.”
Bailey thought the April workshop included more 3D learning from the beginning. They
were asked to investigate a phenomenon, which she called a performance expectation. She then
went on to list the following:
We had Scientific and Engineering Practices (asking questions, carrying out
investigations, analyzing and interpreting data, constructing explanations) Crosscutting
Concepts (looking for patterns, cause and effect, systems and models) and Disciplinary
Core Ideas (physical sciences- matter and interactions, energy). We were much more
involved in the lesson because as Veel & Sneed state in their article, NGSS has
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transferred the action from the teacher to the student. The lab was our own to explore and
develop ideas. Truly, I remember more from this lab because I was able to take my own
knowledge and make connections, combining them with others thinking to create a
conclusion.
Phase Three: Post.
When Bailey was asked post program how the NGSS were different than the former
National Science Standards, she stated “NGSS differs from National Science Standards by using
a 3D learning model. NGSS focuses on building from prior knowledge and making connections
among disciplinary core concepts and cross-cutting concepts.”
When asked to explain how she incorporates the NGSS in her science lesson plan
development, she stated “NGSS is implemented in the classroom by focusing on student
exploration and having students develop concepts and look at misconceptions in their
exploration. Lessons are more student led rather than teacher lecture or simple step by step labs.”
Redesigned lesson plan.
Teachers were asked to redesign one of their existing lessons into a new lesson
incorporating the NGSS three dimensions. Bailey only submitted a redesigned NGSS lesson
plan, making it difficult to analyze how or if she changed the lesson. Based upon her submission,
rather than listing the engineering practices, she listed the scientific practices instead. The
reversal of practices corresponded with the enacted lesson seen in the video, as she talked about
scientists and how they have to experiment in her discussion, rather than engineers using the
design process.
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Affordances and Constraints to NGSS Learning and Teaching in a Blended Learning
Experience
Affordances.
Administrative support to implement NGSS.
According to Bailey, she understood the value and importance of NGSS and 3D learning,
however she indicated obstacles to implementation regarding administrators, the school board
and even other teachers:
“I look at this lesson and think that this is a fantastic example of what science can be but I
also see it as an obstacle. Only one other teacher (who attends these workshops) and I
have heard of NGSS among our staff. Our administrators and school board are also not
familiar with NGSS. While we see the importance and value of implementing of 3D
learning I how other staff members might react when seeing the changes that are
necessary for quality science instruction. Some might be eager for change while others
will resist when they see the extensive work it will take to make these instructional
shifts.”
She suggested one way to sell the implementation of the NGSS to administrators and
school boards is to tell them that “shifting toward these changes, students will be problem
solving, thinking critically, and applying their knowledge to others areas of everyday life. These
are all skills employers look for when they hire and promote their employees. Schools should be
the starting ground for these skills.”
In Bailey’s case, her principal was going to “rearrange the schedule to allow for more
blocks of time, allowing for study groups” to support other teachers’ implementation of NGSS.
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His comment was “You guys prove through your students, you can do it with first graders then
there shouldn't be a problem with us moving it through the school.”
Time to learn about NGSS.
Time was mentioned as both an affordance and a constraint. As an affordance, Bailey felt
that one of the most valuable aspects of the activities/assignments was “taking the time to gather
more information about NGSS and how to implement it in the classroom.”
Face-to-face workshops.
When asked what components of the face-to-face workshops she found most beneficial in
helping to improve her science teaching, she indicated “The collaboration with other science
educators from various learning environments allows for different viewpoints and experiences
from educators. You are able to see how other educators would approach and teach concepts.”
Bailey mentioned how she liked the connections between the teaching strategies learned face-toface workshops and the conversations that would occur online, as she “liked how we kept
bringing it back to the class that we would go to” referring to a workshop she attended.
Improving instruction.
Another theme which evolved from Bailey’s final interview is her excitement to improve
instruction. As she looking through old lesson plans in her file cabinet, she realizes, “can I do
something different with them?” or replace the lesson with a new one. She no longer looks at the
kits and thinks “that’s all I’m going to do.” She stated, “I'm more excited to see what they can do
and today's lesson really showed they can handle more. I was able to step back more, and I have
to stop and think about that when I plan other lessons.”
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Constraints.
Policy decisions.
Bailey described the main challenges in supporting student science learning in the
following way, “Recently, science seems to be on the "back burner" of education. Students have
been directed to focus on reading and math. Time for meaningful science learning has become
limited.”
Jordan mentioned changes in state leadership impacts teacher’s ability to teach science.
Their school had Foss Kits from a state grant, but when a new governor was elected, the grants
were eliminated. She stated, “as a small district, we didn't have the money to put in to buy the
replacement materials for those kits.”
Time to reflect on the assignments.
As a constraint, Bailey mentioned time again. When asked what was the least valuable
aspect of the activities/assignments, she stated “to reflect on the assignment (on the part of the
participant) become limited.”
Others lack of NGSS knowledge.
When Bailey was talking about 3D learning, she shared her general impression about the
challenges facing NGSS implementation at her school:
I look at this lesson and think that this is a fantastic example of what science can be but I
also see it as an obstacle. Only one other teacher (who attends these workshops) and I
have heard of NGSS among our staff. Our administrators and school board are also not
familiar with NGSS. While we see the importance and value of implementing of 3D
learning I how other staff members might react when seeing the changes that are
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necessary for quality science instruction. Some might be eager for change while others
will resist when they see the extensive work it will take to make these instructional shifts.
Redesigned Lesson Plan.
Teachers were asked to redesign one of their existing lessons into a new lesson
incorporating the NGSS three dimensions. Bailey only submitted a NGSS lesson plan based
upon the bubble wand activity, making it difficult to analyze how or if she changed the lesson.
Case #1 Summary
Bailey’s knowledge of 3D learning at the beginning of the experience began by calling
scientific and engineering practices “best practices” and continued to do so throughout the study
and after. Bailey’s context of best practices does not appear to refer to the science or engineering
practices, but possibly best practices in research. In fact, she called crosscutting concepts and the
disciplinary core ideas “the other practices”, implying confusion about how the three dimensions
are interrelated. At the end of the study, Bailey indicated 3D learning meant focusing on fewer
science concepts.
Bailey’s knowledge of the science and engineering practices appeared limited as she
never specifically talked about the different components that comprised the SEPs early in the
study. Bailey began to state specific practices midway throughout the study but could only name
four specific SEPs and confused the CCC of patterns as a practice. Bailey’s last lesson was an
engineering design activity, but she never mentioned the word engineering to her students. In
fact, she had a difficult time mentioning the correct practices occurring in the lesson.
Bailey could not name any crosscutting concepts at the beginning of the study, and as she
progressed thought the program, she appeared confused about the difference between CCC and
SEPs as she would use them interchangeably.
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Bailey and Jordan listed a series of concepts they thought addressed disciplinary core
ideas in their lesson, but it seemed more like they were brainstorming possibilities rather than
having a clear and definitive idea of the concepts and how they fit into the standards. This
understanding did not appear to change much over the course of the study.
Lastly, her general knowledge of NGSS understanding evolved from not knowing much
about them to discussing how NGSS provides “real-world” applications for students and later
became willing to try “free explorations with concepts” with the students as earlier she wondered
if using NGSS meant “losing control” in her classroom. Bailey also shared a school website that
shared NGSS aligned lesson plans, which she was excited to use, but did not realize the
alignment to NGSS was superficial at best. By the end of the study, she omitted scientific
practices when talking about 3D learning and stated she incorporates NGSS by focusing on
student exploration, student concept development and student misconceptions. While Bailey
learned more about NGSS than she knew before, there was still much misunderstanding and
confusion about details regarding NGSS and each dimension.
Case #2: Pat – 5th grade teacher
Pat is a fifth-grade teacher at an urban, private Catholic school in Pennsylvania. Pat has
taught for over 19 years, which is the longest teaching experience of the three case study
teachers. Pat’s major field of study is Elementary Education with a minor study in reading and
she earned her degree through a traditional certification program. She teaches science once a day.
Her highest degree is a Master’s Degree in Educational Leaderships obtained in 2012. Although
the diocese has not adopted NGSS nor an adapted version, she incorporates some aspects of
NGSS into her teaching prior to the BLENDED program.
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In the past 12 months prior to participation in the BLENDED program, she attended
workshops, conferences, observational visits to other schools, and attended conferences in which
she was a presenter, equating to time spent on these activities in the 9-16 hour range. In the past
year she also indicated she observed or was observed by other teachers in her classroom for at
least 10 minutes. She serves as a department lead or chair and served on a school-wide or
district-wide committee or task force. This is the first year she has been attending the Saturday
Science Workshops.
In Pat’s second survey, she attended non-CSATS workshops that were both 2-4 days and
1-3 weeks, equating to time spent on these activities in the 9-16 hour range. Pat increased her
participation in collaborative activities, as the indicated she engaged in individual or
collaborative research on a topic of interest to you professionally, participated in regularly
scheduled collaboration with other teachers in issues of instruction, and she observed or was
observed by other teachers in her classroom for at least 10 minutes. She also indicated she was
participating in another education role beyond the school or district, as she is in a cohort for
National Board Teacher Certification in Science – Early Adolescence and plans to act as a
mentor to new teachers.
When asked what she hoped to gain from this collaboration, Pat responded “Networking
is an important part of my professional development. So, I am hoping to gain more information
just by talking to others who share a passion/interest with science. I am also hoping to gain a
better understanding of NGSS.”
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Teacher Lessons
Table 5.2 provides an overview of the lessons Pat taught, along with the Science and
Engineering Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Disciplinary Core Ideas the teacher identified
as being included in her lesson.
Table 5.2 Science Lesson Overview: Pat
Lesson Title Lesson Type
SEP
Force and
Procedural
None identified
Motion
Surface
Tension

Phenomena
based,
procedural

Asking questions,
carrying out
investigation,
mathematics

CCC
None
identified

DCI or Content
Physical Science
and Energy

Patterns

Surface Tension

Lesson One: Force and Motion
Pat was teaching a lesson from the Hot Wheels Speedometry Curriculum, which can be
found at http://origin2.hotwheels.mattel.com/en-us/explore/speedometry/index.html. The
curriculum states it is aligned to the NGSS and Common Core Standards and is geared for fourth
grade. There are 2 units in this eighty-five page curriculum: speed ramps and mini collision
course. Each unit was designed using the 5E format: engage, explore, explain, elaborate,
evaluate, and extension. Pat has a small class size of eleven students.
Lesson one pre-interview.
When asked to describe the lesson she was going to teach, Pat stated she was teaching
lesson 1.2: Explore: Experimenting with Ramps (See Appendix X). She planned to follow the
lesson as written since it was her first time using the curriculum and she wanted to see what
worked and what did not work. For her videotaped lesson, she taught according to the guide, the
lesson plan states the essential question as “Students will understand potential and kinetic
energy. Students will measure distance. Students will create a bar graph and chart to represent
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their data.” What is interesting to note here is that the NGSS does not address kinetic and
potential energy until middle school, yet this curriculum is geared for fifth grade. According to
the Framework, this is what students should know by the end of grade 5:
The faster a given object is moving, the more energy it possesses. Energy can be moved
from place to place by moving objects or through sound, light, or electric currents.
(Boundary: At this grade level, no attempt is made to give a precise or complete
definition of energy.) (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p.122)
One NGSS performance object that related to this lesson concept is “MS-PS3-1:
Construct, use, and present arguments to support the claim that when the kinetic energy of an
object changes, energy is transferred to or from the object (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p. 61)”
Pat recapped what the students had done prior to this lesson, stating the students first
played with the cars, followed by a “controlled like kind of experiment” where they had one
track and they looked at increasing the slope to see if that increased the distance their car
traveled.” She stated she had talked with her students about “kinetic and potential energy and
used the words slope and increased speed, increased kinetic energy, we talked about increase of
mass increases kinetic energy, so tomorrow what we plan on doing is just allowing them to kind
of elaborate on what they’ve learned. So, they’re going to be using more tracks than just one in
order to see like how far… they’re basically going to be using a whole bunch of tracks to see
who make their car go the farthest.” She wanted them to manipulate the track pieces in order
how far their cars would go. She wanted them to consider increasing the track size, increasing
the slope angle, and even consider adding a loop.
Lesson one video.
For a detailed description of the lesson one video, see Appendix W.
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Lesson one post-interview.
After she taught the lesson, I asked if her enacted lesson followed her initial plan and she
indicated that it did and she did not make any adaptations. When asked what aspects of the
lesson was successful, she felt it was “them actually doing the test. They performed the
investigation, followed the steps, and collected the data.” When asked if the students determined
the steps themselves, she stated no, they followed the steps as stated in the lesson plan. Pat felt
the students met the lesson objective because they “looked at their data and just having
conversations with them.” One thing she would change about the lesson is giving student more
time to work on it. She ran out of time and had to wrap the activity up sooner than she wanted.
Lesson Two: Surface Tension
Lesson two pre-interview.
This lesson comes at the end of the year, after Pat had finished her curriculum. They had
just finished a robotics unit and this was “just a little extra for them.” When asked to describe the
lesson she planned to teacher, she stated, “So today what we are going to do is take a look at
surface tension. We're going to do the drop on a penny and have them do predictions and talk
about surface tension and hydrogen bonds. So that's the gist of the experiment.”
Pat indicated her main objective of the lesson was to have students “be able to describe
surface tension.” When asked if there was anything else, she stated “I am anxious to see where
this goes, because I would love, once we've talked about surface tension, I would love for them
to think about different variables that we could add. Just changing the temperature, using
different substances. So, my goal is for them to try and think outside the box.”
According to the NGSS, the concept behind surface tensions relates to understanding the
strength of electrical forces between particles and is most appropriate at high school level.
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The high school performance expectation is as follows:
HS-PS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure
of substances at the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles.
[Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on understanding the strengths of forces between
particles, not on naming specific intermolecular forces (such as dipole-dipole). Examples
of particles could include ions, atoms, molecules, and networked materials (such as
graphite). Examples of bulk properties of substances could include the melting point and
boiling point, vapor pressure, and surface tension.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment
does not include Raoult’s law calculations of vapor pressure.] (NGSS Lead State, 2013,
p.94)
The DCIs included in this lesson includes the following: PS1.A: Structure and Properties
of Matter. The structure and interactions of matter at the bulk scale are determined by electrical
forces within and between atoms. The other DCI is PS2.B: Types of Interactions. Attraction and
repulsion between electric charges at the atomic scale explain the structure, properties, and
transformations of matter, as well as the contact forces between material objects (secondary). Pat
indicated she had taught surface tension in the past, using FOSS kits and she and the kids
enjoyed it. She felt it helped the students understand “by using this kind of a model, I think they
were able to understand how water, the hydrogen bonds hold together.” However, she no longer
had the FOSS kit so she was not using any paperwork that went with this kit.
Lesson two video.
For a detailed description of the lesson two video, see Appendix X.
Lesson two post-interview.
When asked if the enacted lesson plan closely followed the original lesson discussed in
the pre-lesson interview, Pat stated that it followed very closely to what she had expected, “if not
even better.” She was excited for me to see the video because even though “the whole concept of
surface tension is a little bit difficult,” she thought it was “cool to see some of the questions” the
students asked. She said she stopped them to have them observe what was going on and they
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would say things like, “I observed that when I dropped a drop of water onto the penny, it would
kind of stick to grab onto the other water” which lead to “that’s cohesion, that’s one of the things
that we want to talk about.” She thought that it “worked out awesome.”
She talked about “the discrepant event” she used at the beginning of the lesson,
describing what they did. Since the video did not capture the actual event, I will include how
Pat described it in her interview, providing more detail to the lesson. She explained, “I had two
cups and I had one with the soap, one just regular water. Got a balled-up piece of paper and then
put them both in at the same time, the water with the soap, the wadded-up paper, it just kind of
opened up and sunk to the bottom quickly. And they were just amazed.”
The students wrote a paragraph about the investigation and Pat felt that most of them had
the idea, but the challenge was getting them to use the correct terminology in the correct place.
When asked what she would do differently next time, she indicated the variety of eye droppers
were problematic, as one group had a pipette and another an eyedropper. In order to try and
narrow down the variables, she would allow each of them to individually do the activity and
have eleven of the same eye droppers.
NGSS Knowledge Development
Three-Dimensional (3D) Learning
Phase One: Prior.
In the first survey, Pat was asked to describe three-dimensional learning, as informed by
the NGSS, and her response was “Three areas of concentration.”
As reflected in both the pre and post lesson interview, Pat did not have much confidence
in specifically identifying different aspects of the three dimensions. In the pre-lesson interview,
she agreed that she was familiar with the NGSS, “but not well enough to be able to say, oh this is
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duh, duh, duh.” When asked about the specific dimensions, she stated “I think it’s like physical
science something…like with energy” but did not equate this concept to a disciplinary core idea.
For example, when asked in the post lesson interview to describe any of the 3D
components the lesson plan incorporated, her response was, “No, I’m going to just say no. I
don’t want to make up stuff. Our school hasn’t taken, a big look at the NGSS, so I don’t know if
I could give a really good answer.” When she was prompted to guess, she stated engineering, as
they had to “design the track, think about the car that they’re using, so I think there’s one on
engineering.” When she was pressed again to guess what 3D elements she thought the lesson
might have included, Pat stated, “observation and collecting data” and added “collaboration and
communication.” She also thought they did some “inferring, made some inferences” and
“measuring.”
Phase Two: During.
In week three, 3D learning was the focus on the blog assignment, and Pat indicated “I can
easily see how one can remap a lesson plan to incorporate the CCCs, DCIs, and SEPs.” She also
felt standardized testing was to blame on content focused classroom instruction. After her
attendance at the F2F workshops, Pat mentioned the importance of “making more elicit
connections to content and using models to explain a phenomenon.” 3D learning reminded her of
Nature of Science and felt “many of the principals could be applied when using 3D Learning.”
Phase Three: Post.
When Pat was asked in the post-survey to describe three-dimensional learning, she stated
“For me, this (3D learning) type of learning is just incorporating the practices and concepts
scientists and engineers use when completing their work. While using these practices, the
crosscutting concepts are also used. They seem to go hand in hand. While students are
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identifying the cause and effect or looking for patterns they are also asking questions, using
math, or developing models.”
During the post-lesson interview, when asked if her lesson incorporated threedimensional learning, she thought it did and stated “I kind of talked a little bit about the
disciplinary core ideas.” I believe she was referring to her discussion with the students about
surface tension and cohesion. When prompted to tell me the DCI’s she hit upon, she stated “I
would say definitely, this is what I just said to you now, patterns and looking for patterns ... I
think that off the top of my head, that's the big thing that I'm hitting.”
When prompting with the comment from me to think about all the 3D components,
scientific and engineering practices, the crosscutting concepts and the DCI, she interrupted me
before I finished and starting listing different elements as seen in the following comment:
“asking questions and analyzing the information they collected…we talked about the
mathematical parts, doing averages. It carried out in an investigation, but it wouldn't have
said that they planned it, cause I planned it for them. I had procedures that they had to
follow, but they did carry it out. They did that ... we talked about the H2O and how it has
two atoms of hydrogen and oxygen. We talked a little bit about molecules, so I think the
structure and the properties of the water. One of the other things we talked about was the
physical properties of the water.”
During the interviews, I tried to ask teachers to specify each dimension, but Pat was so
excited to tell me what they did that she just jumped right in talking about all the different things
they did. Due to time constraints, I was unable to go back and ask here where all these fit into
each dimension, as I needed to move on to the next question.
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In the final survey, when asked to describe what three-dimensional learning, as informed
by the NGSS, means to you, she stated, “For me, this type of learning is just incorporating the
practices and concepts scientists and engineers use when completing their work. While using
these practices, the crosscutting concepts are also used. They seem to go hand in hand. While
students are identifying the cause and effect or looking for patterns they are also asking
questions, using math, or developing models.”
Science and Engineering Practices (SEP)
Phase One: prior.
Pat focused on student understanding of variables, which is a component of asking
questions and defining problems. In the pre and post lesson one interview, Pat could not state any
science or engineering practices related to the lesson. This was also the case for lesson 2, as she
did not indicate student understanding of variables as a SEP.
Phase Two: during.
Pat focused on the engineering practices in her week 4 blog assignment. She “loves using
the Engineering Design Process” as she has found “students begin learning on their own.” The
related the ideas from the video to kinetic and potential energy, the first lesson she taught prior to
the study. She stated, “To me the Engineering Design Process naturally brings out scientific
explanations and arguments by using evidence. Students can communicate their findings and
support that by showing evidence. This is the perfect way to engage students in thinking
deeply!!” She also compared Webb’s Depth of Knowledge to engineering design, stating the
engineering design, along with Webb’s verbs for DOK Level 4 “is the perfect way to engage
students in higher order thinking.” She also understanding the importance that the practices need
to overlap and should not be taught in isolation.
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Phase Three: post.
In the pre-interview for lesson two, Pat stated “I would say definitely asking questions
and carrying out investigation. They're going to be using some mathematics with it, also. So
they'll be analyzing. I would like for them, they're going to different trials, so they'll have to do
the average and be able to look at those and be able to analyze as far as, like, at the end, which
liquid maybe had the most surface tension” when asked which practices were addressed in the
lesson. She also stated the students would be looking at patterns, however, this is a crosscutting
concept.
Crosscutting Concepts (CCC)
Phase One: Prior.
In the pre and post lesson one interview, Pat did not state any crosscutting concepts
related to the lesson.
Phase Two: During.
Teachers were asked to discuss how they could get the CCC featured in their classroom
instruction. Pat did not really answer this question, as her response focused on the following
“The idea that seemed to be common was the fact that the crosscutting concepts are to be used to
help the students organize and make sense of science and that each should pull from the other.
Forming questions is and has been such a crucial part of instruction and after watching the video,
I am reminded again how important this strategy is to learning. Questions should be formed to be
able to pull the other concepts together” and went on to state she wanted to concentrate on
systems, looking at “how does one thing effect the other in the sense of a system.”
Yammer asked the teachers to pick a crosscutting concept they could focus in their
classroom and Pat’s two responses were not coherent. Her first post focused on engineering
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design and she did not understand the accompanying CCC, as it talked about “people’s needs and
wants changing over time, as do their demands for new and improved technologies” (NGSS
Lead States, 2013). Her next response regarding CCC came from a blog she found on the on the
TeachingChannel.org by Alissa Berg. Pat liked the question, “Can Children Really Be Raised by
Animals Like In The Jungle Book?" and thought she could use the From Molecules to
Organisms: Structures and Processes DCI, but did not mention any CCC she would incorporate.
Her last CCC idea, using 5-PS2 Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions (NGSS Lead
States, 2013), mentioned the use of cause and effect when looking at developing a lesson using
the questions, “Did an apple really hit Newton on the head?”, but did not offer any additional
detail about how cause and effect would be incorporated.
Phase Three: Post.
In the pre-lesson two interview, Pat misidentified patterns as a DCI instead of a
crosscutting concept.
Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI)
Phase One: Prior.
In the pre-lesson interview, as stated above, Pat thought the DCI was “physical science
and energy”, she did not state any disciplinary core ideas related to the lesson in the post lesson
interview.
Phase Two: During.
Pat’s blog response, she talked about how DCIs “are the content that is used to explain
phenomena. Gravity can be used, as mentioned in the video, throughout other phenomena such
as Earth revolving around the Sun, how the shuttle landed. Also mentioned was the DCIs can be
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used to provide evidence to support arguments.” She also talked about the DCI of gravity in her
Yammer post.
When asked how disciplinary core ideas are used differently than content has been in the
past, she stated “I think the biggest way that content was used in the past is that students were to
first memorize facts about the content such as the order of the planets, name the phases of the
moon, give examples of kinetic energy. The DCIs are to be used to construct ideas, then learn the
facts.”
Phase Three: Post.
In the pre-interview for lesson two, Pat stated she had looked beforehand at the standards
in anticipation of my asking the question, “Describe to me the three-dimensional learning
components you think this lesson plan is going to incorporate” and wrote them down. “Structures
and properties of matter” was her answer for the DCI.
In the post-interview for lesson two, the next statement reflects how the workshops have
impacted her teaching and thinking about DCIs. She stated, “I think the difference now for me is
that I got people to see the elements that I'm looking for, the questions, the cause and effect. And
one thing I did learn from NGSS and this is like, courteously of your workshops. It's to try to
take the disciplinary core ideas and implement that into other things. So, if I were to say
something that I did differently this time, I would say that's what it is trying to like use this
concept of surface tension and cohesion, and talk about a different topic or whatever, and pull in
it.”
General NGSS Understanding and Implementation
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Phase One: Prior.
Pat was asked in the first survey how the NGSS were different than the former National
Science Standards, and she stated NGSS were a “more in-depth material...more learning about
the process of doing science.” When Pat was asked why she didn’t use the NGSS in her science
lesson plan development, her first survey response was “Diocese has not implemented them yet.”
Phase Two: During.
In Pat’s first few blog assignments, she indicated an understanding to of the conceptual
shifts in science teaching by reflecting on her own early science teaching instruction as she “used
the textbook and materials that accompanied them, including the “cook book” labs”, but as she
began to attend various types of TPD, including workshops and conferences, she became more
comfortable with the content and was able to stray from the textbook. She has taught for over 17
years, at it has only been in the last four that she has begun using words like “claims and
evidence, science notebooks, data, collaboration, argumentation, and presentations.” She also
indicated she has been shifting her science instruction to a more student-oriented and evidence
based learning. She feels quality teacher professional development is “one of the most powerful
tools to improve science education” and is need in order for teachers to continue making the shift
to NGSS implementation. She sees the importance of students “actively exploring … to become
mentally engaged in the concept prior to” the teacher’s explanation, in order for students to “gain
a deeper understanding of the concept.”
Pat made the connection between using a 5E Model lesson plan and the goal of NGSS in
regards to spending more time on fewer topics. She stated, “When you use the 5E Model, I have
found that it takes more time. However, the students are able to make better connections with the
concepts the more time they invest which leads to better conceptual development... which I
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believe is the goal of NGSS...to spend more time on a few topics rather than touch and go on
several.
Teachers were asked to compare and contrast the two different workshop agenda related
to the Harnessing Energy from the Atom: Real World Applications. Pat described the differences
very well, realizing the change from in the first workshop in which the focus was learning the
answers to overarching questions, which at times involved information dissemination to the
second agenda focusing on an observation of a phenomenon in the cloud chambers and a series
of inquiry activities designed to come up with an evidence-based explanation at the end of the
workshop. Pat also identified all 8 SEPs and 7 CCC addressed in the workshop.
Phase Three: Post.
After the BLENDED experience, when asked the difference between the previous
national standards and NGSS, Pat stated in her survey “If I could explain the difference briefly, I
would say the NGSS (content wise) are not as wide and are deeper...the National Science
Standards are wider and not as deep!”
When asked again, her post-survey included much for detail, as she stated “For me, this
type of learning is just incorporating the practices and concepts scientists and engineers use when
completing their work. While using these practices, the crosscutting concepts are also used. They
seem to go hand in hand. While students are identifying the cause and effect or looking for
patterns they are also asking questions, using math, or developing models.”
Pat’s school’s situation regarding the implementation of NGSS into the curriculum had
not changed, after the BLENDED experience, she stated “I don't officially use NGSS but I do try
to implement them into my instruction as much as possible. The Diocese is in the process of
adopting new science standards. We are looking at adopting that state’s version of NGSS.”
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During the interview prior to lesson two, Pat indicated she was “really trying to work
with the phenomenon, coming up with the wow” as a way to get them hooked. She indicated one
result of her experiences in the BLENDED programs was “to really think in that way.” What is
interesting to note is in the post-lesson interview, she did not talk about the beginning activity as
a “phenomena” but as a discrepant event.
Pat’s next statement, shared during the post lesson two interview, reflects the concern she
had about teaching in this reformed orientated way and her surprise about how the students
responded. She stated “One of the things that I feel like at the beginning I feared about, is like
how, in any inquiry-based learning, how do we get the kids to get to the point that I'm trying to
make? And if you ask the right questions, you can get there. It was just amazing, it was just
really cool to be able to see it all unfold, they were asking the right questions, they were seeing
the right things, it was really cool.”
Redesigned Lesson Plan.
Teachers were asked to redesign one of their existing lessons into a new lesson
incorporating the NGSS three dimensions and Pat submitted two lessons. The first was her
original lesson plan was titled, Warm a Bottle by Shaking, and was a procedural activity in which
sand and a thermometer is placed in a jar. Students shake the jars and record the temperature
after 5-6 minutes. There were three questions the teacher asked and an explanation as to why the
temperature increased, highlight mechanical and kinetic energy. In Pat’s redesigned lesson, she
used the same procedural activity as described, but added several elements. She included the
science notebooks for students to write down their observations throughout the lesson. She
started the lesson with an activity by having the students rub their hands together to discuss why
their hands got warm. The students did the procedural lab, but enhanced the three questions by
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having the students discuss the answer in groups, using scientific argumentation in which
students used evidence and reasoning to explain their answers. The lesson ended with students
planning their own investigation using different materials.
Affordances and Constraints to NGSS Learning and Teaching in a Blended Learning
Experience
Affordances.
Promoting NGSS inclusion at the diocese level.
Pat stated there was definitely value in learning more about NGSS and ways to
incorporate them into the curriculum. Her diocese is looking at revamping the curriculum for
science and she keeps telling them “we have to research…be able to understand what it is the
crosscutting concepts and…the science and practices and all that stuff. I think it’s very important
to learn more.”
BLENDED Program: Reflecting on practice.
When asked in the final interview “How do you think your planning and teaching
practice changed, if at all, through participation in the blended website?”, her response was, “I
loved, I really enjoyed doing the blended with the website and the Yammer, because it forced me
to kind of assess what I'm doing and try to think about how to make it better. Because we get
caught up so many times as teachers, we just don't have time for all that stuff, so I enjoyed it
because it made me sit down and think about it, and it wasn't just like, a Saturday or some kind
of conference or a workshop, it was kind of like every week I was thinking about something
different. So, I feel like that has helped me. Like listening to myself talk to you about this lesson,
I never would have said the things that I said like a year ago as far as looking as the structure and
the properties of the matter, I would have just said we talked about the water. I think that the
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terminology is getting better and the understanding of the words, so it makes me feel a bit more
comfortable speaking about them.” She also added, “it has allowed me to reflect on my teaching
style or the delivering instructions. Yeah. It just has a deeper level of thinking about it.” Pat also
stated it forced her to sit down and think about NGSS and she loved that part, as she stated, “I
liked the blended which made me think about myself, my own teaching.”
Quality resources.
In the second survey, teachers were asked to explain why the online component helped or
hindered their ability to implement the face-to-face workshop content and activities, Pat
responded, “I feel that when you attend workshops after you leave you have no support. The
online component was nice to have because I continued learning well after I left the face-to-face
workshops.” The most valuable aspect of the website was the fact that she could go back and
reference anything.
She also stated “It was also nice that someone chose valuable articles/videos for to
read/watch. I did not have to page through a bunch of resources. The best ones were already
picked out for me to read/watch” and she thought all the activities and assignments were
valuable.
Another element of the website Pat liked was having an “expert teacher at my fingertips”
that she could ask questions. She appreciated that the facilitator had already done the research
and was giving the most up-to-date information. Pat preferred the blog activities because it made
her think about herself and her own teaching.
Collaboration with others.
When asked how the support provided by the teachers helped or hindered your ability to
incorporate science content and 3D learning into your science instruction, she stated, “Reading
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what other teachers are doing, problems they have, or solutions that have been beneficial help to
support my science instruction.” Pat thought Yammer was valuable as there “were professionals
with similar interests as me that I could as questions/share information”, however she also listed
Yammer as a constraint.
Constraints.
Time to participate in TPD.
Looking at the time involved when in TPD, Pat felt the Yammer posts was too much to
read. While she did read them all, she didn’t sit and think about them and didn’t always want to
read everyone’s comments, mainly because of the time. She equated it to Facebook and how you
look at the main post but then keep scrolling through. When asked what prevented her from
spending more time on the website and Yammer, her comment was “I think just time in general.
Teaching/family life is time consuming…”
Letting go of control.
Pat also mentioned how procedural activities, or “cookbook” labs are much easier to use
in the classroom because the teacher knows what the end result will be. As she stated, “The
unknown can be scary, but once you get pass that fear your lesson plans can lead to a whole new
scientific world of ""play""...I mean exploration.” She also talked about as she prepared her
lesson, she would “keep the idea of allowing student to form their own understandings at the
forefront of my planning.”
Recommendations.
When asked if she wished there was anything done differently with the BLENDED
experience, she suggestion that it would be nice if it was a year-round experience.
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Case #2 Summary
Pat’s knowledge about 3D learning was very limited in the beginning, stating 3D learning
was three areas of concentration. During the BLENDED program, she became more familiar
with the dimensions, even mentioning each one by name, and stating the importance of making
connections between content and using models to explain phenomena. By the end of the study,
when providing an instructional example of how the three dimensions supported learning, she
incorporated a crosscutting concept and practice example, but left out how these are used in
learning the science content, or DCIs.
When Pat was asked about her scientific and engineering practices knowledge at the
beginning of the study, her understanding was limited as all she talked about were variables.
Variables are a component of asking questions and defining problems, but she did not indicate
the practice which included variables. She was the only teacher to talk specifically about the
engineering design process as a practice and how this “naturally brings out scientific
explanations and arguments using evidence.” By study’s end, Pat could talk about the different
practices she was using in her lesson, indicating an increase in knowledge about the practices,
but would add other non-practice dimensions, such as patterns (CCC) and surface tension (DCI)
indicating she was still unsure of what to include in SEPs.
Crosscutting concepts was a dimension Pat knew nothing about at the beginning of the
study and did not show any evidence of understanding it at the end. In fact, her pre-lesson two
interview misidentified patterns as a DCI rather than a crosscutting concept.
Speaking of DCIs, while Pat was about to accurately stated the general DCI categories
for address in her first lesson, she did not provide any specific content objectives. As she
progressing in the BLENDED program, she indicated DCIs were the content used to explain
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phenomena and construct ideas, rather than learning only facts. She was able to provide more
detailed examples of the DCIs, such as gravity, order of the planets, phases of the moon, and
kinetic energy. Her knowledge at the end of the unit included the importance of taking the DCI
and implementing it “into other things”, such as other DCIs showing an understanding of making
content connections across the four core disciplines.
Lastly, Pat’s general NGSS knowledge increased as she moved from indicating NGSS
focused more on “in-depth material” and “learning about the process of doing science” to finding
phenomena as a way to “hook” and excite the students to learn science. She also talked about
inquiry-based learning and the importance of asking the right questions to help the students
arrive at the “point that I’m trying to make.”
Case #3: Lynn – 8th grade science teacher
Lynn is an eighth-grade science teacher in her eighth year of teaching in an affluent
school. She has taught for eight years, and her major field of study is curriculum and instruction,
holding a master degree. She is the only teacher working in a state that has adopted the NGSS as
their state science standards. She teaches five 47-minute science classes each day and one 30minute tutoring session, spending almost 20 hours a week teaching science.
In the past 12 months prior to participation in the BLENDED program, she attended
workshops and attended conferences in which she was a presenter. In the past year she indicated
she engaged in individual or collaborative research on a topic of interest to her professionally,
participated in regularly scheduled collaboration with other teachers on issues of instruction, and
observed or was observed by other teachers in her classroom for at least 10 minutes. This is the
first year she has been attending the Saturday Science Workshops.
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The curriculum in her school was inquiry-based, and they were transitioning and working
towards full implementation of NGSS at the time of this study. Lynn indicated that she loves
working and collaborating with other teachers, as she learns and gains so much from sharing
ideas and resources, brainstorming how to overcome obstacles in the classroom, and discussing
how to “tweak lessons to make them better.” When asked why she wanted to become involved in
the blended learning professional development program, she stated “I wanted to understand the 3
dimensions of NGSS and learn how to incorporate NGSS in my classroom. I needed to work
with teachers to help guide me through this process. I thrive on collaboration as I always learn
new ideas and strategies to use with my students.” She also hoped to develop friendships and
was excited to be part of the group. This is Lynn’s first year attending the Saturday Science
Workshops.
In Lynn’s second survey, she indicated she now spends 23 hours a week teaching science.
She attended non-SSW workshops that were both 2-4 days and 1-3 weeks, equating to time spent
on these activities in the 9-16 hour range. Lynn increased her participation in collaborative
activities, as the indicated she engaged in individual or collaborative research on a topic of
interest to you professionally, participated in regularly scheduled collaboration with other
teachers in issues of instruction, and she observed or was observed by other teachers in her
classroom for at least 10 minutes. She also indicated she was participating in another education
role beyond the school or district, as she is in a cohort for National Board Teacher Certification
in Science – Early Adolescence and plans to act as a mentor to new teachers.
Lynn indicated she currently uses NGSS in her science lesson plan development,
explaining, “I have added more problem-based activities which involve thinking to solve
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authentic problems. Students are using technology to obtain more relevant data to analyze and
problem solve.”
Teacher Lessons
Table 5.3 provides an overview of the lessons teachers taught and includes the Science
and Engineering Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Disciplinary Core Ideas teachers
indicated were included in their lessons.
Table 5.3 Science Lesson Overview: Lynn
Lesson Title Lesson Type
SEP
Lesson 1
Procedural
Planning and
Circuit
carrying out
Breakers
investigations;
Analyzing and
interpreting data
Lesson 2
Content
Designing and
Waves
review with
solving problems;
procedural
making models;
activity
analyze data;
communicating

CCC
Models;
Systems

DCI or Content
None identified

Patterns;
cause and
effect; scale
and
proportion

Waves and their
application to
technology; Earth
and Space Science’
energy; engineering

Lesson One: Circuit Breakers
Lesson one pre-interview.
Lynn’s lesson is about circuit breakers, which is a lesson within a 13-week energy unit.
The students learned in seventh grade about fossil fuels and in eighth grade, they learn about
alternative energy as a way to offset the environmental impact of fossil fuels. The unit includes
how energy gets into the home, then into circuitry, direct and alternating current and move into
kinetic and potential energy, conservation of energy, and energy transformation. This section on
circuitry lasts about nine days.
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The NGSS do not include specific examples of circuits, such as parallel and series
circuits, in the standards, as the focus is on understanding the core concept of energy transfer.
When appropriate, examples of circuits can be included for instructional purposes. The NGSS
performance expectation that aligns best with the concept she is teaching in this lesson is “MSPS3-3: Apply scientific principles to design, construct, and test a device that either minimizes or
maximizes thermal energy transfer (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p.61).
Prior to this lesson, the students learned about circuits with an activity which the students
received a D sized battery, a paper clip, and a tiny light bulb. They were told to use these
materials to make the light bulb light. Lynn stated
“it's interesting for me to watch because students who are a little higher level will actually
sit there and look at me almost as saying, you know, "where are my directions? Where’s
the procedure?" The students that people always say "oh they're low" those are the ones
that quickly take the paper clip apart and they're already figuring it out and sure enough
they're the first ones to get it lit. And the honor students will look at me "oh my goodness
we're allowed to move the paper clip around?" They're trying to put it on top of the
battery but when they figure it out, some of them will hold onto it, say "it's hot it's hot."
Well yeah, it's conducting electricity. So, they start learning about the wiring even before
we do it with that activity. Then I'm like it gets hot and why are wires insulated? It kind
of builds up.”
When we talked about this lesson, Lynn stated the students don’t know anything about
circuit breakers. When she asks them where the circuit breaker is in their house, they do not
know what she is talking about or tell her “I don’t think we have one.” It appears that she has
taught this lesson before, based upon the fact that she knows what the students will say. When
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telling me the overview of the lesson, she told me would show them a “crazy picture where they
have a power strip and it is just overloaded.” She starts with a “little bit of inquiry like ‘what do
you think is going on here, why would we need to monitor how much we plug in?’” They will
then start building on the need for a circuit breaker and why it’s needed. They will then get into
the activity where they'll put wire strands on the inflated balloon in order to make a circuit and
the students will “see the light will go on and everything is beautiful and then we put on that
little piece of tin foil and we bypass the light. And when the steel gets hot, it punctures the
balloon and it pops.” She continued with “and they get shocked, thinking ‘What is going on? or
Oh my goodness I did something wrong." And then I say, no you actually did everything
correctly.” At that point, she spends time discussion what is going on, providing specific
examples related to their house, such as the following:
“This is exactly what goes on in your house and then that's when we finally start getting
the whole idea: oh, circuit breaker, okay. Because if it's getting hot, your wires are getting
hot and it's behind your wall of your refrigerator. We don't know that's happening and
you're not at home and then that's how fires start. By tripping the switch on the circuit
breaker, that shuts off the whole system and you know you don't have a fire.”
She finished by stating the students realize the importance of a circuit breaker and they
“want to go back home and actually look at their circuit breaker and see if they have switches so
they have lights on them. It's really nice how they get interested in it.”
Lynn stated that they just started circuitry and she had them make a circuit in class today.
When asked to describe her lesson objectives, she state, “to understand the functions of
the circuit breaker. Why does the fuses blow? Why does the circuit breaker trip? What
happened? How could we prevent that?”
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Lesson one video.
For a detailed description of the lesson two video, see Appendix Y.
Lesson one post-interview.
When asked if the enacted lesson closely followed the planed lesson, Lynn thought it
“went okay, but not as well as she would have liked” due to timing issues. She wanted them to
investigate more and work problems out on their own. She struggles with balancing being “too
controlling and standing back” to let the students’ figure things out.
In regards to the science concept, some students became upset when the balloon popped,
even though “that was supposed to happen but they hadn’t figured that part out yet.” She
reflected that the activity “maybe was asking too much of them to realize that they were trying to
make a circuit breaker” and the lesson was too advanced for them as she “really had to stretch it
and continue the next day.” She also noticed the inability to finish a lesson in one class session
was happening more this year than in the past. Lynn attributed this to having a different student
population. When they came back to class the next day and they talked about the lesson, she
thought the students understood the lesson based on the following comments:
Some people said, “Well how come my balloon popped so fast?” and their group, their
balloon you know it didn’t pop as fast. And then we had to go back and analyze, well
what did we do differently? Oh, well some people put a little bit more steel wool on
there, so therefore they made more resistance. So that led to yet another, you know,
discussion, which was actually nice.
The teacher also assigned them an activity where they had to describe to a student who
was absent what happened. They needed to explain how circuit breakers work in their home,
why they are needed, and why they are important. Lynn felt, based on this evidence, that the
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student understood the concept. She felt the successful elements of the lesson were the questions
she asked them, the students problem solved, and the collaborated with one another.
Lynn mentioned that next time, if she were to do the lesson over, she would have had
more discussion time before having the students do the lab. She also would like to bring in a
guest speaker from the power company to talk about careers in the field.
Lesson Two: Waves
Lesson two pre-interview.
Lynn was very excited about this upcoming lesson stating, “you have inspired me so
much with NGSS, and so I’m really going to try something and go out on a limb with it” and try
setting up the unit to be more NGSS. In fact, she was so excited about the unit she had developed
for the students, she kept jumping around in discussing what the students would be doing.
Her ultimate goal was to have the students be an optical team assigned to develop a
protocol to get light collected by a telescope into a spectrograph for analysis. The students would
evaluate a mirror-based method and compare it with an optic fiber method. This is all in
preparation for a guest speaker coming from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center to talk about
the James Web Telescope. Since the telescope uses mirrors, she was bringing in engineering
design to have the students figure out how to transport a big mirror, thinking about the surface
area, and if there was some type of design that could use mirror segments. She stated, “this
telescope uses infrared wavelengths”, so the students need to know this concept. In order for
them to understand this, they “needed to know waves before I could get there.” The lesson she
was doing tomorrow “is designed to teach them about waves, frequency, energy, and the
electromagnetic spectrum.” She planned to spend 5 days on this unit and was still working out
the details.
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The NGSS performance expectation closest to this lesson is
MS-PS4-1: Use mathematical representations to describe a simple model for waves that
includes how the amplitude of a wave is related to the energy in a wave. [Clarification
Statement: Emphasis is on describing waves with both qualitative and quantitative
thinking.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include electromagnetic waves
and is limited to standard repeating waves.] (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p. 63)
It is interesting to note that this performance assessment specifically states not to include
electromagnetic waves, which is actually addressed in the high school. During the post-lesson
interview, Lynn did mention they took this concept out of their curriculum for next year. She did
not state why they made this decision.
Lynn indicated the students were supposed to have waves in seventh grade, because they
“study earthquakes, but they don’t remember wavelength.” According to Lynn, they also do not
understand the “energy part.” She continued, “I’ll be using some of the things I did with your
workshop. They'll be drawing, making models. They'll be using their hands. I'll pull out slinkies,
ropes, and then again tying that to the electromagnetic spectrum.” She stated she was trying to
get away from talking and getting them to talk more.
Lynn did not have a lesson plan to submit because she was teaching the concepts
differently this time, as she was trying to integrate three-dimensional learning into her lesson,
and this was the first time she taught it this way. Lynn describes how she taught this concept in
the past:
It’s a lesson called Wave Town. And it's a picture of a town, but it has a tanning booth,
and a restaurant where they show you food is under a heat lamp, and they have a satellite,
a radio station, a doctor's office. So after the kids would understand all the parts of the
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electromagnetic spectrum, then they would just go to this diagram, and they would circle
all the parts, and they would explain it. Oh, okay here's this radio station, and these are
radio waves, and go through it that way.
Lesson two video.
For a detailed description of the lesson two video, see Appendix Z.
Lesson two post-interview.
When asked how well the enacted lesson plan followed what she was planning to do,
Lynn stated she did not make it through the entire lesson. She was going to have each group
present in addition to concluding the lesson by having them line up in the room and physically
act out different wavelengths, allowing for continued discussion. Due to the shortened class
periods, Lynn struggles with lesson closure. Often the bell rings and they are just finishing an
activity. This causes her to rush through the later part of the lesson and she wonders if she’s
giving them enough time to process.
She explained that she did not give them exact numbers regarding the wavelengths
because she was afraid they would have gotten caught up on the numbers, so she gave them
hints, such as, “radio waves have the lowest frequency. Or, and then I might've said, the next one
has a higher frequency. Or, maybe I would say, it has a higher energy.”
When the students were working in groups to classifying the wavelengths, Lynn did
notice students were having good discussions and “a little bit of argumentative back and forth,
‘well, no, no I think microwaves are really dangerous. I think we should put infrared first.’ And
then back and forth, a little bantering. And then, finally, people would go to their notes and say,
‘Well, wait a second. It said this one had higher energy. That means it's more dangerous.’” She
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felt that if she had given them the numbers, they would have known right away how to arrange
the waves and would not have talked and thought about it nearly as much.
If she were to make any changes, it would be associated with timing. She spoke a great
deal about her struggles between letting them discuss in groups, which takes time, and figuring
out how to “speed things up.” She also talked about how she could incorporate technology into
the homework by having the groups videotape their presentations and then review the
presentations at home and come back to discuss what the agreed or disagreed with each other’s
wavelength presentations. She thought this could help the homework become “more active
learning.”
When asked if the students met the objectives, Lynn felt that did, stating started off the
next day by asking the students to draw two waves, one with a long wavelength and another with
a short wavelength. She asked them “let's say if wavelength increases, and I had them draw
arrows to even make it simpler. What would happen to energy and frequency? I was surprised.”
She continued that after they drew their waves and looked at them, there were able to label the
wavelengths and finish the relationship. She stated, “they would tell me if wavelength increased,
energy decreased, frequency decreased. And wavelength decreased, energy increased, frequency
increased… So, I was pleased with that part.”

NGSS Knowledge Development
Three-Dimensional Learning
Phase One: Prior.
When asked to describe three-dimensional learning, as informed by the NGSS, her
response was “Scientific and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core
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ideas are intertwined to create a learning environment where students will be able to explore
through inquiry and active learning.”
Phase Two: During.
Lynn thought the articles about 3D learning were very informative and helped to explain
the benefits for shifting instruction to using the three dimensions. As she reflected upon her own
teaching, she stated, “when students enter my class, they become disappointed if they are not
doing a lab; however, they become very excited if there is a design challenge. They like openended questions to investigate.” She acts as a facilitator, allowing them to have the “freedom to
explore ideas using STEM.” She agreed that three-dimensional learning will alleviate teaching in
isolation and will help learners solve more complex and relevant phenomena.
Phase Three: Post.
When asked again in the post-survey to describe three-dimensional learning, she stated
“students are using critical thinking by analyzing data, looking for patterns, questioning, building
and designing models to help with their problem solving as they use life science, physical
science, earth and space sciences, and engineering, technology, and applications of science.”
Science and Engineering Practices
Phase One: Prior.
Lynn indicated her first lesson would be using models since they were using the balloon
and steel wire to mimic a circuit breaker. When they “use the online part” the students will use
math to figure out the amps, so that’s “still engineering.” When asked again after the lesson, she
talked about the students asking questions and solving problems. She continued with “the realworld application…we looked at…a system of how our circuit breaker works in our house.”
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Lynn feels that the science and engineering practices are one of her stronger areas, “just because
we practice through inquiry. So that kind of flows real natural for me.”
Phase Two: During.
After watching the video about science and engineering practices, Lynn clearly
articulated how the practices engage students in thinking deeply about their work, how the
practices are interrelated, and provided an example of the instructor extending the learning past a
basic analysis of data and patterns.
When asked to provide an example of how Lynn could extend a lesson to increase depth
of students understanding as shown in the video, Lynn provided the following explanation:
My students recently performed a Human Power Lab where they had a piece of PVC pipe
which had a long string attached to it. On the end of the string was a 2-liter bottle filled
with water. The students timed each other as they wound up the string so the bottle was
lifted from just above the ground until it touched the PVC pipe. They did 3 trials and
computed time, force, work and power. (distance stayed constant). I was amazed that my
students wanted to do more trials - they became very competitive and wanted to better
their times. They started to notice that their times were getting worse as they increased
their trials. They started to analyze why this was happening. I cannot take any credit for
this part - they did this all on their own). I would like to add another piece to this lab.
Instead of taking measurements for just lifting the 2-liter bottle, I would like the students
to take measurements for the reverse - lowering the 2-liter bottle from the PVC pipe to
just above the floor. Students would need to investigate if there would be a difference in
the results (the distance would still stay constant) and why."
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Phase Three: Post.
Lynn’s second lesson included many more examples of SEPs than her first lesson. She
stated they would be “making models, with the waves, wavelengths, and frequencies”, they were
going to be defining a problem related to the mirrors and telescopes, carrying out an
investigation, analyzing data, and communicating as they worked in a group. When she answered
this question in her post interview, her answers were a little bit different, as she focused on the
practices of constructing explanations, communicating, making models, and engaging in
argument. She did state how working with me (in the BLENDED Program) has helped her learn
to step back from jumping in and providing answers if they were not understanding and to “keep
asking questions and go back to your evidence” and they usually figure it out.
Lynn mentioned she was beginning to see more patterns in her science lessons, as she
stated “I'm starting to see the patterns. I'm seeing them. They're become now like part of my
regular vocabulary with the students.”
She also talked more about models and the importance of students developing models “to
try to answer their question is exactly what scientists and engineers do. And then that model just
keeps changing as they gain more information. And so, it's great for students to get experience
doing that as well.”
Crosscutting Concepts
Phase One: Prior.
Lynn indicated her first lesson would be using the crosscutting concept of systems to
show the flow of energy. When asked again after the lesson, she stated, “that’s the part that I
need to beef up, I need to bring that in more.”
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Phase Two: During.
Lynn’s first response regarding the commonalities between the videos and articles
demonstrated a very basic understanding of crosscutting concepts, as she stated:
The cross-cutting concepts are designed to help the students to make sense of the science
phenomena. Through investigating and working with models, students are realizing that
patterns exist and are better able to explain cause and effect relationships. Through this
process students will be able to transfer their “thinking” to other phenomena and different
disciplines.
When asked which CCC she would feature in a lesson, she indicated her focus on
models, including “simple ‘make-it-yourself’ models, draw diagrams/pictures, as well as
sophisticated computer simulations.” She feels her “are providing better observations and
evidence which lead to analyzing cause and effect, comparing and contrasting, and more
meaningful understanding of the content.”
The teachers were also asked to pick one of the CCC and provide a question or
phenomena they could address with their selected concept and Lynn talked about using models
for the space unit. Her questions would be “1. How would day/night change if the earth rotated
on its axis twice as fast? 2. If the moon were to orbit Earth twice as fast, would that affect earth's
day and night?”
Phase Three: Post.
Lynn felt that she would be hitting more crosscutting concept in this lesson, as the
students would be looking at patterns of wavelengths to “figure out and look at what’s going on
here” with the different types of waves. She also identified cause and effect since we start with
one type of wave and “what if we shorten that wavelength?” She continued, “we’re gonna start
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with radio waves and they’re so huge, well, what happens if we shorten that wavelength? Getting
them to think, okay we're changing something, now what's the effect? So I would definitely say
cause and effect.” She continued with “maybe even scale and proportion” when they look at
changing frequency. Lynn felt they were going to work a lot more with “crosscutting concepts,
patterns, even how we are tracking the energy.”
During the post lesson two interview, she wanted to start with crosscutting concepts, and
stated cause and effect, providing the following example, “Because we start to say, what happens
if we lengthen the wavelength? Or if we shorten the wavelength, what does that do?” She also
stated patterns, explaining, “the wavelengths are getting close so it's real crazy and frequency's
high.” She also mentioned models, as they “they used it with their fingers, and then I gave them
the strings.” However, her explanation did not fit the crosscutting concept of systems and system
models, but more appropriately the science and engineering practice of using models. She ended
with the CCC of energy but did not explain in greater detail. Later in the interview, she stated
that CCC is one area she has been working hard on including in her lessons, so she has been
looking as these concepts often. She stated that these concepts were new to her and unfamiliar,
unlike the SEP since they focused on activities she was already doing, such as inquiry-based
learning, analyzing, gathering, and communicating data.”
Disciplinary Core Ideas
Phase One: Prior.
DCI’s were never identified during the pre and post lesson interviews. She was asked to
describe the three-dimensional learning her lesson addressed and she talked about the SEPs and
CCCs each time but did not include the science content specifically.
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Phase Two: During.
The teachers were asked to respond to a variety of questions related to DCI
understanding. See week 6 in Table 3.7 for specific questions. Lynn provided the following
response:
“Disciplinary Core Ideas deal with the content used to construct explanations and
evidence to justify arguments. DCI help the students make sense of the world. In the past,
students learned the content basically by memorizing specific facts and restating them.
Students will now use DCI in conjunction with Science of Engineering and Practices and
Cross-Cutting Concepts forming three-dimensional thinking. Students will gain a broader
understanding of phenomena. DCI will build ideas as students’ progress so students will
be able to apply the content to not just one phenomena. The teachers in the video had to
answer an overarching question which guided them to use several DCI. The investigation
started with Earth Systems but it shifted to include forces and motions. I realize that I
need to change some of my questions for investigation so I can have students delve into
more DCI to expand their ideas.”
Phase Three: Post.
In the second pre-lesson interview, Lynn was specifically asked which disciplinary core
ideas she would be focusing on. She stated “Earth and Space Science and if I can get into the
mirrors, then it would be engineering, designing a program, technology, and applications of
science.” She did not include any additional detail and when asked if there was any physical
science, there was a long pause and she stated she wasn’t sure of that one. When I prompted her
with the word “energy” she thought about it and said, “I keep thinking I’m in my space unit, so I
get myself into this little cone, that oh, I’m just doing space. But no, absolutely energy, that’s the
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backbone there, what we’re talking about, transferring energy.” When asked about the DCI’s in
her post-lesson interview, Lynn again responded Earth and space science. She did not include
any other DCI and did not expand on her response.
General NGSS Understanding and Implementation
Phase One: Prior.
Lynn stated she was still working on getting familiar with the NGSS, as their school
district has adopted the standards three years ago. They started the transition slowly at first and
now have been pushing the teachers to use the realigned curriculum based upon NGSS. The
cookie cutter labs she used to do has been changed to make them more inquiry-based. There is a
greater focus on interpreting data and allowing them to investigate by designing their own
experiment.
Lynn’s understanding of the NGSS appeared somewhat limited in the survey she
completed prior to the BLENDED program experience. When asked how the NGSS were
different than the former National Science Standards, she stated NGSS were a “NGSS
incorporates engineering and communicating skills for students to master to be more successful
in the future.” Her answer change in the post-survey, as she stated “NGSS weaves together
science and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and core disciplinary ideas. With these
three dimensions students think and act as scientists and engineers. They carry out performance
expectations, hands-on through authentic learning. NGSS is student driven; students delve into
fewer concepts but with more depth. National Science Standards required more rote
memorization, teacher led classes. The curriculum covered many topics with less depth.”
She indicated she “really liked what they (the NGSS) are doing as far as making science
applicable, what’s going on in the real world, and using data.” She also mentioned the students
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no longer tell her “this is not math class, this is science class” since they have started using
NGSS. She incorporates drawing as well.
Phase Two: During.
Lynn demonstrated an understanding of conceptual shifts, as she discussed NGSS is more
student driven and the teacher asks like a facilitator. She indicated the need to focus on
incorporating crosscutting concepts, disciplinary core concepts, more problem-based learning,
and technology into her classroom instruction. She already implements PBL, describing an
alternative energy research project she had her students conduct a few years back to a fellow
participant and encouraged her to try it.
Lynn’s comments about the advantages and challenges of flipping classroom instruction
when she described the following:
Flipping the order students obtain information makes a tremendous difference for
students and the teacher. While it may be daunting for a teacher to let students lead the
class, it is an excellent opportunity for learning. Students are allowed to explore ideas and
try ideas that may not be considered by the teacher in a traditional lab.
She described a lesson she taught that did not turn out the way it was planned. Rather
than scraping the lesson, she had the students explore why they didn’t get the expected outcome.
Was it due to student error, teacher error, or something unexpected? She discussed how young
learners have a fear of being wrong when exploring. “Allowing for student exploration gives the
chance for students to see that there is not always one correct answer or one way to get to a
solution, giving learners the confidence to try new methods and explore ideas.” She has also
been working on asking her students more questions when students’ experiments produce
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different results. Instead of dismissing the differences, she engages the students in discussions to
find out what they think happened, looking “at how they did the experiment and their outcome.”
When Lynn compared the two different workshop agenda related to the Harnessing
Energy from the Atom: Real World Applications, she clearly could see the difference between
the two. She recognized the January lesson plan started out as a review of content knowledge in
which there was a more “step-by-step” process of designing a model of an atom, indicating the
number and placement on the subatomic particle, look at the periodic table, etc. She noticed the
April workshop started off differently from the very beginning. She summarized the workshop
with the following comments:
The April 23 incorporated 3D learning through investigating a phenomena: (SEP) plan
and carry out investigations, analyze and interpret data, engage in argument from
evidence, construct explanations and design solutions, obtain, evaluate and communicate
information, (CCC) look for patterns, create models, discuss cause and effect, look at
structure and function and scale (Ex: does the thickness of the plexiglass determine the
effectiveness for shielding). It covered a range of topics to explore the phenomena, so in
the end, more connections would be developed and the students would have a greater
ability to solve problems, make decisions, explain phenomena and make sense of new
information. This aligns with the information shared by Krajcik et al, Planning
Instruction for the Next Generation Science Standards.
Phase Three: Post.
When asked again at the end of the program if she currently uses NGSS in her science
lesson plan development, she stated “As I prepare to teach a lesson, I look to see: what areas
students can investigate, are they going to use models, cause and effect, look for patterns, etc. I
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plan to let my students explore and investigate. I try to select a phenomena to use for engagement
and exploration that matches the objective.”
Lynn indicated she had used the 5E lesson template in the past for her lesson planning,
but now feels that’s not enough, because she wants to ensure she is including crosscutting
concepts, and the science and engineering practices. She feels that “my template, my lesson plan,
is just not good enough.”
In the final interview, Lynn talked about a recent department meeting and budget
planning for the upcoming year. Her colleagues keep looking towards her for guidance, telling
her, “You know so much more than we do” and they keep asking her for information about
NGSS. Lynn passes along what she has been learning, which has calmed them, but she doesn’t
see them utilizing the three dimensions in their teaching and their specialist is not pushing them.
Lynn doesn’t see her colleagues being able to really implement the NGSS into their classrooms
because they don’t understand it, especially the phenomena part. There has not be any TPD
about integrating phenomena into the science lessons.
When asked how her planning and teaching practiced changed through participating in
the BLENDED program, Lynn feels she has become a much better teacher because “I'm looking
at things differently.” In the past, she would do an inquiry-based activity and thought that was
enough and she could move on. Now she states, “I'm bringing in a lot more to emphasize, with
the models, or having them question, come up with their own ideas, and let's try this and let's talk
about it. Where's your evidence? And let them gather evidence.” She continued, stating her
lessons have taken on a whole new shape. Reflecting upon her lesson plans prior to the
BLENDED program, she thought her lesson were good as she covered the topic. However, she
feels her teaching has improved, evidenced by this statement, “I feel it's much better for the
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students. I'm seeing it. It's making more sense to them. And a lot of times, I think they feel as
though they're really working kind of in a real-world application.”
Lynn is finding that more of her students this year are wanting to investigate further. She
feels that many of the tools she has learned through attendance at the F2F workshops are helping
to promote this student interest, such as investigating the components of NGSS.
Redesigned lesson plan.
Teachers were asked to redesign one of their existing lessons into a new lesson
incorporating the NGSS three dimensions and Lynn provided the lesson plan DNA Build she
downloaded from www.teachengineering.com which claim to be aligned to NGSS. In this case,
the lesson addressed the scientific practice of developing and using models as students make
gumdrop models of DNA, switch models with another group in order for them to decode. The
lesson ends with students pretending they are biomedical engineers working with the police
department to solve a crime. Lynn’s submitted lesson was the ending activity where students
needed to solve the crime and identify the criminal using DNA evidence.
Affordances and Constraints to NGSS Learning and Teaching in a Blended Learning
Experience
Affordances
BLENDED program: Support in learning NGSS.
Lynn mentioned in her pre-lesson two interview, stated the following, which could be
considered both and affordance and a constraint:
If I did not have you, honestly, I would be so far behind with NGSS. I mean, our county
is trying hard, but we're just so scattered, and again people will shoot off an email real
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quick about, oh, don't forget to do this, or try to do that. But, it's just too hard, like no
one's really getting the ball moving, and helping you out right now.
It is an affordance due to the support she is receiving due to the BLENDED program and
my facilitation, but the fact that there is not someone at the district taking the lead in providing
support to the teachers is a constraint.
She also mentioned that the blended learning group has helped kept her “grounded”,
sharing what she has learned with her overwhelmed colleague. She feels she is “becoming a
better teacher with inquiry-based instruction and I am taking more ‘risks’ and trying new ideas to
let the students become more independent thinkers.”
Quality resources.
Lynn really liked the resources on the website, as she was able to go back and reference
them later, specially stating the videos. She thought the articles were very informative and
thought provoking. The quality resources also included those shared by other teachers.
Guest speakers from the community
Lynn invited a system engineer from NASA to come into her classroom to help the
students learn more about the James Webb telescope and how optical and structural engineers are
all part of the team. He was so excited about Lynn’s lesson ideas that he offered to work with her
over the summer to help her design lessons, enhance the mathematics element of the lesson and
how to best have the students think about developing their template for the telescope mirrors.
Bringing in community members with expertise, specifically tied to learning objectives, can
often develop into longer lasting relationships that can enhance classroom learning. The
community member brings the content knowledge expertise and the teacher can develop an age
appropriate lesson or unit.
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Constraints
School leadership.
Lynn’s principal recently purchased technology for the classrooms, emphasizing
classroom integration into the curriculum. Lynn is trying to find a balance between using
computer simulations to teach concepts and conducting labs and hands-on activities, which she
prefers.
Another challenge she has implementing the NGSS into her curriculum is the lack of
guidance from her school district. She states the district wants them to “jump on board” but have
no guidance about what “what we're going to do…what we're going to see.” She is also
concerned about evaluation, “When a supervisor comes in, or a principal comes in to observe us,
what is that principal looking for?” For example, the NGSS lesson plan the BLENDED teacher
participants were asked to complete is the first one she will have written, even though her district
implemented the NGSS several years ago.
Time to teach NGSS.
Having enough time to teach NGSS focused science lessons is a continual challenge for
Lynn. Lessons she once was able to complete in one day, due to the class period being longer,
she now must take two days to complete.
Supplies.
One of the biggest challenges Lynn faces is the cost of materials. She tries to recycle and
reuse, but she finds herself purchasing materials with her own money.
Teacher Evaluation.
Lynn was very concerned about how administrators were going to evaluation science
teachers. She brought it up several times in two different sources. When she was relating how
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she liked the I like the idea to show that 3D instruction is occurring, she wished administrators
would have a simple chart to use for teacher evaluations based on 3D learning and instruction.
Case #3 Summary
Lynn’s understanding of the three-dimensions remained constant from the beginning of
the study until the end, evolving from a more generic definition to one which was an applied
example, providing an example of how students would use the three dimensions in learning
science.
Using models was the only example of science and engineering practices Lynn stated
when discussing her first lesson. She mentioned engineering as a practice, but it was related to an
online activity she assigned the students, so the details of the engineering activity are unknown.
Lynn talked about looking at a system of how circuit breakers work in a home, but the type of
system described here is a crosscutting concept. Lynn’s assignments during the BLENDED
program demonstrated her understanding of the SEP’s and continued to her post lesson two
interview in which she identified seven practices. However, she inaccurately stated patterns as a
practice instead of a crosscutting concept.
Crosscutting concepts is the one dimension which Lynn lacks a clear understanding. In
fact, she has admitted this area as one she needs to improve. She accurately indicated her first
lesson was using systems to show the flow of energy, but in the various descriptions during the
BLENDED program, she indicated models as a CCC, but her description of having students
make “simple ‘make-it-yourself’ models, draw diagrams/pictures” are actually practices. This
confusion between the CCC of systems and system models and the SEP of using models was
never resolved, as she made this similar error during the post lesson two interview. She did
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indicate patterns was a CCC, but she also stated it was a SEPs, representing she was unsure of
the specific dimension it belonged.
DCIs were never identified during the pre and post lesson interviews. During the
BLENDED program, she indicated DCIs were the content and teachers need to use overarching
questions to guide them in the use of the content. She identified Earth and Space Science, along
with engineering, energy, and transferring energy. However, she did not provide any detailed
explanation.
Lastly, Lynn’s understanding NGSS has moved from using procedural type labs to more
inquiry-based activities and trying to make science applicable by connecting it to the “real
world.” During the study, she indicated NGSS is more student driven and the teacher is the
facilitator of learning. When an experiment did not go as planned, she took time to have the
students discuss why they did not get the expected outcomes. At programs end, Lynn now
considered how she could integrate all three dimensions when she is planning her units,
including selecting appropriate phenomena to engage students, indicating a knowledge growth
about NGSS overarching concepts.
Affordances and Constraints across Cases.
Themes were coded for the affordances and constraints of NGSS learning in a blended
learning program. I analyzed the similarities and differences in responses to complete the
following cross case analysis.
Bailey indicated time to participate was both an affordance and constraint, while the other
two participants view time as a constraint. Participating in the BLENDED program required
teachers to participant, and Bailey indicated she might not have made the time to learn more
about and how to implement the NGSS, so this became a valuable experience for her. However,
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this also was a constraint for her. In fact, all case study participants indicated time a constraint, as
finding the time to reflect on the assignments became challenging at times, including finding
time to read everyone’s posts on Yammer and respond. Lynn found time to be a challenge when
implementing NGSS in the classroom, as she continually ran out of class time and often students
were dismissed before the lesson could be concluded.
Another common theme which participants indicated as both an affordance and
constraints were administrative support and school leadership. Bailey indicated her principal was
excited that she and Jordan were learning about the new standards and wanted to provide them
time to share their knowledge with other teachers in the school. In fact, he was considering
rearranging the schedule to allow teachers a common planning time to work in integrating more
science. On the other hand, Lynn stated her school leadership was focused on technology
integration, and there has been a lack of guidance and support from the school district to support
teachers in the implementation of NGSS into the classroom.
Both Lynn and Pat stated the quality resources as an affordance, as they could easily
access the resources from the workshop and the learning community. They appreciated having
access to the face-to-face workshop materials long after they attended. They also appreciated
someone else taking the time to find quality resources, which they found informative and thought
provoking.
Several teachers mentioned the value of the BLENDED program, but for different
reasons. Lynn valued the program as it provided her support to both learn about and implement
NGSS into her classroom. The program kept her from feeling overwhelmed and appreciated
having the collaboration with others, which provided her with support. Pat valued the program as
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it forced her to take time to reflect upon her practice. Every week she was thinking about
something different, causing her to think deeply about her teaching style and practice.
Collaboration with others and the opportunities to connect in the face-to-face workshops
were other affordances indicated by the teachers. One teacher mentioned how the experience has
helped her improve instruction as she now realizes students is looking for ways to improving
instruction In regards to constraints, letting go of control in the classroom and allowing students
to take the lead in their learning, policy decisions made deemphasizing science learning,
colleagues lack of NGSS know at the teacher’s school, lack of science supplies, and the concern
about teacher evaluation were concerns expressed by the teachers.
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Chapter 6
Qualitative Findings: Research Question Three
Introduction
The findings from the quantitative analysis in Chapter 4 indicated K-8 science teachers
participating in both workshops and a learning community teacher professional development
programs tend to teach in more reform-oriented practices, as described in the NGSS, than those
participating in workshop only. In order to add additional insights into these findings and learn
details about programs in which teachers participate in both workshops and learning
communities, a blended learning program was designed and implemented. This program was
titled BLENDED, and Chapter 5 qualitative findings focused on how teachers learn about and try
to implement the Next Generation Science Standards before, during, and after the blended
program.
Chapter 6 focuses specifically on the characteristics of practice teachers engage in as they
first learn about NGSS and three-dimensional learning through participation in a community of
practice and the following research question guide this chapter’s qualitative findings: How do
teachers’ engagement in the K-8 science blended learning professional development program
reflect characteristics within a community of practice?
The term learning communities is rooted in the work by Lave and Wenger (1991),
expanded upon in Wenger’s Communities of Practice (1998) and modified to support learning
communities in schools (Lenning, Hill, Saunders, Solan, & Stokes, 2013). Learning communities
and communities of practice are often used interchangeably; however, communities of practice
provides the learning theory behind learning communities (Lenning et al., 2013). In this chapter,
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how the teachers engaged in the online community will be analyzed through the communities of
practice lens.
I am interested in learning how teachers engage in a community of practice, how does
this engagement reflect the dimensions of community, and how can this knowledge inform future
blended learning models? To answer these questions, the following research question was asked:
How do teachers’ engagement in the elementary science blended learning professional
development program reflect the characteristics of practice within a community of practice?
Following Wenger’s (1998) community of practice constructs, I organized the analysis
using the following characteristics of practice within communities of practice theory: (a) mutual
engagement, (b) joint enterprise, and (c) shared repertoire. These three dimensions represent
practice as the source of community coherence.
This chapter’s analysis includes both the participating teachers and this researcher’s
interactions, hereafter referred to as facilitator. The facilitator’s interactions were included in the
analysis as I acted as a broker in the community of practice. Brokers are community members
who facilitate the interactions among the community members, assisting in helping members
make new connections which ideally lead to new meanings and knowledge for community
members. The brokers role provides encouragement and direction for community members yet
provides enough distance to allow community members to create their own identity as a group
(Wenger, 1998). In this role, brokers often straddle the community of practice, at times
influencing the community and other times stepping back and letting the community evolve
among themselves. In this study, acting as broker/facilitator, I influenced the community by
requiring specific assignments be completed and posted but disengaged, allowing teachers to
respond to one another. I would re-engage into the community to not only support the developing
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practices as a community member. The analysis reflects this role, as at times the broker was
included in the analysis and other times, data only reflected teacher data.
Mutual Engagement
The first characteristic of practice is mutual engagement. Mutual engagement provides
the community with a sense of connection. It is through this connection that coherence among
the members occurs. Mutual engagement is comprised of three areas: enabling engagement;
diversity and partiality; and mutual relationships (Wenger, 1998). In order for a community of
practice to exist, teachers must interact regularly, developing a shared understanding as they
develop NGSS knowledge. In order for the members to gain a sense of belonging, constant
attention and negotiation with one another is required (Wenger, 1998).
I focused on examining how teachers enabled and sustained engagement through the
development of mutual relationships in the online community. Teacher’s mutual engagement
was analyzed by coding and organizing the data comprised of the following two components: (a)
sustained engagement and (b) mutual relationships. Focusing on these two areas provided greater
opportunities for engagement insights, as the population of the group was fairly homogeneous
and learning more about how their diversity impacted the community was not a focus of this
study.
Sustained engagement.
To build a community of practice, teachers must interact regularly on issue that are
important to them, developing a shared understanding of the NGSS. According to Wenger
(1998), sustained engagement is one indicator of a community of practice. In order to determine
if and how the teachers created a sustained engagement in the community, their participation in
the blog and Yammer assignment posts and responses to one another during the BLENDED
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program was captured in Table 6.1. The blog and Yammer posts were analyzed separately, as the
blog was a more formal environment where teachers were writing their responses to the readings
and videos, the Yammer was a more conversational space for teachers. The main purpose of the
Yammer assignment was to get the conversation started.
Table 6.1 indicates all assignment post and replies, also called comments, the teachers
posted to either the blog or Yammer. Each time the teacher made a comment, regardless of
substance, it was counted. The facilitator’s posts were not included in the totals, as these data
could skew the results, allowing for a biased analysis of teacher’s interactions in the online
community. What is important here is the amount of conversations occurring over time to
support sustained engagement. Sometimes, teachers might only respond with a short comment,
such as “So cool! Great question, too! I don't think I have ever thought of this.” While this
comment is not substantial in content, it represents a teacher engaging in the community, even if
only to provide a quick affirmation to another teacher. When looking at teacher data only, the
discussions started off slowly, with only a total of 18 comments in February. The activity quickly
increased, as participation in March and April had a total 64 and 62 responses respectively.
Participation decreased to 35 responses in May, ending with 18 in June.
In regards to specific participants, their sustained engagement varied. Jordan, the Title I
teacher and Natalie, the Computer Teacher, responded the least number of times. The case study
teacher, Lynn, and fifth grade teacher Chloe, both responded the most at 44 times. The facilitator
responded to blog and yammer comments at a constant rate of approximately 25 responses each
month, dropping off to 12 comments the last two months of the study.
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Table 6.1: Participation in Blog and Yammer by Total Number of Comments Each Month
Online
Participant

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

6
7
13
0

Total
Yammer
Comments
18
24
31
28

5
14

39
25

Total Blog
Comments

Total
Comments

Bailey
Pat
Lynn
Jordan

Blog
1
1
4
0

Yammer
2
4
1
0

Blog
2
1
3
0

Yammer
5
5
8
7

Blog
1
3
4
0

Yammer
7
6
12
13

Blog
2
2
2
0

Yammer
2
8
5
2

Blog
0
0
0
0

Yammer
2
1
5
6

Chloe
Amber

0
2

0
5

4
5

20
5

0
3

10
8

1
4

7
5

0
0

2
2

Natalie

0

3

1

3

1

3

2

1

0

0

4

10

14

Participant
Totals
Facilitator

8

15

16

53

12

59

13

22

0

18

49

167

216

3

20

5

20

0

25

0

12

0

12

8

92

109

24
39
44
28
44
39
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Blog and Yammer responses for each teacher were combined for a monthly total, as seen
in Figure 6.1. Natalie and the facilitator’s participation remained constant throughout the
BLENDED program, with the exception of June. June is when teachers were finishing their
lesson plans and sharing various resources as they were finalizing their assignment and
everyone’s participation dropped significantly. Analyzing the other teachers’ participation, Pat’s
increased every month while Chloe’s participation decreased monthly after posting a participant
high in March. Bailey, Lynn, Jordan, and Amber all started slowly, in which comments built
slowly each month to a high in April, decreasing each month thereafter. As one might expect, the
computer education and Title I teacher participated the least amount of time in the community.
Neither completed many of the blog assignments or Yammer assignments and would only
occasionally comment on other teachers’ responses. This is not surprising, since the computer
education teacher is focused on a different content area and the Title I teacher’s role is support
classroom teachers and their students, rather than designing and developing classroom lessons.
Figure 6.1 Total Number of Teacher Comments Per Month

Chart Title
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Bailey

Pat

Lynn
Feb

Jordan
Mar

Apr

Chloe

Amber

Natalie

May/June
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Distilling the data down even further to focus on the case study teachers’ participation,
Table 6.2 represents the number of blog assignments, blog replies to others, Yammer
assignments, and Yammer replies each person posted. All case study teachers completed all blog
and yammer assignments, but the replies they made to one another varied. Bailey, the first-grade
teacher, did not respond to any blog postings and posted 12 Yammer responses. Pat replied to
only one blog post and responded 18 times in Yammer. Lynn, the eighth-grade teacher, replied
seven times to blog posts and a total of 25 times in Yammer. It appeared as the grade level of the
teacher increased, so did the number of comments they provided to others.
Table 6.2: Participation in Blog and Yammer by Case Study Teacher
Case Study
Teacher
Bailey
Pat
Lynn

Assignment
Blogs Posts
6
6
6

Blog
Replies
0
1
7

Yammer
Assignment Posts
6
6
6

Yammer Replies
12
18
25

While the overall number of responses per teacher is helpful to understand teacher
participate in the online community, I also wanted to find out patterns regarding other aspects of
teachers’ community interactions. A spreadsheet including program dates, beginning on
February 1st and ending on June 28th was created, totaling 149 days. Teachers names were added
to the spreadsheet and each time they posted on a specific date, the number of comments was
totaled. This allowed me to find frequency patterns in their comments, along with the number of
comments they contributed each day, adding a more complete picture to their sustained
engagement.
The total number of days teachers posted on Yammer varied, from a low of 6 days to a
participant high of 27. The facilitator posted a total of 28 days. Volume of daily comments from
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teachers varied, as sometimes a teacher would post 1 comment on a particular day and other
times they would post 9 comments on one day. For example, Jordan only contributed to the
Yammer discussion on 6 days throughout the entire BLENDED program. When she did respond,
it varied from 2 to 9 comments on the day she posted, with a total of 28 comments. Chloe tended
to only post 1 or 2 comments at a time and did so on 27 different days totaling 39 comments.
What is interesting to note is when you combine everyone’s comments during the 149 days, there
were only a few times when there were no posts for an entire week. These were the weeks of
March 22 – March 25, April 1 – April 7, and May 8 -May 14. Otherwise, there was almost
always at least one post each day.
When analyzing which days of the week teachers spent time posting comments in the
online community, Monday and Tuesday proved the best day for this group of teachers as these
days had the most comments. Wednesday through Friday were days teachers posted the least
amount of time in Yammer.
Mutual relationships.
Sustained engagement is teachers’ ability to maintain involvement in the community, but
without analyzing the community’s conversations, the sustained engagement may be superficial.
Understanding what conversations are taking place and how teachers interact with one another
requires deeper analysis. According to Wenger (1998), the ability to engage with other members
and respond to others is an important aspect of establishing relationships, it is the shared ways of
doing things together.
To capture teachers’ shared ways of developing mutual relationships in the community, I
created three types of actions teachers exhibit as they engaged with one another based upon
Wenger’s key ideas of mutual relationships. These three actions are requesting information,
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responding to requests, and building meaningful connections. When teachers responded to one
another with ideas, resources, encouragement, or provoked discussions supporting deeper
reflections on teaching and learning, it was considered a meaningful connection. In the online
community, teachers would often ask questions and someone else would almost always respond,
which I would claim is developing mutual relationships. Often, these interactions would lead to
building meaningful connections. Understanding more about these interactions help to
understand how the characteristics of practice emerge and change over time.
The following sections provide examples from the data to highlight teachers’ engagement
and their comments were coded to reflect the occurrences in which they participated in the
following ways: (a) requesting information, (b) responding to questions, and (c) building
meaningful connections. Table 6.3 indicates the number of times each teacher and the facilitator
participated in building these three areas of mutual relationships.
Table 6.3 Teacher and the Facilitator Participation in Exhibiting Mutual Relationships
Requesting
Information

Responding
to Requests

Building Meaningful
Connections

Bailey

0

6

6

Pat
Lynn
Jordan
Chloe
Amber
Natalie
Leah
Total
Responses

2
4
3
11
3
1
9

4
9
4
6
6
1
9

5
9
7
13
11
2
12

33

45

65
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Requesting information and responding to requests.
Requesting information and responding to requests were developed as a way to capture
whether or not the teachers developed mutual engagement in their community and how they
engaged with one another. Requesting information and responding to requests were combined in
analysis because more often than not, when someone requested information or had a question,
someone else responded to them. Every time a teacher or the facilitator asked a question, it was
coded “requesting information.” When someone responded to a question or answered a question,
the comment was coded “responding to requests.”
Table 6.3 indicates almost all teachers were asking questions or requesting information in
the community. Pat, Lynn, and Amber responded to requests twice as often as they requested
information or asked questions. Chloe asked twice as many questions compared to the times she
responded to requests. Bailey didn’t request any information or ask questions but did respond six
times to others. Natalie’s requested and responded to others once, while the facilitators did so
equally at nine times each.
Many times, during the Yammer discussion, different teachers often commented on an
initial post, creating a discussion thread. For example, during week 2, Lynn talked about taking a
“cookbook” lab and converting it into an engineering challenge where students would conduct
multiple investigations. The discussion thread from this question follows:
Name
Chloe

Yammer Comment
I keep hearing about a cookbook lab. What is it? Sounds interesting.

Leah

For me, the phrase of ""cookbook lab"" means a lesson that has a list of
procedures for students to follow to get to the right answer. It is very prescribed
and procedural, like a recipe in a cookbook. Does that make sense?
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Chloe

So, the question is what is a conductor of heat? The students put a pat of butter on
a plastic and a metal knife handle. The students put the knife in hot water point
down. The students observe how long it takes for each pat of butter to slide in. Is
that what a cookbook lab is? We did one yesterday then?

Pat

Chloe...I would consider that a cookbook lab...I just did that a few weeks ago!
Pretty cool! The reason it would be a cookbook lab is because the procedures will
lead you to the right answer. As Leah mentioned, a cookbook lab has certain
procedures that you would follow...Hot Buttered Knife is like that.

Leah

I think the goal is to try and redesign the lessons so there becomes less cookbook
labs and more lessons in which the students are investigating the phenomena,
collecting evidence (data), and making claims based upon this evidence. This
new conceptual shift in science teaching is not easy and will time!",

Amber

Chloe and Pat, I never heard of the Hot Buttered Knife lab... That sounds like an
awesome, interactive way to teach about heat transfer!

Chloe

Dear Amber, The real trick is that you need a plastic and stainless steel knife
about the same length. Otherwise, the short knife is closer to the hot water. Put a
pat of butter 1 inch above the hot water (180 degrees) and another pat 3 inches
above. One knife is plastic (insulator) the other is SS (conductor) Have children
makes observations 1 minute, 2 minutes, 3 minutes, etc. The metal knife should
lose the bottom butter first. Butter will run down the sides of the knives. The
water will turn yellow. You could ask, which melts the butter first? how can you
verify that? What do you think happens to the hot water when the cold butter falls
in? Why did we use an insulated cup? What would happen if we used a glass or
metal cup? Out of 12 labs, one had a plastic knife pat fall first. The group
determined I had put in too much hot water in that cup. It is hard to make the pats
exactly the same size. I have fifth, so I wouldn't let them pour the water. They
had to stay away from the hot plate. It impressed on them that we have started
doing much more dangerous labs because I trust them now that it's March.
I also had them insulate my bulb thermometers and put them in buckets of ice
water. Want that one, too?
What starts out as a question leads into a discussion, which leads into building

meaningful connections. However, there were many occasions when a question was asked and
one response was given. There were also small subtleties when teachers requested information.
One type of request asked of the teacher community was a question in which there was
clearly a desire for an answer, such as “Classroom Focused Improvement Process???? Is there a
specific website that is better than others for more information on this?” Sometimes a specific
teacher was asked a question, such as Chloe asking Pat, “Dear Pat, I liked the idea of predicting
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the color the leaves will change with the chromatography paper. Have you done this? Does it
work?” There were also times teachers asked questions specifically to the facilitator, clarifying
assignments. Another type of request was when a teacher was following up on a response to a
post. For example, one of the teachers discussed using Marshmallow Peeps in a science activity
around Easter. Lynn followed up her comment with the statement, “Bailey, I like your ideas and
I like marshmallow peeps. Have you ever put them in a microwave or a vacuum and showed
your students?", prompting Bailey to respond back. The last type of requesting information was
the rhetorical question, in which the teacher would answer it themselves. One example is when a
teacher asked, “Do using NGSS mean losing control in a primary classroom? We will find out!”
Building meaningful connections.
Building meaningful connections, occurring over time, can help keep teachers engaged in
the community. To determine how teachers were engaging in these connections, data were coded
every time a teacher responded to one another with ideas, resources, encouragement, or provoked
deeper reflections on teaching and learning. When discussion threads were created, those
sections were also coded as building meaningful connections.
Building meaningful connections data was collected not only in the blog and Yammer
comments, but also in comments made by the case study teachers during their interviews and
survey responses. This section includes two subsection findings: (a) online community of seven
teachers and (b) case study teachers. I chose this strategy because there were comments in the
case study teachers’ interviews and surveys that captured building meaningful connections and
shed insights into their perceptions of the online community.
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Online community of seven teachers.
Teachers indicated the online community was a very encouraging and helpful
environment. For example, Jordan mentioned communications with other teachers both during
the face-to-face workshops and online environment was extremely beneficial, especially since
“teachers were from all over, not just from local districts.” She could share ideas with them and
“hear how they are making things happen.” Amber also shared her excitement regarding the
diversity of the community, as it included teaching perspectives from different grade levels,
school districts, and states.
Teachers would often thank one another for comments posted on their blog or Yammer
posts. The following discussion thread includes an example of the friendliness, encouragement,
and suggestions teachers would provide to one another.
Teacher
Comment
Amber This pirate ship engineering activity sounds awesome!! The kids will love
it!! :) It just made me think of Physics Day at Hershey Park (link below).
Hershey provides problems for students to do in the park and experience the
rides. My fiancé is a physics teacher, and I chaperoned the field trip a few
times with him. It was great! His kids really enjoyed it! Just out of curiosity,
Lynn, how far are you from Hershey?
Lynn

Amber, thanks for the information about Physics Day at Hershey Park. What
a great event! I am only about 90 miles from Hershey, but it is extremely
difficult for us to take field trips.” She went on to state the costs of getting
buses, but she would share the information with the high school teachers.

Another example of meaning connections in which teachers shared ideas, provided
encouragement occurred during week 5, when Pat talked about needing to choose a phenomenon
for an upcoming lesson and came across an idea of using the question “Can children really be
raised by animals like in The Jungle Book?” which prompted this discussion thread:
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Teacher
Pat

Comment
I think this would be a really cool question that would be best suited for first grade,
1LS-1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes. The DCI would
be: LS1.A All organisms have external parts. Different animals use their body
parts in different ways to see, hear, grasp objects, protect themselves, move from
place to place, and seek, find, and take in food, water and air. Plants also have
different parts (roots, stems, leaves, flowers, fruits) that help them survive and
grow. (1-LS1-1) LS1.B: Growth and Development of Organisms: Adult plants and
animals can have young. In many kinds of animals, parents and the offspring
themselves engage in behaviors that help the offspring to survive. (1-LS1-2)
LS1.D: Information Processing: Animals have body parts that capture and convey
different kinds of information needed for growth and survival. Animals respond to
these inputs with behaviors that help them survive. Plants also respond to some
external inputs. (1-LS1-1). HOWEVER, I don't teach first grade!

Bailey

Maybe you could introduce the basic ideas of the lesson and pose the idea of
environmental changes having a change on an animal. How could the adapt to
survive or will they survive? Maybe they choose an area on the globe and have
them determine what adaptations would be necessary for them to survive and could
it be possible. Kindergarten and first grade usually get left out when it comes to
purchased science curriculum so we are used to thinking outside the box quite
often.

Lynn

Pat, sorry I forget what grade level you teach. I was reading your post and thought
of something I do for adaptations with my 8th graders. It could easily be modified
for younger children. I have a deer skull (yes, one of my students gave it to me as a
present), a big poster of a Tasmanian devil showing its teeth, and pictures of
humans' teeth. My students analyze, compare and contrast and explain the reason
for the differences. It also is a great review for herbivores, carnivores and
omnivores, but it would tie into cause and effect as well

Pat

Your post, Lynn, reminds me of the book What if I Had Animal Hair? What if I
Had Animal Feet? and What if I Had Animal Teeth? (My computer won't let me
underline the titles of the books!) Thank you for your responses!

Chloe

Your idea of Jungle Book is so interesting. I would worry that children would not
think of wild animals as wild anymore. There was a case in Ohio where a man was
eaten by his pet tigers. In Delmont, PA a lady was eaten by her pet wolves. Then of
course the 4 year old killed by wild dogs at the zoo. Why not think of when animals
pick up with other animals of a different species. Ligers or Tigons? A duck and a
horse or a zebra and a flamingo? What is the attraction there? Just a thought. But
what a cool lesson. Especially for children of adopted parents or blended families.
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Jordan

I think that all of these ideas are really good. I think a documentary that was on one
of the evening shows about how a dog and an elephant became very close and how
the dog got sick and the elephant refused to go out and graze it stood under the
window of where the dog stayed until the dog was better and the two were reunited.
I think there are some animals in every type that have this potential. I don't think it
is common to all. Just like it is not common to all humans. Some are better at
engaging socially than others. I believe this is a common thing across the animal
kingdom.,

Chloe

I even remember a man and a wild mallard duck. The duck waited outside his home
and followed his car. Miles, it followed him. I think that was on 60 minutes. Good
idea.

The previous discussion thread started out with a teacher brainstorming an idea of matching a
phenomenon with relevant NGSS standards. Several teachers responded, one suggesting how she
taught the content relevant to the DCI and another with book suggestions. Interestingly, it turned
into stories about people being eaten by animals and ducks following people home. This is an
example where a discussion begins with building meaningful conversations about NGSS and
science teaching to changes into random current event type comments.
Case study teachers.
During Bailey’s post lesson two interview, she mentioned many aspects of the online
community which supported her teaching and learning about NGSS and how it helped her feel
connected to the community. Bailey described “within the BLENDED Community, there’s a lot
of support from the teachers and they’re very willing to share, which helps immensely” and it
was this support from the community that provided a safe environment, allowing her to take
more risks in trying to teach NGSS based lesson because “if something doesn’t go right, it’s
alright. It was a very encouraging atmosphere.” Bailey also indicated the value of the online
community. She stated, “I feel every time I get on and do something, I walk away with
something. I don't just give a piece. I get back. I always get something back…anytime I am
involved and engaged in that area.”
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Pat focused on how there were “professionals with similar interested as me that I could
ask questions and share information.” She felt “reading what other teachers are doing, problems
they have, or solutions that have been beneficial” helped to support her science instruction.
Lynn stated how much she really liked the group. “Everybody's so nice and so helpful.
It's been a nice group.” In her post lesson two interview, she stated, “It was good that we all were
in the same situation - starting new. We were a great support group. If someone had a question,
everyone tried to offer suggestions. There was much to gain from working with such a positive,
motivated group of teachers!”
These teacher comments represent mutual relationships as they discussed the supportive
environment where many suggestions were given when a teacher asked a question. Teachers
talked about how others were so willing to share information and ideas, all examples of how
teachers appreciated one another in the community.
Joint Enterprise
Joint enterprise is the second characteristic of practice and is the collective process of
negotiation within the community, in which teachers are determining what is important in their
understanding of NGSS and the values and expectations they place on one another. MerriamWebster (2018) defines enterprise as “a project or undertaking that is especially difficult,
complicated, or risky” and “a unit of economic organization or activity.” Both these definitions
capture the idea of joint enterprise well, as the community of practice could be considered an
organization of learners in which the act of participating can be difficult, complicated or risky.
For example, community members can disagree and challenge other’s ideas or make comments
that may hurt feelings. It is the reconciliation of conflicts, holding each other accountable to the
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community, and the process of negotiating that determines if a joint enterprise has occurred in
the community of practice (Wenger, 1998).
In order to analyze how teachers engaged in a joint enterprise, I divided the concept into
two categories: (a) negotiated enterprise and (b) mutual accountability. Negotiated enterprise is
the ability to negotiate new meanings (Wenger, 1998), which in this case was teachers’
knowledge about NGSS. As I was coding for negotiated enterprise, I was looking for teachers
discussing developments about how they approached teaching science concepts, their
collaboration among members, any struggles in defining NGSS or trying to reconcile conflicting
interpretations of what NGSS means for science instruction. Mutual accountability in a
community of practice is about shared values and standards and how the teachers negotiate and
create these standards. As I was coding for mutual accountability, I was looking for examples
about what teachers think matter about NGSS and what does not, what teachers were pay
attention to in regards to NGSS and what they ignored, and examples of teachers questioning one
another on stated ideas and holding each other accountable for their comments.
Table 6.4 indicated the number of times each teacher commented in such a way that they
were creating a negotiated enterprise or mutual accountability. The facilitators data was not
included in the graph as her responses characterizing negotiated enterprise was 34, nearly double
that of the highest participant response. By omitting this data, the graph better represents the
teachers’ data.
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Table 6.4 Teacher and the Facilitator Participation in Exhibiting Joint Enterprise
Negotiated
Enterprise

Mutual
Accountability

Bailey

6

3

Pat

11

2

Lynn
Jordan

16
6

2
1

Chloe
Amber

11
5

0
2

Natalie
Leah

1
34

1
5

Negotiated Enterprise.
Online community of seven teachers.
The facilitator’s engaged in negotiated enterprise most often, at 34 occurrences, followed
by the eight-grade teacher Lynn. The case study teachers’ participation increased sequentially
with Bailey contributing 6 times, Pat 11 time, and Lynn 16 times. The other teachers participated
in various degrees, with Natalie engaged the least amount of time, with only 1 comment.
The following discussion thread from the blog demonstrates how the teachers were
dealing with defining NGSS practices and how the discussion helped Lynn reflect upon her
original ideas and modify her understanding.
Teacher
Bailey

Comment
The practices are designed to be a series of methods how scientists and engineers
think and investigate the world around them. Learners are asked to collect data
and find evidence. They are then asked to communicate their findings; looking
for patterns, asking more questions, analyzing data, and discussing and
challenging ideas using evidence. One practice naturally moves into other
practices and each practice can move back and forth between each other. The is
no set pattern or direction as learners are able to expand and branch into other
ideas.
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Lynn

I like how you state that each practice can move back and forth between each
other – no set pattern or direction. My response for this blog is worded so that it
seems as the process is more linear, but I meant to say exactly what you have
said. I totally agree with you.
The next discussion thread demonstrates teachers negotiating enterprise as they were

discussing how to create NGSS lessons incorporating the three-dimensions.
Teacher
Amber

Comments
I have a question about aligning lessons and NGSS standards. Usually when
writing lesson plans, I have tried to connect multiple PDE SAS Standards for
Science and Technology to each lesson. When planning an NGSS lesson, should
we focus on one standard only? Is it ok to incorporate more than one? For
example, could these standards be covered in the same lesson/activity?
HS-ESS2-5. Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of water and its
effects on Earth materials and surface processes.
http://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/hs-ess2-5-earths-systems
MS-ESS3-1. Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for how the
uneven distributions of Earths mineral, energy, and groundwater resources are
the result of past and current geoscience processes.
http://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/ms-ess3-1-earth-and-human-activity
HS-ESS2-2. Analyze geoscience data to make the claim that one change to
Earth’s surface can create feedbacks that cause changes to other Earth systems.
http://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/hs-ess2-2-earths-systems

Lynn

Good questions - I am having the same thoughts. I was wondering if anyone has
a lesson plan template for NGSS. My lesson plan is for 5E, but it needs to be
redesigned to show 3D learning.

Bailey

I found a few templates that might help.
http://ngss.nsta.org/designing-units-and-lessons.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/d219.org/ngss-d219/lesson-plan-template

Lynn

Bailey, thank you, thank you, thank you. These are awesome templates. This
really helps me to get organized.

Amber

Thanks, Bailey. Those are fantastic resources. I found a website with some neat
ideas for NGSS phenomena.
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Leah

I have added a great website you all might be interested in checking out. It is the
EQUIP rubric, an instrument to measure the alignment and overall quality of
lessons and units with respect to the NGSS. This may be helpful as you look at
taking one of your existing lessons and making it more 3D.

Leah

Amber, to answer your original question, I don't think you can ever hit all the
different practices and crosscutting concepts as you integrate a DCI in one
lesson. However, you should be able to do so over the course of the unit. Does
this make sense and answer your question?

Jordan

I think that you focus on what you want the students to learn from a lesson and if
other areas erupt as the lesson plays out, then add those in your notes as you
reflect on the lesson after it is taught.

Case study teachers.
Bailey’s engagement in negotiated enterprise was somewhat limited. Most of her
comments in discussion threads or replying to others were short, one or two sentence responses.
There was one instant she responded more in-depth. Bailey posted on Yammer about an activity
she had done with peeps. She explained how she had students insert peeps into different types of
liquids and asked students to predict what would happen. Lynn responded by asking her if she
had ever placed them in a microwave or vacuum, in which Bailey responded they had watched a
video of peeps in the microwave and read the peeps eyes never dissolved. Bailey thought it
would be a “neat way to introduce digestion system and stomach acid.”
Pat participated a bit more than Bailey in regards to discussing both challenges and
successes integrating NGSS into the classroom. For example, Pat responded to another teacher’s
blog comments about how she needs to change her teaching as she incorporated NGSS into her
classroom, stating,
Great comment at the end regarding how you will change your delivery. I had a difficult
time with that question…In the past, we seemed to teach one concept, test it, onto the
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next. With the DCIs, they can be BLENDED together. In fact, showing how some are
interrelated will build allow students to make more connections.
Pat also agreed with Lynn about trying to use more modeling strategies in her classroom,
including concentrating on systems and “how does one thing effect the other in the sense of a
system”, exhibiting her thinking about what NGSS means for science instruction in her teaching.
Lynn demonstrated her negotiation of science teaching strategies in her discussion with
Pat regarding student misconceptions. Pat’s blog post talked about not jumping in to correct
misconceptions, but to help students realize them on their own. Lynn talked about how she finds
herself still jumping in and making those corrections but is trying to refrain. Lynn also
mentioned she noticed her students learn better if they are actively involved.
Mutual Accountability.
As seen in Table 6.4, there were few accounts of mutual accountability in participant
discussions. The discussion tended to be very polite and encouraging of one another. When a
teacher posted a comment that was completely unrelated to the discussion, such as “a lady was
eaten by her pet wolves”, rather than challenging the teacher’s comment relevance to the
discussion, it was just ignored.
One of the few examples regarding shared values was exhibited when Bailey explained
the importance of providing quality comments for her peers, as she “didn’t just want to give a
very generic response.” She felt accountable to the group through her desire to provide valuable
comments. She wanted to make it worthwhile.
The facilitator tried to encourage the teachers to hold one another accountable by
challenging the teachers in what they were thinking. Midway through the BLENDED program,
in week five, the facilitator attempted to move the conversation from a mostly congenial
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conversation of affirmation to one where the teachers would challenge one another and move
towards mutual accountability. She posted the following comment, which received no responses:
If you are comfortable, let’s start challenging one another on some of our thoughts. This
is a good way to really think about our beliefs and help us develop evidence-based
rationales as to why we are doing what we are doing or thinking. What do you all think?
Another example of the facilitator challenging the community occurred when Bailey indicated
she was going to use a lesson plan found online that stated it was aligned to NGSS. Upon
examination, the suggested lesson was not well aligned to NGSS. Based upon this realization,
the facilitator challenged the teachers with the following statement:
I would like to share a word of caution you all about the importance in being critical
consumers of lesson plans claiming to be related to the NGSS. As we continue to delve
deeper into the standards, think about how these lessons do and do not support they type
of learning NGSS is talking about. Do these lessons have a phenomena in which the
students are trying to figure out what is going on, or is it having them do a step by step
activity. The article you read, entitled A Visual Representation of Three-Dimensional
Learning by Houseal during week 3 is a great resource to use when analyzing these
activities. I noticed that some of them were closed related to the NGSS, some needed just
a few changes, and some really need major revision to become aligned to NGSS.
There were no comments made by the teachers regarding this suggestion and the teachers did not
discuss this idea in any future comment in Yammer.
The only example where a teacher engaged in discussing a difference of opinion was
when she posted several Engineering Design standards related to an activity she had described in
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a post. The facilitator challenged her on the standards she selected, questioning if they really
captured what Pat wanted to teach. Pat responded with the comment:
Point well made! However, what if I said that the students are given a challenge, such as
building a robot that is able to push a ball into a goal and be given constraints such as
dimensions, time, specific pieces that would need to be used? Or with the figure 8...the
challenge is making it go in a figure 8 and possible have to be done in a certain amount of
time?
The facilitator complimented her on her rebuttal and changed her mind, agreeing with her that
the standards she selected would align with her lesson idea.
Shared Repertoire
The final characteristic of practice is the development of a shared repertoire. A shared
repertoire develops as the byproduct of teachers negotiating their understanding of NGSS within
the community of practice and represents the community’s evolution. The shared repertoire
includes resources created and shared among the community members. Items comprising a
shared repertoire include producing or adopting tools or artifacts, recalling events, words, ways
of doing things, stories and other concepts the community has produced or adopted (Wenger,
1998).
I selected three elements of shared repertoire to determine how teachers engaged in the
developed of a shared repertoire. These actions were (a) producing resources, (b) using
resources, and (c) sharing resources. As I was coding for producing resources, I was looking for
teachers produce original artifacts to share with the community, such as lesson plan or other
related NGSS activity. Using resources items were coded when teachers commented they used or
were planning on using the resource shared by another teacher, such as a website, lesson plan, or
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other item. The last element, sharing resources, was coded when teachers shared various
websites, journal articles, or other supporting materials. Table 6.5 indicates the number of times
teachers produced, used, or shared resources in the community of practice.
Table 6.5: Total Number of Times Teacher Participated in Sharing Repertoire
Producing
Resources

Using
Resources

Sharing
Resources

Bailey
Pat
Lynn

1
1
1

2
5
6

3
2
6

Jordan
Chloe
Amber
Natalie

0
0
0
0

2
2
4
0

1
3
8
1

Leah

0

0

19

Producing Resources.
Producing resources encompasses any original artifacts teachers created to share with the
community. The teachers were asked to redesign one of their existing lessons into a new lesson
incorporating the three dimensions. Bailey shared a template the teachers utilized to develop
their NGSS lesson plans. Two teachers submitted both the original lesson plan with the
redesigned NGSS lesson plan, and Bailey only provided the redesigned lesson plan. A summary
of how Lynn and Pat’s lesson plans changed is described in Chapter 5.
Using Resources.
Teachers’ intentions to use resources varied among the teachers. Lynn, Pat, and Amber
mentioned their desire to try out resources shared by other teachers twice as much as the other
teachers. Natalie never suggested she would use any resources, but as the computer education
teacher, implementing science was somewhat limited. Three teachers mentioned using resources
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they received during the Saturday Science Workshops and Chloe asked for the directions to the
wave machine, indicating a desire to teach the lesson after the holiday break. Jordan mentioned
she has been able to use materials and websites used in the workshops and has even “shared the
Stellarium website with 3rd grade and the teachers and students were amazed.”
Each teacher was provided the book, A Framework for K-12 Science Education:
Practices, crosscutting concepts, and core ideas. When Amber received the book, she mentioned
in the Yammer,
I believe the first step that I must take to start implementing NGSS in my own classroom
is to read the complete NGSS document. I need to read the standards and compare them
to what I'm already doing to gain an awareness of what I'm doing right and what I need to
improve upon.
Sharing Resources.
The two eighth grade teachers, Lynn and Amber, averaged 7 resources shared with the
group. The remaining teachers all shared resources, but their average was only 2 resources. The
facilitator shared 19 resources with the teachers.
There were times the teachers discussed different types of programs aimed at supporting
teaching and learning in general. Amber talked about her school district emphasizing the use of
Webb’s Depth of Knowledge, in which there were several posts discussing this program.
Amber shared the Hotwheels Speedometry curriculum, which ironically, is the
curriculum Pat was using in her classroom and was the lesson she videotaped for the study. Pat
commented on Ambers post, highly recommending the curriculum as a way to incorporate the
5E model and NGSS.
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Lynn provided specific ideas on how she was going to use information gained from an
article about teaching science vocabulary:
The Language of Science... provided new strategies for me to try such as Rate Your
Words - how simple yet clever. I can use this for a pre-assessment or exit slip after
teaching the words. I have used concept maps and found them to be great for students to
organize their thoughts and link concepts. An interesting culminating activity is to allow
students to look at each other’s maps and explain them (I usually use this for our genetics
unit. The class makes a list of the vocab. Each student makes a map. No 2 maps are ever
the same). I have not used Semantic Feature Analysis, Personal Clue Cards or Vocab TV
Visualizations. You now have given me some new tools for success. Thanks! Science and
Language... helped to reinforce the importance for students to be able to read, write,
view, visually represent, speak and listen as they develop their explanations and engage
in reasoned argumentation for learning science. The 2 Tables in the article are helpful
with using NGSS.
This is a good example of how teachers explained their usage of resources shared with them in
the blended community.
Communities of Practice Summary
Based upon the above findings, there was a range of participation by teachers in the
online communities of practice. Overall, Lynn, the eight-grade case study teacher, participated
the most in all three characteristics of practice. She responded the most to other teacher’s
requests, participated the most in developing a negotiated enterprise, talked the most about how
she was going to use resources, and shared a great deal of resources and ideas on science
teaching. After Lynn, the rest of the teachers varied in their participation activity. For example,
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Chloe engaged a great deal in the practice of mutual engagement, but based upon some of her
comments, were not building meaningful science content support to others. The other teachers’
participation jumped up and down, depending upon which practice was being analyzed.
As a community of practice, the teachers exhibited little evidence of engaging in mutual
accountability with one another. The teachers did not challenge one another’s comments or make
suggestions on how an activity could be improved unless a teacher specifically asked for
suggestions. The facilitator was the community member, or the broker, who challenged the
teachers in their thinking.
Affordances and Constraints of Website in Community of Practice Engagement
Understanding how the BLENDED website supported or hindered teachers’ ability to
participate in the community of practice is essential if we are to support teachers learning in a
blended environment. Teachers were asked to rate the website components in regards to how it
supported their ability to implement 3D learning into their science instruction. Their choices
were (a) not useful, (b) somewhat useful, (c) useful, and (d) very useful. Table 6.6 represents
their responses. All three case study teachers found the comments from the facilitator very useful
and found the blog assignments and video analysis either useful or somewhat useful. The other
components had mixed responses to their usefulness.
Table 6.6: Usefulness of Website Components
Blog
assignments
Bailey
Pat
Lynn

Useful
Somewhat
Useful
Very
Useful

Reading
others’
blog
Very
Useful
Somewhat
Useful
Very
Useful

Videos

Analysis
of videos

Yammer
conversations

Very
Useful
Useful

Useful

Very Useful

Comments
from
facilitator
Very Useful

Useful

Useful

Very Useful

Very
Useful

Very
Useful

Very Useful

Very Useful
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The following section provides an overview of each case study teacher’s online
participation based upon their responses to survey two and their post lesson two interviews.
Bailey
Bailey spent 1-3 hours each week on the website and Yammer, stating her participation
increased over time. When asked which teacher professional development version helped her
more effectively implement workshop activities into her classroom, she stated both the learning
community and workshop. When asked what prevented her from spending more time on the
online component, she stated she did not have any problems spending time on the website or
Yammer.
Affordances.
Constant communication and continual collaboration.
Bailey thought the true value of the website was the ability to keep in contact with others
from the workshop and share ideas. “Yammer provided a different format to share trials and
errors in teaching. Taking the time to gather more information about NGSS and how to
implement it in the classroom.”
In the face-to-face workshop sessions, teachers found collaboration was a valuable aspect
in helping to improve their science teaching. Bailey stated “The collaboration with other science
educators from various learning environments allows for different viewpoints and experiences
from educators. You are able to see how other educators would approach and teach concepts.”
Environment for risk taking.
Bailey also thought the support from other teachers encouraged her to “take more risk
and incorporate more 3D learning in my science instruction. I was able to share both successes
and failures and have support on where I could improve my instruction.”
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Another question asked how support provided by the teachers helped or hindered your
ability to incorporate science content and 3D learning into your science instruction, Bailey
indicated, ‘Support from other teachers encouraged me to take more risk and incorporate more
3d learning in my science instruction. I was able to share both successes and failures and have
support on where I could improve my instruction.’
Extending of science teaching learning.
Bailey explained why the online component helped her ability to implement the face-toface workshop content and activities by stating, “The online component helps to extend the
thinking and activities the time did not allow in the face-to-face workshops. Online it was
possible to see how other teachers implemented ideas and their outcomes. It was a place to see
different viewpoints and gather resources from others.”
Facilitator support.
When asked about how the facilitator helped or hindered your ability to incorporate
science content and 3D learning into your science instruction, Bailey responded, “Leah was
always encouraging and often posed questions or comments that made me rethink ideas and
delve further into topics.”
Constraints.
Lack of same grade level teachers.
Bailey felt having fewer teachers with similar grade levels sometimes led to less
resources that she could use in her everyday teaching. Time to reflect on the assignment (on the
part of the participant) become limited for her.
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Pat
Pat spent 1-3 hours each week on the website and Yammer, stating her participation
decreased over time. When asked which teacher professional development version helped her
more effectively implement workshop activities into her classroom, she stated both the learning
community and workshop. When asked what prevented her from spending more time on the
online component, she stated time.
Affordances.
Constant communication and continual collaboration.
When asked to explain if the online component helped or hindered her ability to
implement the face-to-face workshop content, she stated, “I feel that when you attend workshops
after you leave you have no support. The online component was nice to have because I continued
learning well after I left the face-to-face workshops.”
Extending of science teaching learning.
Pat found value in “reading what other teachers are doing, problems they have, or
solutions that have been beneficial” as it helped to support her science instruction. She also
stated the following about the value of the blended learning experience:
I loved, I really enjoyed doing the blended with the website and the Yammer, because it
forced me to kind of assess what I'm doing and try to think about how to make it better.
Because we get caught up so many times as teachers, we just don't have time for all that
stuff, so I enjoyed it because it made me sit down and think about it, and it wasn't just
like, a Saturday or some kind of conference or a workshop, it was kind of like every week
I was thinking about something different. So I feel like that has helped me. Like listening
to myself talk to you about this lesson, I never would have said the things that I said like
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a year ago as far as looking as the structure and the properties of the matter, I would have
just said we talked about the water. I think that the terminology is getting better and the
understanding of the words, so it makes me feel a bit more comfortable speaking about
them.
Resources.
Pat liked the references and the fact that should could access them at any time. She stated
she knew there were professionals with similar interests as her that she could ask questions/share
information. It “forced me to sit down and think about NGSS!!!! I did not have to page through a
bunch of resources as someone else found valuable ones to read/watch.”
Facilitator support.
When asked about how the facilitator helped or hindered your ability to incorporate
science content and 3D learning into your science instruction, Pat responded, “it is nice that the
instructor has already done the research and is giving most up-to-date information.”
Constraints.
Reading and responding to Yammer.
Pat thought the Yammer posts was too much to read, mainly due to time. She felt at times
like she was “I am missing something. I will visit Yammer and realize that I missed reading
some responses. It has been difficult keeping up with everyone's comments. (really isn't a big
deal though) However, I absolutely love this professional learning group!" In her post lesson two
interview provided additional insight into her statement that she felt at times she was missing
something, as she stated she didn’t have time to sit and read everyone’s comments and reflect on
them all. “It was just a little bit too much for me to have to read.” This was why she liked the
blog better then Yammer.
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Lynn
Lynn spent 1-3 hours each week on the website and Yammer, stating her participation
remained the same over time. When asked which teacher professional development version
helped her more effectively implement workshop activities into her classroom, she stated both
the learning community and workshop. When asked what prevented her from spending more
time on the online component, she stated standardized testing, but otherwise she had not
problems.
Affordances
Resources.
Lynn thought the resources from facilitator and her fellow educators was the best part of
the website. She liked “being able to connect and share ideas with everyone.” In regards to the
assignments, she “liked the readings and the videos. The information was very current and useful
as I knew nothing about NGSS before I started this professional development.” This is an
interesting comment considering she teachers in a NGSS adopted state and they are in their 3rd
year of implementation.
Lynn thought the articles that were provided were beneficial and she shared all the
resources with her colleagues at school and stated the most valuable aspect of the website was
the resources from the facilitator and “fellow teachers.”
Constant communication and continual collaboration.
Lynn felt the most valuable aspect of Yammer was “being able to connect and share ideas
with everyone.” She really liked the blended learning experience, as she had not participated in
this type of format before, “with all science professionals working towards the same goal, let's
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try to understand NGSS.” She liked the fact that teachers were form different background and
areas of teaching, which enhanced the experience for her.
Extending of science teaching learning.
Lynn mention how much she liked the Yammer discussions where they could talk to each
other. “So many people brought in good ideas. It helped me, if I was struggling, or I just said I
need help with this, people were more than happy to just throw out ideas, which I loved.”
The online site provided videos that she could “watch and learn” and gained more ideas
from reading and responding to the prompts from the online component. Lynn mentioned how
this experience has made her more comfortable using NGSS in her science instruction and finds
teachers in her department are looking to her for answers and guidance, which she feels more
confident about providing after participating in this program.
Relationships.
Lynn appreciate the relationship she was making with the other teachers in the
community. “Even though we did not meet person-to-person, I feel that I made good friends
through the online component. I plan to stay in touch with them and to continue to collaborate.”
When asked how support by the other teachers helped or hindered your ability to
incorporate science content and 3D learning into her science instruction, she state:
It was good that we all were in the same situation - starting new. We were a great support
group. If someone had a question, everyone tried to offer suggestions. There was much to
gain from working with such a positive, motivated group of teachers!
Facilitator support.
When asked if the facilitator helped or hinder her ability to incorporate science content
and 3D learning into her science instruction, she stated:
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Leah is awesome!!! She models the 3D learning. She provides encouragement and
support and offers to help whenever she is needed. She will offer suggestions or ask
questions to help guide teachers. Without her guidance, I would not be ready to try
teaching 3D for science.
Constraints
Time.
Lynn did mention she was unable to respond to as many people as she wanted to because
of timing. Lynn talked about the time challenges in responding to people, so I’m including her
entire quote, as I believe it address some of the issues regarding the sporadic posting mentioned
in the findings. She stated:
I didn't respond to as many people as I wanted to. I think, again, it was because of our
timing. Sometime, I was right on, and I had time to sit down and devote. And then all of a
sudden, we get standardized testing, and we had to come up with all these crazy lessons,
and so my time got really short. And I don't think I was able to respond to anybody, and I
felt bad. Then after that three-week period, I was back on track. Okay, yes! I can go back
and read. And then I thought, oh my goodness, you poor person, posted that about a
month ago and now I'm going to try to respond. And they're going to say, "Where have
you been?" So I kind of just let it go. But, every person, I loved hearing their perspective,
and I think that was really good. A lot of it, we shared the same thoughts, or we were in
the same situation, and it was nice to hear.
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Affordances and Constraints Across Cases
There were many affordances that emerged among all the case study teachers. Bailey, Pat
and Lynn all valued the constant communication with teachers, as it supported their science
teaching and learning by learning from others and having a support system available to them.
Another affordance all three mentioned was extending their science teaching and learning
afforded by the online community. Everyone was working towards the same goal of learning
more about NGSS and improving instruction. They could see other teachers’ successes and
failures and learn from them.
When asked which version of the professional development program helped you more
effectively implement workshop activities into your classroom, all three teachers selected both
the face-to-face and online website/Yammer group, rather than face-to-face only or online only.
Pat and Lynn both found the resources that were selected and posted valuable in helping
them think about their science instruction and liked how they were readily accessible. Bailey
appreciated the kindness and encouragement of the community, which provided her a safe space
in which to take risks in teaching inquiry-based lessons to first graders. Lastly, Lynn valued the
relationships she was developing and was planning on keeping in touch with many of them.
Each teacher indicated one constraint in the blended learning community; lack of same
grade level teachers, Yammer, and Time. Bailey would have like to have had another first grade
teach in the community, as she felt this lead to less resources she could use. Pat found the time
spent on Yammer unproductive, as it was time consuming and many of the comments were not
relevant to her situation. Speaking of time, Lynn was discouraged she could not respond to as
many people as she would have liked because she just didn’t have the time to do so.
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This chapter focused on answering the last research question of the study; how teachers’
engagement in the K-8 science blended learning professional development program reflected
dimensions of a community within a community of practice. The final chapter provides the
interpretation of the findings, addressing each research question separately. The affordances and
constraints discussion combine both elements of the online component to discuss how teachers
learning about NGSS was impacted by both the BLENDED program and the communities of
practice. The chapter concludes with a mixed methods summary, contributions to the field and
implications for future research.
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Chapter 7
Interpretation and Integration
Introduction
This chapter will present a discussion of the quantitative and qualitative results related to
the types of teacher professional development influencing K-8 science teacher approaches to
reform-oriented science teaching. Each research question will be discussed separately and
includes a short synopsis, situating the reader in the research context before discussing the
research conclusions. The affordances and constraints section of the chapter are combined to
discuss salient points regarding teacher perceptions of the blended learning experience. The
chapter will next present a mixed methods summary, discussing how this approach supported the
research. Finally, this chapter will present contributions to the field and recommendations for
further research.
I began this study interested in how K-8 teachers’ approaches to science teaching were
influenced by various types of teacher professional development (TPD) participation, with a
special interest in teachers attending and participating in both workshops and learning
communities. My research focused on the connection between teachers’ professional
development experiences (i.e., attending both workshops and learning communities), their
science teaching knowledge about reform-oriented teaching and strategies, and how teachers
engage with one another when participating in a learning community.
Utilizing sociocultural theory to study how K-8 science teachers participate and learn
about science content and teaching strategies, I analyzed a national data set to explore whether
participation in different types of PD influences how teachers approached science teaching. I also
designed a blended learning K-8 science teacher professional development model, coupled with
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the communities of practice concept (Wenger, 1998), examining how teachers participated in a
professional development program that combined face-to-face workshops with an online learning
community. I will first begin by talking about research question one.
Research Question One
1. Does participation in teacher professional development workshops and/or learning
communities influence teachers’ approaches to science teaching?
To answer this question, I examined whether participation in different types of TPD
influenced how teachers approached science teaching. The National Survey of Science and
Mathematics Education (NSSME) analysis focused on assessing whether participation in both
workshops and learning communities is more likely to result in reform-oriented teaching than
teachers participating in workshops only, in learning communities only or in neither a workshop
or learning community.
Two related findings show that teachers participating in both workshops and learning
communities are more reform-oriented in their teaching than their counterparts; and teachers
participating in learning communities only provides more effective TPD than teachers attending
only workshops. These results are consistent with research that indicates short episodic TPD
does not fundamentally alter how science is taught (Boyle et al., 2004) and does not provide
enough time for teachers to collaborate with their peers and consider ways to integrate the
material into their classroom (Easton, 2008; Loucks-Horsely et al., 2010). Based upon this
research, it is not surprising to find teachers engaging in learning communities outperform
teachers only attending workshops.
Another finding indicated teachers participating in both workshops and learning
communities attended TPD offerings which included activities such as participating in science
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investigations, deepening their science content, implementing what they were learning into their
own classroom, assessing student knowledge prior to instruction, and working closely with other
teachers. This finding suggests workshops and learning community’s teachers have greater
opportunities to participate in science focused TPD which supports student learning (Horizon
Research, 2010; Van Driel et al, 1998), and could explain why they tend to teach in more reformoriented ways.
Two significant findings indicated K-5 grade teachers are more likely to participate in
workshops only as compared to 6-8 grade teachers and K-5 teachers are less likely to not
participate in science focused TPD. One reason K-5 grade teachers may be more likely to
participate in episodic workshops could reflect the lack of available science TPD for elementary
teachers and these teachers usually teach all subjects areas, so they may also spend time
attending other content focused TDP.
Teachers in schools with a higher percentage of students receiving free and reduced lunch
are less likely than other teachers to participate in science focused TPD. These teachers may be
less likely to attend TPD because their schools do not have the resources to help them pay for
travel or registration costs.
Lastly, as teacher age increases, as more years teaching experience increases, and as
teachers’ attendance in TPD increases, these teachers are more likely to teach in reform-oriented
ways than their counterparts. These results confirm the current research literature.
These findings answer the research question that participation in various types of teacher
professional developments influences teacher’s approaches to science teachings. Findings from
the quantitative analysis are important since it underscores the significance of a blended learning
experience in which workshops and learning communities are combined to support teacher
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learning. While the data indicates teachers participating in both a workshop and learning
community have better outcomes than the other two types of TPD studied, the NSSME survey
question regarding learning communities is somewhat ambiguous. The survey asked if the
teachers participated in a professional learning community/lesson study/teacher study group
focused on science or science teaching. The issue with this question lies in the fact that many
types of social learning strategies are clumped together in this question stem. Teachers can select
this answer if any one of those experiences is true. This is also true for workshops, as the survey
did not provide any specific definition to indicate what was meant by a workshop. In order to
provide additional insight to these results, research question two investigates how teachers learn
about the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) in a blended learning program.
Research Question Two
2. When teachers participate in a blended PD, to what extent do they express knowledge of
the NGSS in their teaching and discussions?
Three case study teachers’ data were analyzed as they learned about the Next Generation
Science Standards together in a blended learning environment and documented in Chapter Five.
The following discussion synthesizes the major findings in the teachers’ NGSS knowledge from
beginning to end of the BLENDED program.
General understanding about NGSS and 3D learning increased among the three case
study teachers. Teachers were beginning to understand the importance of making conceptual
shifts in science teaching guidance and allowing students more opportunities to investigate and
find answers on their own with from the teacher. This was seen in Bailey’s surprise about her
first graders ability in understanding science concepts she thought were above their ability.
While the teachers’ general understanding increased, this was not the case regarding their
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knowledge of each dimension. In fact, each teacher struggled in different areas. Elementary
teachers are generalists and must know a little bit about a lot of subject matter, so it is not
surprising they gained a general understanding of NGSS and 3D learning. When knowledge
turned to deeper understanding about each dimension, teachers had more difficulty when asked
about each specific concept.
Teachers demonstrated the most accurate understanding of the Science and Engineering
Practices dimension, even though minor misunderstandings continued through the program.
Lynn and Bailey’s knowledge of the science and engineering practices increased during the
study, but both were still confused at the end of the BLENDED experiences, as Pat mistakenly
mentioned patterns and Bailey mistakenly stated structure and function as DCIs. Lynn’s
knowledge grew the most, specifically stating the correct practices being used in her second
lesson plans.
Another finding indicated teachers had the most difficulties understanding crosscutting
concepts. Teachers could not articulate meaningful understanding prior to the program and did
not show much improvement at the conclusion. In fact, throughout the BLENDED program,
there was confusion about CCCs which was never resolved. One example is when Lynn
continued to confuse the scientific practices of modeling with CCC systems modeling. One
reason CCC may be challenging for teachers reflects the need for teachers to understand how the
different science disciplines are united, which is challenging if they are attending episodic
workshops, as multiple experiences with the CCC are necessary to help build understanding.
Examples of the CCC need to made explicit, so teachers can begin to understand and see the
connections among the different science disciplines. This lack of increased knowledge suggests
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crosscutting concepts are a more challenging concept to understand and will require a strong
emphasis when designing professional development for K-8 science teachers.
As with the other dimensions, the teachers demonstrated little DCI knowledge prior to the
study. When teachers talked about the disciplinary core ideas in their writings during the
BLENDED program, their answers indicated general understanding of the core ideas as content,
but they all either inaccurately or did not mention the DCI addressed in the lessons.
This study also found most case study teachers are teaching science content significantly
beyond the grade level they teach. For example, Bailey’s first lesson about mold was more
appropriate for 5th grade and Pat’s first lesson targeted middle school knowledge while her
second one was more appropriate for middle high school level. Lynn was the only teacher in
which both lessons were consistent with the grade level she taught. This coherence could be
explained due to her district having adopted the NGSS several years ago and the curriculum is
aligned to match grade level expectations. Conversely, the other two teachers are in non-NGSS
adopted states and are required to teach to their state standards, which often requires higher level
science concepts be taught in grades earlier than recommended by NGSS.
The last finding illustrated teachers’ initial ability to begin designing NGSS lessons
which include three-dimensional elements, incorporating the conceptual shifts learned in the
BLENDED program. While both Pat and Lynn still included a procedural activity in their
science lesson, they also included opportunities for students to use evidence, claims and
reasoning in discussing collected data, an activity not seen in the original lessons. This transition
is encouraging, considering the TPD duration was only four months.
In conclusion, all three teacher’s NGSS knowledge increased over the course of the
BLENDED program, but there was still much confusion among knowing which science element
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fit into a specific dimension. Teachers would often get the SEPs mixed up with the CCCs. The
teacher’s DCI knowledge was also limited throughout the program, as they would often state
inaccurate information about their lesson or in the Yammer discussions. The lack of teachers’
science content continues to be a challenge to quality instruction (Dorph et al., 2011).
These findings support research which state that the NGSS are rigorous expectations,
requiring students to know and apply scientific facts to explain phenomena or solve problems
using the science and engineering practices. In many classrooms, this will represent a significant
shift in complexity and cognitive demand for both teachers and students, most likely requiring
many years of support in developing the necessary expertise to teach in these new ways (Reiser,
2013; NRC, 2014). While this study’s evidence supports that all three teachers’ knowledge about
the NGSS increased during the BLENDED program, there was still much confusion and
misunderstanding about each of the dimensions, especially crosscutting concepts, and how to
integrate them into a cohesive lesson or science unit.
This section provided research findings regarding teacher’s knowledge of science and
teaching related to NGSS, the following research question focused on teachers’ participation in
an online community and how they engaged in a community of practice as they learned about the
Next Generation Science Standards.
Research Question Three
3. How do teachers’ engagement in the elementary science blended learning professional
development program reflect characteristics of practice within a community of practice?
Seven K-8 teachers, including a computer education and Title I teacher, participated in the
online community and the findings are documented in Chapter Six. The following discussion
synthesizes the major findings from the beginning of the BLENDED program to the conclusion
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in June.
All three teachers felt both the face-to-face and the online learning community was
necessary in helping them implement and learn about the NGSS. This finding is significant, as it
reinforces the quantitative findings that indicated teachers in workshops and learning
communities teach in more reform-oriented ways.
When analyzing the case study participation, the eighth-grade teacher responded the
most, followed by the fifth-grade teacher, followed by the first-grade teacher. One explanation
for this tiered response could be related to the science content level of the teachers. The firstgrade teacher also made a comment about feeling a bit isolated in the community since there
were no other first grade teachers, which might have inhibited her contributions.
While the teachers began to develop a community of practice, they were missing several
important elements. Teachers did not produce any resources until they submitted their redesigned
lesson plan upon the program’s conclusion. If teachers had the opportunity to produce artifacts
throughout the program, this could have provided teachers more opportunities to discuss
resources, allowing them to negotiate meaning with one other and spur conversation which may
have helped challenge their ideas.
The other communities of practice element missing was mutual accountability. The
broker/facilitator tried to push teachers to hold one another accountable in the online community
but was largely unsuccessful. Teachers did not push one another to justify or clarify their
comments. This was mainly done by the facilitator, and even then, the teachers often did not
respond, ignoring requests. In order to help teachers develop argumentation skills in support of
mutual accountability, facilitator's will need to provide opportunities for them to practice this
skill. These two findings emphasize the importance of resource development and the practice of
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mutual accountability to help build a dynamic and productive communities of practice.
Affordances and Constraints of a Blended Learning Program in Developing
NGSS Knowledge in a Community of Learners
This last section discusses the relationship between the teacher’s perceptions of the
benefits and challenges they faced implementing NGSS into their classroom and how the
communities of practice helped and hindered their learning.
All three teachers felt the online learning community of practice extended their science
teaching and learning, as everyone was working towards the same goal and they could learn from
other teacher’s successes and failures. The shared goals helped to build a safe space where
teachers felt they could take risks in their teaching, as mutual relationships had been built in the
community over the course of the program. Face-to-face workshops allowed them to continue
the online conversation and learn from one other, while gaining resources and ideas on
integrating the concepts into their classroom instruction. Teachers valued the selected resources
housed on the website as it allowed them easy access when they needed them. These findings
indicate the value of the online community.
Time was the major constraint with the online community all teachers mentioned.
Teachers wanted to spend more time responding to others and reflecting upon their practice, but
due to teaching responsibilities and family obligations, they felt limited in what they could
contribute. This was reflected in the ebb and flow of comments throughout the program.
Mixed Method Summary
In a convergent parallel mixed methods design, qualitative data findings are connected
to the quantitative data findings to provide a fuller interpretation of the phenomenon (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2011). The phenomenon of this study was to understand teacher NGSS knowledge
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development and teacher engagement in a community of practice, occurring within the authentic
context of a blended learning teacher professional development program.
Selecting this mixed methods design provided a more comprehensive understanding of
the impacts blended learning experiences can have on K-8 science teacher learning, an area of
research needed (Luft & Hewson, 2014). Only through the combination of these two methods
were we able to gain a deeper understanding of the phenomena under investigation.
Contribution to the Field
The NGSS are rigorous expectations, requiring students to know and apply scientific
facts to explain phenomena or solve problems using the science and engineering practices. In
many classrooms, this will represent a significant shift in complexity and cognitive demand for
both teachers and students, most likely requiring many years of support in developing the
necessary expertise to teach in these new ways (Reiser, 2013; NRC, 2015). Effective teacher
professional development will be vital in supporting the science education community with
necessary tools in making this transition.
This research contributes to the field by providing quantitative findings from a National
Data set indicating a combined workshop and learning community TPD provides opportunities for
teachers to teach in reform-oriented ways as described by NGSS, such as planning and carrying out
investigations, analyzing and interpreting data, and obtaining, evaluating, and communication
information. It also reinforces previous research stating workshop only TPD is not an effective
means in helping teachers implement the scientific practices as described by NGSS.
Another contribution to the field is the additional knowledge about how a blended
learning component supports NGSS learning and the knowledge gaps of teachers as they begin
learning about NGSS.
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When designing future blended learning programs, researchers can design their programs
more effectively by considering the affordances and constraints learned from this study. The use
of Yammer in facilitating conversation can be considered when determining the best
communication tool for their community.
This study illustrated how teachers engaged in the dimensions of a shared practice within
a community of practice and demonstrated how a blended learning program in teacher
professional development expands the application of Wenger’s (1998) community of practice.
Implications for Future Research
The NSSME data provides valuable information about K-8 science teaching and these
results show the value in including a learning community with workshop TPD as it can increase
workshop effectiveness by providing a sustained learning experience for teachers. One challenge
to the NSSME data set relates to the inability in determining specifically how teachers participate
in a learning community. In order to inform these finding, additional questions about learning
communities in the form of blended learning should be included in future surveys.
These findings provide evidence of beginning NGSS knowledge development with a
wide range of grade level teachers participating in an online community of practice. Future
research narrowing the community of practice participants to teachers of the same grade level in
determining how teacher’s NGSS knowledge is impacted when developing a community of
practice with teachers focused on teaching the same science content could shed light onto the
present research study.
Specific knowledge about the NGSS three-dimensions proved challenging for the case
study teachers, especially the understanding of crosscutting concepts. Future research to learn
effective strategies in supporting teacher learning of this dimension could prove transformative
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in helping teachers understand, apply, and weave this concept into the other dimensions.
The participating teachers were self-selected and highly motivated teachers, as they were
attending the workshops on a Saturday and chose to participate in this study. Researching a
blended learning program which all teachers must participate, such as a district TPD
requirement, could shed light on the dynamics of a required community of practice.
As current K-8 science teacher professional development opportunities continue to be
limited, with workshops as the main type of PD offering (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009),
continued research in determining how blended learning TPD can create the ongoing, sustained
experiences (Loucks-Horsely et al., 2010) needed to provide additional evidence regarding best
strategies in supporting K-8 teachers’ science teaching.
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TABLES
TABLE 3.1
Linking of NSSME Survey Questions to NGSS
NGSS Scientific Practices
Asking Questions

NSSME Questions
Students doing hands-on lab activities

Developing and Using
Models

No relevant questions

Planning and Carrying Out
Investigations

Learning science process skills (e.g. observing, measuring)
Students doing hands-on/laboratory activities

Analyzing and Interpreting
Data

Learning science process skills (e.g. observing, measuring)
Students doing hands-on lab activities
Have students represent/analyze data

Using mathematics and
computational thinking

Have students represent/analyze data
Using calculators/graphing calculators frequently

Constructing Explanations

Require students to supply evidence in support of their claim.

Engaging in argument from
evidence

Most class periods should provide opportunities for students
to share their thoughts and thinking.

Obtaining, Evaluating, and
communicating Information

Most class periods should provide opportunities for students
to share their thoughts and thinking.
Learning science process skills (e.g. observing, measuring)
Have students write their reflections in class/homework
Have students make formal presentation to the rest of the
class (e.g. on individual or group projects).
Engage whole class in discussion
Have students work in small groups
Have students represent/analyze data
Have students represent/analyze data
Understanding science concepts
It is better for science instruction to focus on ideas in depth,
even if that means covering fewer topics

Crosscutting Concepts
Disciplinary Core Ideas
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Table 3.2:
Percentage Distribution and Descriptives for Independent and Control Variables
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Table 3.3
Descriptive information and Frequencies on Outcome Variables
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Descriptive information and Frequencies on Outcome Variables (continued)
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Descriptive information and Frequencies on Outcome Variables (continued)
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Table 3.4
Pairwise Correlation Matrix for the Dependent Variables Used in the Analysis of NSSME
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Pairwise Correlation Matrix for the Dependent Variables Used in the Analysis of NSSME. (continued)
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Pairwise Correlation Matrix for the Dependent Variables Used in the Analysis of NSSME. (continued)
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Pairwise Correlation Matrix for the Dependent Variables Used in the Analysis of NSSME. (continued)
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Pairwise Correlation Matrix for the Dependent Variables Used in the Analysis of NSSME. (continued)
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Pairwise Correlation Matrix for the Dependent Variables Used in the Analysis of NSSME. (continued)
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Table 3.7
BLENDED Program Syllabus for Online Component
Date
Week
1:
2/13
2/27

Topic
Conceptual
Shifts in
Science
Teaching

Week
2:
2/27
3/11

Understanding
Conceptual
Shifts in
action

Resources
1. NGSS Appendix
A
2. New Vision for
Science Education
Chart

Activities
Read the 2
resources and as
you're reading,
think about how
these shifts impact
your current
instruction.

1. "First Steps
Towards
Transitioning to the
NGSS" video by
TeachingChannel

Watch the video
and answer the
assignment
questions. Don't
forget to respond
to other people’s
comments!

Assignment
Yammer: Getting to know each other
1. Post your response
2. Reply to at least one other person.
Blog Tab: Think about your current
science instruction and how it
compares with the conceptual shifts
discussed in the resource documents.
What support will be required to make
this shift and are there small changes
you can try in your classroom?
Blog Post: Answer the following
questions:
1. How can “flipping” the order in
which students receive information
help students develop deep
understanding of concepts?
2. How do the students and teacher
work together to address
misconceptions and build science
knowledge?
Yammer Post: Thinking about last
week's blog post and the video you
watched, what are the first steps you
might take to start implementing
NGSS in your own classroom? Can
you name one thing you might do? Try
it out in the next few weeks and be
prepared to talk about what you did
and how it went during week 4 (3/26 4/8)

Week Understanding 3. Three3:
3D Learning Dimensional
3/12
Learning: An
Overview
3/25
4. A visual

Read the 3 articles
and write a
reflection on the
blog. Do not write
a summary of the
readings, but talk

Yammer topic:
Thinking about week 2's yammer post,
describe specifics about what you plan
to do differently with your lesson. Are
there any questions you'd like to ask of
others to help you think through the
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representation of
three-dimensional
learning: A tool for
evaluating
curriculum

Week Science and
4:
Engineering
3/26 Practices
4/08

Week Crosscutting
5:
Concepts
4/09
4/22

about your general
impressions about
the ideas
presented. What
are your general
impressions, what
5. Three-dimensional do you agree with
learning: Using a
and disagree with?
new type of teaching Are there any ideas
in the science
or processes you
classroom
challenge?
1. "2. NGSS: Science Watch the video
and Engineering
and answer the
Practices" Video by questions on the
TeachingChannel
blog. Be sure to
read others
Optional: NGSS @ responses and
NSTA website with reply.
great information
about the practices,
both in general terms
and more detailed.

1.) 3. NGSS:
Crosscutting
Concepts Video by
TeachingChannel
2.) 4. Concept 2:
Cause and Effect
video by
Bozemanscience.com
3. Science and
Children Article by
Roberson, B
(11/2014) How Do
We Determine
"Cause and Effect"
OR
4. Science and
Children The Early
Years, Ashbrook, P.
(11/2014) Cause and

changes you would like to make in
your lesson?

Blog: After watching the video,
respond to the following questions:
1. How do the practices engage
students in thinking deeply about their
work?
2. How are the practices interrelated?
3. Often in our science instruction, we
talk about our data and patterns and
end the lesson there. What did the
instructor do to continue to learning?

Yammer: Provide an example of how
you could extend a lesson you have
taught or will teach to increase depth
of student understanding as shown in
the video.
Watch the two
Blog: Reflect and write about the
videos and read at following 2 questions:
least one of the
1. What did you think about these
articles based upon videos and article/s? What did they all
your grade
have in common and what questions
level/interest.
do they raise for you?
2. Thinking about instruction, how can
you get the Crosscutting Concepts
(CC) to be featured in your classroom?
Yammer: Pick one of the crosscutting
concepts and provide a
question/phenomena you could use to
address your selected crosscutting
concept.
Don't forget to be responding to each
other’s blog and yammer posts.
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Effect, Where's the
Evidence?
Week Disciplinary
6:
Core Ideas
4/23
5/06

1) NGSS:
Disciplinary Core
Ideas in the videos
tab

Watch the video
and answer the
questions on the
blog.

Blog:
1. In a general sense, what are the
Disciplinary Core Ideas?
2. How are Disciplinary Core Ideas
used differently than content has been
in the past?
3. How do Disciplinary Core Ideas
progress through the grades?
4. After watching the video, what
instructional technique made you
rethink your teaching instruction?
Yammer: Review the two different
workshop agenda's and plans and
discuss the following:
1. Differences in approaches between
Jan. 23 and April 23.
2. How did April 23 include more 3D
learning than Jan. 23?
3. What would you change to make
this instruction even better?

Week
7:
5/07
5/21

Connections: 1. 3-Dimensional
Bringing
Instruction article
together the 3 from Science Scope
dimensions

Read the article
and use the
information to
inform your
yammer post.

Week
8:
5/22
- 6/3

Applications:
Applying 3D
instruction
into your
lesson design.

Take a lesson plan
which you think
represents the
previous way of
teaching science
and redesign it to
reflect a more 3dimensional
approach. Submit
both lesson plans
to the Yammer
site.
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Table 4.1
Means Analysis and F Value
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Table 4.2
Summary Regression Analysis Findings from the NSSME and Correspondence to NGSS Indicated by Bold Text
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Summary Regression Analysis Findings from the NSSME and Correspondence to NGSS Indicated by Bold Text (continued)
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Summary Regression Analysis Findings from the NSSME and Correspondence to NGSS Indicated by Bold Text (continued)
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Summary Regression Analysis Findings from the NSSME and Correspondence to NGSS Indicated by Bold Text (continued)
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Table 4.3
Regression Models Predicting Experiences in Science-Related Professional Development in the Past Three Years
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Regression Models Predicting Experiences in Science-Related Professional Development in the Past Three Years
(continued)
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Table 4.4
Regression Models Predicting an Emphasizes in Science Learning in Science Related Professional Workshops
in the Past Three Years
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Regression Models Predicting an Emphasizes in Science Learning in Science Related Professional Workshops
in the Past Three Years (continued)
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Regression Models Predicting an Emphasizes in Science Learning in Science Related Professional Workshops
in the Past Three Years (continued)
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Table 4.5
Logistic Regression Models Predicting Professional Mentoring/Supervision Roles in Science Teaching
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Table 4.6
Regression Models for Emphasis Placed on Student Learning Objectives for Science Teaching
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Regression Models for Emphasis Placed on Student Learning Objectives for Science Teaching (continued)
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Table 4.7
Regression Models Predicting Teaching Opinion on Techniques of Science Learning
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Regression Models Predicting Teaching Opinion on Techniques of Science Learning (continued)
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Table 4.8
Regression Models for Frequency of Specific Science Teaching Pedagogy
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Regression Models for Frequency of Specific Science Teaching Pedagogy (continued)
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Regression Models for Frequency of Specific Science Teaching Pedagogy (continued)
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Regression Models for Frequency of Specific Science Teaching Pedagogy (continued)
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Table 4.9
Regression for Frequency of Calculator Use in Science Class
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Table 4.10
Regression for Effectiveness of State Accountability Practices and Time
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Regression for Effectiveness of State Accountability Practices and Time (continued)
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FIGURES
Figure 3.5: Sample Coding
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APPENDIX A
Teacher Survey 1
I am interested in learning more about the Saturday Science Workshops and request your
participation in this survey. If you no longer attend, that is ok and I hope you will consider
completing the survey.
Please take a few moments to complete the following survey. Part 1 is general information about
your current teaching assignment and your education. Part 2 is general professional development
activities you have been involved in other than the CSATS workshops. Part 3 will focus on
professional development activities related to CSATS experiences and Part 4 will ask a few
question about the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). It should take you
approximately 20 minutes to complete and your responses will be anonymous.
Part 1: General Information
This section asked general information about your teaching preparation and experiences.
This information will provide background on each teacher, their experiences, and years of
teaching.
1. Please verify you work as a TEACHER in one of the following capacities:
Mark (X) only one box.
Full time teacher
3/4 time or more, but less than full-time
1/2 time or more, but less than 3/4 time
Long term substitute (i.e., your assignment requires that you fill the role of a
regular teacher on a long-term basis, but you are still considered a substitute)
No longer teaching: Career Change
No longer teaching: Retired
2. Excluding time spent on maternity/paternity leave or sabbatical, how many school years
have you worked as an elementary teacher?
3. What is your current teaching assignment for the 2015-2016 academic year?
Prekindergarten
Kindergarten
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
Other (please describe)
4. Which statement best describes the way YOUR classes at THIS school are organized?
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You instruct several classes of different students most or all of the day in one or
more subjects (sometimes called Departmentalized Instruction).
You are an elementary school teacher who teaches only one subject to different
classes of students (sometimes called an Elementary Subject Specialist).
You instruct the same group of students all or most of the day in multiple subjects
(sometimes called a Self-Contained Class).
You are one of two or more teachers, in the same class, at the same time, and are
jointly responsible for teaching the same group of students all or most of the day
(sometimes called Team Teaching).
You instruct a small number of selected students released from or in their regular
classes in specific skills or to address specific needs (sometimes called a "PullOut" Class or "Push-In" Instruction?
5. How many hours a week do you spend teaching science?
None or
___ hours per week
6. Indicate your highest degree of education and year acquired if applicable:
Associate Degree Year
Bachelors Year
Masters Year
PhD Year
7. What was your major field of study?
8. Did you have a second major field of study and if so, what was it?
Not applicable
Yes, _______________
9. If you had a minor field of study and if so, what was it?
Not applicable
Yes, _______________
10. Did you enter teaching through an alternate certification program? (An alternative
program is a program that was designed to expedite the transition of non-teachers to a
teaching career, for example, a state, district, or university alternative certification
program.)
Yes
No
11. What is the title of your PA teaching certificate?
Don’t have one
Title:_________________
12. If you have additional certificates, list them below. If not, indicate with a no response.
13. Are you certified by the National Board for Professional Teacher Standards?
Yes (indicate which content area)
No
14. Are you working towards National Board for Professional Teacher Standards?
Yes (indicate which content area)
No
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Part 2: Professional Development – Non CSATS
This section is about general professional development you may have attending in the past
12 months and any additional activities/programs you lead at the school. When answering
these questions, do not include any CSATS Saturday Science Workshops or other
professional development workshops sponsored by CSATS.
1. In the past 12 months, did you participate in any of the following professional
development activities?
University course related to teaching
University course related to content
Observational visits to other schools
Workshops
Conference
Other training sessions (describe)
Workshops in which you were a presenter
Conferences in which you were a presenter
Other training sessions in which you were a presenter
15. In the past 12 months, have you participated in any professional development activities
specific to and concentrating on the content of the subject(s) you teach?
Yes
No
16. If yes, In the past 12 months, how many hours did you spend on these activities?
8 hours or less
9-16 hours
17-32 hours
33 hours or more
17. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
18. In the past 12 months, did you do any of the following?
Engage in individual or collaborative research on a topic of interest to you
professionally?
Participate in regularly scheduled collaboration with other teachers on issues of
instruction
Observe, or be observed by, other teachers in your classroom (for at least 10
minutes)
19. This school year, do you or will you:
Coach a sport
Sponsor any student groups, clubs, or organizations
Serve as a department lead or chair
Serve as a lead curriculum specialists
Serve on a school-wide or district-wide committee or task force
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Serve as a formal mentor or mentor coordinator in your school or district
Mentor a student teacher in your classroom
Other education role beyond the school or district: Explain ______________
Part 3: Professional Development – CSATS Saturday Science Workshops
These questions will focus on CSATS SSW workshops you have attended in the past.
20. Approximately how many years have you attended Saturday Science Workshops (SSW)?
21. How many workshops did you attend during the 2014-2015 academic year?
□0
□1
□2
□3
□4
□5
□6
□7
22. If you did not attend any workshops during the 2014-2015 academic year, please indicate
why. (Select all that apply)
□ Topics did not interest me
□ Did not need any Act 48 credits
□ The workshops are too advanced for me
□ The workshops are not relevant to my teaching assignment
□ Other: Please explain: _____________________________________
23. Did you attend the SSW session on Science Notebooking?
□Yes □No □Don’t remember
24. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
25. Have you attended any other workshops on Science Notebooking not conducted by
CSATS?
□Yes □No □Don’t remember
If yes, please explain who offered the workshop:_____________________________
26. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
Not applicable
27. Did you attend the SSW session titled Understanding the New Framework for K-12
Science Education?
□Yes □No □Don’t remember
28. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
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Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
Not applicable
29. Did you attend the SSW session titled Leveraging Evidence to Support Children’s
Meaningful Science Learning on Oct 24, 2015?
□Yes □No
30. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
Not applicable
31. Have you attended any other workshops on the Framework or NGSS not conducted by
CSATS?
□Yes □No □Don’t remember
If yes, please explain who offered the workshop:_____________________________
32. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
Not applicable
Part 4: NGSS
These questions are designed to find out how familiar you are with the Next Generation
Science Standards and how, if at all, they are implemented into your science teaching
instruction.
33. How are the NGSS different than the National Science Standards?
34. Do you currently use the NGSS in your science lesson plan development?
Yes
No
35. If yes, please explain:
36. If no, please explain why not:
37. Describe what three dimensional learning, as informed by the NGSS, means to you:
38. What is the EQuIP Rubric?
39. How can the EQuIP Ruberic be helpful in planning science instruction?
40. What are your main challenges in supporting student science learning:
41. Any other comments:
Thank you for your time in completing this survey.
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APPENDIX B
Research Study Teacher Recruitment Letter
Dear Teacher,
You are receiving this correspondence because you have attended a Center for Science and the
Schools Saturday Science Workshop (SSW) in the past. This e-mail is to inform you of a
research study involving the Saturday Science Workshops and to request your participation.
Research Overview
Research states that one-day, episodic teacher professional development (TPD) is
ineffective in creating a change in teacher practice. Long-duration, job-embedded, teacher
reflective TPD has been proven to be an effective approach in supporting teacher learning.
However, most schools don’t have the funding to provide this type of teacher PD and thus
continue to provide episodic offerings, often unrelated to science educators.
I would like to find out if adding a blended-learning component to the workshops, with a
group of teachers who regularly attend the SSW, can create an effective TPD experience. The
blended-learning component involves an online website designed to provide support to teachers
interested in improving their science teaching practice. The research will focus on the teacher
professional development effectiveness, utilizing evidence collected from the teachers. This
research is not intended to evaluate teachers.
The research will look at how teachers implement three-dimensional (3D) science
learning in their lesson plans when participating in a blended-learning experience, focusing on
supporting teachers understanding of 3D learning through various activities and peer coaching
support. The online website will implement activities and web-based support informed by the
needs of the teachers in the community.
Research Impact
This research could have an impact on school districts and the ways they provide teacher
professional learning opportunities. Results from this research will inform professional
development providers, including school districts, of effective and non-effective strategies when
designing and implementing online communities of practice, both in general and as it relates to
science education.
Benefits to Teachers
Teachers participating in this research will benefit in many ways. The following are just some of
these benefits.
• Earn additional ACT 48 hours
• Receive professional learning support designed to improve their science instruction
• Increase understanding about the Next Generation Science Standards and how to
incorporate three-dimensional science learning into their lesson plan development
• Utilize the professional development as part of their student learning objectives (SLOs)
plan related to the teacher evaluation process (TEP)
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Teacher Expectations
• In order obtain evidence on how teachers’ lesson plans have or have not changed during
the study, participants will need to submit the following documentation two times during
the study: 1) Pre teaching interview to talk about the lesson the teacher is going to
videotape and a submission of the science lesson plan (if there is one), 2) video
submission of the discussed lesson, and 3) post lesson interview to discuss the enacted
lesson plan, the instructional decisions during the lesson, successes and challenges in
designing and implementing the lesson. Interviews may occur in person, over the phone
or on Skype and should last between 15-30 minutes.
• There is will a short survey prior to and after the research study, which should take
approximately 20 minutes to complete. The survey will capture general background
information and some open response questions regarding science teaching.
Minimal Time Expectations
• Other than the time needed to complete the surveys and two sets of interviews, there is no
additional workload on the teacher. The submitted lesson plans and video are those you
are already teaching as part of your classroom instruction. You will never be asked to
specifically design a lesson plan for this study and any changes you may make to their
lesson plans will be your own decision.
• While there will be additional time required to participate in the online website, you will
receive ACT48 hours if interested. When completed, the blended learning component
could be considered as another teacher professional development workshop.
Data Sources
To maintain teacher privacy, the surveys and lesson plans will have any identifiable
information removed and pseudonyms used in any publication. Videos will be kept on a
password protected computer and only the participating teacher and researcher will view the
video. After 6 years or when the dissertation is complete, the videos will be destroyed. Videos
will be used only to verify what aspects of the lesson plan were followed or deviated, and not to
evaluate the teacher. Teachers can also create their own pseudonym for the online collaborative
site if they wish to remain antonyms. If they do use their name, a pseudonym will be used in any
publication.
Qualifications to Participate
In order to quality for participation, you will need to meet the following requirements:
• Be a full time, half time, or long term substitute (i.e., your assignment requires that you
fill the role of a regular teacher on a long-term basis, but you are still considered a
substitute)
• Register for at least 2 of the 5 workshops being offered from January through May, 2016.
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Final Note
I hope you will consider participating in this important study, but please know that if you prefer
not to do so, that is just fine! The workshops will all proceed as usual with lots of new science
content, passionate presenters, and inquiry-based science learning activities! If you chose to
participate and later need to stop participating for any reason, that is also fine! Your participation
or non-participation will not impact the SSWs or your treatment in these workshops.
Research Participation
If you would like to participate, please reply back to this e-mail and let me know if you would
like to participate in the on-line learning community. If you are unsure and would like to talk
with me first or have questions, please let me know. My e-mail is leahbug@psu.edu or 814-4418069.
I look forward to hearing from you and please let me know if you have any questions! If you
agree to participation, additional information will be sent to you.
Best regards,
Leah
Leah Bug
Penn State CSATS Assistant Director
PhD Candidate
182 Chambers Building
University Park, PA 16823
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APPENDIX C
Letter to Principal of Participating Teacher
Dear Principal,
You are receiving this correspondence because your teacher, (name of teacher) has agreed to
participate in a Penn State University research study for a doctoral dissertation and to request
your support for their involvement. (Name of teacher) has been attending Penn State Center for
Science and the Schools (CSATS) Saturday Science Workshops (SSW) for over (insert number)
years. She/He is passionate about science education and desires to gain new ideas, activities, and
content knowledge to continue offering excellent science learning opportunities for students.
CSATS SSW Overview
The Center for Science and the Schools (CSATS) is a university-wide center housed in
the College of Education at Penn State University and is staffed by former science researchers
and K-12 teachers. CSATS' mission is to develop mutually beneficial and sustainable
relationships between Penn State science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
researchers and outreach providers, and K-12 schools that enhance K-12 science education
across Pennsylvania. One of CSATS flagship programs that highlight the center’s mission is the
Saturday Science Workshop (SSW) program.
The SSW program began in 2004 and offers multiple one-day science workshops,
occurring six to eight times throughout the academic year, for K-8 teachers. The SSW targets
elementary teachers to help them gain confidence, science knowledge and pedagogical strategies
to teach science
Research Overview
Research states that one-day, episodic teacher professional development (TPD) is not
affective in creating a change in teacher practice. Long-duration, job-embedded, teacher
reflective TPD has been proven to be an effective approach in supporting teacher learning.
However, most schools don’t have the funding to provide this type of teacher PD and thus
continue to provide episodic offerings, often unrelated to science educators.
I would like to find out if adding a blended-learning component to the workshops, with a
group of teachers who regularly attend the SSW, can create an effective TPD experience. The
blended-learning component involves an online website designed to provide support to teachers
interested in improving their science teaching practice. The research will focus on the teacher
professional development effectiveness, utilizing evidence collected from the teachers. This
research is not intended to evaluate teachers.
The research will look at how teachers implement three-dimensional (3D) science
learning in their lesson plans when participating in a blended-learning experience, focusing on
supporting teachers understanding of 3D learning through various activities and peer coaching
support. The online website will implement activities and web based support informed by the
needs of the teachers in the community.
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Research Impact
This research could have an impact on school districts and the ways they provide teacher
professional learning opportunities. Results from this research will inform professional
development providers, including school districts, of effective and non-effective strategies when
designing and implementing online communities of practice, both in general and as it relates to
science education.
Benefits to Teachers
Teachers participating in this research will benefit in many ways. The following are just
some of these benefits.
• Earn additional ACT 48 hours
• Receive professional learning support designed to improve their science instruction
• Increase understanding about the Next Generation Science Standards and how to
incorporate three-dimensional science learning into their lesson plan development
• Utilize the professional development as part of their student learning objectives (SLOs)
plan related to the teacher evaluation process (TEP)
• Be invited as a co-author on any published articles related to the research
Teacher Expectations
• In order obtain evidence on how teachers’ lesson plans have or have not changed during
the study, participants will need to submit the following documentation two times during
the study: 1) Pre teaching interview to talk about the lesson the teacher is going to
videotape and a submission of the science lesson plan (if there is one); 2) video
submission of the discussed lesson; and 3) post lesson interview to discuss the enacted
lesson plan, the instructional decisions during the lesson, successes and challenges in
designing and implementing the lesson. Interviews may occur in person, over the phone
or on Skype and should last between 15-30 minutes.
• There is will a short survey prior to and after the research study, which should take
approximately 20 minutes to complete. The survey will capture general background
information and some open response questions regarding science teaching.
Minimal Time Expectations
• Other than the time needed to complete the surveys and two sets of interviews, there is no
additional workload on the teacher. The submitted lesson plans and video are those the
teacher is already doing as part of their classroom instruction. They will never be asked to
specifically design a lesson plan for this study and any changes they may make to their
lesson plans will be their own decision.
• While there will be additional time required to participate in the online collaborative
learning site, teachers will receive ACT48 hours if interested. When completed, the
online site could be considered as another teacher professional development workshop.
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Data Sources
To maintain teacher privacy, the surveys and lesson plans will have any identifiable
information removed and pseudonyms used in any publication. Videos will be kept on a
password protected computer and only the participating teacher and researcher will view the
video. After 6 years or when the dissertation is complete, the videos will be destroyed. Videos
will be used only to verify what aspects of the lesson plan were followed or deviated, and not to
evaluate the teacher. Teachers can also create their own pseudonym for the online collaborative
site if they wish to remain antonyms. If they do use their name, a pseudonym will be used in any
publication. Any other data collected is part of the typical SSW component (e.g. Pre and postcontent test and workshop evaluation).
I hope you will support (insert name here) participation in this important study. The teacher can
stop their involvement at any time without any ramifications and continue to attend the Saturday
Science Workshops.
If you have any questions, please let me know. My e-mail is leahbug@psu.edu or 814-441-8069.
Best regards,
Leah Bug
Penn State CSATS Assistant Director
PhD Candidate
182 Chambers Building
University Park, PA
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APPENDIX D
Focus Group Recruitment E-Mail for Website Design
Dear Teacher,
Thank you for being willing to participate in this important research. In order to design an
effective online website to meet your needs, I would like to hear from you! I am interested in
finding out what website components would be helpful for you, how you would like to interact
with the website, and other general ideas. I would like to conduct a focus group with 4-6
teachers, which will occur at a time and place most convenient to you. Utilizing Skype is also an
option. If you are interested, please let me know and we can work at setting up a time. Please let
me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Leah Bug
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APPENDIX E
Semi-structured Focus Group Questions for Website Design
The purpose of this focus group is to hear from you what you think about online collaborative
web sites, what would motivate you to participate, and what elements would you want included
in a website.
1. Have you ever participated in on online learning environment?
a. What was the platform
i. Blackboard, Angel, Google Hangouts, SharePoint
b. What were you asked to do?
c. What worked well and what did not?
d. What did you think of the experience?
2. What specific elements would you be interested in seeing in a collaborative web site?
a. discussion area
b. questions and answer area
c. collaboration space to edit and revise lesson plans
d. video-conferencing capabilities to upload teaching samples or relevant topic
related videos, and other tools of interest to the teachers.
3. What types of activities would you be interested in doing on the web site:
a. lesson plan submission using strategies learned in the workshop; (b) lesson plan
critique;
b. participation in online discussions about lesson plan modifications,
implementation successes and challenges, and science teaching pedagogy,
c. analyzing student data and discussing strategies to address student misconceptions
and difficulties in learning a science concept
d. video analysis of science teaching and discussions focused on specific areas of
interest
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APPENDIX F
NGSS Resources Website Page
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APPENDIX G
Saturday Science Workshop Resources Page
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APPENDIX H
Blog Website Page
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APPENDIX I
Pre-lesson Semi-Structure Interview Questions
1. Describe to me the lesson you plan to teach.
2. What are your main objectives and what do you want the students to learn?
3. Describe to me the 3D learning components you think this lesson plan incorporated:
1 Scientific and Engineering Practices
1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
2 Crosscutting Concepts
1. Patterns
2. Cause and effect: Mechanism and explanation
3. Scale, proportion, and quantity
4. Systems and system models
5. Energy and matter: Flows, cycles, and conservation
6. Structure and function
7. Stability and change
3 Disciplinary Core Ideas
Physical Sciences
PS1: Matter and its interactions
PS2: Motion and stability: Forces and interactions
PS3: Energy
PS4: Waves and their applications in technologies for information transfer
Life Sciences
LS1: From molecules to organisms: Structures and processes
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, energy, and dynamics
LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and variation of traits
LS4: Biological evolution: Unity and diversity
Earth and Space Sciences
ESS1: Earth’s place in the universe
ESS2: Earth’s systems
ESS3: Earth and human activity
Engineering, Technology, and Applications of Science
ETS1: Engineering design
ETS2: Links among engineering, technology, science, and society

4. Does this fit into a larger unit?
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APPENDIX J
Post-Lesson Semi-Structured Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How well did the enacted lesson plan follow closely the planned lesson plan?
What specific areas did you feel were successful?
What specific areas in the lesson did you feel could use improvement?
How would you change this lesson if you were to teach it again?
Describe to me the 3D learning components you think this lesson plan incorporated:
1 Scientific and Engineering Practices
Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
Developing and using models
Planning and carrying out investigations
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and computational thinking
Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)
Engaging in argument from evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
2 Crosscutting Concepts
Patterns
Cause and effect: Mechanism and explanation
Scale, proportion, and quantity
Systems and system models
Energy and matter: Flows, cycles, and conservation
Structure and function
Stability and change
3 Disciplinary Core Ideas
Physical Sciences
PS1: Matter and its interactions
PS2: Motion and stability: Forces and interactions
PS3: Energy
PS4: Waves and their applications in technologies for information transfer
Life Sciences
LS1: From molecules to organisms: Structures and processes
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, energy, and dynamics
LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and variation of traits
LS4: Biological evolution: Unity and diversity
Earth and Space Sciences
ESS1: Earth’s place in the universe
ESS2: Earth’s systems
ESS3: Earth and human activity
Engineering, Technology, and Applications of Science
ETS1: Engineering design
ETS2: Links among engineering, technology, science, and society
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APPENDIX K
Post-Lesson Two Final Semi-Structured Interview Questions
1. How well did the enacted lesson plan follow closely the planned lesson plan?
2. Why did you choose to teach the objectives using this strategy?
3. What specific areas did you feel were successful?
a. Did the students meet the objectives?
4. What specific areas in the lesson did you feel could use improvement?
5. How would you change this lesson if you were to teach it again?
6. Do you think the lesson incorporated 3D learning?
7. Describe to me the 3D learning components you think this lesson plan incorporated:
1 Scientific and Engineering
3 Disciplinary Core Ideas
Practices
Physical Sciences
PS1: Matter and its interactions
Asking questions (for science) and
PS2: Motion and stability: Forces
defining problems (for engineering)
and interactions
Developing and using models
PS3: Energy
Planning and carrying out
PS4: Waves and their applications in
investigations
technologies for information transfer
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and
Life Sciences
computational thinking
LS1: From molecules to organisms:
Structures and processes
Constructing explanations (for
LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions,
science) and designing solutions (for
energy, and dynamics
engineering)
LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and
Engaging in argument from evidence
variation of traits
Obtaining, evaluating, and
LS4: Biological evolution: Unity and
communicating information
diversity
2 Crosscutting Concepts
Patterns
Earth and Space Sciences
Cause and effect: Mechanism and
ESS1: Earth’s place in the universe
ESS2: Earth’s systems
explanation
ESS3: Earth and human activity
Scale, proportion, and quantity
Systems and system models
Engineering, Technology, and
Energy and matter: Flows, cycles,
Applications of Science
and conservation
ETS1: Engineering design
Structure and function
ETS2: Links among engineering,
Stability and change
technology, science, and society
8. How do you think your planning and teaching practiced changed through participation in
the BLENDED website?
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9. Was there anything about this project that helped you to learn about the NGSS and 3D
learning?
a. Blog?
b. Yammer?
c. Peer Support?
10. What specific components of the online website helped your ability to incorporate 3D
learning in your lesson plan development and classroom instruction?
11. What specific components of the online website hindered your ability to incorporate 3D
learning in your lesson plan development and classroom instruction?
12. Describe the challenges you faced in participating in the BLENDED website blog.
13. Describe the challenges you faced in participating in the BLENDED website Yammer
activities.
14. Are there any other benefits to the website blog and Yammer activities you have not
mentioned?
15. Which components of the online website were helpful?
16. General comments about the website or BLENDED experience?
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APPENDIX L
Teacher Survey 2
Thank you for participating in this research study. Please take a few moments to complete the
following survey. Part 1 is general professional development activities you have been involved in
other than the CSATS workshops. Part 2 will focus on professional development activities
related to CSATS experiences. Part 3 will ask a few question about the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) and Part 4 will ask questions about the online communities of practice (CoP).
It should take you approximately 20 minutes to complete and your responses will be anonymous.
Part 1: Professional Development – Non CSATS
This section is about general professional development you may have attending since the
last survey. When answering these questions, do not include any CSATS Saturday Science
Workshops or other professional development workshops sponsored by CSATS.
2. Since the last survey (8 months ago), did you participate in any of the following
professional development activities?
University course related to teaching
University course related to content
Observational visits to other schools
Workshops
Conference
Other training sessions (describe)
Workshops in which you were a presenter
Conferences in which you were a presenter
Other training sessions in which you were a presenter
42. Since the last survey (8 months ago), have you participated in any professional
development activities specific to and concentrating on the content of the subject(s) you
teach?
Yes
No
43. Since the last survey (8 months ago), how many hours did you spend on these activities?
8 hours or less
9-16 hours
17-32 hours
33 hours or more
44. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
45. Since the last survey (8 months ago), did you do any of the following?
Engage in individual or collaborative research on a topic of interest to you
professionally?
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Participate in regularly scheduled collaboration with other teachers on issues of
instruction
Observe, or be observed by, other teachers in your classroom (for at least 10
minutes)
46. This school year, did you do any of the following:
Coach a sport
Sponsor any student groups, clubs, or organizations
Serve as a department lead or chair
Serve as a lead curriculum specialists
Serve on a school-wide or district-wide committee or task force
Serve as a formal mentor or mentor coordinator in your school or district
Mentor a student teacher in your classroom
Other education role beyond the school or district: Explain ______________
Part 2: Professional Development – CSATS Saturday Science Workshops
These questions will focus on CSATS SSW workshops you attended this year.
47. Did you attend any of the following CSATS workshops during the 2015-2016 academic
year?
Leveraging Evidence to Support Children’s Meaningful Science Learning
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
Using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) In the K-8 Science Classroom
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
The Art of Science Series: Design Thinking and 3D Printing
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
Harnessing Energy from the Atom: Real World Applications
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
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Patterns in the Sky: Astronomy for K-4 Students
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
The Wonders of Waves
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
Exploring the Stream and Wetland Ecosystem – Using Ecological Indicators for
Monitoring and Assessment
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
Engineering is Elementary: Pollinators
Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
o Not useful
o Somewhat useful
o Useful
o Very useful
48. What components of the SSW face-to-face workshops do you find most beneficial in
helping you improve your science teacher?
Part 3: NGSS
These questions are designed to determine any learning gains related to the Next
Generation Science Standards and how, if at all, they are implemented into your science
teaching instruction.
49. Did you attended any workshops on the Framework or NGSS not conducted by CSATS?
□Yes □No □Don’t remember
50. Overall, how useful were these activities to you?
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
51. How are the NGSS different than the National Science Standards?
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52. Do you currently use the NGSS in your science lesson plan development?
Yes
No
53. If yes, please explain:
54. If no, please explain why not:
55. Describe what three dimensional learning, as informed by the NGSS, means to you:
56. What is the EQuIP Rubric?
57. How can the EQuIP Ruberic be helpful in planning science instruction?
58. What are your main challenges in supporting student science learning:
Part 4: Online Communities of Practice Web Site
Many of these questions will be driven by the final website design and the specific elements as
informed by the study participants. However, here are some sample questions:
59. How much time did you spend each week on the online communities of practice (CoP)?
Less than 3 hours
4-8 hours
9-16 hours
17-32 hours
33 hours or more
60. How did your online participation change during the 4 months?
Increased
Decreased
Remained the same
61. Did the online component help you connect the face-to-face workshops more effectively?
Yes
No
If yes, describe in detail how it helped:
62. What prevented you from spending more time in the CoP? (leave open ended or provide
some possible reasons such as…)
Website was difficult to use
The conversations were not relevant to me
Unplanned personal situations occurred (e.g. sickness, death in family, other
major life change)
63. What was the most valuable aspect of the CoP?
64. What was the least valuable aspect of the CoP
Rate the following online components in regards to how it supported your ability to implement
3D learning into your science instruction:
65. Discussion Board
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
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Very useful
66. Videos
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
67. Videos and discussions analyzing the video
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
68. Lesson Plan Feedback
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
69. Utilizing the EQuIP rubric in developing lesson plans
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
70. Peer Coaching Support
Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very useful
71. Describe how the peer coaching supported or hindered your ability to incorporate the
science content and 3D learning into your science instruction.
72. Any other comments you’d like to share about the blended learning experience?
Thank you for your time in completing this survey.
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APPENDIX M
Sample Parent Consent Letter
Dear Parents and Guardians,
My name is Leah Bug and I am the Assistant Director at Penn State Center for Science and the
Schools (CSATS). As part of my doctoral dissertation research study, I am working with the
teacher in your child’s classroom to conduct research the effectiveness of the Saturday Science
Workshops your child’s teacher attends on their own time. The specific goals of the project are
to understand how the workshops, combined with an online web site to support teacher learning,
impacts teacher’s science lesson design. As part of this study, the teachers will video record the
teaching of science lessons as a way to document how closely the teacher followed their lesson
plan and what changes they made during the lesson. The study is solely about the teacher’s
lesson plan design and implementation and in NO way evaluates the students or their classroom
performance.
To be clear, the focus of the video recording is the teacher and the camera will be focused on the
teacher at all times. However, because lessons tend to be interactive and the teacher will likely
move throughout the room, at times the students may be in view of the camera. Therefore we ask
your permission to video record in your child’s classroom. The only people who will have access
to the video will be the teacher and the researcher. The video will never be seen by anyone else
and will be destroyed after completion of the dissertation or 5 years from recording date,
whichever comes first.
I thank you in advance for your cooperation and support of education research. If you have any
questions, please contact Leah Bug, CSATS Assistant Director at Penn State University Park
(865-8397 or leahbug@psu.edu).
Sincerely,
Leah Bug
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Teacher,
My child
May appear in the video recorded lessons associated with the research project.
May NOT appear in the video recorded lessons associated with the research project.
Student Name (please print):
Parent Signature:
Student Name (please print):
Parent Signature:
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APPENDIX N
Example of Pre/Post Content Knowledge Test
Pre-Content Knowledge Test
1. What are waves and how do they transfer energy?
2. What are the identifying characteristics of waves and what factors influence them?
3. What happens to wave energy when it encounters a barrier?
Post-Content Knowledge Test
1. What are waves and how do they transfer energy?
2. What are the identifying characteristics of waves and what factors influence them?
3. What happens to wave energy when it encounters a barrier?
4. What are 2 or 3 big ideas in science you learned today?
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APPENDIX O
Example of Saturday Science Workshop Evaluation
Please read each statement and circle the number which most reflects your opinion. NOTE THE
ORDER OF THE SCALE: 5 IS STRONGLY AGREE AND 1 IS STRONGLY DISAGREE.

5

4

Neither
Strongly
Agree
nor
Disagree
3

5
5

4
4

3
3

2
2

1
1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5
5

4
4

3
3

2
2

1
1

5
5

4
4

3
3

2
2

1
1

5

4

3

2

1

Strongly
Agree
1. The goals and objectives were clearly specified at
the beginning of the workshop.
2. My understanding of this topic has been enhanced.
3. The content is relevant to the science curriculum I
teach.
4. I will be able to apply what I learned into my
classroom instruction.
5. The workshop activities were carefully planned,
well organized and well executed.
6. The presenter was knowledgeable about the
content.
7. I felt comfortable asking the instructor questions.
8. The presenter’s instructional techniques facilitated
my learning.
9. I had sufficient time to complete all required tasks.
10. I had sufficient time to reflect on what I had
learned.
11. The facilities were conducive to my learning.

Strongly
Disagree
2

1

Please respond the following questions.
1. If any responses for questions 1-11 were 3 or lower, please explain why.
2. What are your reasons for attending this workshop?
3. How will you incorporate this content into your classroom lessons? Please provide
specific examples.
4. Describe how the presenter’s instructional techniques facilitated or hindered your
learning:
5. What are the strengths of this workshop?
6. Suggestions for improvement:
7. Other comments:
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APPENDIX P
Harnessing Energy from the Atom January 23 Agenda

Harnessing Energy from the Atom: Real World Applications Agenda
Dr. Candace Davison
January 23, 2016
9:00 am

Welcome, introductions, complete paperwork including pre-concept inventory,
Act 48 forms, and breakfast.

9:15 am

Atom Review
• Structures of an Atom
• Periodic Table

9:30 am

GQ1: What is the difference between radioactive (unstable) and stable atoms
and what are the implications?

10:30 am
10:45 am

Break upstairs in classroom
GQ2: What happens when isotopes of an element are radioactive (unstable)?
Radioactivity

11:15 am

GQ4: How do we determine the various types of radiation?

12:00 pm
12:30 pm

Lunch upstairs in classroom
GQ5: How would you figure out how quickly a radioactive atoms becomes
stable?
• Half-Life
• Radioactive decay and carbon dating

12:00

GQ6: What are the various applications in the medical, food, science, and
energy derived from this knowledge?
• Applications

1:15 pm

Tour of Nuclear Research Facility

2:15 pm

Wrap Up: Complete post- concept inventory, class evaluation
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APPENDIX Q
Harnessing Energy from the Atom April 23 Agenda

9:00 am
9:15

9:30 am

Harnessing Energy from the Atom: Real World Applications
Candace Davison
April 23, 2016
Welcome, introductions, complete paperwork including pre-concept inventory,
Act 48 forms, and breakfast.
Observe the following phenomena: Cloud Chamber
• Teachers observe the phenomena and write down what they observe.
• Discussion
Radioactive vs non-radioactive
• What can you find out about different objects in the room using a Geiger
counter?

10:15 am

Break upstairs in classroom

10:30 am

What more can we learn about radiation? Do materials make a difference in
radiation levels?
• Teachers will design an experiment to determine if materials make a
difference in radiation levels.

11:15 am

Modeling for Understanding
• Part 1: What makes an atom radioactive and how can we represent this
phenomena?
• Part 2: Teachers will select an element from the periodic table and build a
model of an atom.
• Part 3: Teachers build a carbon atom and manipulate it to make it
radioactive.
• Part 4: Isotopes and Radioactive Decay

12:15 pm

Lunch upstairs in classroom

12:45 pm
1:15 pm

Tour of Nuclear Research Facility
Cloud Chamber
• Can teachers explain the phenomena occurring in the cloud chamber?
Applications of Radiation
• Teachers will work in partners to identify the types of radiation used in
various applications.
Wrap Up: Discuss 3D learning, classroom applications, complete post-concept
inventory, and evaluation.

2:15 pm
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APPENDIX R
Box S-1: The Three Dimensions of the Framework (NRC, 2012)
Scientific and Engineering Practices
Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
Developing and using models
Planning and carrying out investigations
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and computational thinking
Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)
Engaging in argument from evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
Crosscutting Concepts
Patterns
Cause and effect: Mechanism and explanation
Scale, proportion, and quantity
Systems and system models
Energy and matter: Flows, cycles, and conservation
Structure and function
Stability and change
Disciplinary Core Ideas
Physical Science
PS1: Matter and its interactions
PS2: Motion and stability: Forces and interactions
PS3: Energy
PS4: Waves and their applications in technologies for information transfer
Life Sciences
LS1: From molecules or organisms: Structures and processes
LS2: Ecosystems: Inheritance and variation of traits
LS4: Biological evolution: Unity and diversity
Earth and Space Sciences
ESS1: Earth’s place in the universe
EES2: Earth’s systems
ESS3: Earth and human activity
Engineering, Technology and Applications of Science
ETS1: Engineering design
ETS2: Links among engineering, technology, science, and society
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APPENDIX S
NGSS Codes, Descriptions, and Examples
Codes
NGSS SEP Codes
Asking Questions (science) or
Defining Problems (engineering)

Description

Example

Formulating empirically answerable questions
/Defining an engineering problem that needs
solving

I would like to focus on having students develop
their own questions.

Developing and Using Models

The construction and use of models/Using models
and simulations to analyze existing systems

Planning and Carrying out
Investigations

Identification of what is to be recorded and control
of variables/Discusses various elements of student
planning and completing a science investigation or
engineering design challenge
Produce data that must be analyzed in order to
derive meaning/analyze data collected in design
tests
Tools for representing physical variables and their
relationships/mathematical and computational
representations are integral part of design

I am using more models with my students. These
include simple “make-it-yourself” models, draw
diagrams/pictures, as well as sophisticated
computer simulations.
I have seen them drawing out plans, having
constructive arguments about how to solve a
problem, and analyze their data.

Analyze and Interpreting Data
Using Mathematics and
Computational Thinking
Constructing Explanations
(science) or Designing
Investigations (engineering)

Construction of theories that can provide
explanatory accounts of features of the scientific
world or a systematic process for solving
engineering problems

All of a sudden they make a nice connection
when you bring in the real data.
They're going to have to do some math figuring
out the amps.
They had to analyze waves and construct
explanations.
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Engaging in Argument from
Evidence

Codes
Obtaining, Evaluating, and
Communicating Information

NGSS CC Codes
Patterns

Cause and effect: Mechanism and
explanation

Scale, proportion, and quantity

Systems and system models

Defend explanations, formulate evidence, examine
understanding, and collaborate with peers in
searching for best explanation/Compare
alternatives, formulate evidence based on test data,
defend conclusions, evaluate critically others ideas,
and revise design
Description
Communication of ideas and the results of
inquiry/Express ideas with the use of tables, graphs,
drawings, or models by engaging with peers

I have seen them drawing out plans, having
constructive arguments about how to solve a
problem, and analyze their data.

Observed patterns of forms and events guide
organization and classification, and they prompt
questions about relationships and the factors that
influence them
Events have causes and a major activity of science
is investigating and explaining causal relationships
and the mechanisms by which they are mediated.
Such mechanisms can be tested across given
contexts and used to predict and explain events in
new contexts
Recognize what is relevant at different measures of
size, time, and energy and to recognize how
changes in scale, proportion, or quantity affect a
system's structure or performance

More emphasis on patterns and what students
notice.

Defining a system under study, specifying its
boundaries and making explicit a model of that
system, provides tools for understanding and testing
ideas that are applicable throughout science and
engineering

Example
Tying more of the journaling in and making
them (students) more accountable for their
observations.

Cause and effect is one of the seven crosscutting
concepts. The reason these concepts are included
as one of the three dimensions is because
research found that these concepts often were left
out of science instruction.
Maybe even scale and proportion. Now we've
just changed something, look at that frequency.
That's going crazy. What does that do versus
okay here the frequency is not so big or not so
much?
We're using systems showing flow of energy...
so that's kind of crosscutting.
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Energy and matter: Flows, cycles,
and conservation
Structure and function
Codes
Stability and change

NGSS DCI Codes
Physical Science

Life Sciences

Earth and Space Sciences
Engineering, Technology and
Applications of Science

Tracking fluxes of energy and matter into, out of,
None provided by teachers.
and within systems helps one understand the
systems' possibilities and limitations
The way in which an object or living thing is shaped Structure and properties of water.
and its substructure determine many of its
properties and functions
Description
Example
For natural and built systems alike, conditions of
stability and determinants of rates of change or
evolution of a system are critical elements of study

None provided by teachers.

Includes Matter and its interactions; Motion and
stability: Forces and interactions; Energy; and
Waves and their applications in technologies for
information transfer
Includes from molecules to organisms: structures
and processes; Ecosystems: interactions, energy,
and dynamics; Heredity: inheritance and variation
of traits; Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
Includes Earth's place in the universe; Earth's
systems; Earth and human activity

We’ve really talked about kinetic and potential
energy and used the words slope and increased
speed, increases kinetic energy, we talked about
increase of mass increases kinetic energy.
None provided by teachers.

Includes Engineering design; Links among
engineering, technology, science, and society

Yes, I did find two that could possibly fit:
3-5-ETS1-1 Engineering Design
3-5-ETS1-2 Engineering Design

Teacher Comments related to NGSS Concepts
Textbook
Teacher indicates using textbooks as a focus of
instruction

Teachers talked about their "space units" but did
not provide any specific concepts.

When I began teaching science I used the
textbook and materials that accompanied them,
including the “cook book” labs.
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Procedural Activity

Lesson follows very prescribed steps

When I began teaching science I used the
textbook and materials that accompanied them,
including the “cook book” labs.

NGSS Understanding lack of

Comment indicates confusion about NGSS

Would that be a cross cutting concept? The
energy?
Example

Codes

Description

NGSS Understanding

Comment indicates correct use of the NGSS
Framework or Standards

Value in learning NGSS

Teachers indicate the value to themselves and
students in learning more about NGSS

Student Centered (real-life)

Teacher indicates they are becoming more student
centered in their lesson development and teaching,
goal of lesson/activity is to make it relevant to
children
Teacher change in their comments or actions which
indicate a change in teacher practice

I'm listening more to what the kids are interested
in.

Hands-On

Teacher mentions the lesson/activity is hands-on

Hands on activity and they'll be engaged because
it's a highly exciting activity for them.

Questioning Practice

Teachers are questioning their own practice or
thinking about what would be best for students

Let's start looking more in depth. Let's take it to
the next level. Where are we going? Where do
we want to go with this? Where do they want to
go with this? What are they thinking would be an
interesting thing to do?

Motivation

Teacher indicates a desire to learn more about a
topic

I plan to attend more workshops to acquire more
resources to help me.

Change in Practice

If I could explain the difference briefly, I would
say the NGSS (content wise) are not as wide and
are deeper...the National Science Standards are
wider and not as deep!
Forced me to sit down and think about NGSS!!!!
Loved that part!

As I began to attend workshops/conferences and
become more comfortable with the content, I
was able to enhance my science instruction and
stray from the textbook.
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Confidence (taking risks)

Codes
Affordances and Constraints
Attending PD

Teacher expresses they are more excited to teach
As I began to attend workshops/conferences and
science or have more confidence in teaching science become more comfortable with the content, I
was able to enhance my science instruction and
stray from the textbook.
Description

Example

Teacher indicates the importance of quality TPD in
improving science instruction

In order to continue making this shift, I think
attending quality professional development is
one of the most powerful tools to improve
science instruction.
I would say that I didn’t allow enough time for
them (students) to explore a little bit more OR It
forced me to sit down and assess what I am
doing.
Elementary teachers in my district seem so
overwhelmed or unprepared to try to fit science
into their curriculum.
Teachers in my department look to me for
answers or guidance about NGSS because I am
the most comfortable using it.
Having fewer teachers with similar grade levels
sometimes led to less resources that I could use
in my everyday teaching.
Our district has put focus on math and reading.
Little time is left for science.

Time

Teacher indicates a need for more science
instruction time or to reflect on their teaching
practice

Challenges to NGSS
Implementation

Teacher indicates challenges in implementing
NGSS

Teacher Leader

Teacher is viewed as a leader because of their
experiences in the BLENDED program

Resources

Teacher talks about teaching resources

Policies

Teacher talks about administrators, school district
or state requirements, and resource supporting or
hindering NGSS implementing
Teacher talks about supplies needed for NGSS
implementation

Supplies

Science educators need more funding for
expendable lab supplies, new basic and cuttingedge equipment, and lab repairs/refurbishment.
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APPENDIX T
Community of Practice Codes, Descriptions, and Examples
CoP Codes

Definition

Coding Example

Ongoing engagement of community members
and how often community members
participated in yammer and responded to other
members.

Number of posts and responses from each participating
teacher.

Mutual Relationships:
Requesting
information

Community members actively engage through
requesting and providing information,
developing relationships.

Does your 8th grade include any STEM or Maker space
instruction? They are big in PA. Thanks.

Mutual Relationships:
Responding to
requests

Community members actively engage through
requesting and providing information,
developing relationships.

I use https://phet.colorado.edu for many topics. On their
site, you will find teachers’ documents that go along
with the simulations. They are categorized for middle
school, high school and undergraduate levels.

Mutual Relationships:
Meaningful
Connections

Community members responded to one
another with ideas, resources, encouragement,
or provoked deeper reflections on teaching and
learning. When discussion threads were
created, those sections were also coded as
meaningful connections.

Thanks for your post! It really made me think about
PBL and inspired me to google the NGSS science and
engineering practices!

Mutual Engagement
Sustained engagement
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Joint Enterprise
Negotiated Enterprise

Mutual Accountability

Community members discuss developments
about how they approach teaching science
concepts, collaboration among members,
struggles to define NGSS or trying to reconcile
conflicting interpretations of what the
enterprise, or NGSS, means for science
instruction.

I like how you state that each practice can move back
and forth between each other – no set pattern or
direction. My response for this blog is worded so that it
seems as the process is more linear, but I meant to say
exactly what you have said. I totally agree with you.

Shared values and accountability about what
matters and what does not, what to pay
attention to and what to ignore, or when
actions and artifacts are good enough and
when they need improvement or refinement.

I think more than anything, I just wanted to make sure I
took my time and gave a quality response. I didn't just
want to give a very generic response. I wanted to make
it worthwhile.

Community members produce original
artifacts to share with the community, such as
lesson plan or other related NGSS activity.
Community members use or plan to use
member shared resources such as a website,
lesson plan, or other item.
Community members share various websites,
journal articles, or other support materials.

Teachers submitted lesson plans aligned to NGSS.

Shared Repertoire
Producing resources
Using resources
Sharing resources

Thank you for sharing the video. I am anxious to watch
it. How lucky you were to hear him speak.
I think one of the things I'd like to do is share this on the
website and see what ideas, if anybody's done something
similar to this, and see what ideas somebody else has to
share with us that we can add to this, or, they have
unique materials we never even thought of using. Or, a
different twist on the solution that would make it
different.
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APPENDIX U
Lesson One Video Description: Bailey
The Sandwich Lesson video was thirty-two minutes in length and the camera was in the
back of the classroom. Students were sitting in groups of five and the teacher was projecting
information on a screen at the front of the room. There are approximately 22 first graders in the
class. The lesson started with a class discussion reviewing what students had previously shared
about not washing their hands and germs. “If you don’t wash your hands it gets you sick” and
“germs spread.” Can you feel germs?”, Jordan asked. The students shouted no and Bailey said a
group had said “germs are really small” and “coughing in your hands spreads germs.”
Bailey asked them to take a look at their three big words projected on the screen. The first
word was control and she read the other words of clean and dirty hands. She stated, “we are
going to be using our hands for this experiment.” Bailey went on to tell the students that in
science, we have the word control. She asked the students what control meant. One of the
students responded, but it was inaudible. Bailey went on to talk about how in science a control
means, “we don’t do anything to it, we leave it alone. She told them part of their experiment was
something they would leave alone. Bailey showed them a plastic sandwich bag that was turned
inside out so when she adds the bread, she won’t touch it. She explained that they wanted to find
out where the germs would be, so she didn’t want to get her germs on the control bread. Bailey
got the bad of bread and then grabbed a piece of bread and emphasized how she was able to get
the bread into the bag without touching it. She held the bag up and said, “no hands touched it,
nothing got on it” at which point Jordan add “except anything that might have gotten on it in the
factory.” Bailey agreed and said, “but we can’t control that control part.” She summarized,
stating this was the control bag and they would see what happens to the control bag later on.
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Bailey then grabbed another bag and stated she needed a group to help at which the
students erupted with excitement and clapping. Bailey assigned each table to either the dirty
hands group or the clean hands group. Bailey told them each table would each get a piece of
bread to touch, but they were not going to “smush and crush it.” They are just going to hold it
with both hands, look at it, then pass it to the next person. After everyone in the group has
touched the bread, it will be placed in bag. She told the back two tables will be the clean group,
so they will wash their hands before touching the bread. She said, “we want to see if there’s a
difference. I don’t know. Do you think there is going to be a difference? Maybe, maybe not.”
Jordan had the dirty hands groups, in which she took a piece of bread. One of the students
said she wanted to eat it, which reminded Bailey to say, “should we be eating stuff if we are
doing science?” in which the students responded no in unison. She told this type of science is not
something we each, which a student responded, “it’s something we learn.”
Jordan continued to work with her group, having the students touch it on both sides and
passing it to the next person. Meanwhile, Bailey was having her group wash their hands at the
sink and remind them not to touch anything. Bailey then gave her group a piece of bread to touch
and pass around the group. Each piece of bread was then placed in its own baggy and labeled.
After the experiment was set up, Bailey lead a class discussion about what might happen
to the various bags and if germs would get on the bread. She started by asking if they had a
prediction, which one of the students responded, “I think a prediction is guessing. Guessing
about science.” Jordan then asked if anyone else had something to add to her comment and a
student said, “we put our germs on the bread,” at which point Bailey jumped in and made a silly
comment about how she predicted she was going to make a ham and cheese sandwich, which the
students yelled in unison “no.” Bailey said, “I guessed and it was about bread.” Jordan added
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another silly comment and Bailey continued by stating, “so a prediction is a guess about bread
but not what we shared. What are we guessing about our bread? We know it has something to do
with bread and germs.” A student responded, “we’re predicting about bread, cuz we’re spreading
germs and we want to predict about it to see if we really put germs on it.” Jordan told her good
thinking, and Bailey repeated what the student said. She then went around pointing at the tables
asking, “Do you think this table has the dirty bread, or this table, or this table?” Jordan added
that one table, they all touched the bread twice, so maybe there might be twice as many germs on
their bread.”
Bailey told the students they needed to predict what they think would happen and to talk
in their teams while the other teacher passed out the workshops. Students then wrote their
predictions about each type of bread on their worksheet.
After the students wrote down their predictions for each bag, Bailey had a class
discussion about observation. She reminded them that they had learned about observation earlier
in the year, so some of them might remember what it means when they observe. She asked the
students what they were going to do when they observed it. “Are you going to lick it?” she asked
in which the students groaned “no.” She asked them what they used when they’re observing. A
student suggested using a magnifying lens, which Bailey responded, “that’s a good idea. They
did say germs were super tiny, maybe we need to use that tool to find them. What body part do
we use with our magnifying glass? We us our…” The students all said eyes, and Bailey
reminded them that if they observe, they will be looking. Bailey then mentioned that some
observations come quick and some observations take longer and provided an example from a
past activity. She continued, “this time it’s going to take longer for us to observe, and Ms.
Johnson has a really cool way of observing.” Bailey told the class Ms. Johnson let some bread go
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for a day or so and she’s going ot show you what it looks like.” The teachers told the class they
were not going to tell them what they did to the bread, but they would share with them what it
looked like.
Jordan took a piece of bread with mold on it and placed it under the microscope. They
projected the bread and some of the students said that they could see the germs. Bailey asked if
someone burned the bread and a student told her they were germs. “I never saw what germs
looked like, but I thought germs were green,” said a student. Bailey asked where he had seen
green germs and he didn’t know. She stated that was fine and stated he was “using his
knowledge” of what he might had heard someone else said. They had the student look at the
black spots. Bailey said, “do you have to touch it to have germs? Well, we are going to see in a
few days what our bags look like. Maybe they will show germs and we will see what happens.”
Jordan said that she has a special germ light that can show germs. Bailey explained that
she had a black light, and any germs will look green. Bailey turned of the light and they looked
at Ms. Johnson’s hands under the light. The teacher continued by talking about how Jordan’s
hands were not washed and Bailey’s hands were washed and asked which teacher had a better
chance of getting sick. “Ms. Johnson is going to get sick because she didn’t wash her hands”
they shouted. The teacher talked about people getting sick if they don’t wash their hands. Bailey
asked about using hand sanitizer and if that made a difference. Jordan used the sanitizer and
showed her hands under the black light. The kids all moaned “eww.” “Look at what you are
taking into lunch with you and look what you are getting into your mouth,” Bailey told the class.
The class decided that washing hands with soap was better than using hand sanitizer. They
finished the lesson telling the students about the importance of washing their hands and collected
their papers.
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APPENDIX V
Lesson Two Video Description: Bailey
The teachers submitted two videos. The first video was 15 minutes long and set in the
classroom. Bailey introduced the activity by telling the students they were going to be doing
something different, reminding them of all the fun science they had been doing. She was asking
them what kind of fun things they could do, when Jordan came into the room walking around the
room blowing bubbles. Laughter erupted from the students and they asked her why she was
doing that! The students thought she might get into trouble and that blowing bubbles should only
be done outside.
Bailey jumped on this comment and said, “hey, we’re doing science. We can’t do science
outside” at which point several students yelled “yes you can!” The teacher then told the students
they needed to talk about science rules. The teachers reviewed the rules about not yelling, doing
active learning, following directions quickly, make smart choices.
Bailey asked the students if scientists work all by themselves, at which the students said
no, they work together. Discussions continued with the teachers and students talking about the
importance of talking and sharing ideas and how to do so respectfully.
The teachers then “role played” about how they worked together on a problem they were
trying to solve, how they took turns talking, with each of them sharing their ideas, and
compromising on the idea. The student watched them and giggled every once in a while.
The teachers then told them they would pair them up, go outside, and do the science
experiment. Before leaving, Jordan told the class they were going to go outside and blow
bubbles. They asked the students who has never blown a bubble so they can pair students
together so those that “have the background knowledge” can provide help.
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Jordan gave them the following task, “See what can you do to design something to blow
bubbles with.” The students became very excited, at which they told them to think about their
ideas, but they are waiting to share with their partners outside. The teachers then partnered the
students and went outside.
Bailey asked the students how a bubble wand works. She then told the students they
would be designing a new bubble wand to sell to a company.
The second video was 43 minutes long and the class was outside. It was very windy,
making it difficult to hear the teachers and student conversations. Students were sitting with their
partner and handed a bag of supplies. These supplies included plastic, canvas, different sizes of
cups, metal binder rings, different sized straws, tape and rubber bands.
Bailey told the students, “we talked about bubbles, what you know about bubbles. We are
going to give you a few minutes to talk about what you know about bubbles, blowing bubbles,
and go ahead and talk with your teammates.” After five minutes, the teachers brought them back
together and had three teams talk about their discussions. The students talk about bubble size,
blowing harder, weights of the bubble, how they pop, the bubble has air.
Bailey said, “ok, you said all I needed to make a bubble was air” and she made a circle
with her hand and blew. The students proceeded to tell her that she needed soap and water and a
bubble wand. The teacher then went to a plate with soap and used her ring to blow some bubbles.
Bailey than asked the class why they popped. After students shared their ideas, the teacher talked
about the supplies in the bag and told the students they each needed to draw a bubble want
design based on the supplies in the bag. After they each drew a design, the needed to collaborate
in designing one version of the bubble wand. They had to collaborate and not argue so they don’t
waste their science time. They then told the students to get stared.
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After 10 minutes, the teacher asked what happens if doesn’t work. “Is it the end of the
world? No!” She went on to tell them if it doesn’t work, talk about it with your partner, and then
we’re going to try again. “Scientists never give up and learn from their mistakes.”
After another 5 minutes, the teacher brought the class back together and had each team
talk about their design. They used this opportunity to talk about failure and how scientists can
end up making new discoveries from their mistakes.
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APPENDIX W
Lesson One Video Description: Pat
Pat submitted an introduction video and two short videos of her lesson. In the first 30
second video, Pat provided an introduction what would be see in the two classroom videos. She
stated the students were “brainstorming ideas for their ramps, how to increase the kinetic
energy.” The second 6-minute video showed Pat talking with eight of her eleven students. Two
were absent and one student was videotaping, as she/he did not have a signed consent form to be
videotaped. The students were in the gymnasium for this lesson.
Pat began the discussion by reviewing what they had done in the last lesson. “We had left
off with three textbooks and we came to a conclusion of what?” One student responded,
inaudibly, and Pat recapped by stating, “An increase of a slope increases speed.” She continued
to get additional information from the students and reminded them to use “our scientific words.”
Another student responded that there “was more momentum.” She encouraged other ideas,
reminding them again to use scientific words and another student stated “there is more kinetic
energy.” Pat agreed this idea was what they concluded and talked about what there were going to
do next.
Pat mentioned they were going to change one variable and asked students what was an
example of a variable they could change. She called on another student to explain what happened
and recapped the student’s comment by stating, “there was a maximum angle of the slope that
we could do because after a certain point and then after we got past a certain part, then the car
would crash and not go any further.” She used her hands to demonstrate the car being at the top
of the slope and then coming down, like falling off a cliff, to the bottom of the track, not
allowing it to move further along the track. “Three was the maximum that we found,” Pat stated.
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She reminded them “as scientists, we can only change one variable, otherwise we won’t
know which variable is actually changing the data.” She then wanted them to think about “that
one thing they wanted to change.” She reminded them that they would be using 3 books. She
called on students to share their ideas regarding what variable could be changed. One student
stated they could “change how long the track is” and Pat added they might want to add 10 pieces
of track and “maybe that might increase the kinetic energy and then therefore increase the
distance the car would travel.” Another student stated “change the car”, to which Pat agreed, but
stated she wanted them to use the same car. Another student stated they could “add more books”
which Pat again agreed they could do that, but reminded them to only use 3 books in order to
keep the slope that same height as last time. Several students added suggestions other classmates
had already state. Pat asked “What about adding a loop or what’s another way we could increase
kinetic energy?” and when the students didn’t reply, she reminded to think about the video they
watched. A student responded “how steep it is” and another added “slope”. Pat mentioned they
could add mass to their car.
Before having them get into their groups to decide the one variable they were going
change, she looked at a student’s worksheet and said “you need to fill out the variable you are
testing. That could be the number of tracks, adding weight to the car, adding mass to the car and
it’s up to you guys to discuss that. I want you to briefly explain how you will test the variable
and as scientists we need to figure out how we are going to test it. Draw some pictures, think
about the supplies you will use and how you will collect your data. You may want to use a table
similar to the one on the front page, you will want to make a data table.” She then excused them
to work in their groups.
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The last video clip was twelve minutes long and showed the students working in their
groups. Pat stopped by one group of students and asked what variable they were changing. The
group of girls indicated they were using different books and Pat reminded them they needed to
use the same 3 books and they should look at their data table to see which books they used. Pat
then went back to their idea of changing the books they were using and asked them if they were
going to change the books, what is it that they would be changing. One of the girls stated the
mass of the books because “some of them are different than others.” The teacher asked them
what was feeling the effect of the mass. One student stated the height and Pat said, “Thank you,
very good, do you want to change that variable to the height, but I don’t think the mass will do
anything except change how the floor is feeling.” She went on to ask if the students changed the
height, what would change, and asked the girls what the vocab word was they had been talking
about. Answers varied from momentum to friction to kinetic energy. Responding no to each
answer, she used her hand and angled it, asking them what you called it “if you changed this”,
moving her arm from horizontal to vertical. “Slope” responded one of the students. Pat
responded affirmatively and told them that was the variable there are working on and to
continue. She clarified “so you’ll be using different books than you did before” in which the
students responded “yes.”
Pat then went to a group of boys and asked what they were going to do and they
responded they were changing the number of tracks. She then looked a one student’s paper,
reminding him of the definition of variables, and had him correct it to indicate the variable was
number or tracks, not how far the car was going to go. She asked the students to briefly explain
how they were going to test the variable and then started reading from one of the student’s paper,
“we are going to make a chart on the number of tracks.” She continued “Ok, so you’ll keep your
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3 books and so you’ll add 1 track, then 2 tracks, then 3 tracks, then 4. Ok, so how many times
will you test each?” One of the student’s responded, “3 or 4 times” and the teachers suggested
that 3 would be a good number, without any explanation why. She then moved back to the group
of girls and asked if they had any questions.
Pat looked at the books stacked up and reminded the girls to look back and see how they
stacked the books before and keep that variable the same and make sure they are all lined up the
same way, because they want to keep as many variables similar. She mentioned how scientists
need to be very careful about changing variables. The girls then talked about the types of books
and the teacher told them it’s ok, as scientist change things all the time and as their working and
they think is doesn’t seem right, they can always change it. One student asked if they should test
it with the regular books and then with different books. The teacher stated that they had already
done it with the regular books and then another student asked if she wanted them to switch, at
which the teacher told them this was their experiment. The students talked amongst themselves
about what they should do, however, their discussion was inaudible.
The video moved to the group of boys talking about how many times they should test it.
Pat asked them what they were deciding. One student stated they were going to test it 3 times
and they will start with 2 tracks. A male adult came in and talked with Pat and then he asked the
group of boys what they were working on. One of the boys told him what the group was doing,
but had difficulties stating it in a cohesive way. Pat prompted him with the comment, “What is
your ultimate goal, to see what? at which time the same student had a difficult time responding,
and the teacher stated “maximum number of tracks, maybe?” The other adult asked “so what’s a
track, a track for what?” The student responded “a track for hot wheels.” Pat asked the student to
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tell the adult “if the car goes far, the farthest its ever gone, what does the car have?” at which the
student stated kinetic energy and the teacher agreed with him.
Pat then turned to the girls and one of the students told her that they figured out that the
floor was different because (became inaudible) at which point the teacher got very excited that
they figured it out. She went on to tell them that she was hoping that they would figure out that
they were testing the same thing as before. “Using three books might change the height might
change the degree of the slope just a little, but not much. I think you would definitely have
something working. So the only thing you are going to be changing is…” “The floor” they said
in unison. She asked what books they would be using and they stated the original books. The
teacher praised them on being so smart, gave them all high-fives, and told them there were such
smart scientists.
The girls tested one of the cars and it came down the track and spun around. They were
getting ready to try again when the teacher noticed they were not completing their worksheet.
She told them that scientists
have to document things, you just can’t jump into it. I love your idea and enthusiasm, but
make sure you document things down. Because what just happened there was not good,
so as scientists you want to make that observation and in your notebook you would take
this down as a note. First time we did it, the car spun out. What could have caused the car
to spin out? You always constantly need to be asking questions.
She instructed them to finish working on their worksheet and then get to work. The girls
worked on their sheets and were talking about why the car skidded out and talked about it being
smooth and realized last time they had used a white board and wondered if that had something to
do with it. At the point, the video ended.
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APPENDIX X
Lesson Two Video Description: Pat
Pat’s second lesson was 1 hour 32 minutes long and a lesson plan was not submitted. Due
to the length of her video, a modified transcription is included here, capturing the highlights and
important element of the lesson.
There were three groups of students with approximately four students in each group. Pat
started the lesson by telling the students she was going do a magic trick for them. There were
two cups on a desk in front of the room, one with clear liquid (water) and the other with blue
liquid (soapy water). She held up two small plain pieces of crumpled paper and asked the
students what they thought would happen if she placed the paper in each cup. When a student
responded “it would dissolve”, Pat prompted her by asking what other things dissolve. Student
responses included “a pill that can dissolve in water” and “cardboard.” The teacher then stated
“when I think of dissolve, I think of something that spreads out evenly, so would you think this
paper would dissolve and spread out evenly to make a solution?” Several students stated no and a
student stated “Instead of dissolving, it will just get really wet.” Pat encouraged the response and
said “really wet or what?” The student continued, “or if you put it in the blue one, it will turn
blue.” The teacher asked if the students have ever seen paper get wet before, in which they
responded yes, stating several examples when Pat asked where they had seen paper get wet.” She
then asked the students what the word was when paper gets wet and it starts with an s. After
much prompting, she told them the word “saturated.” Let’s use our scientific term of using
saturated instead of soaked or getting wet.
She then walked to the two cups, telling the students that now that they have made some
predictions, let’s see what happens and dropped the paper in the liquid. The students became
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very excited and wanted to know what the blue liquid was, as the paper in the blue cup sank and
the paper in the clear liquid stayed on top. One of the students smelled the blue liquid, at which
point the teacher reminded the students of the importance of “wafting” when smelling a liquid.
She continued by stating next year they would take a test and one of the questions on it would be
about wafting, so she showed them how to waft.
She asked the students to tell her what they observed. Pat summarized what she was
hearing from the students, “I heard you guys say that it dropped to the bottom, that the paper was
expanding. Why do you think is was expanding?” One student answered, “something in the
liquid was breaking it apart, another said ‘maybe it’s a chemical”, and anther stated “whatever is
in it, it’s getting in between the crumbles.” The teacher wrote the responses off camera,
assumedly at the board.
Pat reviewed their previous learning about matter, asking students questions to get at the
points that all solids were matter and all matter is made up of material. She used the example that
the desk is made of material and asked “what are those little things called?” Students said atoms,
molecules, neutrons, and particles. Pat stated “all that stuff is made up of particles. Water is
getting in between the particles.” She then asked “Why did it happen so quickly in one and not
the other?” The teacher told the students that they came up with this question on their own by
making some observations.
We want to know “why does the water go in between the particles faster in one cup vs.
the other. So that sets us up for an investigation.” She then asked them how they could set up the
investigation besides just testing Water A, which you can’t do.” Several students provided ideas,
in which she then told the them she had an investigation set up for them to test what was going
on. She asked student teams to get the following supplies: paper, pennies, eye dropper or pipette,
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and a cup of water. After students had their supplies, she told them they were going to do some
investigations, collect some data, and discuss what is happening. “Why does the water go in
between the particles of the paper faster in one solution vs another solution?” She went over the
procedures for the experiment, passing out their data table, and reminded them to be asking
themselves questions and write them down in their science journals as they are working. She
read the procedures while demonstrating what the students would be doing:
1. Wash and rinse the penny with tap water.
2. Dry the penny completely with the paper towel.
3. Place the penny on a flat surface.
4. Use an eye dropper or pipette and carefully drop water on the penny.
5. Count how many drops of water you place on the penny.
6. Keep track of the water drops until the water run off the edge of the penny.
7. Replicate the experiment five times.
Pat told them to “get the average and use the calculators or iPads.” She asked for
predictions, in which students responded with answers ranging from 4 to 10. After these
responses, she had the students start their experiment.
She walked around the room and occasionally stopped them to talk about behaviors she
was noticing. For example, she stated “I want to make sure you are being good scientists and
making some good observations about what is going on. One very important thing that scientists
do whenever they are collecting data is that they are making observations as they are collecting
data. That is super important to do in this experiment, so keep that in mind and ask questions.”
Another comment was “I don’t want numbers, I want observations.” A student stated “The liquid
is rising up.” The teacher than repeated what the student said, adding “So maybe the water
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molecules are piling up on top of each other?” “It looks like a stupa” another student said in
which the teacher praised her for bringing in social studies. The teacher asked the student what is
the shape of a stupa, in which the student replied dome shaped. She asked how many people
observed that, in which almost everyone raised their hand. Pat went on to say, “Now here is the
difference between a scientist and someone who is not a scientist. A scientist would question
why it make a dome? Why doesn’t it make a square?”
A few minutes later, she told them to look at their data and question why there is such a
difference in the numbers. She said, “for example, you have a 16, 12 and 24 and I’m wondering
what causes the differences in those numbers.” Students offered various reason about the people
using the dropper, such as one person was low to the penny and another was going faster. The
teacher used this opportunity to remind the students about variable and how important it is to
minimize any differences in procedures.
After allowing more time for student to complete the activity, she brought the class back
together to talk about their data. She asked each group for their average and wrote them in front
of the class. The averages were 32, 20.6, and 25. She asked why the averages were different, as
they needed to analyze the data. Why was one average so high? One student responded that they
had different pipettes and the teacher agreed that could have something to do with it. She focused
the discussion on the observations they made. She asked student to share some of their
observations. “In the beginning, every drop we added, it went towards the water that was already
on there” at which the teacher became very excited about her observation. She asked if others
saw that too and another student said “it attracts.” The teacher provided a few examples for the
students, such as rain on car windows and as the drops go down they collect more and more
water. She extended this to clouds and how water condenses and attracts to each other, they get
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so heavy that it just falls in the form of …” in which a student answer “precipitation.” She then
moved on asking what else the observed. A student stated “the height of the water being dropped
effects the amount of drops” in which she clarified his statement by adding “the amount of drops
that you can put on the penny before it spills over.” The teacher asked about the shape in which a
student respond dome.
Pat stated “the scientific word for what is happening is cohesion.” She then read the
definition to the class, “the attraction of like molecules to one another” and wrote it up in front of
the classroom, off camera. She added another word, “molecule.” She asked the class the
definition of a molecule. Students responded with “a molecule is a really small part of something
and they attract and form like what their molecule is made up of, like a water molecule and they
get close together and they attract.” The teacher agreed with the definition of small, stating its
one part of the definition. She called on another student who said “it’s like the particles that
make up water” to which Pat replied, “kind of, it’s something that makes up something” and
continued with stating, “A molecule is the smallest unit of a substance that has all the properties
of that substance.” She asked for an example of a molecule and gave them a hint that they played
with it. One of the students said, “water molecules” in which the teacher replied, “awesome” and
continued to tell them they have learned water molecules are made up of different atoms, and
asked them what atoms make up a water molecule, giving them a hint that there are two different
atoms. Two different students responded with one saying “oxygen” and the other saying
“hydrogen.” Pat told them hydrogen is number one on the periodic table and asked how many
atoms of hydrogen are there.” A student responded with two and another student said one for
oxygen.
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The teacher then moved on to discussion surface tension. She asked if they had heard
about a thing called the Jesus Lizard. When they all said no, she told them a story about talking
with her son on the way to school about a lizard that can run across the water. Another example
she provided was small orange spiders that jump around and walk all over on the water. She
stated, “surface tension is the skin like surface of water that pulls it together into the smallest
possible surface area. So when we look at surface tension, it’s this skin like.” She then asked,
“Did you find there was a skin like top to the dome, holding everything in? What happens is
because of cohesions, those molecules are trying to pull together and they are trying to attach or
attract to each other and it just so happens to form a dome or like a top of a sphere, which is a
pretty cool thing when you think about it.” She continued by asking the students, “have you guys
seen pictures of water in space, do you remember what kind of shape that formed?” A student
answered, “a sphere” which the teacher agreed and stated “that’s because of the water molecules
and cohesion, they are attracted to each other and they pull together. Now what happened is you
broke the surface tension because you added more water, water, water until eventually it was too
much and it couldn’t stick together. The water molecules were trying really hard to stay attracted
to each other but eventually, augh, you gave me too much water.”
The teacher then transitioned by saying, “Ok, Miss Pat, what does that have to do with
the two cups?” and asked for their thoughts. A student suggested that in the plain water that the
water molecules are attracted and so tightly pulled together that it didn’t allow the paper to break
down through and go to the bottom. Another asked if they were different temperatures. After
stating what great answers, the teacher then walked back to the two jars set up in the front of the
room to explain what happened.
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She claimed she was only kind of a magician and told them one jar had soap in it. “What
happened is when I put the soap in there, it weakened the attraction of the molecules, I believe
specifically the hydrogen molecule. It weakened that attraction so the soapy water, if you can
image, it is more laid back, the molecules are more laid back a little bit, so it allowed the paper
wad to break through the water and start absorbing some of the water into the particles of the
paper. So soap actually breaks, it lessens, it doesn’t allow the attraction of the hydrogen atoms to
be so tight.”
The teacher continued by asking the students how this compares to life? “When do we
like to use soapy water?” she asked which a student replied, “When we wash our hands.” Pat
continued by telling them when we wash the dishes, you want the water atoms to spread out so
we can clean our hands a little bit better.
She asked them if they could test different liquids and students mentioned soda, salt
water, dyed water, fruit juice, chlorine, oil and vinegar. This lead into the next segment of the
lesson in which the students were given the option to test a different liquid. One group selected
vinegar and two groups saltwater. When the students were finished, the teacher brought them
together to discuss their findings.
The teacher told the students she wanted them to “use these words the best that you can”
when reporting your findings. A student in the first group stated the vinegar cohesion was about
the same as the water. A student in the second group stated the salt water did not have any
cohesion. The last group reported their data and Pat made a big deal of the saltwater results as
one trial had 62 drops. The students thought they had more salt in their water than the other
group. The teacher suggested in the future they should measure the same amount of saltwater for
both groups, since they really can’t compare their results. The students agreed.
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She asked the students to talk about what that means. When no one from the group
responded right away, she said, “If you were able to get more water droplets on it, Natashia
(pseudonym), what does that say about the surface tension and cohesion?” There was a long
pause (20 seconds), and the teacher asked her if she didn’t know and then prompted her with “if
you were able to get more water droplets on the penny, then what could that tell you about
cohesion, about the action of those molecules?” Natashia then stated, “it’s stronger” and the
teacher stated, “very good, then do you think the surface tension would be more if your cohesion
is more, than do you think your surface tension would be more?” in which the student softly
answered yes and the teacher provided her with encouraging words.
She ended the lesson by telling the students to write, in their own words, if they were to
describe to their parents what they did today, what you learned about surface tension and
cohesions, I’d like you to write a paragraph in your own words about this. She walked over and
took down all the notes she had placed on the paper at which point the students groaned. She
then responded, “listen, you guys said I don’t remember what surface tension is but you should
be able to describe it, that’s why I took this down, because I don’t want you to memorize
definitions. Anyone can memorize definitions, right? But it’s understanding the definition. You
all should be able to describe surface tension if you just describe what you did here today and
cohesion.” The video ended as student worked on their paragraphs.
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Appendix Y
Lesson One Video Description: Lynn
Lynn submitted one short video, which was due to technical difficulties, so only 7:31
minutes of the forty-minute science class was recorded. The camera was set in the back of the
room and someone was moving it, following the teacher. The class of students were sitting in
groups of three or four around tables.
Lynn’s lesson started by her asking her students to take a look at a picture on the screen
and asked them to tell her what was going on in the picture. The picture had over 10 electrical
items plugged into multiple extension cords all leading to one outlet.
One students said, “A lot of things that are going on with electricity, but there are a lot of
wires sticking out that. They aren’t neat and it’s a bit mess.” Lynn stated, “interesting” and called
on another student. “The breaker is overheating because there is too much stuff plugged in” was
his observation. “Oh, what a good point” was the teacher’s response and she continued, “first,
does anyone’s room look like this?” in which they responded no. “Good job, give yourself a pat
on the back”, Lynn exclaimed. Another student stated, “everything is on.” Lynn repeated his
response and said “first of all, do you notice there is a power strip, on the floor. Do you notice
there is not even an available outlet on this power strip, it is so overloaded and as you already
said, it is a disaster waiting to happen.”
Lynn continued, “our objective today is to explore the function of a circuit breaker.” The
teacher asked the students to be in pairs or threes. She then asked one person from every group to
come up and a sheet of paper in plastic protectors. Lynn brought them back together and asked
them if everyone had access to a paper. She explained that when they do labs, they usually have
a huge write up and wanted them to notice the sheet had a lot of pictures. “A picture is worth a
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thousand words” and had them start at the beginning. She called on a student to read the first
direction, “Blow up and tie your balloon, tape three strands of wool to it as shown.” The teacher
then held up a balloon to show the students the balloon size and stated, “I don’t’ want you to go
big today, medium size is perfect. Next thing she said was to take three strands of wool.” Lynn
walked over to the wool, stating “steel wool is very very coarse” and they did not need a huge
clump. “Three to five squares is perfect because if they try to take too much, you’re going to
have difficulty getting this lab to work. So again, stick to what the (inaudible) is telling you” She
then called on another student to read step two. She read, “stick two aluminum foil strips to the
ends of the steel wool.” Continuing to hold the balloon, she said, “I just showed you one end is
coming to the steel wool and you’re going to get another strip and you’re going to tape it to the
other end” using the balloon to show them what to do. She called on another student to tell them
what happens next and he stated, “Add a mini tree light to one of the strips.” Lynn went on to
say, “You are all familiar with the tree lights. We are just going to use the metal end and you
want to make sure it is stripped at the end of your tree light and attach it to the end of your foil.”
Another student read the next step, “Build a circuit breaker, make sure the switch is open.” The
teacher stated, “In the picture is shows two D size batteries, honestly my D batteries are running
low, so I am going to give you a nine-bolt battery instead. A little powerful so you are going to
be careful with it and you are going to have a switch. The is your picture to the right of the D
battery.” She then told them they were going to stop for a minute as she wanted them to look at
picture three and picture four. She asked them if the pictures were the same, to which the
students responded no. She asked a student if he agreed that they were not the same and he
replied that they looked close. She praised him, stating “good observation, you have to look real
carefully.” Another student added, “there is one of these pictures where all the wires (inaudible)”
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and a student jumped in and said, “They are parallel” in which the teacher responded, “ok, good
job, I hear parallel circuit.” She then asked the class, “what does parallel mean vs. series? What
does parallel, Marsha?” Marsh answered “A parallel allows if one light bulb goes out it won’t
affect the rest of the bulb.” The teacher than asked them to turn to a partner and talk about
“pathways.” She continued, “how many pathways, what is the difference between a series and a
parallel? Turn to a partner and discuss.” After 17 seconds, she stated “good conversations, now I
want you to again help your partner and to trace the pathways in step four. Show the pathways in
step four. Oh, I forgot to ask, with your fingers, how many pathways are there in step four?”
Students should out answers and the teacher held up one finger, didn’t respond, but told them to
turn to their partner and show the pathways. “Trace them with your finger,” she instructed. She
brought them together to summarize what they should have been tracing, “Ok, the current can go
from the battery, to the light, and then back around or current in step four can” at which point the
video ended.
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Appendix Z
Lesson Two Video Description: Lynn
Lesson two video is 40 minutes in length and students are sitting in groups of three or
four around tables. Lynn started the lesson by stating the objectives for today “is to identify and
describe the relationship among the various types of waves and the second objective is to
describe the relationship between frequency and wavelength of the wave using the
electromagnetic spectrum.” She continued by reviewing what they did yesterday, in which they
started a jigsaw assignment, “in which you were at different tables, gathering information.” She
asked how many groups had finished gathering information. Based upon their response, she
found most were done and a few groups needed to share their information. She continued, “let
me tell you how we are going to be sharing the information. First of all, you are the expert. You
went around and gathered information, now you need to summarize it for your group. I don’t
mean, for example, if this is my paper, I’m not going to give it all to a Bradley (pseudonym) and
tell him to copy it. I’m going to talk to him and I’m going to say, for example, radio waves have
the lowest frequency and my whole group is going to listen and they are going to copy down
what I say. I’m going to give them a summary and then for the people copying, you are going to
paraphrase it. Everybody understand? Perfect. I should hear a lot of conversation.” The students
then began to talk about their information and the teacher walked around to each group. The
students worked on this for approximately 13 minutes. She brought them back together and
stated, “we are going to come back to that in one moment, I need to find out what you know
about waves.” She brought them a piece of paper, asked them to write their names on the blank
side, and stated, “I want you to put any type of scientific terminology that you know about a
particle wave on your diagram.” Mimicking a student, she stated they might be thinking, “I’m a
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little rusty. I know the terms but I don’t know where they go, then put the terms down off to the
side.” Responding to questions, she told if they didn’t know to terms, to go ahead and write
down, “I don’t know the terms.” She gave them a little less than 2 minutes to complete their
terminology and as she was requesting the papers, students were talking to her and she said,
“time out. I just heard people say if I had the words, I could put them on my diagram.” So she
gave the word, “wavelength” and continued, “so if you say ‘oh, I know the word wavelength,’
show me on your diagram.” She then gave them time to write this down and walked around the
room, picking up papers as she said, “this was just a pretest for me to see what you do
remember.” The teacher then sat down at the front of the class and turned on a projector. She
asked, “what is the highest part of the wave” in which a student responded “crest.” She drew a
wavelength on the projector and labeled the diagram. She stated, “this is the highest part of the
wave.” She stood up and went to the board, pointing at one of the objectives and stated, “I said
wavelength was the term that (inaudible) wavelength is” and called on a student, in which he
responded, “Isn’t it like the line through,” at which the teacher went to the drawing saying, “you
mean this solid line?” in which the student said yes. She replied, “this solid line is what we call
the resting state” and continued by asking “what is length?” A student responded “how long
something is, how far” to which Lynn stated, “when we are talking about length, we are going to
be measuring the distance of something. Good. We want to measure the length of one wave. We
are going to start, and you can pick any point you like.” Lynn decided to start at the crest of one
wave and told the students she needed to go to the next consecutive wave and stop at the same
exact point. She stated, “that is going to be the distance then from one point to the next wave,
and that’s called the wavelength.” She drew this on the diagram and labeled it. Students were
following along and doing the same. She showed another example on a different point of the
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wave. She said, “A couple of other things we didn’t talk about. If we said the crest is the top of
the wave, anybody have any idea what the bottom of the wave.” A student answered, “the
trough” which the teacher acknowledged affirmatively and said, “think about a cow drinking
milk from a trough, it’s on the ground, he’s at the bottom, so that’s your trough” as she continued
labeling. She told them she was going to draw a different wave. She asked the student to draw
another wave below the first one, replicating what she was drawing. She had them label the first
wave number 1 and the wave they just drew number 2 and she was going to ask them questions.
“Which wave, number 1 or number 2, has the longer wavelength.” Students then held up
their hand, using their finger to indicate their answer. The teacher called on a student that picked
number 1 and asked her to explain. The student stated, “because number 2 is higher and more
together and the other is shorter and more spread out.” The student said more, but it was
inaudible. Lynn then called on a student whom had selected number 2 as her answer. “I was
thinking if you were to spread it out it would be longer because there’s more spring things and
there’s smaller (inaudible) when you put them together” at which the teacher exclaimed, “oh,
you just said something important. You said the waves were closer together. Now I understand
your reasoning. You said ‘if we stretch them out’ but we’re not going to stretch them out when
we measure a wavelength. We are going to take a point and another on the next consecutive
wave (as she is showing them on the overhead projector) and we are going to measure, this is a
wavelength.” The teacher drew lines between each two points on both waves and asked to look
at the lengths and called on a student to tell the class what she thought, with number 1 being her
reply. The teacher asked if “everyone saw that” and continued by stating “what if we put a line
right down the middle” and drew a vertical line between the wavelength, going through the
trough. “We’re going to use a timer” state the teacher and then paused as she recalled a student
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using a word the word “frequency”, wrote it down on the overhead and asked as student what it
meant. A student responded, “how often something happens, in an amount of time.” The teacher
suggested “how about if we say the number of waves in a given time period. So if we were going
to measure both of these waves at the same time, which one will have a higher frequency? Which
one is going to occur more times” and a student showed out “does a higher wavelength mean
that” at which she talked over him and said “now, now, let’s wait a minute. Just listen what I
asked, I didn’t say wavelength, I said with on is going to occur more often in a given amount of
time. So other words, we are going to set a time, and again it could be for an hour, it could be for
a minute and we’re looking at the waves.” The teacher then pointed at the screen and indicated
they were just looking at just this time period. Lynn asked, “which one is going to have a higher
frequency, wave 1 or wave 2?” John (pseudonym) answered, “I think it’s two” and she asked if
the students agreed with that and asked them to raise their fingers in providing their answer.
Seeing everyone agreeing, she moved on and asked them to make a wavelength in the air using
their arm as she demonstrated the movement in front of the classroom. She had them physically
represent both types of waves and then asked them “which one has more energy?” and asked
them to vote with their fingers again. She noticed everyone voted for wave 2. Going back to the
overhead, she stated as she was writing, “we are going to say that wave 1 has a longer
wavelength and wave to has a shorter wavelength. For frequency, wave 1 short or longer
frequency compared to 2?” When students didn’t respond, she asked the question again. Several
students answered shorter. The teacher then wrote on the overhead, not responding, and then
stated, “I should use higher or lower, I’m sorry” and restated, somewhat inaudible, but could be
heard using the words lower and higher.
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Continuing, she said, “ok, let’s use low or high energy, we’re comparing one and two.
Number 1, low energy or high energy? Compared to 2?” When students were not responding,
she asked them to represent 1 with their hands in the air, moving their arms to represent a slow
wave 1. She had them also represent wave 2, in which they moved their arms much faster,
tracing a wave in the air. When she asked them again if wave 1 was high or low energy, they
responded low. She sat back down at the overhead and wrote down while saying, “Let’s say low
energy, good job. And we said wave 2 had high energy. We’re going to come back and look at
the relationship in a little bit, but first let’s get back to the electromagnetic spectrum.” She got up
and said, “you just looked at 7 waves. How can we sort them?” Lynn called on a student, and he
responded, “the bigger wavelengths go to one side and the small wavelengths go to the other” at
which the teacher responded, “good, so we could sort them by wavelength. Beautiful. Any other
way we could sort them?” A student responded with frequency. The teacher asked if there was
anything else, and went on to talk about their data and asked what their last category of data,
which was energy. “We looked at how dangerous they were. If they’re dangerous, do they have a
lot of high energy or low energy?” at which the students responded higher energy. She then
asked them how they were going to sort the 7 types of waves that they have and asked for one of
the wavelength types, which a student responded “X-Rays.” She continued to call on different
students as they gave the following answers: gamma rays, radio waves, microwaves, inferred,
invisible, and ultraviolet. The teacher reiterated there were 7 waves than told the students they
needed to figure out where they go, asking again how to best put the waves in order, mentioning
frequency and wavelength again. She directed them to work together to figure it out, having one
student from each group come up and get one set of seven strings. With 10 minutes left in the
class session, students began taking their string and represent wavelengths on their tabletop,
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during which time, the teacher walked around and talked with groups. After a few minutes, she
clarified what she wanted the students to do, “you have 7 pieces of string and you have seven
waves. You are going to be showing me each one of the waves, so you want the label to go with
the waves. You have some choices. You can either arrange them by wavelength, you can arrange
them by danger, if they are very dangerous they would have a lot of energy verses those that are
less dangerous have less energy.” The students went back to working in their groups. Figure 5.1
shows a student group example.
Figure 5.1: Student Group Wave Sequence Example

With 2 minutes left in the class, the teacher brought them around one of the tables,
stating, “I want to hear reasoning, because in science, that’s what we want to do. We want to put
our evidence together and hear reasoning. This group is going to present. We want to hear how
their thinking, and look at their evidence, and then question.” One of the group members stated:
we tried to put these in order of frequencies, so we thought this is the least frequency
(pointing to the far-left example labeled radio waves) lowest and this (pointing to the far
right example labeled gamma waves) would be the highest.
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The teacher said, “When you’re saying frequency, can we also use energy then” to which
a student shouted out “yes.” The teacher continued, “can we say if it has low frequency it has
low energy?” which again students said yes. On the students in the presenting group said, “and if
it has a high energy then it has a smaller wavelength than if it had bigger energy.” “So then,” the
teacher addressed the class and said, “radiowaves, do you think that’s right to put them first?”
Most students said yes, but the teacher called on the student that was saying no and asked her
why. “because it’s the lowest and it doesn’t hurt anyone.” The student continued with his
presentation, giving the order of the waves as follows: microwaves, visible light, ultraviolet,
infrared, x-rays, and gamma rays. It is interesting to note that the student group had their
wavelengths ordered incorrectly.
The teacher had them go back to their tables. She asked them, “I need you to write down
energy, frequency, wavelength, give me arrows” and then the bell rang. She informed them
homework tonight was up on google classroom and they needed to watch a very short YouTube
video. The video ended.
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